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Shop Online
30,000+ products,  

and more added weekly.

2018 Canadian Owned & Operated

Our Core Values

Commitment to Excellence
Never compromising on quality and always 
striving to improve in every way!

Respectful of Everyone
Recognize that all customers, vendors and 
team members always deserve respect.

Integrity
Doing the right things, at the right time, 
all the time!

Passionate
We bring passion to everything that we do.

Humble & Gracious
We are always grateful and work 
together believing that everyone’s contribution 
is important.

Our Vision

For Cindy and I, Scholar’s Choice isn’t 
just a family business to us, it represents 
our passion. We are passionate about 
children and their education. We believe 
the education we give our children is the 
greatest gift we can give and the emphasis 
on early childhood education is critical 
to successful lifelong learning. We are 
privileged to work with a great team and 
great customers including parents, teachers, 
and early childhood educators who all share 
this same passion. We look forward to 
working with you again this year. If there is 
anything that we can do better to build our 
relationship, please reach out to us. We want 
to be the best partner we can be to help you 
be successful in the classroom.

Scott & Cindy Webster

Quick Ship Craft
High quality craft materials,

guaranteed in-stock.

Ship To The Store
Order online and ship to 

the store for FREE.
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“I really value and trust Scholar’s Choice as they 
place the child first. They have a commitment 
to education and quality products. A deep 
understanding of a child’s needs and development 
underpins their direction. I enjoy working with 
partners who have my enthusiasm for Early Years 
Educationq.
 

 - C.L. Clark, Early Years Director at TTS Group Ltd 

“Scholar’s Choice offers unique products choices 
that inspire imagination and learning in children.  
Their focus is all about developing young minds 
and motor skills in a positive way.”  

 - Natalie, from Woodbridge

“I’m from Kelowna, part of the homeschooling 
community there. I will recommend Scholar’s 
Choice for certain curriculum and I’m happy they 
offer free shipping over $100.”  

 - Susan, from Kelowna

“When shopping at Scholar’s Choice, I am able to 
find quality educational products for my daughter 
and my classroom at a price that is fair.”  

� -�Georgina,�from�Innisfil
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Shop Online

• 30,000+ Products
• Check Stock Levels
• New Product Added Weekly
• One Step Checkout

www.scholarschoice.ca

Special Needs Featured Products

Self Regulation Strategies For 
The Classroom

It is important to teach students how they can self regulate 
within the context of their learning environment. These 
strategies will help students monitor and control their 
behavior, emotions, and thoughts, while staying grounded 
in the classroom.

1. rovide a basket of various fidgets that students can use 
any time they need help focusing. Ensure there are fidgets 
for all kinds of tactile experiences.

2. Encourage students to set personal goals that are both 
challenging and attainable.

3. Select rewards with students so they can practice self-
reinforcement techniques.

Read more on our Blog: www.tpop.ca

Advice - Inspiration - Expertise - Follow us!

NEW

The Dark Den
057-EY00254  $189.99

The ark en is an affordable den for creative 

play that is simple to construct and store.

Featuring a nylon double skin that blocks out 

the light, it’s ideal for using torches, glowing 

objects or as a cosy space.

NEW

scholarschoice.ca • 1-800-265-1095

Weighted Blanket
057-SD12320 $244.99

Ideal for children who need help calming 

down, relaxing and sleeping. Made in a soft, 

breathable material to reduce potential 

overheating for the child. Available in three 

weights. Hand wash only.



3Time Management | Special Needs

The Original Time Timer®
The original visual timer that shows exactly how much time is left. Our patented 
red disk disappears as time elapses, ideal for teaching children the concept of 
elapsed time as well as managing the stress of transitions by showing “how much 
longer”. A great way to ease testing anxiety as students are able to see at a glance 
how much time is left. Optional audible signal when time is up. All timers are 
free-standing. The 8" and 12" models can also be wall-mounted. Requires 1 “AA” 
battery, not included.
225-TTA1W 8" Time Timer $44.99
225-TTA2W 12" Time Timer $49.99
225-TTA4W 3" Personal Time Timer $37.99
Visual Schedule Kit
Shows a “wordless and numberless” schedule for anyone to follow. Includes 2 
blank faces for the Time Timer (sold separately) and 2 sheets of stickers depicting 
various activities like reading, wash hands, school bus, etc.
225-TTVSK8 For 8" Time Timer $19.99
225-TTVSK12 For 12" Time Timer $22.99

Time Timer MOD®
The MOD features a removable, silicone cover that offers an extra layer of protec-
tion from the bumps and falls that are part of everyday life. Protective lens and 
compact size make the MOD portable and easy to use anywhere. Includes on/off 
switch for the audible alert. Requires 1 “AA” battery, not included. 31⁄2" x 31⁄2". 
$44.99 Each
225-TTM9W Charcoal Gray               
225-TTM9BLW Sky Blue               
225-TTM9GRW Lime Green

Time Timer Dry Erase Board
Activity/Message Center to be used with Time Timer MOD (sold separately).  
Convenient caddy on back holds markers and supplies. 73⁄4" x 73⁄4".
225-TTWB6W $24.99

Time Timer PLUS®
This award-winning timer features a rugged 
case and on-the-go handle making it easy to 
take the timer anywhere you go! Includes 
volume control dial. Requires 1 “AA” battery, 
not included. 51⁄2" x 7". $46.99 Each
225-TTP7W 60 Minute Timer, Charcoal Gray
225-TTP7WHT 60 Minute Timer, White
225-TT20W 20 Minute Timer, White new!
225-TT120W 120 Minute Timer, White new!

Time Timer®  
Desktop App
Keep lessons, classroom work cycles and 
student presentations on time and on track with 
the new and improved Time Timer® Desktop 
App. New features include Always-on-Top, so 
your Time Timer is always visible and the ability 
to create, name and save Timers for regular 
routines! Compatible with interactive white 
boards, Macs and PCs. 
225-TTM5PERSW Personal–1 user $26.99
225-TTM5MLTIW Multi–5 users $99.99
225-TT5PRS10 Premium–25 users $329.99

Time Timer
Desktop App
Keep lessons, classroom work cycles and 
student presentations on time and on track with 
the new and improved Time Timer® Desktop 
App. New features include Always-on-Top, so 
your Time Timer is always visible and the ability 
to create, name and save Timers for regular 
routines! Compatible with interactive white 
boards, Macs and PCs. 
225-TTM5PERSW
225-TTM5MLTIW
225-TT5PRS10

HourGlass™ 
Classroom Timer & Noise Meter
This dual-function classroom management system 
features a giant display of lights that can be seen by 
everyone in a classroom or even an auditorium. In TIMER 
MODE, as “time’s up” approaches the lights turn red, 
and a one-minute warning tone sounds. When time is 
up, sound plays and lights flash to clearly signal the end. 
In NOISE MODE, everyone can see the rows of “sound 
meter” lights rise and fall, indicating the noise level in the 
room. At the “trigger point” set by the teacher, a warning 
sound plays and lights flash, signaling the room to quiet 
down! Requires 4 “C” batteries or optional AC adaptor. 
15" x 8" x 41⁄2". One year unconditional warranty.
035-7500 HourGlass $149.99
035-7501 AC Adapter $28.99

Time Timer TWIST®
A new, digital version of the Time 
Timer! This easy-to-set 90-minute 
timer features a magnetic 
back allowing visual time 
management right where you 
need it! Requires 1 “AAA” battery, 
not included. 31⁄2" diameter. 
225-TTW31 $28.99

Easy Daysies Classroom
Management Tool
This ready-made visual daily routine 
shows students the “shape of the day”, 
lessens student anxiety and provides 
smoother transitions. Images are simple 
enough for non-readers of any age to 
confidently understand their day. Perfect 
for use on a magnetic white board or 
pocket chart. Individual magnets are 8" 
x 21⁄2" for easy viewing from a distance. 
Each set includes 16 durable, illustrated 
magnets plus 2 blanks. $21.99 Each
162-ED213   Grades PreK–K
162-ED210   Grades 1+
162-ED214   French

New Digital  
90-minute  

Time Timer!
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Chew Stixx Pencil Toppers (Scented)
If your child bites, chews, or grinds, give them something safe to chew on. Fits 
any #2 pencil. Package includes one smooth and one knobby surfaced topper. 
Not for use with children under 3 years of age.  $8.99 Each

Chew Stixx
Designed by therapists, this oral 
motor device features 4 different 
textures for children craving sensory 
input. Materials are FDA approved. 
Latex and PVC free. Textured blue; 
41⁄2" long.  
320-CL100 $11.99

Chew Stixx Junior
A “pocket-size” version of the Original 
Chew Stixx! Chew Stixx Jr is hollow, 
therefore it offers a crush and release 
type compression. All materials and 
colors are FDA approved. Latex and 
PVC free. Dishwater safe. 41⁄2'' L. Use 
with adult supervision.  $12.99 Each
320-CSP100 Red
320-CSP101 Blue

320-CSPT103 Grape (Purple)
320-CSPT102 Chocolate (Brown)
320-CSPT105 Spearmint (Blue)

320-CSPT104 Orange (Orange)
320-CSPT106 Mint (Green)
320-CSPT100 Unscented (Yellow)

Chew Lolli
This is a lollipop-shaped chewy that features 
a circular handle. Comes in either the Swirl 
that has a slightly raised “spiral” pattern on 
the chewy surface, or the Knobby that has 
lots of textured sensory chewy bumpies.  
Both are non-toxic and latex-free.   
$8.99 Each 
320-CLS100 Red Swirl
320-CLS101 Blue Swirl
320-CLS102 Red Knobby
320-CLS103 Blue Knobby

Chewigems
Chewigems are non-toxic sensory chewelry for those 
with a need to chew. Stylish and FUNctional, this 
wearable chewing solution provides a safe way to 
use oral motor input to assist in minimizing anxiety 
and stress. Our products are offered in a variety of 
colors and thicknesses, making them a discreet 
choice for self-regulation when focus and attention 
is needed.   $22.99 Each 

Chewy Pencil Toppers
Chewy Pencil Toppers feel great in your
mouth and in your hands, providing sensory 
input to calm anxiety and increase attention. 
Serves as a chewy toy, finger fidget and source of 
proprioceptive input. Choose from 3 styles: 
a chunky star, a textured top, or our 
classic balloon-shape. Safe for teeth 
and provides a buffer from the pencil. Fits any no. 2 pencil. Set 
of 3 in assorted colours. Made from silicone. For medium to 
heavy chewers. Ages 4+   $21.99 Each

314-CHC Camo Chubes
314-CHM Multi Colour Chubes
314-CP Purple Cat
314-DPG Grey Disc Pendant

314-DPGW Green White Disc Pendant
314-DTB Blue Dog Tags
314-DTBK Black Dog Tags
314-DTC Camo Dog Tags

262-CF6161   Star    262-CF6162   Textured    262-CF5863   Chewy

314-CHM

314-DTC

314-DPGW
314-CP

Chews
Perfect for children with autism who have Sensory processing needs and for 
those who require help with oral motor strengthening. The chews can also be 
used as fidget toys, for children who like chewing on their clothes and to help 
calm and focus. The different textured surfaces provide Sensory input and the 
small, colourful shapes are an ideal size for children to hold. Set of 4, including: 
1 x yellow star (10cm diameter), 1 x blue oblong (L11cm), 1 x green circle (9cm 
diameter), 1 x red diamond (L11cm). Suitable for ages 3 yrs +. Made of silicone. 
The chews are therapeutic devices that are to be used only by a professional 
therapist or by a caregiver trained in their use. Usage must be supervised at all 
times. 
057-SD12067 $44.99
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Twistable Tangles
Fabulous fidgets from Tangle® Creations! 
Twistable energy designed to soothe, calm  
and inspire creativity! Fuzzy Tangle Jr. is  
eighteen 6⁄8"W Tangle sections, covered  
with soft fuzzy material; Imagine Tangle is 
encased in a soft, bumpy synthetic rubber.  
Colours may vary, all Tangles are latex free. 
Ages 5+ 170-13406   

Think Tangle   
$9.99

170-1800   
Textured Fidget Toy 

Tangle Jr.
$7.99

170-104F   
Classic Tangle Jr.

$4.99

170-1261
Totally Textured 

 Tangle Jr.   
$8.99

Bouncy Bands®
Wiggle While You Work!
Bouncy Band discreetly soothes student anxiety, frustration, and hyperactivity, 
and helps Active Learners fidget without distracting others. Students can move 
while working quietly and will spend more time on task when they have a way 
to stay calm. Made with heavy-duty rubber, Bouncy Band stretches to fit chairs 
with a distance of 13"–18" between the chair legs, or desks that are 20"–28" 
wide. Support pipes keep Bouncy Band at the perfect height, and prevent it 
from sliding down to the floor. 100% latex free.

Bouncy Band for Chairs
$21.99 Each
047-BBC Blue

Bouncy Band for Desks
$22.99 Each
047-BBD Blue

Boinks® Fidgets™
Fidgeting can actually stimulate neural responses producing  
an increase in blood circulation to the brain and extremities. 
Fidgets™ can help with generalized anxiety disorder, ADD, 
ADHD, obsessive-compulsive disorder, dementia and autism. 
438-2PACK Super Boinks, 2 Pack $6.99
438-4PACK Boinks, 4 Pack $6.99
438-BT28 Classic Boinks Teacher Pack $29.99
438-F3P Boinks Fidgets, 3 Pack $8.99
438-FT20 Boinks Fidgets Teacher Pack $59.99 
438-SBT20 Super Boinks Teacher Pack $46.99

Boinks® Fidgets™

Slide the marble back  
and forth to soothe  
fidgety fingers  
and restless minds.

Pencil with Fidget 
Choice of wingnuts, nut n’ bolt, 
bump n’ run, and spin snappers. Sold 
individually. 
500-FIDGETS $2.49

Twiddle Fidget  
Crunch Shape
Unlimited fun, stress relief 
and provides focus. 70 
interchangeable pieces molds and 
shapes. 
929-ZK1000TG $11.99

Spiky Sensory Finger Rings
Roll them up and down your fingers for a fun, unique sensation - they're perfect 
for sensory and tactile stimulation! Made with 100% high-quality stainless steel 
with an anodized coating, they are strong, durable and safe for kids and adults. 
They create plenty of pressure and sensation through the acupressure process. 
Pack of ten means you can take them everywhere! Perfect for the classroom, 
home or office, they're great for parents, teachers, students, therapists and 
more. A great alternative to other sensory toys, including sensory brushes and 
rolls. Units are 1" in diameter and 0.3" tall. 10-pk as shown.
229-fingerrings10 $17.99

Wood Fidget Crunch
Twelve blocks are connected by 
elasticized string and can be arranged 
in tons of ways. 
936-6496 $4.99

Gyrobi
The fidget toy that twists, spins and rotates! Focus 
your floating attention with the only gyroscope 
inspired fidget.
673-TPG860  $6.99

Loopeez
The perfect mindless fiddle! Endlessly 
flip the bright curved pieces around the 
duel axes of the rings.
673-TPG861  $6.99

673-TPG860 $6.99

170-13407   
Imagine Therapy 

$19.99
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Crazy Aaron’s Thinking Putty 
You can use Thinking Putty as a toy, a stress ball, a squeeze toy, or as therapy 
putty. Ages 3+ 

Heat Sensitive  $16.99 Each
844-PWTW020 Twight Light
844-PWSU020 Sunburst
844-PWCH020 Chameleon
844-PWAB020 Amethyst Blush

Discovery Putty
Play hide-and-seek with therapy puttyl Discovery Putty is the playful way to 
strengthen hands and improve fine motor planning. Stretch, mold and pull the 
putty until you find all the hidden objects—and then hide the pieces all over 
again! Collect all four themes, each with its own color and level of resistance.
• Strengthens fine motor skills and provides tactile exploration
• Versatile therapy tool, fidget, and travel toy for imaginative play
• Supports speech, color recognition, math and language activities
• High quality professional putty, free of gluten, casein, latex, soy
Ages 5+  $24.99 Each
262-SP6089 Transportation Station, Soft
262-SP6088 School Tools, Soft
262-SP5041 Grab the Goodies, Soft
262-SP5042 Animal Rescue, Firm

Phantom–UV Reactive $21.99 Each
844-PWAF020 Artic Flare
844-PWFF020 Foxfire

Super Magnetics $21.99 Each
844-PWTD020 Tidal Wave
844-PWRR020 Reactive Razz

Glow In The Dark 
$16.99 Each
844-PWKR020 Krypton
844-PWIO020 Ion

Putty Elements
Putty Elements engage children 
with science, education and sensory 
integration! Fun colours with different 
resistances make this an inspiring 
modeling dough. Design landscapes, 
replicate nature and shape volcanos, 
leaves, stars and more. Ideal therapy 
putty for hand strengthening, fine 
motor coordination, stress reduction 
and sensory integration. High quality 
professional putty. CPSIA compliant. 
Not for mouthing or chewing. Adult 
supervision required. 4 oz. Ages 3+ 
$13.99 Each
262-MW4966 Sun—X Soft (Yellow)
262-MW4967 Desert—Soft (Red)

262-MW4968 Earth—Medium (Green)
262-MW4969 Sky—Firm (Blue)

TheraSnow™
Hot-Cold Therapy
TheraSnow is a sodium salt of poly-
acrylic acid with the ability to absorb 
200-300 times its mass in water! 
TheraSnow is a non-toxic fun and 
creative way to create a unique sensory 
experience like no other product on the 
market. 14 oz. jar. Ages 3+
567-170002 $59.99

TheraSnow is a sodium salt of poly

Unique
sensory and
therapeutic
experience!

TheraSand™
Hand Therapy
TheraSand offers 
one of the most 
unique sensory 
experiences on the 
therapeutic market. 
Squeezing the sand through your 
hands offers multiple levels of resis-
tance, and the incredible feeling it 
creates encourages patient compli-
ance. You have to feel TheraSand to 
believe it! 32 oz. jar. Ages 3+
567-160003 $38.99

Emotions 
Putty
Color-changing 
(calming) putty and 
metallic (energizing) 
color putty! Emotions 
Putty takes sensory 
therapt to a whole new 
level of fun, and reduces 
stress too. Kids with 
low tone love the way 
Emotions Putty warms 
up their hands for hand-
writing, and kids with a “gorilla” grip relax their fingers as they play. Choose Calm 
Emotions Putty in soft resistance or Energize Putty in firm resistance. As you 
squeeze Calm Emotions Putty, the color changes from purple to blue, encourag-
ing kids to manipulate, twist and pull. The cool colors have a soothing effect and 
the transformation encourages repeat play. Sparkly, shiny and irresistible, our 
Energize Putty engages kids who have low tone, or who are delayed responsive 
or sensory under-responsive. Create different shapes or just squish the metallic-
colored putty for hours of energizing fun. Ages 3+ $19.99 Each
262-MW4972   Energize                        262-MW4970   Calm



String Balls
Squeeze and toss them! They're perfect for 
fidgeting, sensory stimulation and tactile 
stimulation.  Made with 100% high-quality 
silicone, there are hypoallergenic, nontoxic 
and free of latex, BPAs and phthalates.  
Perfect for the classroom, home or office, 
they're great for parents, teachers, students, 
therapists and anyone else. 3-pack as 
shown.  Each unit is 3 inches in diameter.
229-DY-IX98-8G87 $21.99

Acu Reflex Massage Rollers
Great for arms, legs, feet, palms, and spine. 
Ergonomic contoured bar-bell design perfectly cradles the spine for the ultimate 
massage experience. Rolling action along with 100’s of gentle acupressure points 
provide allow both general and targeted massage on arms, legs, feet and palms. 
Portable and compact a wonderful travel companion. Easy to clean warm water 
and soap. 61⁄2" X 21⁄2" X 21⁄2". $6.99 Each 
918-703522B Blue
918-703522BK Black

Thera Way Anti-Stress Ball
The Thera Way Massage Ball has many acupressure 
points. Rolling the Thera Balls will result in a highly 
stimulating massage. Each ball has hundreds of sen-
sory nodules. Great Massage for the hand and sensory 
stress relief. Great texture and molding stress ball feel 
to give ultimate results.
918-703515 $4.50

Magic Balls
The Stress Balls are used for the therapeutic treatment of stress - simply hold and 
squeeze repeatedly with fingers. The repetitive motion and manipulation gives a 
feeling of relief from emotional stress and muscular tension. Also used in physio-
therapy for strengthening. Latex cover, filled with flour.
918-701415 $3.50

Stretchy Strings
Stretchy Strings are perfect to stretch, pull, twirls wrap and squeeze them.  
They're perfect for sensory and tactile simulation. Made with high-quality cus-
tom formulated materials, they are hypoallergenic nontoxic, and free of BPAs, 
phthalates and latex. 05-pack COLORS MAY VARY. Each unit is 12 inches long and 
stretches up to 8 feet! Ages 3+
229-STRETCHYSTRINGS  $21.00

Squishy Stress Relief Balls
Squishy balls are perfect to smoosh, squeeze, stretch, pull, toss, and bounce 
these balls will immediately return to their original round shape.  Made with 00% 
high-quality thermoplastic rubber, they are hypoallergenic, nontoxic, and free of 
BPAs, phthalates and latex. Each ball is 2.25" in diameter.
229-SQUISHYBALLS2 $22.99

Spiky Sensory Balls
Spiky balls are firm but squeezable, they're 
perfect for sensory and tactile simulation, 
as a tactile roll or a sensory brush.  They're 
bouncy, toolMade with 100% high-quality 
thermoplastic rubber, they are hypoaller-
genic, nontoxic, and free of BPAs, 
phthalates and latex. Our spiky 
balls are strong, durable and 
safe for kids and adults alike. 
Dishwasher safe.  Each unit is 
2.5" in diameter. 
229-SPIKYBALLS5 $21.99

Bandz Spiky Slap Bracelets
Spiky Slap bracelets are ideal for sensory 
and tactile simulation, as a tactile or 
sensory brush. Spikes are soft.  Made 
with high-quality silicone rubber, they 
are hypoallergenic, nontoxic and free 
of BPAs, phthalates and latex.  Our slap 
bracelets are strong, durable and safe for 
kids, teens and adult alike.  Dishwasher 
safe. Ages 3+.
229-FH-TQLI-1F8K $?.??

Spiky Sensory Rollers
Spiky Sensory Rollers are perfect for sensory and 
tactile simulation, as a tactile roll or a sensory 
brush. Made with 100% high-quality thermoplas-
tic rubber, they are hypoallergenic, nontoxic, and 
free of BPAs, phthalates and latex. Our spiky rings 
are strong, durable and safe for kids and adults 
alike.  Dishwasher safe.  Each unit is 4" diameter. 
229-SPIKYSENSORYOVALS $19.99

Acu Reflex Massage Rollers

For complete selection shop online at www.scholarschoice.ca

Sensory | Special Needs 7
Spiky Sensory Ring
Twist, throw, squeeze and grab them! 
They're perfect for sensory and tactile simu-
lation, as a tactile roll or a sensory brush. 
Made with 100% high-quality thermoplastic 
rubber, they are hypoallergenic, nontoxic, 
and free of BPAs, phthalates and latex. Our 
spiky rings are strong, durable and safe for 
kids and adults alike.  Dishwasher safe.  Each 
unit is 4" in diameter. 
229-SPIKYRING3PACK $21.00
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Special Needs | Visual Perception8

Gel Pad Tic Tac Toe  
Activity Pad
A classic game is back, but in a 
new format. Fun way to fine-tune 
coordination and increase attention 
span. Provides tactile and visual 
stimulation. 
273-914516  $46.99

Spiral Gel Pad
Cushions tabletop to protect against injury caused 
by uncontrolled motor activity. Improves finger strength 
and dexterity.Provides sensory stimulation (tactile and 
visual).
273-912428 Spiral Gel Pad, 20" x 22" $126.99
273-912441 Spiral Gel Pad, Clear, Used with Light Box, 15" x 15" $59.99

Gel Maze Activity Pads
Work on fine motor skill, finger proprio-
ception and visual tracking with this 
attractive, self-contained glitter-gel maze. 
Push the marble through the large maze 
while also working on motor planning. 
Captivating (increases attention) and 
calming! 14" x 14" x 1". $52.99 Each
273-912425 Green Gel 
273-914517 Clear Gelless 

8 Spoke Snowflake 
Gel Pads
Touch responsive gel shape en-
courages. manipulation for tactile 
and visual stimulation. Helps 
reduce boredom and anxiety. 
Soothing water based gel encour-
ages hand activities for improving 
hand-eye coordination,finger 
strength, and dexterity. Can be 
used with a light box. Pads can 
be warmed or cooled for developing thermal recognition. Variety of colours aid in 
color recognition. Can be easily wiped clean. 15" x 15". $59.99 Each
273-912449B   Blue 273-912449G   Green
273-912449C   Clear 273-912449R   Red

Gel Spiral Maze
Helps build hand-eye coordination 
skills. Assists in developing finger 
strength and dexterity. Offers a chal-
lenge in planning and anticipating 
outcomes from moving a marble 
through a maze.  $54.99 Each

6 Spoke Snow Flake  
Gel Pads
Touch responsive gel shape encourages 
manipulation for tactile and visual stimula-
tion. Helps reduce boredom and anxiety. 
Soothing water based gel encourages 
hand activities for improving hand-eye 
coordination,finger strength, and dexterity. 
Can be used with a light box for added 
stimulation. Pads can be warmed or cooled 
for developing thermal recognition. Variety 
of colors aid in color recognition. Can be 
easily wiped clean.  $59.99 Each

273-914733B   Blue
273-914733R   Red

273-914733Y   Yellow
273-914733G   Green

273-912447B   Blue
273-912447G   Green

273-912447C   Clear
273-912447R   Red

273-912447Y   Yellow

Squidgy Sparkle Circles
Children will love these new fidgets! 
Perfect size for little hands and to 
be used discreetly. Children with 
autism will love these sparkly pieces. 
Colours may vary. 8cm diameter. 
Set of 5. 
057-SD09091 $29.99

Squidgy  
Sparkle Shapes
Squeeze them, bend them, press them. 
Children will enjoy playing with these 

colourful, glittery, sparkly shapes, 
whilst learning shape recognition at 

the same time. This pack of 2 x 6 
different shapes is multicoloured 

to brighten up the classroom. 
Average size: 15cm. Ages 2+

057-MSSH $59.99

Squidgy Sparkle Fish
These fish are great for introducing early mathematical concepts and exploring 
different size and shapes. Pack includes 6 different sized and shaped fish. Sizes 
range from 5-20cm. Ages 3+
057-SD08045 $54.99



3-D Feel & Find
Complete with 20 wooden shapes and matching, textured tiles provided in a 
durable canvas bag. Deal out the tiles and have children reach into the bag 
to feel and find the corresponding wooden shape. Play alone or in larger 
groups. A great visual and tactile exercise. Ages 3+
083-G5060 $39.99

Teachable Touchables™  
Texture Squares
Scratchy, slippery, silky, or soft? Young learners build tactile 
awareness and vocabulary skills as they interact with these 20 texture squares 
(10 different pairs) in a variety of “hands-on” activities. Each textured pillow or 
patch is 3" in size to fit perfectly in small hands. Includes a tip sheet packed with 
fun activities that “touch” on matching, vocabulary, communication, and tactile 
discrimination skills. Stores in a handy drawstring bag. Ages 3+
073-3049  $42.99

Canvas game 
bag included!

Sensory Shapes
This set of stones offers children the op-
portunity to extend their understanding of 
shape through exploratory play and mark 
making. The ridged and smooth surfaces 
of the shapes provide children with a rich 
sensory experience and their vocabulary of 
shape and cooperative language will develop 
as they talk about what they see and feel. 
Set includes twelve stones (measuring 50-
80mm) – two different sizes and thicknesses 
for each of six shapes: circle, triangle, square, 
rectangle, pentagon and hexagon. Ages 3+
112-YUS1026 $46.99

Interlocking  
Sensory Stones
Ideal for exploring matching and symme-
try, these pairs of interlocking stones are 
designed so that each pair interlocks in a 
different way – from concentric circles that 
can be continually twisted to shapes that 
can be interlocked in two, three and four 
positions. Set contains eight stones (four 
pairs) measuring 75mm each. Ages 4+
112-YUS1025 $46.99

Sensory Stones
These large stones are designed to enable 
children to have sensory experiences by 
experimenting with the raised and indented 

shapes and patterns. Set of eight stones 
measure 3"L and include four raised/bumpy 

designs (circles, dots, wavy lines and a grid) and 
four indented/hollow designs (circles, lines, zigzags and a spiral). The set comes 
complete with a teacher’s guide full of exciting ideas for sensory play, messy play, 
printing and mark making. Ages 2+
112-YUS1022 $46.99

10 Different 
Pairs of Textured 

Squares!

Double 
Sided!

Texture Dominoes
An ideal way to help children develop tactile discrimination and visual percep-
tion! Complete with 28 wooden dominoes with textured circles for matching. 
Includes sturdy wooden tray, 12"L x 4"W x 2"H. Ages 3+
083-G5011   $29.99

Jumbo Texture Dominoes
Texture dominoes are an ideal way to help children develop tactile discrimina-
tion and visual perception. Complete with 28 double-sided dominoes with 
textured animal shapes for matching Each piece is 4"L x 2"W x 1⁄2"H. Ages 3+          
$54.99 Each
083-G5055  Farm Animals
083-G5056  Food

Tactile Turn ‘N Match
Take your tactile senses for a spin! Five 
pentagonal shapes rotate on a stationary rod, 
displaying a different tactile texture on each 
side. Mix or match the textures from left or 
right, or play matching games with 
additional, corresponding cylinder tiles. 
Strengthens tactile perception, 
concentration, and cooperation; promotes positive, 
non-aggressive touch. 9"W x 6"D x 6"H. Ages 3+
083-5076 $69.99

Teaching Tac-Tiles™
Tactile learning is a bag full of fun! Colorful, engaging pieces with rich textures 
(smooth, bumpy, ridged, and rough) provide a great way to engage a child's 
senses and strengthen fine motor skills. Reach into the bag to find two matching 
shapes or textures only by touch, or follow the Activity Cards. Learn shape iden-
tification while building vocabulary, and early math skills. Includes 20 pieces in 5 
shapes and 4 textures, and 10 Activity Cards. Shapes measure 2"H. Ages 3+
219-9075 $29.99

9Sensory | Special Needs
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Educational Light Cube
Innovative Light Cube features a multi-surface play 
area, ideal for counting, sorting, building, and art/
exploration activities. Use the blue light in a darkened 
environment to mimic a black-light effect, perfect for 
X-rays. It's portable and rugged, with a robust battery 
and ultra-bright LED light. Use the remote to strobe, 
fade or flash through 16 different colors of light, or set 
on the color of your choice. Includes 16" cube, remote 
control, charger and teacher guide. Ages 3+
138-59601 $274.99

The Dark Den
The Dark Den is an affordable den for creative play that is simple to construct and store. 
Featuring a nylon double skin that blocks out the light, it’s ideal for using torches, glowing 
objects or as a cosy space. Suitable for age 3 years and up. H1 x W1 x L1m.  
057-EY00254 $189.99

Giant Dark Den
This giant version of the Dark Den is ideal for creating a portable 
sensory room. Features a thick skin to keep light out, large door 
panel and a window. Can be used portrait or landscape. Includes: 
den poles, connectors, cover. Suitable for age 3 years and up. 
H180 x W120 x L120cm.  
057-EY01100 $314.99

Dark Den 
Accessory Kit 2
A versatile set of care-
fully chosen items with 
sensory and motor 
skills in mind. Add these 
captivating, manipula-
tive resources in to 
your dark den or your 
sensory area. Contents 
may vary. Suitable for 
age 4 years and up. 
Pack of 10.
057-EY02737 $149.99

Dark Den 
Accessory 
Kit 1
A collection of 
engaging light up 
resources. Explore 
bright colours and 
tactile sensory 
experiences in the 
Dark Den or other 
sensory rooms. 
An exciting array 
of light resources.  
Pack of 15. 
057-EY00424 
               $169.99
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Fiber Optic Light
Blue light emits from teh 
tip of each fiber optic 
srand on this 131⁄2" lamp. 
Requires three AA batteries 
(not included). 
936-3705 $16.99

Lava Lamp
Ah, the LAVA lamp. One of the most 
beloved and recognizable icons 
from the 1960s and 1970s. LAVA Lite 
resurrects the groovy gizmo, bring-
ing it back to the forefront of trendy 
home decor, with help from its 2124 
LAVA Lamp. The 111⁄2" assortment 
is available in 2 color styles; white 
wax/blue liquid, and yellow wax/
blue liquid with a silver base.
222-LL11    $24.99

Glow Rollers
An engaging set of six illuminated cylinders that have contents that glow when 
they are rolled, shaken and turned. A great way of incorporating early ICT 
stimulus-response activities with young children. The set  are recharged by 
simply placing them in the docking station. Children will love manipulating these 
clear and metallic delightful resources. They help support a range of schematic 
behaviour interests. Shake them, stack them and roll them. Suitable fro 12mths+
057-EY07202 $254.99

Glow Pebbles
A set of 12 rechargeable illuminated 
pebbles that can be stacked and 
rolled for engaging sensory learn-
ing. The pebbles are in three sizes 
and are charged by placing them 
in the docking station. Choose 
from an assortment of colours or 
set to a sequence mode. A great 
resource for sensory rooms and a 
novel way of encouraging children 
to experiment and explore. Children 
with specific schematic behaviours 
such as rotation and enclosure may 
enjoy investigating this resource. An 
ICT resource that can be enjoyed 
by younger children. Large: 15cm, 
Medium: 10cm, Small: 8cm
057-EY07307 $384.99

Light-Up Sensory Mood Ball
A glowing ball that creates a restful atmo-
sphere.  A light-up shape which children 
can explore.  Use in a Sensory room or as 
an investigation unit with transparent ac-
cessories.  Drape squares o fabrics on the 
top surface to color mix. Discover which 
resources can be illuminated.  Great with 
our Squidgy Sparkle range as well as many 
other resources.  Rechargeable by mains 
adapter.  Accessories not included. For 
ages 3yrs+.  Size: 40cm
057-SD12576  $174.99

Sensory Liquid
Our highly attractive crystal clear 
sensory liquid sets contain colorful oil 
and water in a range of designs .  When 
turned upside down they provide a vari-
ety of ways for the droplets to fall or rise.  
The sets will captivate and fascinate and 
are an ideal resource for quiet focus, as 
well as inspiring curiosity, developing 
creative language and understanding 
simple scientific  principals.
196-92092  Set of 21 $139.99

This bumper collection of 21 sensory 
liquid shapes contains one of each 
of our following sets:
196-92078  Sensory Liquid Pk3
196-92080  Sensory Bubble Pk4 
196-92088  Large Sensory Bubble Pk4
196-92084  Sensory Jump Bean Pk4
196-92082  Spiral Tube Pk3
196-92090  Sensory Dual Liquid Pk3
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Essential Oils for Special Needs
Essential oils have the ability to detoxify and oxygen-
ate the body, something that research has found to 
help children with special needs. Essential oils affect 
emotions via smell, which is “felt” by the brain and in 
cells in ways that normal medicine cannot interact.
Blends
918-514132 Energize $16.99
918-514133 Relax $19.99
918-514134 Breathe Easy $16.99
918-514136 Thieves Oil $19.99
918-514140 Head Ease $16.99

AROMA2GO
Mini USB ultrasonic aroma diffuser and humidifier. 
Portable, compact size–perfect for travel or desktop 
use. 18ml water capacity. 3"H. Filters last approx. 3 
months.
918-517187 $23.99

AROMA DOT
The Aroma Dot Ultrasonic Diffuser is available in 
white or black with a light blue blown glass top, and 
features a colour change LED light and auto switch 
off. 60ml water capacity. 5" high. $79.99 Each
918-517147 White
918-517170 Black

Manual Head 
Massager
Provides a unique scalp 
massage sensation. 
918-L1804 $4.50

Mini Massager
Provides an invigorating massage to relax and calm. 
Works with USB cable or 3 AAA batteries not includ-
ed. Assorted colours.
918-702259 $9.99

Hush Buddy™ Hearing Protector
Designed to fit smaller heads, this Hush Buddy is for 
children who need increased quiet for sensitivity 
reasons or just for more focused activities such as 
reading. Each one has comfortable, cushioned ear 
pads that go around, not resting on, the ears to 
block out the maximum amount of external noise. 
The padded headband helps distributes the weight, 
making it extremely comfortable, even when worn 
for longer periods of time. There’s no assembly 
required, just put a Hush Buddy on and it’s ready to 
go to work.
198-HSPA $32.99

Hearing Safe Hearing Protector 
Headphones
This hearing protector, or ear muff, blocks out 
potentially damaging external noises by completely 
covering the outer ear.  It is designed to be worn by 
younger students (with smaller earcups) while in 
industrial arts or other loud areas
198-HS40 $15.99

NoiseOff
The NoiseOff™ is a unique devie with no electronics 
or batteries that uses patented technology to buffer 
out loud, harmful and distracting sounds, while still 
allowing speech to be heard at safe levels without 
distortion. Beyond reducing noise, NoiseOff™ creates 
a peaceful environment, reducing stress levels and 
helping increase concentration ad focus.  NouseOff is 
the essential device for special needs and on autistic 
spectrum. 
786-HG26DB  $29.99
786-HGRF20 20 Pack Replacement Ear Cushions

 $29.99

Himalayan Salt Lamp
Natural Ionizers from the Himalayan 
Mountains
Himalayan salt is high in mineral content and dis-
perses a unique ionic energy when heated. Each 
lamp is handcrafted, and may vary naturally in 
shape, colour, and weight. 8" high. 
918-L0151 24.99

Vibrator Mitt
The vibrator mitt 
provides a soft 
vibrating massage 
for relaxation and 
sensory stimulation. 
This is especially 
helpful for listless 
children prior to 
preparing for daily 
activities. The prod-
uct offers a choice 
of two sensory 
materials, an ultra-
soft, plush fabric 
on one side and 
synthetic sheepskin 
on the other. Since the unit is pressure activated no 
on-off switch is needed. 
273-914560 $49.99

Harmony Rollers
Easy grip, multi -directional 
rolling head and ergonomic 
design ensures an effortless, 
yet deep-penetrating mas-
sage. Assorted colours.
918-L10362 $9.99
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River
Unlimited possibilities for building balance 
paths! Unique pieces are easy to join and very 
flexible. Made from durable plastic with anti-slip 
rubber edges. Includes 6 pieces of river, and one 
connector link. Supports up to 110 lbs.
313-G2123 $109.99

See Saw
Features a non-slip surface and liable synthetic 
rubber domes on the underside for a softer, 
more dynamic movement. The base of the pivot 
is covered with synthetic rubber to reduce the 
risk of crushing and to prevent damage to the 
floor. Supports up to 132 lbs. 201⁄2"L x 81⁄2"W x 
51⁄2"H. Ages 3+
313-G2169 $74.99

Koala
When children sit inside the Koala, they are able to 
rock or rotate like a carousel. If the Koala is turned 
upside down, it becomes a small den. Playing with 
the Koala stimulates children’s vestibular sense 
and develops their balance. Made from thick (8mm) 
plastic. The exterior has a circular moulding that 
prevents the Koala from rolling around and children 
falling out or jamming their fingers.
313-2097 $132.99 

Koala

Balancing Board
Maximum load 60kg (132 lb).  
76cm x 18cmH (30" x 7"). Ages 3+
313-2102 $229.99 

Spooner Board
The Spooner is a unique and versatile board trainer used to develop balance, 
coordination, and core strength. The board‘s spoon shape works on any surface 
and allows the rider to manoeuvre in a manner that stimulates most board 
sports. The boards are safe and fun for all ages and abilities. Some will enjoy its 
fluid dancing sensation, some its similarities to board sports, others will add their 
own creative spin, but most importantly everyone has a fun time while on the 
Spooner! Colours may vary. Ages 3+
844-FRASORT   $69.99

The Top
Rock from side to side, spin it, build a den or use it in the pool. Strong plastic for 
use indoors or out. Develops children’s physical coordination while they play. 
Very suitable for basic physical coordination training for students. Raised edge 
prevents fingers from getting caught. For 1 to 2 children. PreK–Gr. 5
313-G2101   $124.99 
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Sensory Stepperz
Hop, step and play on these durable  
vinyl Stepperz! This brand new product  
is great for helping children with balance, 
coordination, and gross motor skills develop-
ment. Each stone has a different tactile feature 
that will keep kids engaged and entertained. 
Set of 4.
270-544600 $69.99

Hop, step and play on these durable 
vinyl Stepperz! This brand new product 
is great for helping children with balance, 
coordination, and gross motor skills develop-
ment. Each stone has a different tactile feature 
that will keep kids engaged and entertained. 

$69.99

Tactile Discs
An inviting tactile material that challenges children’s 
sense of touch on both hands and feet and 
develops the ability to describe sense 
impressions verbally. Made of nice-to-
touch synthetic rubber, containing 
different tactile structures, each with its 
own colour. Includes large discs for 
positioning on the floor and small 
discs for the child to hold. Set of 10 
different tactile structures in a range of 
colours (10 large and 10 small), a blindfold 
and large cloth bag. PreK-Gr. 3
313-2116   $274.99

Sensory Stonez
Hop, step and play on these durable vinyl 
Stonez! This brand new product is great  
for helping children with balance, 
coordination and gross motor skills 
development. Each stone has a different 
tactile feature that will keep kids engaged 
and entertained. Set of 5.
270-544610             $74.99

Raindrop Swing
This truly multi-functional Raindrop 
Swing provides sensory input for kids to 
calm and organize.  It also encourages 
movement and exercise.  As kids climb 
in, stretch out and move around inside 
the swing, they learn body awareness, 
balance, motor planning and spatial 
skills. The stretchy, heavy-duty fabric 
provides sensory pressure all over and 
creates a fun, private space to bounce, 
swing, spin or just lie motionless while 
enjoying the movement.  Includes 
rotational device for circular spinning.  
albs.  Holds up to 150 lbs.  60"L x 40"W.  
Spandex.  Blue.  Surface wash.  Age 4+
262-MW6510 $524.99

Tickle Me Geo D 
Tunnels
Tickle Me Geo tunnels 
are the best for crawling 
around. Features 30" 
of head room, fun 
streamers for sensory 
stimulation, and little 
shape windows for light 
and educational use. 
Folds flat for storage. 
5'6" x 6'6" x 9'HL.
027-95100 $409.99

Crawling Tunnel
Provides endless hours of fun with many different uses! Use as crawl-inside tread-
mill, fill it with balls and make it a ball pit, or use it as a moving target. Hoops 
easily attach to high density nylon covered foam padding with hook  
and loop fasteners. Easily disassembles into three pieces.
313-192 34" Crawling Tunnel $129.99
313-193 41" Crawling Tunnel $169.99

Cocoon Climbing Swing
Sometimes kids need a quiet, cozy place to 
escape.  Other times they need to climb and 
swing like monkeys! Hang in this climbing swing 
from a 2-point suspension for a gentle, calming 
ride.  The 10" thick interior cushion provides a 
comfy seat.  When hung from a single point, the 
swing spins around and encourages active play, 
climbing and heavy work.  Includes carabiners.  
Holds up to 100 lbs. Weighs 5 lbs 20"W x 4"H.  
Suspension height of 6' recommended. Polyes-
ter.  Color may vary.  Surface wash.  Ages 3-12
262-MW6506  $199.99
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The Amazing Peanut Ball
Just inflate for hours of fun and healthy exercise! 
Challenges children to balance as they roll and bounce. Enhances focus by sup-
porting need for movement. Contoured saddle provides stability. Shaped for 
forward and back rotation. Holds up to 750 pounds. Recommended for daily 
exercise and therapy programs. Easy to inflate (pump sold separately). Ages 3+
262-BL3450 Green S 12"H x 24"L $59.99
262-BL3437 Red L 121⁄2"H x 271⁄2"L $69.99
262-BL3436 Yellow M 16"H x 31"L $69.99
262-BL1875 Blue XL 22"H x 43"L $79.99

Therapy Balls
For Exercise and Seating
Exercise balls strengthen core muscles, support vestibular therapy, and provide 
great seating options. Choose ball base to provide more stability when using a 
ball as a chair. To select the right size ball for seating or exercise, measure the 
child's arm length from arm pit to finger tip. Choose the corresponding size  
ball or the nearest size up. Holds up to 250 pounds. Requires pump to inflate 
(not included).
262-BL1867 17" Yellow $42.99
262-BL1868 20" Orange $44.99
262-BL1869 24" Green $46.99
262-BL1870 29" Blue $49.99
262-BL1871 31" Red $54.99

Squellet Balls
Transparent skin reveals colorful plastic pellets inside. 
Great for sensory work or juggling!
603-PSQ70   70mm Medium $6.99
603-PSQ90   90mm Large $9.99

Easy Grip  
Playball Sets
Unique easy grip texture pattern. Soft 
blown vinyl construction. Two sizes 
available in sets of 6. Rainbow colours.
603-PGRIP8S  8" $69.99
603-PGRIP3S 31⁄2" $39.99

Sensory Ball Sets
“Bumps” texture for irregular bounce 
and tactile sensations. Soft blown vinyl 
construction. Two sizes available in sets 
of 6. Rainbow colours.
603-PSEN8S 8" $69.99
603-PSEN3S  5" $42.99

Tactile Sensory Ball
This very cool exercise ball is covered with 
hundreds of small bumps making regular 
exercise ball activities even more stimulating. 
Strengthens core muscles, body awareness, 
balance and attention. Requires pump to 
inflate. 71cm (28"). Ages 3+
262-BL1879   $54.99

Sensory Balls
Vibrant colours and the knobby surfaces of Sensory Balls capture children’s 
interest and hearts. Hedstrom’s line of sensory toys offers different shapes, sizes 
and textures to stimulate the senses. Children who play with these toys enjoy the 
bumpy sensation as they squeeze the pliable material in their hands. Helping to 
refine motor skills, Sensory Balls also offer massage stimulation for little ones. 
Ages 6 months+
270-544109 Knobby Ball 9" $5.99
270-544400 Mini Sensory Balls, 4 pack $12.99
270-544405 Multi Sensory Balls, 4 pack $16.99

Balance Disc
12" diameter. Can be used while sitting, 
standing, or as a balance stone. Adjustable 
with inflation. Made of extremely durable, 
latex-free PVC vinyl.
603-F030 $37.99

Balance Pods
Inflatable, dome shaped pods, improve dynamic 
balance, proprioception and coordination. 6"D x 
3"H when fully inflated. Textured top surface. 
Boxed in pairs.
603-F6501 $37.99
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Acrylic Mirror Trays
These top quality acrylic mirrors  
are perfect to use in reflection and  
light experimentation. Encourages  
exploration of reflection, perception  
and appearance. Great for studying light  
patterns and color. 6 mirrors. Each measures 9"L x 12"W and is 2mm thick. Ages 3+
285-REFLECT $39.99

Wooden  
Mirror Boxes 
A collection of three beautifully 
crafted wooden boxes. Each has 
a mirrored interior. Peer into the 
different sized boxes to see the 
multiple reflections. Collect and 
create, investigate and explore. 
Inspire a sense of discovery and 
enquiry. The boxes nest for stor-
age and stack for construction. 
Use with a variety of acces-
sories (not included). A super, 
engaging, open ended resource. 
Developing a sense of curiosity and wonder. Explore shapes patterns and reflec-
tions. Boxes made from birchwood ply. Size of boxes: 18 x 16cm, 15 x 15cm, 10 x 
10cm. Ages 12 months+
057-EY04130 $169.99

Mirror Pebbles
Children will be absorbed with this reflective collection. The smooth pebbles will 
fascinate as they try to build the towers – see how they wobble! There are four dif-
ferent sizes so they have great mathematical properties. Distinguish, sort and se-
quence. A fantastic treasure collection as they have a lovely aesthetic quality with 
a real sense of awe and wonder. Ideal for creating small world lunar landscapes. 
Set of 20 pebbles in 4 different sizes from 4.5 to 15cm diameter.  Ages 10 months+
057-EY04238 $179.99

Mirror Donuts
A tactile resource with the wow appeal! These donuts stack, roll and thread. Peer 
into them to see your reflection. Their polished mirrored shapes really engage the 
children as they explore their properties. Use with a kitchen roll stacker or in metal 
bowls, on carpets as a giant threader etc. Aligned to children's developmental 
needs and interests, a wonderfully open-ended resource. Made from plastic with 
a metallic effect. 16 Mirror Donuts in 4 sizes: 4 x 15cm, 4 x 12cm, 4 x 10cm, and 4 x 
8cm. Suitable from birth.
057-EY06028 $179.99

Mirror Trays
A beautiful collection of 
4 wooden nesting mirror 
shapes. Children will love 
making patterns as they peer into 
the reflective containers. Whether it is for 
sorting, collecting or display, this makes a great practical, as well as aesthetic 
resource. There’s a triangle, square, rectangle and hexagon all made out of beau-
tifully finished wood and acrylic mirror. Ages 3+
057-EY01189 $134.99

Speech Mirror
Great for speech therapy or self-portraits, this 
double-sided scratch-resistant mirror is 2mm 
thick. 77⁄8" x 11".
012-AC2804 $31.00

Acrylic  
Tilt Mirror
Framed safety acrylic mirrors can be 
used vertically or horizontally. 
172-22200 Tilt Mirror. 

132cmH x 40.5cmW  
x 5cmD (52" x 16" x 2")

$264.99 
172-12200 Acrylic Mirror. 

124.5cmH x 33cmW x  
5cmD (49" x 13" x 2") 

$204.99 

Message Mirrors
Laser cut into the mirror surface is a message 
so that the user us prompted to consider a 
thought. Provided with double-sided sticky 
pads for fixing to a wall.  Message Mirrors can 
be used to prompt a response, as a conversa-
tion piece to discuss feelings and to encour-
age a positive self image.     $9.99 Each
196-2234  Look At Me
196-2238  Who Am I
196-2236  How I Feel Today
196-2232  Today's a Special Person
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Articulation Box
This huge collection of won-
derful objects represents 
12 of the earliest develop-
ing speech sounds. It will 
involve children and make 
them want to talk. There 
are at least four objects for 
every sounds, not only at the 
beginning of words, but in 
the middle and end of words 
as well. Includes more than 
130 sensational, realistic 
miniatures, 13 object stor-
age bags with labels, and 
an organizing chart showing 
all the different ways the 
objects can be used.
035-1202 $149.99

758-LFTTBLHS

TOOBALOO®
The TOOBALOO® is a phone-like device that allows children to hear  
themselves clearly while speaking softly into it. The design magnifies  
their voice allowing them to hear their sounds and words distinctly. This 
interactive learning tool can be used to improve reading fluency and  
comprehension, phonic skills, speech and voice disorders, bilingual  
education, and more.
TOOBALOO® 

Assorted colours.
758-0000111   Single $8.99
775-7580000110   Set of 10  $69.99
TOOBALOO® Headset    
758-LFTTBLHS    Silver $4.99

Talk-Time Recordable Cards
Our superb Talk-Time range is comprised of simple recording devices with a 'play' 
button on he front and 'record' on the back.  Fantastic for encouraging children's 
speaking and listening skills, they are dry-wipe and easy to use in a variety of 
ways. Cards come in a range of recording lengths and sizes. For ages 3 yrs+
057-TT-CARD3  A6 (10 seconds) 3 pk    $32.99
057-EL00021  A6 (30 seconds) 3 pk      $52.99
057-ETTSML3  Mini (10 seconds) 3 pk  $32.99

Talking Tubes Set
Set includes 2 handsets and 3 metros of strong yellow, hollow flexible tubing.  
Handsets simply plug into the ends of tubing. Ages 3+
196-73952 $26.99

Talking Tubes™ - Telephone Exchange
The ultimate conversation starter! Comprises of 8 handsets (4 red, 4 blue) 3 x 3 
Metre lengths and 12 x 1 Metre lengths of strong yellow, hollow flexible tubing, 
6 in-line connectors and  6 "Y" connectors to enable numerous networks to be 
made.  The tubes have rubber ends so the handsets and connectors can easily be 
pushed into place and removed as required. Ages 3+
196-73956  $99.99

Talking Points
This exciting resource plays back 10 or 
30 seconds of sound. Why not use it 
for talking displays, color coded 
question and answer games or talking messages.  With a loud and very clear 
sound output.  Replaceable LR44 batteries included. Diameter 45mm.
057-EL00513  5 pk, black (30 secs) $79.99
057-EL00511  6 pk, color (10 secs) $78.99
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Alphabet Pebbles
Our durable pebbles sets appeal to children’s natural instinct to explore, 
investigate, sort and collect. Children will love getting hands-on with letters with 
these gorgeous pebbles! Each  pebble is engraved with a single letter. Specially 
cast from a durable mix, including real stone. 30-45mm in size—perfect for small 
hands! Includes ideas and activities for letter fun.
112-YUS1009 Uppercase Alphabet Set $46.99
112-YUS1000 Lowercase Alphabet Set $46.99 
112-YUS1037 Glow in the Dark Pebbles. 48-52mm   $79.99 

Alphabet Cards
Learn the alphabet with fun, 
colourful Wikki Stix! 26 individual 
cards plus 36 Wikki Stix for hands-
on educational fun! Each letter has 
directional arrows to help create the 
proper “stroke” using the Wikki Stix. 
Each card has a fun Wikki illustration 
to copy for creative playtime.
829-606 $24.99

Textured Touch  
and Trace Cards
Cards feature green dots to show where to 
begin tracing and red dots to indicate where 
to stop. Great for early childhood, special 
education and English Language Learners. 
Enhance education with tactile sensations. 
Cards help students identify upper case and 
lower case letters, while the movement of their hands as they trace letter shapes 
helps them learn to correctly print each letter. This multisensory activity includes 
saying/hearing letter names to improve letter-sound recognition. $26.99 Each
015-846011  Uppercase               015-846012  Lowercase

Letter Formation Sand Trays
Solid wood tray is perfect for handwriting practice. Contrasting dark blue  
laminate bottom makes letters stand out clearly. Includes lid and fine grain 
Safe Sand®, free of crystalline silica. Ages 3–7
Letter Formation Sand Tray 
8" x 8"
035-2011 Single $36.99
035-2012 Set of 4 $142.99

Word Formation Sand Tray 
15" x 8"
035-3003 Single $65.99
035-3004 Set of 4 $249.99

Follow Along Letters 
Giant, durable dry-erase letters are 
great for reinforcing letter recognition 
and beginning manuscript writing. Each 

81⁄2" letter includes lightly coloured 
guides with numbered arrows that 
show where to begin and end each 
line. Use with wipe-off markers, 
modeling clay, counters and more!  
26 letters. Ages 4+
138-49622 $31.00

Individual beads pop to the surface 
and erase with the tip of a finger!

A to Z Magnatab
Help children learn proper handwriting 
formation with the sensory 
reinforcement of magnets. Use the 
directional arrows and trace each 
scripted letter with the magnetic stylus 
to feel the pull of the magnets and 
sound of the clicks. Erases with the tip 
of a finger! Stylus stores conveniently 
in board. Ages 3+       $39.99 Each
Manuscript
591-K10342 Uppercase  
591-K10346 Lowercase  
Cursive
591-K10363 Uppercase 
591-K10364 Lowercase  Individual beads pop to the surface 

Jumbo See-Thru Alphabet Set
This 26 upper case see thru alphabet set is 
perfect for little hands to learn how to write 
letters on a light table and also great for 
tracing exercises.  Each letter measures 2”W 
x3”H with raised edges and arrows showing 
the direction of how each one is drawn.
474-22060  $49.99

TickiT® Mirror Letters 
A new range of superb and affordable later cut double-sided mirrors, made from 
highly reflective 2mm acrylic.  Not only are they an aesthetic addition to everyday 
classroom resources, they provide a multitude of uses including manipulatives 
for children to feel, experience, play with and trace around, as a teacher demon-
stration pieces and for wall and classroom display purposes.  Made in two sizes, 
desktop (70mm) & demonstration (168mm). Set of 26. Ages 3+
196-72399 Desktop size, 70mm $22.99
196-72403 Demonstration size, 168mm $69.99
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Match and Sort
Younger children will be engaged by matching the realia objects to the bold sil-
houettes on the sturdy canvas mat. Older students can sort, classify, and graph 
objects. They can also trace around them, turning this versatile language and 
visual perception kit into a wonderful fine-motor activity. Includes 60 objects,  
12 sturdy sorting cups, washable canvas mat, storage containers, organizing bas-
ket, and Teaching Notes. Grades PreK-K
035-1102 $74.99

Category Sorting
Children build classification, language, and think-
ing skills as they sort these 50 realistic objects into 
10 categories: animals, people, toys, food, eating 
utensils, things to wear, baby items, vehicles, 
tools, and musical instruments. Includes sorting 
tubs, sturdy plastic basket, detailed Teaching 
Ideas, and storage container. Grades PreK-1
035-1110 $74.99

Number Play
Familiar-object puzzle 
pieces introduce and 
reinforce basic number 
concepts 1-10. Each 
washable, durable Crepe 
Rubber panel is 9cm x 15cm 
x .5cm (33⁄8" x 53⁄4" x 3⁄16") thick. 
Ages 3-6
502-LR2414       $24.99

Number Construction
Building numbers is a snap! Snap together color-coded pieces to construct num-
bers 0–9 plus fine-motor skills! Take it one step further and snap in the matching 
quantity of bolts for each number. Includes 50 pieces (30 lines and curves and  
20 bolts), 5 double-sided Activity Cards with step-by-step directions, and a guide. 
Largest piece measures 11⁄2"L x 10"H. PreK+
219-8550 $34.99

Size Sort
Children practice size discrimination by placing these charming objects on their 
appropriate mats and matching labels with the mats. Includes 30 objects  
(10 each of 3 sizes), mats, eight labels in English and Spanish, storage basket, 
and Teaching Notes. Grades PreK-1
035-1112 $59.99

Number Pebbles
Build a fascination for numbers and explore 
number bonds to 10 with our fabulous new 
number pebbles. Set includes two of each 
number 0 to 10 (22 pebbles in total). 
112-YUS1010   $46.99

Jumbo Number Pebbles
Ideal for introducing numbers and number 
formation to younger children. Specifically 
designed with little hands in mind, these 
stone mix pebbles are tough enough for 
the rigors of an early childhood setting and 
can be used both indoors and out. Pebbles 
measure between 21⁄4" and 23⁄4". Set 
includes 22 pebbles, two each of the 
numbers 0-10. Ages 2+
112-YUS1036 $79.99

TickiT® Mirror Numbers 0-9
Superb and affordable laser cut double-sided mirrors, made from highly reflec-
tive 2mm acrylic. Not only are they an aesthetic addition to everyday classroom 
resources, they provide a multitude of uses including: manipulatives for children 
to feel, experience, play with and trace around; as teacher demonstration pieces; 
and for wall and classroom display purposes. All pieces come with a 3mm hole so 
they can be strung up to create mobile displays. Set of 10. Ages 3+
196-72401 Desktop size, 70mm $12.99
196-72405 Demonstration size, 168mm $34.99

TickiT
Superb and affordable laser cut double-sided mirrors, made from highly reflec
tive 2mm acrylic. Not only are they an aesthetic addition to everyday classroom 

Jumbo See-Thru Number Set
This 10 piece see thru set is perfect for 
little hands to learn how to write 
numbers on a light table and also 
great for tracing exercises.  Each 
number measures 2”W x3”H with 
raised edges and arrows showing the 
direction of how each one is drawn. 
474-22065 $16.99



Cooperative Blankets
Explore the space around you! Made of four way stretch lycra with a hook and 
loop closure. Available in 4 sizes.
313-YTC092 Cooperative Blanket, 40" x 27" $44.99
313-YTC093 Cooperative Blanket, 47" x 27" $49.99
313-YTC094 Cooperative Blanket, 56" x 27" $74.99
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Weighted Lap Pads
Provides deep pressure for a secure, grounded feeling. Enables users to stay seat-
ed for a longer period of time. For use in chairs, in class, and during road trips. 
Vinyl-covered pads wipe clean. Calms restless leg syndrome
Hexagon
273-914682 Red Gel, 12" $49.99
273-914683 Green Gel, 14" $54.99
273-914684 Blue Gel, 16" $59.99

Rectangular Lap Pad 
273-914505 Red, 7" x 16" $39.99
273-914506 Green, 10" x 18" $42.99
273-914508 Blue, 10" x 22" $54.99

Semi-Circle 
273-914689 Red Gel, 11" x 16"
 $49.99
Half-Circle 
273-914690 Green Gel, 8" x 16"
 $46.99
Circle 
273-914691 Blue Gel, 16" Diameter
 $54.99

Rocketship Resistance Play Tunnel
Encourages crawling (contralateral leg and arm work) and motor planning. Lycra 
material provides the right resistance for heavy work. Friendly rocket ship theme 
encourages interaction and pretend play. Push objects in and out through the 
opposite side. 8'L x 28"W. Ages 3+
262-WR3746 $179.99

Denim Weighted Vest
The vest features removable weights in 
the shoulders and interior pockets. The 
grounding proprioceptive input helps 
to curb the wiggles and boost attention.  
Features exterior pockets to stash a favor-
ite fidget or chewy and buttons to practice 
fine motor skill development. Includes 
2.5lbs of weight: 1⁄4 lb. weights for each 
shoulder and four 1⁄2 lb. weights for interior 
pockets.  Age 4+
262-DR6014  Small   $129.99
262-DR6015  Medium  $129.99
262-DR6016  Large   $129.99
262-DR6709 Extra Large  $139.99
262-DR6710 XXLarge  $139.99

Weighted Wristbands
These soft wrist bands fasten with hook 
and loop and provide discreet.  Sensory 
aid to increase body awareness for fine 
motor skills. The weight is enough to pro-
vide additional sensation but allows free 
movement.  Size L23 x W4cm. Weight 1⁄4 lb. 
057-SD12631 $26.99

Lap and Shoulder Weight
Louis the Ladybird Lap Weight and Calvin the Caterpillar Shoulder Weights are 
ideal for providing a deep, calming pressure for children who are anxious or need 
help with Sensory processing. These weights can also be useful for children who 
like fidgeting to help them sit still.  Soft, plain blue covers are included for older 
children who don't want to stand out. Machine washable. The maximum weight 
that can be applied to a child is 10% of their body weight. Ages 3+. 
057-SD12010 Shoulder Weight 2 lb. $74.99
057-SD12021 Shoulder Weight 3 lb.  $79.99
057-SD12056 Lap Weight 3 lb. $84.99
057-SD12009 Lap Weight 3 lb. $89.99

Weighted Neck Pad
The sensation of calming deep pressure on 
the shoulders can be helpful in reducing 
anxiety and increase a sense of calm.  The 
shaped neck pad snuggles around the 
shoulders and upper back and is made soft 
velour material.  Use this for story times, 
quiet times or to help focus on work.  Size: 
L43 x W34cm. Weight 3 lb. Reversible.
057-SD12635 $72.99
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Magnetic Number Pen Maze
Fill each basket with the correct number of red 
“apples” by sliding the attached magnetic wand over 
the acrylic cover. Perform math-magic with  
no removable pieces. Ages 2+
354-12280   $24.99

Fun Farm™
Feed the animals! A magnetic wand wiggles marbles 
through this hand-held maze. Ages 2+
070-E1702   $32.99

Zoo’m Magnetic Marble Labyrinth 
Move marbles through this sturdy wooden maze 
using the magnetic wands. All pieces are enclosed 
or attached. This makes travel time Zoo’m! Ages 2+
070-E1706 $54.99

Create-a-Maze™
Put your best-laid plans into motion with this brain-boosting, make-you-think, 
topsy-turvy maze game! Build a maze with curvy, colourful pieces by following the 
designs pictured on the activity cards. Then, push hand-eye coordination to the 
limit as you map a path through the maze, tilting the board and guiding the ball 
around the obstacles and into the goal. It’s a one-of-a-kind challenge that revs up 
engineering and critical thinking skills. Endless combinations of designs provide 
multiple levels of play. Includes maze board and base, 17 maze pieces, 4 balls (2 
red, 2 blue), and 10 activity cards. Board measures 163⁄4" in diameter. 1-4 players. 
Grades K+
219-2823 $44.99

Tumble Trax™  
Magnetic Marble Run
Create your own unique marble run 
with long, short, and curved magnetic 
pieces—then, roll the marble down 
the track! Great for enhancing visual 
tracking and heightening attention. 
Endless combinations of designs 
provide multiple levels of learning. 
Includes 14 magnetic foam pieces plus 
goal, 4 marbles, and 10 activity cards. 
Longest piece measures 10"L x 2"H. 
Grades K+
219-2821 $36.99

Magnatab Free Form
Let the magnetic stylus be your pen and the 
magnetic bead board by your paper. Draw shapes, 
letters and pictures, popping individual beads to 
the surface. Erase with the tip of a finger. Ages 3+
591-K10348 $29.99

Reading Guide Strips
Designed to aid students and adults with reading difficulties such as skipping 
words or lines, reversing or transposing letters, losing your place, rereading lines, 
concentration, and many others. Made from heavy duty, durable vinyl material.
 Reading Big Reading Full Page
 Guide Strips Guide Strips Reading Guides
 71⁄4" x 11⁄4" 7" x 33⁄4"  81⁄2" x 11"
 $1.29 Each $3.50 Each $4.99 Each
Yellow 553-10800 553-10820 553-10830
Blue 553-10801 553-10821 553-10831
Pink 553-10803 553-10822 553-10832
Orange 553-10804 553-10823 553-10833
Green 553-10805 553-10824 553-10834
Red 553-10806 553-10825 553-10835

Reading Guide Strips

Full Page Reading Guides

Big Reading Guide Strips



Gator Grabber Tweezers
Sized for even smaller hands and great 
for developing the pincer grasp—the key 
to fine motor skills! Includes 12 adorable 
tweezers (in 6 colors) in resealable bucket 
with handle. Measure 4"L. Ages 2+
219-2963   $19.99

Smart Snacks®  
Super Sorting Pie™
Pie shaped sorting tray (with 5 divided pie shaped sections) and pie crust lid 
that hold coloured fruit counters. Sort, count and learn early math skills and 
concepts. Ages 3+
219-6216   $39.99

Tall Stacker  
Pegboard Set
The 25 hole Lauri crepe rub-
ber pegboard works well with 
these tall stacker pegs. The large 
plastic pegs (1" diameter by 
25⁄8" long) are easy to grasp and 
place and each set contains 5 of 
each color.  
502-LR2446 $39.99

Giant Plastic Nuts & Bolts
A great midline activity for all ages. Use 
these oversized geometrically shaped nuts 
and bolts to promote bilateral coordination, 
motor planning, eye-hand coordination, and 
fine motor skills. Also helps increase attention 
and focus.
039-430 $36.99

Bead Do
Fill the transparent board 
with the colourful beads to 
create a picture. Children 
are challenged to stay or-
ganized when applying the 
beads. Includes 1 transpar-
ent bead board – square, 8 
patterned image cards, and 
120 plastic beads in  
6 colours. Ages 4+
070-E6310 $16.99

Design & Drill™ Activity Centre
Snap 1 of 3 drill bits into the power drill or screwdriver handle, grab a handful 
of big bolts and turn on the learning fun. 10 make-a-picture cards, 9 follow-
the-pattern cards and one make-your-own card with tasks from simple to 
challenging. Ages 3+  
073-4112   $54.99

Threading Trees
Three beautifully crafted, chunky 
trees are made from Ash and 
Birch wood and treated with 
natural linseed oil and beeswax. 
They are a quality resource with 
a beautiful finish. Use them 
in small world play as well as 
threading and lacing activities. 
Use them on table tops, displays 
for attaching words, wishes and 
feelings etc. Use with ribbons, 
laces and natural materials. A 
really versatile resource set. The set include 3 trees and 6 laces. Size: W15cm x 
H27cm. Ages 3+
057-EY05292 $124.99
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Jumbo Tweezers
These colorful 6" tweezers feature ergonomic depressions to guide a proper 
pincer-grasp grip. A perfect skill-building resource for teachers, specialists and 
occupational therapists. Set of 12 tweezers includes activity guide. Ages 5+ 
219-1963 $12.99
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Lacing Sneaker
Wooden high-top sneaker helps kids 
learn to lace and tie. Ages 3+
354-13018   $19.99

Locks & Latches Board
Polished brass locks, latches, hooks 
and clasps have hide-and-seek 
pictures behind. 30.5cm x 41cm  
(12" x 16"). Ages 3+
354-13785 $36.99

Basic Skills Board
30.5cm x 41cm (12" x 16"). Ages 3+
354-13784   $29.99

Manual Dexterity 
Boards
Individual boards of masonite 
covered in heavy duty cotton 
blend, encourages children to 
practice basic skills. Play tasks 
reinforce basic learning. 
Ages 3-5      $27.99 Each
326-361301  Zipper
326-361302  Lacing 
326-361303  Button
326-361304  Snap
326-361316  Buckle
326-361315  Bow Tying
326-361310  Six Board Set $149.99

Developmental Panel
9cm (31⁄2") thick, 43cm (17") square one child 
cushion to perfect hand-eye skills. Industrial 
strength hardware. Six different skills. Ages 3+
326-331474 $119.99

Lacing & Tracing Shapes
Nine shapes of colourful chipboard. Lace to gain eye-hand coordination, trace to 
develop penmanship skills. Heavy-duty chipboard. Includes 9 tipped 36" laces.
502-LR2561 $10.99

Lacing & Tracing Animals
Develop hand and finger coordination with these 7 animal shapes of colorful 
chipboard and 7 laces. No needles required.
502-LR2562 $10.99
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The Writing C.L.A.W.
Creates a true tripod grip to ensure correct 
finger position. Fits right or left hand. Latex 
free. Pack of 12.
673-21112 Small. Grades PreK–K $34.99
673-21212 Medium. Grades K–6 $36.99

The Original Pencil Grip
Places the hand of both left- and right-handed users in the proper physiological 
position for gripping. Assorted colors.
673-TPG11112 Pack of 12 $36.99
673-11136 Pack of 36 $104.99

The Jumbo Pencil Grip
Same great design as The Original Pencil Grip – but 40% bigger! This jumbo  
version provides users with extended comfort and support up to the second 
knuckle. Suitable for both right handed and left handed users. Pack of 12.
673-11412 $59.99

The Crossover Grip
This revolutionary technology 
works with the body’s natural 
physiology, gently placing the 
fingers into the proper gripping 
position. Also features wings, 
which prevent the fingers from 
crossing over one another. Pack 
of 12. $36.99 Each
673-17812   Classic 
673-17712   Metallic

Training Scissors
Stainless steel blade. 
20.5cm (8") blunt.
131-3776 Each $3.75
131-3776P Pack of 12 $35.99

Snip-Loop Scissors
Specially developed to help children with 
a weaker grip. Flexible spring operated 
by whole hand. Stainless steel blade.
131-3834 $3.75

Westcott®
Right Handed  
Training Scissors
Stainless steel blades with plastic handles  
are extremely comfortable and rust-resistant.  
The v-shaped design of the finger holes makes it easier  
for the teacher’s hand to guide the student’s. 5" Blunt tip.
002-27604  $12.99

Koopy Spring Scissors
Ideal for children just learning how to 
cut. They spring open automatically 
to help develop their scissor skills. Flip 
the switch and they become normal 
scissors. Assorted colours. 12.5cm (5").
928-470249 $3.50

Table Top Scissors - Plastic Base,  
45 mm Round Blade
Designed for use by children and adults with very limited strength and control, 
or for use onehanded. The brightly colored green plastic base provides stability 
while keeping the product lightweight. Ages 4+ 
313-P110 $54.99

Table Top Scissors - Wooden Base,  
45 mm Round Blade
Designed for use by children and adults with very limited strength and control,  
or for use onehanded. The solid hardwood base provides stability while keeping 
the product lightweight. Ages 4+ 
313-P111 $86.99

Writing Slope
A classroom essential! This fabulous 
Writing Slope enables children to work 
and write at the optimum angle. We've 
purposefully made the surface of the 
slope slippery to ensure children use 
both hands - one to hold the paper in 
place, the other to write! The simple 
design requires no assembly and is easy 
to stack and store. Each sturdy slope 
is set at the recommended angle of 20 
degrees and has a rubber grip to prevent 
slipping. Size L33 x W30 x H12cm
057-SD08034 $79.99

Developmental Grips
Individuals who have difficulty 
transitioning to the tripod grip.  It 
could also benefit children who 
are later developing fine motor 
control due to coordination 
difficulties such as dyspraxia.  As 
the motor skills and eye coordi-
nation for pen use increases, he 
size of the grip can reduce to the 
next size down.  Contains 5 grips 
from 2.5 - 5.5 cm diameter. Red 
grips are suitable for primary, 
yellow grip is suitable for ages 
12+. Notes for use included.
057-SD12325 $23.99



Ray-Lax
The multi-functional leisure chair for reading, 
meditation, relaxing, daycares, schools and 
play rooms. Ages 2+ $46.99 Each
743-BLACK Black 
743-BLUEJEANS Blue Jean 
743-FORESTGR Forest Green 
743-BURGANDY Burgundy 
743-RED Red 
743-NAVY Navy 
743-PURPLE Purple 

Squishy Gel Cushions
Our new Gel Cushions let kids wiggle while staying in 
place, improving concentration and attention skills. 
Choice of Fishey Gel Cushion and Bumpy Gels Cushion. 
Perfect for circle time, floor time, dinner time, home-
work, school work, desk work, test taking and more. 
Washes clean with mild soap and water. 9" diameter. 
Ages 3–9 $44.99 Each
262-CF4635  Fishy Gel Cushion          
262-CF4636  Bumpy Gel Cushion 262-CF4635

Dynamic Seating Cushions
Features a smooth surface on one side and a 
softly molded circular pattern on the other. 
Ideal for people of all ages! 15" diameter.  
Ages 3+
262-BA1880  $44.99

Tacticle Cushion
Children who have the wiggles  
can easily find their place with  
our inflatable cushions! Choose from  
a variety of sizes and textures. Wonderful for  
balance and posture. Increase or decrease the  
air for the perfect seating arrangement. Feature  
a smooth surface on one side and smooth slightly raised “bumps” on the other. 
15" diameter.
262-BA1882 $44.99

Senseez® Cushions & Pillows
Easing the senses through vibrations
These colorful, lightweight, vibrating cushions offer a gentle sensation when 
they are squeezed or sat on, relaxing, calming or soothing the body. While 
they’re great for any kids with energy, the Senseez sensory cushions make ideal 
special needs cushions, especially for children with autism, ADHD, or sensory 
processing disorder. The vibrating cushions can calm kids who need more 
sensory feedback or help train hypersensitive kids to tolerate more sensations. 
Requires 2 “AA” batteries, not included. 
Vinyl Kid Cushions Trendable Teen Pillows 
10"L x 10"W x 3"H. Ages 3–12 17"L x 13"W x 5"H. Ages 12+
$39.99 Each  $49.99 Each
686-25869 Blue Square      686-90408 Flannel         
686-58705 Orange Circle    686-90415 Hoodie        
686-58735 Red Octagon
686-90422 Soccer Ball

Cozy Canoe
Choose Your Adventure with The Cozy Canoe!
A great activity for a sensory diet, kids can rock inside the canoe for a wild ride 
on a pretend wave while challenging balance reactions. And just a few minutes 
in our inflatable Cozy Canoe provide just the right amount of pressure to help 
kids drift away to a calmer place. Provides deep pressure, motor skills planning 
and comfort while sitting, reading or socializing. Helps children with sensory 
processing disorder (SPD) boost sensory integration skills and develop motor 
planning. Ages 3+
262-CF5886 $214.99

Kore™ Wobble Chair
Designed with a gently rounded bottom, the innovative Wobble 
Chair allows one’s knee’s, hips and back to find comfortable and 
ever-changing positions, unlike regular chairs. Ideal for children 
with ADD or ADHD as it provides an outlet for restlessness and extra 
energy! 11" seat diameter.

Kids Wobble Chair
14" seat height.    $99.99 Each
095-112   Red      
095-113   Blue  
095-600   Black

Teen Wobble Chair
181⁄2" seat height.   $124.99 Each
095-589 Dark Blue
095-598 Dark Black
095-9118 Dark Green
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Grow With Me™ Kids Adjustable Wobble Chair
The new adjustable height version gives kids of all heights the chance to experi-
ence the Wobble Chair! Max weight 280 lbs. 11" seat diameter. 151⁄2"-211⁄2" chair 
height.   $159.99 Each  
095-2112   Red 095-2560   Black
095-2113   Blue 095-2590   Grey

Red

Blue

Black

Grey

Lean-N-Learn Wedge Cushion
Cushion puts children into an “active” sitting position. 

With the pelvis at a slight “anterior tilt” (tilted forward), 
the chest and shoulders are encouraged to open up 
to a more alert and engaged learning position. With 

the option for tactile input (one side smooth and the 
other is bumpy) this is the miracle wedge your kids must 

have! Increase or decrease the amount of air you place inside 
for the perfect seating arrangement. Easily inflatable by mouth.
262-BA2483 10" x 10", Green. Ages 4–10 $43.99
262-BA1883 13" x 13", Blue. Ages 8–12 $44.99
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People and Emotions 
Photographic Learning Cards
Includes 90 Emotions, Families, Children 
Learning Together and People In My 
Neighbourhood cards. Resource guide 
cards in English, Spanish and French are 
filled with additional teaching suggestions, 
activity ideas and word lists. Cards measure 
14cm x 21.5cm (51⁄2" x 81⁄2"). Grades PreK–3
015-D44044   $59.99

Eggspressions
A storybook and set of 6 
expressive wooden eggs offer a 
role-playing activity to help 
children identify their feelings. 
Children read the storybook 
and role play with the six 
funny egg-shaped friends. 
They can help find a way to 
solve Humpty’s cousins’ 
problem and use the unique egg stands to build 
towers and tell stories. Ages 2+
070-E0424   $29.99

More Emotions
Photographic Learning Cards
Provides 22 photographic cards that 
represent a wide range of emotions. Use 
these cards as discussion starters. The 
following guided questions will  help children 
increase their expressive language skills; 
recognize feelings in others; verbally describe 
how they are feeling and enhance their ability 
to demonstrate empathy. Grades PreK–3
015-845031   $19.99

How Do You Feel?
Photo “First” Games
Learn to identify emotions. Choose a game 
board and then take turns drawing cards 
until one player completes and identifies 
the emotion! Ages 3+
015-KE842005             $16.99

Mix and Match Emotions
Create countless combinations of 
emotions combining the eyes with the 
mouths. Plastic for years of use. Ages 4+
138-4959 $32.99

Children with Challenges 
Photographic Learning Cards
An effective tool for developing expressive 
and receptive language skills, building literacy 
skills, increasing vocabulary, sorting and 
classifying, as well as displays and bulletin 
boards. A great resource for early childhood, 
English Language Learners (ELL) and students 
with special needs. Grades K–1 
015-845033         $19.99 

Know Your Emotions
Help children learn to recognize different emotions and the facial expressions 
and body language that go with them. Large, diverse photos illustrate kid-
friendly situations and feelings. A must-have for ELL students and kids with 
special needs. Set of 4 titles, 24 pages.    
104-9781429670654 $39.95

Emotion Pebbles
Beautifully crafted from a durable  
mix including real stone, these  
tactile stones will support children in  
identifying facial expressions and  
emotions and will help them to  
communicate how they are feeling  
and to understand the feelings others.  
There are 12 stones measuring 2 x 11⁄2"  
each and covering the following  
emotions/feelings: happy/pleased;  
sad/upset; angry; surprised; frightened;  
worried; proud; confused; calm; bored;  
shy; embarrassed.  The set comes complete with a helpful teacher guide.
112-YUS1021 $46.99

Faces and Feelings 
Listening Lotto
Explore the look and tone of emotions as kids match narrative statements to 
photographs of kids’ faces showing different expressions. To play, students listen 
to the CD and place tokens on the images on their game cards that match what 
they hear. Includes 12 (51⁄2" x 81⁄2") game cards with 8 photos per card; 120 game 
tokens, an audio CD and directions in English. Supports NCTE and NAEYC 
standards. Ages 4+
015-846032   $26.99



Emotiblocks
Characters with inter-

changeable pieces 
enable children to 
create over 100 possible 
combinations! Game 
includes activity cards 

and is a great hands-on 
tool to familiarize children 

with emotions. 18 pieces. 
Grades PreK–1

288-32350 $29.99
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Emotions Flannelboard Set
Help children interpret their own feelings and emotions by matching “feeling” 
words with pictures. Actual photographs printed on felt. Includes 12 pictures, 12 
“feeling” words, and lesson guide with activities.
814-22214 $31.99

Step Forward!
Designed to support  
social-emotional  
learning, the Step Forward! series encourages young readers to identify and 
embody habits of mind, traits, and skills that are essential to their well-being 
and success. Using accessible text, engaging scenario-based questions, and 
motivating biographies, this series encourages readers to broaden their 
understanding of key social and emotional mindsets, traits, and skills including 
resiliency, curiosity, and perseverance. Unique, helpful ideas and practical tips 
give readers a starting point from which they can confidently step forward and 
integrate these vital skills and traits in their everyday lives.
044-A0278 $55.95

Celebrating Differences
A true celebration of our diverse communities. Simple text and large, gorgeous 
photos affirm that while we have different backgrounds, characteristics, and 
experiences, we all have the same need for tolerance, respect, and friendship.  
Set of 4 titles, 24 pages. Grades PreK–2
104-9781429683241 $36.95

Emotiblocks
A set of characters with 
interchangeable pieces 
which enable children to 
freely create likeable 
characters: there are
over 100 possible 
combinations! This game comes with activity cards and is an entertaining tool to 
help children become familiar with the main emotions. Ages 2+
288-32350 $29.99

Little World Social Skills
Filled with popular childhood themes and experiences, each title features 
kid friendly, real world examples. Practical tips paired with bold photos will 
spark lively classroom conversations. A perfect teaching resource for character 
education! Set includes Friends, Responsibility, Sharing, Honesty, Problem 
Solving, Are You a Bully?, Let’s Work Together, Look on the Bright Side, Integrity, 
and May I Please? 24 pages. Grades K–2
015-102614  $99.99
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Photo Conversation 
Cards for Children with  
Autism & Asperger’s
Help children develop social and com-
munication skills with full-color photo 
cards that include a social/communi-
cation skills story printed on the back. 
Each situation is described in detail 
and socially appropriate responses 
are provided for children to practice. 
Includes topics such as meeting and 
greeting people, personal space, manners, safety, good sportsmanship, emo-
tions, making and keeping friends, and more! 90 cards.
015-KE845035 $49.99

Resource books also available as an ebook at scholarschoice.ca

Educating the Young Child with 
Autism Spectrum Disorders
Since children with ASD struggle with communication 
and socialization, it’s challenging for them to keep up 
with their peers in a busy classroom. This book will 
guide you through the steps of introducing a child 
with ASD into the classroom and helping them  
succeed in their education. 64 pages.
015-KE804047 $19.99

I See Things Differently
A First Look at Autism
Psychotherapist and counselor Pat Thomas 
puts her gentle, yet straightforward approach 
to work in this new addition to Barron’s highly 
acclaimed “A First Look At…Series.” This book 
will help children understand what autism is and 
how it affects someone who has it. A wonderful 
catalyst for discussion that will help children to 

better understand and support autistic classmates or siblings. The story line is 
simple and easily accessible to younger children, who will learn that exploring the 
personal feelings around social issues is a first step in dealing with them. Full-color 
illustrations on every page
519-9781438004792 $7.99

Little Fish Big Pond
This six session workbook is designed to support 
to pupils wit their transition into secondary school. 
This significant time of change can be worrying 
to even the most confident pupil.  Allow pupils to 
discuss their fears their fears and concerns in a sup-
portive environment. A4, 20 page book, photocopi-
able.  Includes CD with workshops in full-color.
057-SD12351 $26.99

A Tummy Full of Fireworks
This six session workbook will help children to under-
stand the reasons for their anger, how to recognize 
angry feelings at an early stage and how to manage 
angry feelings in a positive way. Contains A4, 45 page 
book, photocopiable.  Includes CD with worksheets 
in full-colour. 1x calming windmill, 2x Little Miss and 
Little Mister Angry cushions with limited notes.
057-SD12352 $94.99

Happy In My Skin
This workbook contains six sessions and supports 
the development of self-esteem and resilience. The 
workbook covers all components of pupil self-es-
teem 'make-up' including developing a sense of per-
sonal power, a sense of self and a sense of belonging. 
This programme allows the children opportunities to 
walkthrough different types of behaviour, scenarios 
and responses. A4, 36 page book, photocopiable. 
Includes CD with workshops in full-colour and 6 x 
class monitor badges.
057-SD12350 $52.99

“Pay Attention, Please!”
Help your children with ADHD and 
children who are otherwise wiggly and 
overly busy learn how to pay better 
attention and focus for longer periods 
of time! Includes games and activities 
to strengthen listening, concentration, 
visual and auditory memory skills, assist 
children in learning relaxation tech-
niques, provide healthy ways to burn 
excess energy, control impulsivity, and 
more. 64 pages. Grades PreK–5
015-KE804079 $19.99

Teaching Tips for
Challenging Behaviors 
This fantastic and dynamic resource 
includes tips on recordkeeping, physical 
development, language and literacy, 
attention span, cognitive development, 
social and emotional development, 
dealing with parents, and ways to help 
students monitor their own behavior. 
A must have for every teacher of young 
children! 128 pages.
015-KE804096 $21.99

Teaching Tips for 
Kids with Dyslexia
Discover a wealth of practical ideas 
and teaching strategies that can help 
children with dyslexia become suc-
cessful readers! Includes the early 
signs and symptoms of dyslexia, as 
well as new instructional concepts. 80 
pages with 4 transparencies. 
015-KE804059 $29.99
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How To Cultivate Mindfulness In 
The Classroom

1. Introduce a daily time the class practices mindfulness 
together. This can take many forms, including utilizing 
breathing exercises, instituting daily quiet time, or simply 
taking time to close their eyes.

2. Mindfulness can take as much or as little time as you  
like. Start with just 30 seconds, and build up to as much  
as 5 minutes.

3. Take a mindfulness walk where students consider all of 
their senses as you explore. Share your experiences after!

4. Include a mindful space in your classroom. This could be a 
dark den, or simply a cozy corner.

Read more on our Blog: www.tpop.ca

Advice - Inspiration - Expertise - Follow us!

Create-a-space Storage Center
219-3806 $24.99

Create a convenient place for little learners 

to be creative! These containers with tray 

will help all your makers keep their materials 

organized. It’s perfect for classrooms!

NEW

elieve in Your Selfie
348-2959  $19.99

Help students to think positively about 

themselves, build self confidence, and 

develop a growth mindset with this Believe 

in Your Selfie ulletin oard. This set can be 

used to display student work or highlight each 

student to help promote individuality and 

create a positive classroom community. 

NEW

scholarschoice.ca • 1-800-265-1095

Ship To The Store For FREE!

1. Place your order online.
2. Select shipping option at checkout.
3. Pick your order up in-store!

www.scholarschoice.ca/sc_ship_to_store
19 locations across Canada. Check back cover for details.
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Watercolor Lesson Plan  
& Record Book 
All-in-one book provides space for 
lesson plans as well as records of 
attendance and grades for 40 weeks 
of school. It also includes a student 
roster, a birthday chart, seating chart 
suggestions, and monthly planning 
calendars. Spiral-bound.  160 pages.   
154-3586   $19.99

Teacher Planners & Accent Stickers
Personalize your school year with a comprehensive, wire-bound planner! Each 
128-page plan book helps you stay organized with monthly and weekly planning 
spreads, checklists, tab stickers, and more. Be sure to organize your planner in 
style with coordinating Accent Stickers! Accents include a variety of flag stickers, 
to-do list stickers, sticker notes, and more–252 in all. Acid-free and lignin-free.
 Celebrate Learning Aim High
Teacher Planner  015-105000 015-105001 $24.99
Accent Stickers  015-168256 015-168265 $4.75

Confetti Lesson Planner & Record Book
Keep up to 40 weeks of daily lesson plans or attendance and grades.  
Lesson Planner also comes with 340 colorful organizational stickers to use 
as reminders, prioritize events, or highlight something special. Spiral-bound. 
154-2152 Lesson Planner. 112 pages + 340 stickers $11.99
154-3570 Record Book. 64 pages $11.99

Confetti Lesson Planner & Record BookConfetti Lesson Planner & Record BookConfetti Lesson Planner & Record Book

Teacher Planners & Accent StickersTeacher Planners & Accent StickersTeacher Planners & Accent Stickers

Scholar’s Choice
Teacher’s Daily Plan and Record Books
Includes time tables, seating plans, daily plan sheets, test mark record, person-
ality chart and term and final standing summary. All of the student’s records 
automatically line up with his/her name which needs to be written only once 
on a heavy insert sheet. All planning and records for Elementary classes for one 
year.
492-010100 Book 1 $35.99
492-020200 Book 2. Includes heavy read more insert sheet.
 Not for rotary system. $35.99
492-020100 Book 3. 20% larger in volume! All read more planning
 records for 10 classes for one year. Plan pages are 
 divided for 9 daily teaching periods. Features an
 extended planning calendar and diary of school activities.  
  $42.99

Kindness Planner
Build a culture of kindness in your classroom! Inspirational Planner includes 12 
monthly classroom activity suggestions for promoting kindness that work with 
any grade level. Perfectly organized with monthly and weekly planning pages, 
a student roster, birthday and holiday pages, and a sturdy pocket for holding 
important documents. Spiral-bound. 140 pages. 
087-823352     $26.99

Planner Stickers
154- 8975 Stickers  

(186 Stickers)  $4.75
154- 8193 Words to Inspire  

(120 Stickers)  $4.75
154-8194 Mini Stickers   

(378 Stickers)  $3.99Planner Stickers
154- 3589 Stickers (180 Stickers)  $3.99 
154-  8192 Mini Stickers (378 Stickers)  $2.19
154- 5909 Words to Inspire Stickers 
  (120 Stickers)  $2.49

Lesson Planner
This large-format plan-
ner has plenty of room 
for lesson plans as well 
as monthly calendars for 
long-term planning. It 
includes a student roster 
and substitute teacher 
information. Handy extras 
like standards information 
and national standards 
websites make it an ideal 
teaching aid. 112 pages.
154-3358 $14.99
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Canadian Time Fillers
This fun workbook includes dozens 
of activities to keep kids busy in 
their free time. Canadian Time 
Fillers makes Canadian curriculum 
look like fun and keeps kids chal-
lenged even outside the classroom. 
80 pages. $14.99 Each 
370-9780978223489  Grades K–1
370-9781897514078  Grades 2–3
370-9781897514061  Grades 4–6

Lesson Planner Stickers
These stickers were developed specifically for teacher lesson plan books and 
feature an assortment of stickers that cover the events in a busy school year. 
Includes over 850 stickers. $9.99 Each 
348-6296  Lesson Planner Stickers
389-6297  Emoji Lesson Planner Stickers

Teacher, I’m Done!
Now What Do I Do?
Every teacher faces the problem of “fast” kids who 
finish their work before others. This must-have 
resource provides dozens of creative thinking 
activities to keep those little minds challenged and on 
task. Activities include brain teasers, logic challenges, 
puzzles, and much more. 96 pages. $22.99 Each
348-3343 Teacher I’m Done! Now What Do I Do?
 Grades 1–2
348-LW399 I’m Through! What Can I Do? Grades 3–4
348-LW400 I’m Through! What Can I Do? Grades 5–6

Alternatives to Worksheets Book  
Activities Across the Curriculum 
Each book includes 40 meaningful child-centered 
activities, simple directions, and a teacher-friendly 
format to give teachers variations for seat work.  
96 pages each. Grades K–4
348-3322 $19.99

Substitute Teaching?
Get students on your side and make classroom man-
agement easier with this easy-to-read, humorous 
survival guide. Whether in the classroom for a single 
day or a longer term, this handy resource is full of 
quick, relationship-building activities that make the 
difference between a day of spitballs and a day where 
students give you handmade bracelets. The ideal 
companion for the teacher just getting started, an 
experienced teacher filling in, or a full-time classroom 
teacher looking for new ways to connect with students. 
160 pages. All Grades          
770-9781551383125 $24.95

The Substitute Teacher’s
Organizer
Make Every Teaching Day a Success!
This resource provides substitute teachers with 
everything they need to create a professional 
binder filled with organizational tools ranging from 
personal record-keeping pages and behavioral 
management techniques to tried-and-true activities 
and lessons designed for use at a moment’s notice! 
80 pages. Grades K–6
348-3359  $21.99

Substitute Teacher 
Supreme Folder
Essential for teachers and substitutes alike, this bright, 
durable two-pocket folder helps organize sub plans 
and offers activities to use in a pinch. Features a 16-
page booklet with reproducible pages, forms, tips, and 
reports. Adaptable to a variety of grade levels. 
087-823678 $8.99

2 pockets plus 
16-page tips booklet!

Lesson Plan Books
Designed by teachers for teach-
ers! A 2-page lesson plan spread is 
provided for each of 40 weeks of 
teaching. Includes parent contacts, 
birthday chart, seating chart, and 
much more! Spiral-bound. 
96 pages.  $12.99 Each
348-1350 Chalk It Up!
348-2035 Emoji Fun 
348-2092 Bold & Bright NEW!

Record Books
These books feature perforated 
record-keeping pages, a behav-
ior and observation log, parent 
contact notes, and a percentage 
chart for grading. Spiral-bound. 
64 pages.       $12.99 Each
CTP1351 Chalk It Up!
CTP2036 Emoji Fun 
CTP2093 Bold & Bright NEW!
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100+ Growth Mindset Comments
The Right Words at the Right Time to  
Develop a Growth Mindset in Every Child
This all-new series provides teachers with instant access 
to comments they can use to support the development 
of a growth mindset in students. Teachers can find 
exactly the words they need to help students develop 
resiliency related to specific subject areas. Spiral-bound. 
26 pages, 9 tabs. $26.99 Each
025-4687 Grades K–2
025-4688 Grades 3–4
025-4689 Grades 5–6

9 tabbed sections  
in each book: 
•  Classroom 
 Management
•  Whole-Class   
• Students’ 
 Self-Talk
•  Reading
•  Writing
•  Mathematics
•  Science
•  Social Studies
•  Home–School

Mindset Moments 
Writing Practice
Handwriting matters! Research shows that good handwriting skills lead to 
stronger academic performance and create brain connections that can’t be 
easily replaced. This new series provides creative writing practice while encour-
aging a growth mindset. Ready-to-use practice pages are perfect for indepen-
dent use, either in class or as homework. 48 pages. $16.99 Each
025-4690 Handwriting Grades K–1
025-4691 Handwriting Grades 2–3

025-4692 Cursive Grades 2–3
025-4693 Cursive Grades 3+

Fist to Five Check Magnets
Simply place the easy-to-read magnet strips  
on the whiteboard for students to reference at a 
glance year round. Call out "Fist to Five Check" 
to the class during any lesson to have students 
raise their hands to quickly show their levels of 
understanding! Completed chart measures 121⁄2"W 
x 201⁄2"H. Set of 7. Grades 1+ 
029-735211 $8.99

Helps you  
instantly  

assess your  
students!

The MindUP Curriculum
This research-based curriculum uses 
the latest information about the brain 
to dramatically improve behavior and 
learning for all students. Each lesson 
offers easy strategies for helping  
students focus their attention, 
improve their self-regulation skills, 
build resilience to stress, and develop 
a positive mind-set in both school 
and life. 96 pages + 2 sided poster.   
$30.99 Each
087-9780545267120   Grades PreK–2
087-9780545267137   Grades 3–5
087-9780545267144   Grades 6–8

Believe in Your #Selfie
Help students to think positively about themselves, build self-confidence, 
and develop a growth mindset! Set contains a fun selfie stick title piece, 6 
motivational headlines, 17" x 22" positive thinking chart, 30 student smart-
phones, and much more.
348-2959 $19.99

What’s Your Mindset? 
Banner
Double-sided banner reminds 
students of the ways they can 
develop their talents and improve 
their skills by being positive, dedi-
cated, and motivated to learning 
and growing. 39" x 8". 
348-8151 $4.99

Growth Mindset
Encourage students to develop a growth 
mindset with this motivational display. 
Phrase cards build self-confidence and 
remind students to be positive when faced 
with challenges. Includes a 17" x 8" Mindset 
Matters banner plus one write-on/wipe-off 
card to customize. 10 pieces.
087-823625 $16.99

Believe in Your #Selfie
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Canadian Art Ideas
Engage students in art activities inspired by seasonal ideas and canadian art-
ists! Teach important, easy to follow art concepts such as elements of design. 
Assessment strategies and teacher tips included. 80 pages. $14.99 Each
370-9781897514269 Grades K–1
370-9781897514245 Grades 2–4
370-9781897514238 Grades 5+

How to Teach Art 
to Children
This beautiful full-colour resource book 
provides 72 step-by-step lessons that 
teach the seven elements of art: line, 
shape, colour, value, texture, form, and 
space. For each art element, there are 
group and individual projects. Teacher 
pages define each art element and list lit-
erature references and fine art examples. 
Also featured are 24 experiences designed 
to teach the styles of famous artists.  
160 full-colour pages. Grades 1–6
105-760 $36.99

Artworks for Kids  
The teacher-friendly layout ensures that each 
art project will be successful. Every lesson 
includes a full-colour photograph of the com-
pleted project, a materials list, and easy-to-
follow, step-by-step directions. Patterns and 
templates are included wherever needed. 160 
pages. Grades 1–6
105-761 $32.99

Art Lessons
The Popular Teaching Resources Collection has been developed specifically for 
elementary school teachers to facilitate their teaching. Curriculum-based repro-
ducible forms, checklists, information sheets, and other materials for classroom 
use are so handy and readily available that teachers no longer need to design 
and make them on their own, so that they can put their time to better use.  
160 pages.   $19.99 Each
090-9781897457405  Grades 1–2         090-9781897457412  Grades 3–4
090-9781897457429  Grades 5–6

Center Storage Pocket Chart
34" x 37" pocket chart with 9 fabric storage pockets with 9 clear card 
pockets. Contents not included.
015-158160 $29.99

Resource books also available as an ebook at scholarschoice.ca

Colorful File  
Folder Games
Invite children to master important 
language arts and math concepts 
with skill-based games that they can 
take to their seats. Includes 16-20 
full-colour, easy-to-assemble games 
with playful illustrations. 160 pages.

$34.99 Each
015-104048 Grade K
015-104049 Grade 1

File Folder Games
Perfect for use in centers or for individual prac-
tice, these fun and engaging file folder games 
are aligned with state and national standards for 
curriculum reinforcement. Features include 16 full-
colour gameboards with coordinating game pieces 
and a 24 page resource guide. $59.99 Each
Language Arts
015-140309  Grade K
015-140310  Grade 1
015-140311  Grade 2
015-140312  Grade 3

Math
015-140305  Grade K
015-140306  Grade 1
015-140307  Grade 2
015-140308  Grade 3
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EQAO Math
Help your students master and retain essential math 
skills needed to succeed in the EQAO standardized 
tests. Ready to use reproducible pages assist 
students with the types of questions that may be 
encountered on EQAO tests, and teaching tips to 
assist teachers to enhance children’s understanding 
of concepts included. $14.99 Each
549-894527267 Grade 3
549-894527283 Grade 6

Math Tests
Practical, ready-to-use math assessments! These 
comprehensive resources provide teachers with 
instant tests that target essential math skills in 
the five math strands. $19.99 Each
370-0978223403 Grades 1–3
370-0978223411 Grades 4–6

Rubrics & Checklists
These must have time-saving rubric and checklist 
reproducible forms are essential to help teachers 
to quickly and effectively assess students across 
the curriculum. Included are tips for use, student 
self-assessment forms and more. $14.99 Each
549-894527399 Grades 1–3
549-89452781X Grades 4–6

English 
612-9781897164761   Grade 3
612-9781897164778   Grade 6 

Math 
612-9781897164785   Grade 3 
612-9781897164792   Grade 6 

Ontario Provincial  
Testing Practice
Provincial Testing Practice is designed to 
familiarize children with the format of the 
Assessments of Math at the end of each 
key learning stage: Grade 4 for Primary 
Division and Grade 6 for Junior Division. 
The practice materials have been devel-
oped in accordance with the Mathematics 
expectations prescribed in the Ontario 
Curriculum. Working through Ontario 
Provincial Testing Practice, children not 
only know what is expected of them but 
they will be able to write the tests with 
confidence. $9.99 Each

EQAO Test Ready!
Prepare students for the 
EQAO testing with sample 
questions including student 
exemplars. Teacher and 
student tips included. 

Math Skills
$14.99 Each
370-9781897514252 
Grade 3
370-9781897514276 
Grade 6

Math & Language Skills
$19.99 Each
370-9781771053594 Grade 3
370-9781771053600 Grade 6

Language Skills
$13.99 Each
370-9781771053570 Grade 3
370-9781771053587 Grade 6

Quick Math Assessments
Quick Math Assessments is a Canadian, curriculum-based series that covers the 
five strands of Math. Each title provides ample reproducible assessment sheets 
for monitoring students’ progress and understanding of concepts, plus checklists, 
rubrics and guidelines on assessment. 80 pages. $12.99 Each
612-9781897164914 Grade 1
612-9781897164921 Grade 2
612-9781897164938 Grade 3

612-9781897164945 Grade 4
612-9781897164952 Grade 5
612-9781897164969 Grade 6

Classroom Data Tracking
Data-Tracking Tools at Your Fingertips!
A simple, time-saving way to successfully 
track student progress toward mastery of 
essential math and language arts skills. 
These customizable, interactive resources 
offer an easy way to set academic goals and 
accurately assess student growth. Each title 
includes crosswalks for every anchor and an 
example for every reproducible. 160 pages.  
 $21.99 Each

015-104916 Grade K
015-104917 Grade 1

015-104918 Grade 2
015-104919 Grade 3

015-104920 Grade 4
015-104921 Grade 5

EQAO Grade 3 Math & Language 
Test Prep Teacher Guide
Help Grade 3 students prepare for the EQAO 
Mathematics and Language Assessment tests. The 10 
math practice tests were designed to be similar to the 
actual test the students will be taking. The questions 
are either multiple choice or open response so that 
students can get familiar with the question/answer 
format. Language tests 1-9 have been designed to be 
very similar to the actual test so that students can get 
familiar with the questioning format. Test 10 is a bonus test 
to give students extra practice with specific language skills. 160 pages.
024-G113 $24.99

EQAO Grade 6 Language  
Test Prep Teacher Guide
Help Grade 6 students prepare for the EQAO 
Language Assessment test. The 10 tests have been 
designed to be very similar to the actual test so that 
students can get familiar with the questioning for-
mat. Students will encounter different types of read-
ing experiences as they make their way through the 
various tests including fiction and nonfiction stories, 
a newspaper article, a friendly letter, poetry and 
informational text, followed by corresponding mul-
tiple choice and open response questions. There is 
also plenty of writing practice as students are asked 

to write sentences, paragraphs, short stories, instructions, a description, a 
movie review, a poem, a letter and a newspaper article. 80 pages.
024-G114 $14.99
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Check & Double Check Phonics
268-412 Phonics Readiness. Reinforces pre-reading skills: colours, shapes, 

visual discriminating. Introduces sequence, word recognition, 
counting and time. Encourages necessary manual dexterity. 
Grades PreK–1

268-420 Level 1. A variety of stimulating tasks introduce initial and final 
consonants, short vowels, plurals, and rhyming words. Listening, 
printing, and visual discrimination skills are developed. 
Grades PreK–2

268-438 Level 2. Develops listening, word building and reading skills by 
review and by the introduction of blends, digraphs and 
diphthongs, long vowels, contractions and silent helpers. 
Grades 1–3

268-446 Level 3. Language skills are expanded through practice and review 
of vowels, triple blends, compound words, synonyms, antonyms,  
homonyms, diacritical markings, prefixes, suffixes and root words. 
Grades 2–4

268-453 Level 4. Phonics skills are reinforced. Independent word-building 
and reading skills are strengthened using the dictionary as a 
resource. Grades 3–5

Check & Double Check Math
268-461 Level 1. Includes writing numbers in figures and words to 10, 
 addition and related subtraction facts, counting by 2’s, 5’s, 10’s, 
 and teacher worksheets on money, metric measurement, time, 
 ordinals, and fractions. Grades PreK–2
268-479 Level 2. Numbers to 999, 3-digit addition and related subtraction 
 facts, introduction to multiplication, division, metric 
 measurement, time, money, geometry, fractions. Grades 1–3
268-487 Level 3. Numbers to 9999, number patterns, 3-digit addition, 
 subtraction, 3-digit by 1-digit multiplication, decimals - tenths, 
 metric measurement, time, money, geometry, fractions. 
 Grades 2–4
268-495 Level 4. Numbers to 999,999, rounding, number patterns, 5-digit 
 addition and subtraction, multiplication, related division facts, 
 3-digit by 2-digit multiplication, 3-digit by 1-digit division, 
 decimals - tenths, hundredths, metric measurement, time, 
 money, geometry, fractions. Grades 3–5
268-503 Level 5. Numbers to 999,999, rounding, order of operations, 
 5-digit addition, 6-digit subtraction, 3-digit by 3-digit 
 multiplication, 5-digit by 2 digit division, decimals, metric 
 measurement, geometry, fractions. Grades 4–6
268-511 Level 6. Numbers to millions, rounding, order of operations, 
 addition, subtraction, 4-digit by 3-digit multiplication, 6-digit by 
 2-digit division, decimals, metric measurement, geometry, 
 fractions. Grades 5–7
268-529 Level 7. Whole number, decimals, introduction to integers, order 
 of operations, open whole number expressions, equations, ratio, 
 percent, metric measurement, geometry. Grades 6–8
268-537 Level 8. Whole numbers, decimals, signed numbers, integers, 
 order of operations, open number expressions, equations, metric  
 measurement, circle geometry. Grades 7–9

Check and Double Check Basic Skills Workbooks
Check and Double Check workbook series is ideal for students to review at home and retain the skills they have learned during the school day. It’s fun and easy and 
requires little or no adult supervision. It can also be used as a summer learning aid program, At a very affordable price, these workbooks will help struggling students 
succeed and give advanced students the opportunity to move ahead. Teaches basic math and phonics skills with a unique system of review and testing that assesses 
a child’s progress and ensures skill retention. Books are colour-coded in levels and flexible in format to make Check and Double Check workbooks idela to remedial or 
developmental work! $6.99 Each
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DeskTop 
Organizer
Everyone needs a bit of help getting their desk 
organized. Let this product help! 14" x 5" x 10". Gloss 
finish. Colors available are red, yellow, blue, green, 
purple, orange, and clear. 
256-776 $8.99

Tiny Tub Caddy
Tiny Tubs are perfect for storing smaller 
items including pens, markers and small 
manipulatives. This durable, lightweight 
wire caddy is a great way to keep art sup-
plies or other classroom materials neatly 
organized and accessible.
463-TTCI $19.99

Storage Bins
These storage bins are the ultimate companion  
for your bookshelf or cubby. The easy to grip  
handles are perfectly sized for big and small  
hands. They are made of impact resistant plastic  
and come in wonderfully bright colors.
327-61514U06C 135⁄8"L x 111⁄4"W x 71⁄4"H $6.99
327-61515U06C 163⁄4"L x 117⁄8"W x 81⁄4"H $6.99

Magnetic Wall Pocket
Limited on desk space? Enhance the storage of your 
metal desks or filing cabinets or with Storex Magnetic 
Wall Pockets. Built with your convenience in mind, 
the extra strong magnets support up to 5 lbs. of 
weight so there’s no need for drilling or adhesives. 
The back wall ensures that no paper, big or small, 
will slip between the cracks. Legal size. 16"L x 4"W x 
7"H. Case of 6. $22.99 Each
327-70234U06C Purple 
327-70230U06C Blue 

327-70232U06C Yellow 
327-70233U06C Green 

Mini Crates
Bring the convenience of crate storage to your desktop. This in 
the mini version of the popular Storex storage crate. It features 
the interlocks as its larger brother and can be stacked in every 
direction to create a customized and unique desktop storage 
solution. 9"L x 73⁄4"W x 6"H. $2.99 Each
327-61490U24C School Blue
327-61491U24C  School Red 
327-61492U24C School Yellow 

Storage Bins
Keep manipulatives, books, notepads, games, and supplies in these decorative organizers. Features write-on/wipe-off surface  
for labeling and easy cleaning. Durable bins fold for easy storage. 
 Burlap Chalkboard Brights Superhero Lime Polka Dots Aqua Polka Dots
Book Bin, 5" x 11" x 8"H 154-20835 154-20784 — 154-20785 154-20786 $16.99
Small Bin, 8" x 11" x 5"H 154-20832 154-20764 154-20767 154-20818 154-20815 $19.99
Medium Bin, 16" x 11" x 5"H 154-20833 154-20765 154-20768 154-20819 154-20816 $24.99
Box w/Lid, 12" x 13" x 101⁄2"H 154-20834 154-20766 154-20769 154-20820 154-20817 $24.99

154-20785

154-20815

Storage Bins
154-20768 Storage Caddy

This cute storage caddy 
is a handy tote for your 
markers, calculators, timers, 
manipulatives, and many more 
small items! Durable, wipe-
down surface. 9" x 9" x 6"H.  
$19.99 Each
154-20836  Burlap
154-20788  Chalkboard Brights

154-20766
154-20834
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Large Book Baskets
Set of six plastic baskets. Overall: 131⁄4"W x 10"D x 
51⁄2"H. Inside: 131⁄4"W x 71⁄4"D x 51⁄2"H. 
6 colours.
285-163373AMT $42.99

Durable Book & Binder Holders
Set of six bins. Overall: 51⁄4"W x 121⁄2"D x 71⁄2"H. Interior 
tapers to 33⁄8" x 101⁄4". Height slopes from 71⁄2" x 53⁄4". 
Eight labels, 41⁄4" x 21⁄4" each. 6 colours.
285-163319AMT $42.99

These sets of durable plastics include one each 
of six colors, perfect for organizing materials for 
your classroom groups.

One each of color: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, 
Blue, and Purple.

RE OR YE GR BL PU

Durable Book & Binder Holdersw/Wings
Organize Books, Binders, And More For Class Groups With This Six-
Color Set Of Bins That Won’t Topple 
This color-coded set of roomy and durable plastic holders will help you 
organize your binders, books, and magazines for six class groups. Each col-
orful bin features swing-out bottom stabilizer wings. Pull the wings out to 
prevent the bin from falling over when full, or keep them tucked in to save 
space. Labels are included to keep track of what’s in each bin. Perfect for 
desktops, tabletops, or shelves. 6 plastic bins, 1 of each color: red, orange, 
yellow, green, blue, and purple. Overall size: 5½"W by 13½"D by 7¾"H each. 
Interior tapers to 3½" by 10½". Height slopes from 7¾" to 5½". 16 labels and 
12 clear plastic label covers. Size: 4¼" by 2¼" each.
285-163336 $42.99

Magnetic Create-a-Space™ Storage Bins
Colorful and convenient, these 4 brightly colored storage bins are build to stand 
on their own, or magnetically adhere to any magnetic surface. Easily access all 
your tools throughout the day! Includes write & wipe labels. Bins measure 2"W 
x 33⁄4"H.
219-3807 $19.99

Create-a-Space™ Storage Center
The Create-a-Space™ Storage Center brings an easy, convenient way to orga-
nize and present everyday "maker" materials in the classroom. This bright set 
includes a 12" stationary circular tray with 8 colorful containers.
219-3806 $24.99

Pencil & Marker Baskets w/Lids
Set of six plastic baskets. 31⁄4"W x 10"L x 21⁄2"H. Six 
removable sliding lids in clear plastic. 6 colours.
285-163368AMT $42.99

Create-a-Space™ Bundle
Organize everyday materials in the classroom 
or play space. This cheerful set includes a 
12" stationary circular tray with 8 containers, 
4 magnetic storage bins with write & wipe 
labels, and 4 magnetic storage pockets.
219-3808 $79.99
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Store More Wire 
Works Desktop 
Secretary
With five upright sections for 
folders or papers and three 
mesh cups for pencils or mark-
ers, this sturdy wire secretary 
keeps your desktop neat and 
orderly. The cup holder can be 
attached to either side of the 
base. Assembly required. 
285-158954 $54.99

EZ Carry™ Supply Caddy
Easy to carry, this wire caddy can 
hold 12 dry erase boards with mark-
ers and erasers, as well as folders, 
journals, or other materials. It enables 
students to gather and return sup-
plies quickly for lessons, centers, 
and free-time activities. Assembly 
required. 10"W x 101⁄2"D x 51⁄4"H 
285-161737AMT $54.99

Wire Works Group 
Materials Caddy™
This portable caddy is a great 
way to set up supplies for and color code 
small groups. The bottom section has room for the 
group’s papers and folders. The five compartments on top can hold their glue 
sticks, scissors, colored pencils, and other materials. 121⁄2"W x 111⁄4"D x 81⁄4"H. 
285-162765AMTB $62.99

Magazine File
A great color-coding system for books, papers 
and more! Made of sturdy, durable plastic. 
Matte finish. 91⁄2" x 31⁄2" x 111⁄2".        $11.99 Each
256-77702 Red
256-77703 Yellow
256-77704 Blue

256-77705 Green
256-77706 Purple
256-77709 Orange

Tattle® Label Holders
Fits Magazine File. Clear. 
33⁄8" x 11⁄4". Set of 12.
256-78120-12 $32.99

Wire Works Magnetic 
Storage Basket
This small wire mesh basket 
adheres to your whiteboard with 
powerful magnets. It has three 
compartments to hold dry erase 
markers, erasers, rulers, pens, 
manipulatives, and all your white-
board supplies. 73⁄4"W x 13⁄4"D x 4"H. 
285-162848AMT $24.99

Supplies  
Caddy
Sort your supplies for easy use and storage. The Caddy has 3 compartments (1 
large and 2 small). The rounded handle has no sharp edges. Completely washable 
and dishwasher safe. Take your supplies form the closet to the work table quickly 
and simply. 91⁄4"L x 91⁄4"W x 51⁄4"H. Assorted colors.
327-00940U06C Small $4.50
327-00948E06C Large $6.99

Stowaway® Storage Trays
Made with uncompromising quality, 
Stowaway® products will help organize and 
store just about anything for years to come! 
Stackable. Gloss finish. 131⁄2" x 8" x 51⁄2"H.
$7.99 Each
256-121BL Small Blue Storage Bin
256-121CL Clear Stowaway with No Lid
256-121GN Small Green Storage Bin
256-121OR Small Orange Storage Bin
256-121PU Small Purple Storage Bin
256-121RD Small Red Storage Bin
256-121WH Small White Storage Bin
256-121YE Small Yellow Storage Bin

Supplies 
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Chairback Buddy™
Six storage pockets and a smaller clear pocket for name tag. Heavy-duty, wash-
able canvas with PVC coating for added durability. Slips over the back of most 
preschool and early elementary school chairs, fitting seat back up to 30" around. 
15" x 19".   $19.99 Each
015-158035 Blue/Red
015-158036 Blue/Yellow

Original “Plus”  
Pocket Chart
Use these uniquely designed cards in a 
variety of classroom settings. With the 
whole class, students solve the problem 
on their own card then use the reverse 
per grade level, that can be assigned on 
or off-grade level as necessary. 
015-5634 $44.99

Original Pocket Chart
10 clear pockets. Approximately  
331⁄4" x 511⁄2". $34.99 Each
015-5649 Red
015-5650 Yellow
015-5601 Blue

Classroom Management  
Pocket Chart
30 yellow and 30 clear pockets. 30 trans-
portation and 12 job assignment cards. 30 
red, 30 green, and 30 yellow cards. 31 name 
cards. 20" x 24". Resource guide. 
015-158040 $29.99

Weekly Organizers
Five fabric pockets and a 
larger clear pocket for charts. 
Four organizational charts.  
15" x 273⁄4". 
015-158163 $29.99

Pocket Chart 
Games
All cards are 4" x 23⁄4" in 
order to fit standard pocket 
charts. Backs of cards are 
colored and titled for ease 
of organization. Resource 
guide. $23.99 Each

015-158151 Alphabet. 102 photographic cards. 26 uppercase letter cards. 
26 lowercase letter cards. 26 uppercase and lowercase letter cards.
015-158153 Blends and Digraphs. 87 photographic cards. 87 word cards. 
29 blend cards. 1 blank card.
015-158152 Word Families. 70 photographic and 70 word cards. 10 vowel 
and 23 word family cards. 1 blank card.

Deluxe  
Hundred Board
100 clear pockets. 5 storage  
pockets. Cards from 0-100,  
with multiples of 2, 3, 5, and  
10 highlighted in different colors. 
26" x 30". Resource guide.
015-158157  $32.99

Organization Station® 
Make collecting homework and 
sending notes home a breeze with 
this heavy-duty vinyl organizer. 
Includes 27 pockets, 9"W x 81⁄2"H 
each, and comes complete with 
write & wipe name tags. 281⁄4" x 45".
219-2255 $49.99
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Board Buddies
Large, 8" x 6" magnetic  
pocket charts keep  
classroom supplies  
close at hand. Set of 3.  
Contents not included.     
$19.99 Each
015-158568 Black
015-158564 Lime
015-158566 Teal

File Folder
Storage  
Pocket Chart
Includes 5 fabric pockets 
and 5 clear labeling  
pockets. 14" x 32". 
$16.99 Each
015-158569 Black
015-158565 Lime
015-158567 Teal

Adjustable Pocket Chart
Includes (3) 333⁄4" x 191⁄2" interchangeable sections;  
5 long, clear pockets per section and 18 header 
cards. Sections edged with hook-and-loop tape. 
333⁄4" x 551⁄2".
015-5642 $44.99

Sections 
Connect with 
Pre-Attached

Hook-and-
Loop Tape!

Essential Pocket Chart
10 rows of pockets plus 1 storage pouch. Cards not 
included. 31" x 42". $34.99 Each
015-158570  Black
015-158158  Blue

Mini Essential Pocket Chart
6 rows of pockets plus one storage pocket. Cards not 
included. 19" x 25". $29.99 Each
015-158571  Black
015-158159  Blue

Deluxe Calendar Pocket Chart
Includes 43 clear pockets, 2 storage pockets with 
hook-and-loop tape closure. Monthly headers, days 
of the week, date, holiday and special day cards.  
25" x 35". $34.99 Each
015-158574  Black
015-158156  Blue

Deluxe 
Scheduling 
Pocket Chart
12 clear pockets, storage 
pocket with hook-and-
loop tape closure, and 
15 write-on/wipe-away 
cards. 13" x 36".
$29.99 Each
015-158572  Black
015-158031  Blue

Storage
Pocket

Storage  
Pocket Chart
Durable construction with 
sturdy grommets for easy 
hanging. Includes (10) 131⁄2" 
x 7" fabric pockets. 14" x 47". 
Contents not included.
$23.99 Each
015-158573 Black
015-5653    Red

10 Sturdy 
Pockets Fit 
Letter-Size 

Folders

Sparkle Shine Pocket Charts
Add a sophisticated touch to any classroom décor! 

Gold accent Pocket Charts feature durable  
construction with sturdy grommets for easy hanging.

Storage:
Gold Arrows

10 fabric pockets. 14" x 47".
015-158042   $28.99

File Folder Storage:
Gold Stars
5 folder pockets,  

5 clear pockets. 14" x 32".
015-158043   $19.99

Essential: Gold Polka Dot
10 clear pockets, 1 storage pocket. 31" x 42".

015-158044   $24.99

Stand not included

Deluxe Scheduling:
Gold Polka Dot

12 clear pockets, 1 storage 
pocket, and 15 write-on/ 

wipe-away cards. 13" x 36". 
015-158041   $29.99
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10 Pockets  7 Pockets
34" x 44" 28" x 28"

$26.99 Each  $32.99 Each
Chalkboard Brights 154-20746  154-20742
Lime Polka Dots 154-20745  154-20741
Superhero 154-20747  154-20743
Black 154-20744  154-20740
Light Blue Marquee NEW! 154-20778  154-20780
Red Marquee NEW! 154-20831  154-20783
Burlap NEW! 154-20839  154-20837

Pocket Charts
These lightweight and durable pocket charts 
feature colourful designs and hang easily from 
sturdy, metal grommets.

File Storage Pocket Chart
10 pockets hold letter-size file folders. 14" x 58".
$26.99 Each
154-20840 Burlap NEW!
154-20841 Black NEW!
154-20842 Watercolour NEW!
154-20843 Confetti NEW!
154-20736 Chalkboard Brights
154-20737 Lime Polka Dots
154-20738 Aqua Polka Dots
154-20739 Superhero

Calendar & Weather Pocket Chart
This sturdy vinyl chart with hanging grommets fea-
tures 136 double-sided, full-colour cards with num-
bers, days, months, years, holidays, celebrations, 
seasons and weather conditions. Provides storage 
pockets that hold all cards and includes an activity 
guide. 303⁄4"L x 441⁄4"H. Grades PreK+
219-2418 $49.99

Counting & Place Value Pocket Chart
Teach counting, sorting, place value and grouping with this 
heavy-duty chart. Includes 20 double-sided number cards, 3 
double-sided label cards, 200 blue plastic counting straws, 
pockets to store everything and Activity Guide. 13"L x 18"H. 
Grades 1+
219-2416 $19.99

Black Polka Dots Storage  
Pocket Chart
35 clear pockets are perfect for organizing 
small storage items. 321⁄2" x 361⁄2".
154-20750 $42.99
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Easy 3-button 
operation

Big Time Too Up/Down Timer
Large digital display shows minutes and seconds 
as timer counts up or down 1–100 minutes. Magnet 
and stand on back. Requires one “AAA“ battery, not 
included. 21⁄2" x 21⁄2".
553-10210 $13.99

Simple Stopwatch
Only 3 buttons–green for go, red for stop and 
yellow for clear. Easy-to-read display shows min-
utes, seconds and 1⁄100 seconds. Measures 3"H. 
Requires one 1.5V button-cell battery, included.
219-0808 $14.99

The Big Timer
Large  magnetic timer features a 60-minute 
countdown. Bell rings when time has elapsed. 
Wind-up, no batteries required! Easy to see, 71⁄2" 
diameter.
553-10205 $22.99

Strong magnet 
on back!

The Original Time Timer®
The original visual timer that shows exactly how much time is left. Our patented 
red disk disappears as time elapses, ideal for teaching children the concept of 
elapsed time as well as managing the stress of transitions by showing “how much 
longer”. A great way to ease testing anxiety as students are able to see at a glance 
how much time is left. Optional audible signal when time is up. All timers are 
free-standing. The 8" and 12" models can also be wall-mounted. Requires 1 “AA” 
battery, not included.
225-TTA1W 8" Time Timer $44.99
225-TTA2W 12" Time Timer $49.99
225-TTA4W 3" Personal Time Timer $37.99
Visual Schedule Kit
Shows a “wordless and numberless” schedule for anyone to follow. Includes 2 
blank faces for the Time Timer (sold separately) and 2 sheets of stickers depicting 
various activities like reading, wash hands, school bus, etc.
225-TTVSK8 For 8" Time Timer NEW! $19.99
225-TTVSK12 For 12" Time Timer NEW! $22.99

Time Timer MOD®
If you love Time Timer, you’ll love the newest, most modern Timer yet! The MOD 
features a removable, silicone cover that offers an extra layer of protection from 
the bumps and falls that are part of everyday life. Protective lens and compact 
size make the MOD portable and easy to use anywhere. Includes on/off switch for 
the audible alert. Requires 1 “AA” battery, not included. 31⁄2" x 31⁄2". $44.99 Each
225-TTM9W Charcoal Gray               
225-TTM9BLW Sky Blue               
225-TTM9GRW Lime Green

Time Timer Dry Erase Board
Activity/Message Center to be used with Time Timer MOD (sold separately).  
Convenient caddy on back holds markers and supplies. 73⁄4" x 73⁄4".
225-TTWB6W $24.99

Time Timer PLUS®
This award-winning timer features a rugged case and on-the-go handle making 
it easy to take the timer anywhere you go! “Seeing” time elapse makes the Time 
Timer PLUS ideal for teaching children the concept of elapsed time as well as 
managing the stress of transitions by showing “how much longer”. Includes vol-
ume control dial. Requires 1 “AA” battery, not included. 51⁄2" x 7".
225-TTMP7 60 Minute Timer, Charcoal Gray $46.99
225-TTMP7WHT 60 Minute Timer, White $46.99
225-TTM20W 20 Minute Timer, White new! $49.99
225-TTM120W 120 Minute Timer, White new! $49.99

Time Timer TWIST®
A new, digital version of the Time 
Timer! This easy-to-set 90-minute 
timer features a magnetic back 
allowing visual time manage-
ment right where you need it! 
Requires 1 “AAA” battery, not 
included. 31⁄2" diameter. 
225-TTM31W $28.99

New Digital  
90-minute  

Time Timer!
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Roylco® “Hands-Up” 
Dry Erase Answer Boards
Encourage classroom participation with 
these fun and economical dry erase 
boards. Double sided and printed on thick 
plastic for use with most dry erase markers 
and crayons. 5" x 111⁄2". Pack of 24.
138-5905 $32.99

Jumbo
Magnetic Spinner
Transform your whiteboard 
into an interactive, whole class 
game space! Simply place the 
wheel on your white board and 
use your dry erase markers to 
create games and activities. 
From a classroom manage-
ment tool to subject-specific 
games, Jumbo Magnetic 
Spinner gets kids on their feet 
and participating! All grades
073-1769 $69.99

Economy Dry Erase
Answer Paddles
Keep all students involved with these 
handy answer paddles. Top quality dry 
erase finish and frameless hardboard 
construction. 7" x 12". Class pack of 12.
058-12032  $56.99

Includes 3 double-sided 
dry erase inserts!

Dry Erase Blocks
Create your own fun and games by 
drawing pictures, writing letters, words, 
phrases, numbers. Includes 4 foam 3" 
blocks with write and wipe panels on all 
sides and a dry erase marker.
012-AC9306 $18.99

Pocket Cubes
3" foam cubes with clear vinyl pockets. Insert your own pieces to make custom 
dice. Includes zippered carrying case with handle. Set of 2.
553-22000  $16.99
Pocket Cube Inserts
553-22001 Sight Words Level 1 $10.99
553-22002 Sight Words Level 2 $10.99
553-22003 Sight Words Level 3 $10.99
553-22004 Numbers 1-100 $10.99
553-22005 ABC Upper & Lower Case $10.99

ThoughtClouds™ Dry-Erase Response Boards
The “wearable” dry-erase response board for better writing posture!  
These boards slip right on to a student’s non-dominant hand with a built-in, 
heavy-duty “elasticized” strap. Made of sturdy polypropylene plastic for easy 
erasure and clean-up. 51⁄2" x 7".
896-626684 Set of 6 $24.99 
896-626685 Set of 24 $94.99 

Answer Buzzers
Get students actively engaged as you assess them! “Game-show 
buzzers” turn any lesson into a game. Four different colours and 

fun sounds in each set. Each buzzer measures 31⁄2" in diameter and 
requires 2 “AAA” batteries, not included.

Recordable  
Answer Buzzers
Record silly messages, 
words, sounds or music—
up to 7 seconds per 
buzzer!
219-3769 $36.99

Record
Sounds!

Record
Your

Voice!

Record
Music!

Record
Messages!

Answer Buzzers
Four fun sounds—horn honk, 
boxing bell, doorbell and boing.
219-3774 $26.99

Lights & Sounds Buzzers
Sounds include a siren, a 
game-show buzzer, a laser  
and a “charge!” sound.
219-3776 $36.99
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Create 4 or 6 
stations!

Privacy Boards
These boards are made from sturdy corrugate and are perfect for any desk, table 
or computer area. They help keep students focused, distractions out and help 
prevent wandering eyes. 48" x 16".
012-3782 White Privacy Boards, Pack of 4  $21.99 
012-3791 Black Privacy Boards, Pack of 4 $21.99 
012-3788 Round Table Privacy Board. 14"H x 48" Diameter, Blue $23.99 

Economy Study Carrel 
Class Pack
Tall enough to provide privacy, while still 
allowing teacher to see student working. 
12" x 48". Class pack of 24.
058-60005 White $89.99
058-60045 Assorted Colours $109.99

012-3788

012-3791

012-3782 012-001309

012-001308

012-001318

File ‘n Save System®
The best way to organize, store, and protect your classroom decor and more for 

years of use! Features reinforced handles and a handy side index. 

Bulletin Board System
156-1020 Storage Box.
 271⁄2" x 183⁄4" x 71⁄4" $19.99
156-1021 Sturdy Folder.
 271⁄4" x 181⁄2" x 1⁄2" $6.99

Chart System
156-1022  Storage Box.
 303⁄4" x 23" x 61⁄2" $24.99
156-1023 Sturdy Folder.
 301⁄2" x 221⁄2" x 1⁄2" $6.99

File Folder Box
156-7001 123⁄8" x 101⁄4" x 8" $11.99

Sentence Strip Storage Box
Includes 4 dividers with a generous 
labeling area. 253⁄8" x 37⁄8" x 4".
156-7002 $14.99

Trimmer System
156-1024 Storage Box.
 40" x 5" x 5" $14.99
156-7003 Trimmer Dividers.
 39" x 41⁄4". Pack of 3. $9.99

Classroom Keepers® Mailboxes
Each mailbox is designed with an individual name tab for each slot. Mix and 
match the three sizes of mailboxes to get the right number for your class size. 
The slot sizes for the 30-Slot Mailbox are 13⁄4"H x 10"W x 121⁄2"D, the slot sizes for 
both the 15-Slot Mailbox and 10-Slot Mailbox are 3"H x 10" x 121⁄2"D. Recycled and 
recyclable. 
012-1309 10-Slot Mailbox $42.99
012-1308 15-Slot Mailbox $54.99
012-1318 30-Slot Mailbox $94.99

Border Storage Pocket Chart
Includes five 37" x 4" clear plastic pockets. Secures with hook-and-loop tape and 
folds to 43⁄4" x 41". Durable handle for storage or carrying. Contents not included. 
41" x 241⁄2".
015-5652 $22.99

Deluxe Bulletin Board 
Storage Bag
Features bound edges for extra strength and 
hook and loop tape closure. 30"L x 24"W. 
Contents not included.
015-180000 $27.99

Folded
Each Pocket Holds

24 Border Strips
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012-74410

012-74440

012-74400

Chart Tablets
White sulphite bond paper spiral bound to  
stiff covers. 2-hole punched. Ruled both sides.  
24" x 16" tablets are ruled the long way,  
24" x 32" tablets are ruled the short way.  
25 sheets. Recyclable.
24" x 16"  $11.99 Each
012-74520 Unruled 
012-74620 1" Ruled

24" x 32"  $16.99 Each
012-74510 Unruled 
012-74610 1" Ruled
012-74710 11⁄2" Ruled

Chart Paper
1" rule. 2-hole punched. Glued at top, not spiral 
bound. 70 sheets per pad. 24" x 32".
012-9770  $34.99

Colored Paper Chart Tablet
Traditional chart tablets made with pastel 
coloured bond paper: yellow, pink, salmon, blue, 
and green. Ruled both sides. 2-hole punched and 
spiral-bound to stiff covers. 25 sheets. Recycled 
and recyclable.
24" x 16"  $13.99 Each
012-74732 1" Ruled, Cursive 
012-74734 11⁄2" Ruled

24" x 32"  $26.99 Each
012-74731 1" Ruled, Cursive 
012-74733 11⁄2" Ruled

Chart Stands
Tubular metal stands with rubber-tipped legs. 
Each stand holds individual sheets or full 
chart pads. 28"W.
012-74400 Non-Adjustable, 50"H $119.99
012-74410 Adjustable to 64" $169.99
012-74440 Replacement Rings.
 Set of 2 $10.99

Blank Flash Cards
Sturdy unruled tagboard strips. Assorted contains  
5 colours: canary, pink, blue, green, and orange.  
Packed in a convenient dispenser box.
012-74100 Manila, 3" x 9". Box of 250 $16.99
012-74000 Manila, 3" x 2". Box of 1,000 $16.99
012-74150 Assorted, 3" x 9". Box of 250 $21.99
012-74170 Assorted, 3" x 2". Box of 1,000 $21.99

Wipe-Off® Phrase & Sentence Strips
Give kids a chance tp practice again and again! Class-size 
packs make it easy for everyone to have the hands-on prac-
tice that delivders results. Tricolour packs provide added 
flexibility to colour-code your lesson plans. 30 per pack.  
3" tall.
Sentence Strips
156-4001 24" White $11.99
156-4002 24" Multicolour $13.99
Phase Strips
156-4010 12" White $6.99

Magnetic Demonstration Paper
Save time and resources when you model writing skills 
with these reusable, giant-size versions of student paper. 
Durable write & wipe surface works with wet-erase mark-
ers. Strong backing sticks firmly to magnetic whiteboards. 
22" x 28".  $41.99 Each
219-3237 Handwriting Paper  
219-3236 Notebook Paper  

Magnetic 
Sentence Strips
Hand these write & wipe strips 
out separately to small groups 
for sentence building and writing 
activities. Then, bring students 
together and place strips on the 
board in sequence for whole-class 
work. Includes 6 long strips (24"L x 
3"H) and 3 short strips (8"L x 3"H). 
Set of 9.
219-3232 $19.99

Rule lines reinforce 
handwriting skills

Double Pocket 
Chart Stand
Easily switch between 
multiple subjects! 360°  
pre-mounted wheels for 
mobility. Extra storage 
space at base. 10 rings 
included. 35"W x 23"D.
015-158004 $124.99

Adjusts from  
42" to 68" tall!

Lined Sentence Strips & Word Strips
Sentence Strips
015-4451 Multicoloured, 75- 24" x 3" strips $15.99
015-4453 White, 100- 24" x 3" strips $9.99
Word Strips
015-4455 Multicoloured, 75- 8" x 3" strips $8.99
015-4457 White, 100- 8" x 3" strips $6.99
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Word & Number 
Swatters™
Focus attention on whiteboards, 
pocket charts, big books and 
more. Great for isolating letters, 
parts of speech, context clues and 
print concepts. Also perfect for 
demonstrating place value and 
greater than/less than concepts 
and identifying parts of equations. 
Set features 14"L plastic swatters in 
4 colours and frame sizes. Largest 
opening measures 5"L x 21⁄2"H. 
Colours may vary. Set of 4.
219-0631 $16.99

Hand Pointers
Grab attention and encourage participation in any lesson! Use these fun,  
plastic pointers to draw attention to interactive whiteboards, charts, maps  
and more. Assorted colors.

219-2655    15" Hand Pointers. Set of 3 $19.99
219-1960    24" Hand Pointers. Set of 3 $26.99

SMALL PARTS (1). Not for children < 3 yrs.

219-1960

219-2655

Magnetic Pockets
Use for sentence strips, math problems, class jobs, behavior manage-
ment charts, storing papers or displaying student work. Extra Large 
Pockets are 26" x 2" with 241⁄2" pocket. Large Pockets are 14" x 2" with 
123⁄4" pocket. Small Pockets are 7" x 2" with 53⁄4" pocket.  
Extra Large $24.99 Each     Large $16.99 Each     Small $16.99 
Each

Chalkboard Brights
154-20801  Extra Large, Pack of 4
154-20721  Large, Pack of 4
154-20728  Small, Pack of 8

Red Plaid
154-20726  Large, Pack of 4
154-20732  Small, Pack of 8

Aqua Chevron
154-20723  Large, Pack of 4
154-20729  Small, Pack of 8

Red Marquee
154-20798  Extra Large, Pack of 4
154-20794  Large, Pack of 4
154-20790  Small, Pack of 8

Dark Blue Marquee
154-20799  Extra Large, Pack of 4
154-20795  Large, Pack of 4
154-20791  Small, Pack of 8

Chevrons and Dots
154-20724  Large, Pack of 4
154-20730  Small, Pack of 8

Magnetic Whiteboard  
Storage Pocket
This “jean” pocket offers 2 compartments for 
storing pointers, swatters, dry-erase markers and 
other items you want to keep organized and close 
at hand. Strong magnets hold tight to your white-
board and other magnetic surfaces. Durable nylon 
pocket measures 8"L x 11"H.
219-6444 $14.99
Mini Pockets
4"L x 51⁄2"H. Set of 6
219-6445 Solids $22.99
219-6446 Solids & Patterns $23.99

219-6446 219-6445

Magnetic
Storage Pockets
Now you can store your whiteboard 
magnets within easy reach! Hang 
these sturdy magnetic pockets 
around the room for organization. 
Each pocket holds about 3⁄4 lb. Set of 4 
in 4 colours (green, blue, purple, red), 
each measuring 91⁄2"L x 51⁄2"H.
219-6447 $36.99

Wire Works Magnetic 
Storage Basket
This small wire mesh basket 
adheres to your whiteboard with 
powerful magnets. It has three 
compartments to hold dry erase 
markers, erasers, rulers, pens, 
manipulatives, and all your white-
board supplies. 73⁄4"W x 13⁄4"D x 4"H. 
285-162848AMT $24.99

Clingy Thingies® Storage Pocket
Clingy Thingies® storage pockets hold tight to any smooth surface. Store pens, 
pencils, flash cards, whiteboard accessories, and more. Made with a special cling 
technology. They are not sticky to the touch, yet they stick to any smooth surface 
and can be easily removed. You can even use water to rinse lint or dirt off the 
back surface. Clingy Thingies® can be used again and again without leaving any 
mess or residue. They also feature a write-on/wipe-off surface, perfect for notes, 
labeling, and reminders. 1"D x 5⅛"W x 6¼"H. Contents not included.
154-77376 Marquee $9.99
154-77377 Chalkboard Brights $9.99

154-77376

154-77377



Hall Passes
Unique soft rubber hall passes each feature a wrist strap.  
Approximately 33⁄4"; rectangular are 3" x 5".   $6.75 Each

3D Puffy Hall Passes
3D style puffy pass! Flexible raised rubber Comes with strap Cleans easy 
with soap & water! Approximately 33⁄4".   $8.99 Each

Laminated Hall Passes
Cleans easily with soap and water. Large 9" x 31⁄2" size $4.25 Each

Superhero
553-10454  Hall Pass
553-10455  Boys Pass
553-10456  Girls Pass

Chevron Pencil
553-10445 Hall Pass
553-10447 Boys Pass
553-10446 Girls Pass

Colorful Owls
553-10428  Hall Pass
553-10429  Boys Pass
553-10427  Girls Pass

Black Scribble
553-10451  Hall Pass
553-10453  Boys Pass
553-10452  Girls Pass

553-10664  Emoji Restroom Pass 553-10665  Emoji Hall Pass

553-10662  Super City Restroom Pass 553-10663  Super City Hall Pass

553-10660  Chalk Restroom Pass 553-10661  Chalk Hall Pass

553-10600  Owl Hall Pass 
553-10601  Owl Girls Pass
553-10602  Owl Boys Pass

553-10603  Chalk Loop Hall Pass 
553-10604  Chalk Loop Boys Pass
553-10605  Chalk Loop Girls Pass

553-10618  Believe In Yourself Boys Pass 
553-10619  Follow Your Dreams Girls Pass
553-10620  Color Your World Hall Pass

553-10615  Superhero Hall Pass 
553-10616  Superhero Boys Pass
553-10617  Superhero Girls Pass

Smart Poly™ Folders
Easily hold and carry 100 papers! Write-on/wipe-off surface. Snap button 
enclosure, flap top. Water resistant. 131⁄2" x 91⁄2".   $4.25 Each
553-90000   Super City
553-90001   Emojis
553-90002   Color Owls
553-90003   Ladybug
553-90004   Color Paws

553-90005   B/W Dots
553-90006   Chalk Days of Week
553-90007   Chalk Tasks
553-90008   Catchup new!

Mini Whiteboard Erasers
Super fun and colorful designs are perfect for student lapboards 
and more! Each eraser measures 2" x 11⁄2" x 3⁄4". 10 per pack. 

553-78000 Superhero
553-78001 Keyhole Kritters
553-78002 Chalk Loop
553-78003 Assorted Colors

553-78004 Character Building
553-78005 Emojis
553-78006 Super Emojis
553-78007 Color Owls

Non-Magnetic   $14.99 Each

Magnetic  $19.99 Each
553-78100 Assorted Colors   553-78101  Emoji Stars  553-78103  Dots

Magnetic Whiteboard Erasers
Use to erase any dry-erase marker from whiteboards. Sticks to steel backed 
whiteboards, filing cabinets, and other steel surfaces. Cleans up with soap and 
water. 31⁄2" x 31⁄2". $6.75 Each
553-10014 Pencil
553-10015 Ladybug
553-10016 Star

553-10020 Apple
553-10021  Frog
553-10056  Canada

553-10051 Comic Book 
553-10054 Chalk Loop

47Hall Passes & Job Badges | Classroom Essentials
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156-68046
Pixel

156-68082
Dancing Stars

156-68117
 Owl-Stars!®
 

156-68005
Rainbow Handprints

156-68003
TREND Kids

156-68015
Rainbow Plaid

156-68022
Star Brights

156-68088
Sock Monkey

156-68013
Colorful Crayons

156-68060
Frogtastic

156-68023
Rainbow Gel

156-68080
Shiny Apples

156-68024
Monkey

156-68031
Happy Birthday

Name Tags
Use for name tags, labels, and gift tags! Easy-writing finish for pens or markers. Self-adhesive. 21⁄2" x 3". Pack of 36.   $8.99 Each

Desk Toppers® Name Plates
These fun, bright, and personalized name plates make every child feel important. Great for use as labels, locker tags, and more! 91⁄2" x 27⁄8". Pack of 36.    $8.99 Each

156-69243  Sea Buddies™

156-69029  Monkey Mischief® 

156-69217  Owl-Stars!®

156-69071  Dancing Stars 156-69910  Owl Star

156-69013  Colorful Crayons 156-69026  Star Rainbow

156-69030  Rainbow Gel

156-69040  Gel Star

156-69034  Jigsaw 156-69076  Star Gazer

156-69235  Sock Monkeys

Traditional Manuscript: Grades 1-3 Nameplates
36 nameplates, measuring 18 x 4" each, and includes a name line, traditional man-
uscript alphabet (upper- and lowercase) with stroke lines, 0–30 number line, 11 
shapes with names and colors, 12 inch ruler, a hundreds board,and addition chart.
015-124001 $13.99

Desk Toppers® Reference Name Plates
Provide students with a handy, desktop reference for critical math and 
language arts facts! 33⁄4" x 18". Pack of 36. $13.99 Each

156-69402  Manuscript, Zaner-Bloser. Grades 2-3

156-69403  Cursive, Zaner-Bloser. Grades 3-5

Clear Self-Adhesive Protector Pockets
Heavy-duty, self-adhesive material removes easily from desks.
553-10400 Small Name Plates. 41⁄4" x 121⁄2". Pack of 25. $17.99
553-10403 Large Name Plates. 43⁄4" x 19". Pack of 25. $24.99
553-10404 Extra Large Name Plates. 53⁄4" x 201⁄4". Pack of 25. $24.99

553-10400

553-10403
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Desk Nameplates
A perfect fit for where you sit! 91⁄2" x 27⁄8", single-sided. Pack of 36.  $8.50 Each

015-150036
Colorful Owl

015-150059
Up and Away

015-150062
Fancy

015-150005
Owls

015-150022
Boho Birds

015-150046
Super Powers

015-150008
School Bus

015-150063
Hello

015-9410
Apples

015-9475
Smiles

015-9476
Rainbow

015-150297
Aim High

015-9413
Handprints

015-9421
Rainbow Star

Name Tags
Let students know who’s who with these durable, kid-tested name tags! 40 self-adhesive name tags per pack. 3" x 21⁄2".    $8.99 Each

015-122029  Colorful Owls 015-122013  Stars 015-122128  Super Powers 015-122134  Aim High

015-122130  School Pop

015-122006  Alphabet: Traditional 015-2071  Traditional Manuscript 015-2073 Traditional Cursive 015-119030  Boho Birds
      Quickstick® $10.99

Name Tags & Name Plates
Use these colourful and fun designs for new students, field trips, parties
or to label desks, cubbies and folders. Self-adhesive, Name Tags are
31⁄2" x 21⁄2". Name plates are 91⁄2" x 31⁄4". 36 per pack.                $8.99 Each

Smiling Stick Kids
348-4503  Name Tags     348-4492  Name Plates  

Chevron
348-4549  Name Tags     348-4517  Name Plates  

Dots on Black
348-4505  Name Tags 
348-4499  Name Plates 

Chalk Swirls & Twirls
348-0725  Name Tags 
348-4463  Name Plates 

Emoji
348-4238  Name Tags 
348-3899  Name Plates 

154-4019  Left/Right Alphabet   $7.99 154-5827  Super Hero   $13.99 154-4308  Cursive Writing   $7.99 154-5723  Left Rightt   $11.99

Name Plates
Label learning centers and cubbies,or laminate and use as flash cards and more! 31⁄2" x 111⁄2". Pack of 36.  



Classroom Decorative Featured Products

Utilizing Visual Teaching Aids

Visual teaching aids help students remember concepts, 
provide a touchpoint to refer back to in the future, and help 
make the classroom a vibrant, dynamic place.

1. Keep things e ible  If no one is using an important anchor 
chart, move it to a more prominent position in the room.   

2. i  it up  nce your visuals have been on the wall for a few 
months, students will notice them less. Keep visual aids 
fresh and new.

3. efer back to your visual aids daily  When a student asks 
how many sides a pentagon has, refer them to the aids.

4. ave students create their own visual aids  These can go 
on the wall or on their desks, whatever works best for their 
learning styles.

5. Set learning goals using timelines  ut these goals up 
on the wall so that each milestone can be marked and 
celebrated as a team.

Advice - Inspiration - Expertise - Follow us!

ome Sweet Classroom
by Teacher Created Resources

reshen up your classroom with this new 

line of decorative from Teacher Created 

esources. i  and match with coordinating 

products stickers, notepads, awards, etc.  for 

a classroom theme.

NEW

Clingy Thingies Calendar
154-77350  $29.99

Clingy Thingies  are not sticky to the touch, 

yet they stick to any smooth surface and can 

be easily removed. You can even use water to 

rinse lint or dirt off the back surface. They can 

be used again and again without leaving any 

mess or residue and feature a write on wipe

off surface. 

NEW

scholarschoice.ca  1 00 10

Shop Online

 0,000  roducts
 Check Stock evels
 ew roduct Added Weekly
 ne Step Checkout

www.scholarschoice.ca
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Chalkboards  
Mini Cut-Outs
3" x 21⁄2". 36 pieces.
015-120546 $7.50

Calendar Set
Eye-catching display includes 
a 23" x 17" calendar, monthly 
headers, calendar cover-ups, 
days-of-the-week chart, 10 
weather overlays, and more.  
95 pieces.
015-110398     $19.99

Welcome Bulletin Board Set
Set includes 7 letters, each measuring 11" and four 111⁄2" x 17" 
inspirational posters.
015-110401     $19.99

TM

015-108341   Black & White Stripes

Library Pockets
12 each of 3 designs. 
31⁄4" x 51⁄4". Pack of 36.
015-121122     $8.99

015-108336   Shiplap

Colorful Cut-Outs®
31⁄2" x 51⁄2". 36 pieces. $8.99 Each
015-120543    Mason Jars   015-120544    Lightbulbs
015-120545    Arrows

Borders
(12) 3" x 3' strips. Total length 36'.    $6.99 Each

Job Assignment  
Mini Bulletin 
Board Set
Build and reinforce a 
positive work ethic in your 
classroom. Set includes 
21" x 6" header, 8 frames, 8 
ribbon strips, and 30 student 
pieces. 47 pieces.
015-110399              $12.99

Alphabet Line: 
Manuscript Mini 
Bulletin Board Set
A classic, easy-to-use reference for 
students year-round. 8 pieces, 21" x 6" 
each. 14 feet long assembled.
015-110402 $11.99

Industrial Chic 
Inspirational 
Sayings Mini 
Bulletin Board Set
Set includes 35 pieces:1 
“TEACH” shiplap header 1 
“INSPIRE” shiplap header, 
chalkboard grade banner, 
10 stars , PK– Grade 5 cards 
015-110400 $12.99

Alphabet Line: 
Manuscript Mini 
Bulletin Board Set
A classic, easy-to-use reference for 
students year-round. 8 pieces, 21" x 6" 
each. 14 feet long assembled.
015-110402

015-108340   White and Black Dots

Bulletin Board Set

Student Numbers Mini Cut-Outs
Set includes 30 numbered cut-outs (1–30) & 5 
blank cut-outs.
015-120542 $7.50

Charts
These classroom charts measure 
17" x 22" and can be used year-
round to help create a positive 
learning environment.
$5.50 Each
015-114252 Biggest Mistake
015-114250 Future of the World
015-114251 They May Forget
015-114253 Your Attitude Deter
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Just Teach 
Color Cards Mini Bulletin 
Board Set
Includes header (21" x 6"), 10 color 
cards (6" x 81⁄2"), 10 stars (2.97" x 2.85"), 
2 title cards (10.8" x 23⁄4"), color chart 
(6" x 9.8"), and color wheel (assembled 
from 2 pieces, 101⁄4" x 11"). 26 pieces.
015-110396 $12.99

Just Teach 
Word Wall Bulletin Board Set
Includes 176 sight word cards (5.66" x 2.3") and 26 letter 
cards (3.48" x 3.48"). 202 pieces.
015-110394 $19.99

Just Teach 
Number Cards Bulletin Board Set
Includes a header (11" x 17"), 31 number cards (5.6" x 11.2") 
and 2 blank cards (5.6" x 11.2") and can be used as a center 
activity for early learners. 34 pieces.
015-110393 $19.99

Just Teach 
Alphabet Cards  
Bulletin Board Set
Provides a handy visual reference for 
students year-round. Set includes 1 
header (12" x 17") and 26 alphabet cards 
(8" x 10.35") and can be used as a center 
activity for early learners. 27 pieces.
015-110392 $19.99

Just Teach 
Library Mini Labels
Includes 45 different labels (3" x 
2.25"), from holidays to common 
categories, to help you organize 
your classroom library.
015-120541 $7.50

Just Teach  
Happy Birthday Mini  
Bulletin Board Set
Includes “Happy Birthday” banner 
(assembled from 3 pieces, 35.28" x 
8.36"), “Oh happy day!” banner (20.34" 
x 5.41"), 12 birthday hats, and 11 bal-
loons. 25 pieces.
015-110397 $12.99

Just Teach Shape Cards  
Mini Bulletin Board Set
Includes header (21" x 6"), 12 shape 
cards (6" x 8.8"), and 11 small 
shapes (smallest: 3.31" x 1.9",  
largest: 3.58" x 3.46"). 24 pieces.
015-110395 $12.99

Straight Borders
(12) 3" x 3' strips. Total length 36'.  $6.99 Each

015-108351 Red with Polka Dots Straight 015-108342 Rainbow Big Dots

015-108354 Gray with Polka Dots Straight 015-108347 Teal with Polka Dots Straight

015-108355 White with Polka Dots Straight 015-108348 Lime with Polka Dots Straight

015-108350 Orange with Polka Dots Straight

Rainbow Big Dots

015-108343 Vertical Rainbow Stripes

015-108353 Black with Polka Dots Straight 015-108346 Navy with Polka Dots Straight

015-108349 Yellow with Polka Dots Straight

Vertical Rainbow Stripes

015-108344 Painted Dots

015-108352 Hot Pink with Polka Dots Straight 015-108345 Purple with Polka Dots Straight
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Library Pockets  
6 each of 6 designs. 3¼" x 
5¼". Pack of 36.
015-121020 $8.99

File Folders 
6 letter-size file folders, 2 each of 3 designs.
015-136019    $4.99

Calendar Set
Includes 23" x 17" calendar, 12 monthly headers,  
45 cover-ups, 13 special occasion cover-ups, days-of-the-week chart, months-of-
the-year chart, 5 season overlays, and a weather chart. 86 pieces.
015-110376   $19.99

Aim for the Stars Mini Bulletin Board Set
Includes 323⁄4" x 12" header, moon, large shooting star, 3 small 
shooting stars, 6 small stars, and 30 student pieces. 48 pieces.
015-110374    $11.99

We Are Amazing Bulletin Board Set
Includes large 401⁄2" x 8" banner, 7 letter pennants,  
4 preprinted signs, 2 blank signs, and 7 fans. 22 pieces.
015-110373    $16.99

File FoldersFile FoldersFile Folders

Mini 
Colorful 
Cut-Outs®

Assorted die-cut 
designs on card 
stock. Approx.  
3" x 3".  
$7.50 Each

Colorful 
Cut-Outs®

Assorted die-cut 
designs on card 
stock. Approx. 51⁄2".  
$8.99 Each

Reward Tags
(49 pieces)

015-120539

Stars
(32 pieces)

015-120538

Fans
(42 pieces)

015-120537

Balloons
(36 pieces)

015-120536

Library Pockets Library Pockets Library Pockets 

4" EZ Letters
Pre-punched pieces are 
ready to use! Includes 
70 uppercase letters, 
87 lowercase letters, 20 
numbers, punctuation marks 
and 22 symbols. 219 pieces. 
$17.99 Each
015-130082 Rainbow Stripe
015-130085 Watercolor

4 other colors!4 other colors!4 other colors!

Extra Large Library Pockets
2 each of 5 designs. 9" x 12" Pack of 10.
015-121121 $16.99

Pre-Punched and ready to use!

Think Positive Straight Border
(12) 3' x 3" strips for a total length of 36'.
015-108303    $6.99

Notepad
Acid-free and lignin-free. 
50 sheets.
015-151299 $6.75

Mini Incentive Charts
(30) 43⁄4" x 5" charts plus 630 
coordinating stickers.
015-148036    $8.99

Bookmarks
2" x 61⁄2" single-
design bookmarks. 
Pack of 30.
015-103048 $6.79
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Make Your Mark Bulletin Board Set
Encourage positive attitudes! Includes header, 6 inspirational signs,  
6 square accents, 6 circle accents, 12 arrow accents, and 30 pennants. 
61 pieces.
015-110353 $19.99

Colorful Cut-Outs®
Assorted die-cut designs on card stock. 
Approx. 5" x 5".    $9.99 Each
015-120529 Arrows, 42 pcs.
015-120531 Hexagons, 36 pcs.

Mini Cut-Outs
Assorted die-cut designs on card stock. 
Approx. 3" x 3".  $7.50 Each
015-120533 Banners, 56 pcs.
015-120534 Badges, 35 pcs.

Hexagons  
Scalloped Border
(13) 3' x 21⁄4" strips for a total length  
of 39'.
015-108298 $6.99

Follow Your Path  
Straight Border
(12) 3' x 3" strips for a total length of 36'.
015-108292 $6.99

File Folders
6 letter-size file folders, 2 each of  
3 designs.
015-136018 $8.99

Notepad
Acid-free and lignin-
free. 50 sheets.
015-151298 $6.75

Make Your Mark Bulletin Board SetMake Your Mark Bulletin Board SetMake Your Mark Bulletin Board SetMake Your Mark Bulletin Board Set
Follow Your Arrow  
Mini Bulletin Board Set
Inspire students year-round with motivational 
displays! Includes header, 16 arrows, 22 targets, 
and 32 student pieces. 71 pieces.
015-110354 $13.99

Motivational Stickers
Acid-free and lignin-free. Die-cut 
shapes. 72 stickers.
015-168248 $4.75

Bookmarks
2" x 61⁄2" single-design bookmarks. 
Pack of 30.
015-103155 $6.75

4" EZ Letters
Create eye-catching messages and fun 
classroom displays! Pre-punched pieces.  
$9.99 Each
015-130080 Uppercase, 76 pcs.
015-130081 Lowercase, 90 pcs.

More from the 
Aim High Collection
015-150297 Name Tags $8.99
015-122134 Desk Nameplates 

$8.99
015-121019 Library Pockets

$9.99
015-148035 Mini Incentive 

Charts $8.99
015-168246 Prize Pack Stickers 

$3.50
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Terrific Trimmers® 
21⁄4" x 39'     $6.99 Pack 

Bold Strokes Calendar 
Bulletin Board Set 
Set includes 17½" x 23¼" calendar with date 
markers, month headers, and 44 special 
days, plus signs and labels for seasons, 
weather (spinner and graph), and Today/
Tomorrow/Yesterday. 106 pieces.
156-8390 $24.99
Partial set shown.

Bolder Borders® 
23⁄4" x 353⁄4'   $6.99 Pack

Bold Strokes Wipe-Off® Calendar
Wipe-Off® surface makes changing plans easy…  
simply write, wipe, and write again! Blank pieces 
included for lists, events, and more. 14¾" x 19" 
calendar. 30 reusable pieces.
156-8392 $14.99
Partial set shown.

156-92646

156-92645

156-85143

156-85142

156-10662
4 colors, 72 pieces

156-10720
4 colors,
36 pieces

156-10721
4 colors, 
36 pieces

Classic Accents® 
Variety Packs
51⁄2"- 6" tall   $9.99 Pack

Quotable Expressions® Banner  •  5' Long   156-25095   $9.99

156-10660
24 solid stars,
12 patterned stars,
36 pieces

156-10663 
12 patterned 
arrows, 24 
solid arrows, 
36 pieces

156-10722 
4 colors,
36 pieces

156-69956  Variety Pack, 32/pack

156-69256  Single Design, 36/pack 

156-68120 
Singe Design, 36/pack

156-68901 
Variety Pack, 36/pack

Mini Accents 
Variety Packs
3" tall   $7.99 Pack 

T-10664
(Classic only)

2
3 4 5 6 7 9
10 12 13 14 15
17 1918 21 23
24 25

1

27
Pizza
Friday!

Soccer
Game

Parents’ 
Night

Spelling 
Due

Zoo 
Day

Music 
Lesson

28 29 30

Perfect for home, 
office, school… 
anywhere!

Desk Toppers® 
Name Plates
27⁄8" x 91⁄2"     $8.99 Pack

Terrific Labels™
21⁄2" x 3"   $8.99 Pack

Bold Strokes Phrases
Bulletin Board Set 
Positive signs boost confidence 
and celebrate success. Enhance 
student displays and spread 
inspiration! 16 pieces.  
156-8391 $18.99
Partial set shown.
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Bulletin Boards
$19.99
154- 8190 Welcome (each letter 13")
154- 8971 Calendar (4" x 18")
154-8959 You Are Capable Of Doing Great
 Things (48" x 9" header)

Incentives, Stickers, Computer Paper
Awards & Name Plates
A  154- 8967 Computer Paper (50 sheets) $8.99
B  154- 4764 Hello Postcards (30 per pack) $7.99
C  154-8888 Notepad (5" x 8" n 50 sheets) $6.99
D  154- 8974 Stickers (120 stickers) $4.75
E  154- 8969 Name Plates (31⁄2" x 111⁄2" n 36 sheets) $8.99

Name Tags/
Labels
• 31⁄2" x 21⁄2"  
• 36 pieces
154- 8968 $8.99

Accents
• 30 per pack • $5.99
154-8972 Watercolor
154- 5611 Apples

Library Pockets 
• Holds 3" x 5" index cards 
• 35 per pack
154- 5816 $9.99

COLLECTIONCOLLECTION

Library Pockets 
• Holds 3" x 5" index cards 
• 35 per pack
154-

Bold Block  
4" Letters 

Combo Pack
• 230 pieces per pack
TCR 8889    $16.99

Border Trim 
• 3" x 35" • 35 feet per pack • $6.99
154- 8961 Watercolor Stripes Straight  
154- 8960 Watercolor Straight
154- 3572 Watercolor Pennants Die-Cut 
154- 3573 Watercolor Apples Die-Cut

C

B

Mini 
Bulletin 
Board
• Classroom Jobs
• 21" x 6" header
• 49 pieces
154- 8137    $11.99

A

D

E

Mini Accents
• 36 per pack • $6.99
154- 8973 Watercolor
154- 5635 Apple Mini

10 Pocket 
File Storage 
Chart
• 14" x 58" 
154- 20842 $26.99
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A

10 Pocket File 
Storage Chart
14" x 58" 
154-  20843    $26.99

Accents
30 per pack  $9.99
154- 5882 Confetti
154-  8890 Positive Sayings 

Computer Paper, Awards,   
Stickers, Incentive Charts & Postcards
A  154- 2735 Computer Paper (50 sheets) $7.99
B  154-  3602 Stars Mini Stickers (378 stickers) $3.99
C  154-  8893 Notepad (5" x 8" n 50 sheets) $6.99
D  154-  8892 Celebrate! Awards (25 per pack) $6.99
E  154-  8894 Welcome Postcards (30 per pack) $7.99
F  154-  5886 Name Plates (31⁄2" x 111⁄2" n 36 sheets) $7.99
G  154-  5885 Name Tags/Labels (36 per pack) $7.99
H  154-  5887 Incentive Charts (51⁄4" x 6" n 36 sheets) $6.99
I  154-  3606 Welcome Banner (8" x 39") $6.99

 154-  3915 Dream Big Banner (8" x 39") $6.99

Border Trim 
• 3" x 35"
• 35 feet per pack • $6.99
154-  5609 Confetti Straight
154-  3571 Circles Die-Cut
154-  5627 Gold Straight
154-  5610 Gold Polka Dots   
 Scallop

Circle Letters
• 216 pieces • 31⁄2"

154-  5849    $16.99

COLLECTIONCOLLECTION

B

Record Book
• 81⁄2" x 11" • 64 pages
154-  3570    $11.99

Library Pockets
35 per pack 
154-  2736    $9.99

▲

Accents
30 per pack
154-
154-

154-

Circle LettersCircle Letters

20843    $26.99

Circle Letters

154-  20843    $26.99

Circle Letters

Bulletin Boards
$19.99
154-  3608 Pennants Welcome (each pennant  
 91⁄2" x 131⁄2")
154-  5443 Confetti Calendar (24" x 18")

Fans
3 double sided fans 
• Small:12" • Medium:16" • Large:19"
154-  77107    $11.99

Mini Accents
36 per pack  $6.99
154-  8891 Mini Circles
154-  5883 Confetti

Planner Stickers
154-  3589 Stickers (180 Stickers)  $6.99 
154-  8192 Mini Stickers (378 Stickers)  $3.99
154-  5909 Words to Inspire Stickers 
  (120 Stickers)  $4.75

D

I

F

E

G

H

C

J

Mini Bulletin Board
• 21" x 6" header • 56 pieces
154-  5884 Happy Birthday  $11.99

Mini Bulletin Board

J

Lesson Plan Book
• 81⁄2" x 11" • 112 pages
• Includes 340 planner stickers  
154-  2152    $24.99

Lesson Plan BookLesson Plan BookLesson Plan Book

Fans
3 double sided fans

Small:12" • Medium:16" • Large:19"
77107    $11.99

3 double sided fans
Small:12" • Medium:16" • Large:19"

Binder Clips
154-  20857 Medium 
 (8, 11⁄4" clips)  $7.99
154-  20855 Large Management
 (5, 2" clips)  $13.99

154-  5884 Happy Birthday  $11.99

Binder Clips
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More from the Blue Harmony Collection
060-656154 Labels $5.99
060-833186 Name Plates $10.99
060-866419 Diamonds Library Pockets $8.99
060-642018 Hall Passes $5.99

4" Deco Letters
Punch-out, reusable letters. 
217 characters.
060-845270  $13.99

File Folders
Letter-size. Set of 4.
060-866413   $5.99

Computer Paper
Works with both printers and 
copiers. 81⁄2" x 11". 50 sheets.
$8.99 Each
060-812132 Peacock
060-812133 Light Blue

Paper  
Cut-Outs
Assorted designs,  
51⁄2" diameter.  
Pack of 36.
060-841355    $9.99

Lesson Plan & Record Book
Record 40 weeks of attendance, assignments and more. Spiral-bound.
060-866273  $17.99

Welcome Banner
12" x 45" vertical banner.
060-849734            $8.99

Class Management 
Mini Bulletin Board Set

Teach and encourage positive behaviors and responsibility. 
53 pieces.

060-847778       $11.99

Welcome Banner

Deco Trim®
12 strips, 21⁄4"W x 37"L. Total of 37 feet.
$6.50 Each
060-845275     Mandala Scalloped
060-845276     Peacock

Calendar Set 
Includes large 17" x 24" calendar, 12 month headings, 
33 dates and 37 special days. 83 pieces.
060-847548 $21.99

Extra Wide Die-Cut  
Deco Trim®
12 strips, 31⁄4"W x 37"L. Total of 37 feet. 
$8.99 Each
060-845624     Mandala
060-845626     Half Mandala

Welcome 
Bulletin Board Set
Welcome your class with 
style! Includes Welcome 
Pennant, 17" x 24" poster, 
24 die-cut frames and 
pieces, and more. 33 pieces. 
060-847547            $18.99
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Happy Birthday Bulletin Board Set
43 piece set includes 12 months and 36 student 
bookmarks.
348-3107 $19.99

Calendar Set 
348-3108 Calendar Set. 67 pieces. $19.99

348-8234 Calendar Days      $6.99
348-8473 Month Headlines $12.99
348-5438 Calendar Chart $7.99

Happy Birthday Bulletin Board Set

So Much Pun! Bulletin Board Set
46 piece set.
348-3105 $19.99

Tree-mendous Bulletin Board Set
16 piece set. 53" high.
348-3106 $19.99

Class Jobs Mini Bulletin Board Set
17 piece set.
348-8447 $12.99

New!

Borders  35 feet per package $7.99 Each

348-8495 Color-Dotted Swirl, Width 23⁄4"348-8495 Color-Dotted Swirl, Width 23⁄3⁄3 "

348-8496 Loop de Loop, Width 23⁄4"

348-8490 Doodle Dots on Yellow, Width 3"348-8490 Doodle Dots on Yellow, Width 3"

348-8489 Doodle Dots on Red, Width 3"348-8489 Doodle Dots on Red, Width 3"

348-8491 Doodle Dots on Blue, Width 3"348-8491 Doodle Dots on Blue, Width 3"

348-8488 Doodle Stars on Lime, Width 3"348-8488 Doodle Stars on Lime, Width 3"

348-8418 Positively Punny, Width 3"Positively Punny, Width "

348-8419 Say Watt?, Width 3"

Positive Phrases and Reminders 
Mini Bulletin Board Set
18 piece set.
348-8448 $12.99
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Happy Birthday Crowns
Wearable emoji fun! Adjustable crowns measure 24" x 61⁄2". Pack of 30.  
348-2565 $19.99

Birthday Badges
Self-adhesive,  
3" x 31⁄2". Pack of 36.
348-4237 $8.99

Name Plates
91⁄2" x 31⁄4". 
Pack of 36.
348-3899 $8.99

Labels
Self-adhesive, 
31⁄2" x 21⁄2". Pack of 36.
CTP4238 $8.99

Stickers
Encourage children with social media and digital style! 
$5.99 Each

Emoji Nation Bulletin Board Set
Create an “Emoji Nation“ in your classroom! Emoji 
faces are universally recognized making this set 
perfect for non-readers, non-English speakers  
(ESL/ELL), and students of all ages. 44 pieces.
348-7074 $19.99

Designer Cut-Outs
Perfect for labels, display accents, student-made books and more! 6 designs per set.

Emoji Fun
348-8083 3", 36 pcs. $7.50
348-3394 10", 12 pcs. $10.99

Emojis
348-6068 6", 36 pcs. $10.99

Emoji Smartphone
348-8218 6", 324 pcs. $10.99

Behavior Clip Chart  
Mini Bulletin Board Set
This whole-class behavior manage-
ment tool will help students keep track 
of their behavior throughout the day 
and develop personal accountability 
for their choices. 22 pieces.
348-0596 $12.99

Borders
35 feet per pack. $7.99 Each

348-0193 Emoji

348-2681 Emoji Rewards

348-2728 Mini Emojis

348-2729 Emoji Months of the Year

348-2471 Shining Stars

Emoji Fun Emojis

Smart Phone  
Fun Student  
Incentive Charts
51⁄4" x 6". 36 sheets.
348-0695 $8.99

Hot Spots
880 incentive chart  
stickers, 1⁄2" diameter.
348-7137 $5.99

Calendar Set
Students will love the emoji faces and icons on 
the calendar all year long! 67 pieces.
348-2649    $19.99

Emoji. 95 stickers
348-1846

Emoji Rewards. 75 stickers
348-4143
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Classroom Jobs
Mini Bulletin Board Set
Contains 10 job signs, 5 blank signs,  
36 student name cards, and a headline. 
52 pieces.
348-6969 $12.99

Happy Birthday 
Mini Bulletin Board Set
Contains 12 month cupcakes, 36 candles, 
birthday banner, and more. 53 pieces.
348-6961 $12.99

Schoolhouse Charm 
Bulletin Board Set
A playful way to decorate your 
walls, display student work, 
and welcome everyone to your 
charming room. 42 pieces.
348-4727    $19.99

Borders
23⁄4" x 35' per package.            $7.99 Each

348-0241  Gold Stars   

348-0249  Dotted Swirl348-0231  Lightbulbs 

Dots on Chalkboard™ Borders
21⁄4" x 35' per package.    $7.99 Each

Designer Cut-Outs

Chart Cards
348-0858  6", 48 pcs.    $10.99

Pencils
348-0859  6", 108 pcs.    $10.99

Name Plates
Personalize student desks, cubbies, 
folders, and more! 91⁄2" x 31⁄4". Pack 
of 36. $8.99 Each
348-3895 Alphabet
348-4463 Swirls & Twirls

Designer Cut-Outs

Pencils

Chalk It Up!™ Calendar Set
Set contains a 24" x 171⁄2" calendar, 12 month 
headlines, 31 pre-numbered calendar days, 
4 blank days, a days-of-the-week chart, seasons 
and weather chart, and more. 67 pieces.
348-4728    $19.99

348-0222  White

Chalk It Up!™ French Calendar Set
Set includes a calendar chart, 12 month headlines, 31 pre-numbered calendar 
days, and 4 blank calendar days. The set also includes a days-of-the-week 
chart, a seasons and weather chart, and coordinating labels. The bright 
colours and modern design make this French calendar set perfect for children 
and adults of all ages. 67 pieces.
348-8457 $21.99

Designer Letters
4" sets contain upper and lowercase letters, punctua-
tion marks, and numerals–216 total. 7" sets contain 
uppercase letters and punctuation marks–120 total.
348-0279  4" Letters $14.99
348-1843 7" Letters new! $16.99

Chalk It Up! 
Library Pocket
Great for classroom management, 
center games, and more! 31⁄4" x 41⁄2". 
35 per pack.    
348-6925 $9.99

348-0234   Chevron in Chalk

348-0216  Turquoise   

Labels
Self-adhesive, 
31⁄2" x 21⁄2". 
Pack of 36.
348-0725 
$8.99

Chalk It Up! 
Double-Sided 
Welcome Banner
Make a positive statement 
with these versatile ban-
ners. Each banner measures 
39" x 8"—over 3 feet long!   
348-8147 $7.99

Large Calendar 
Chart
Calendar measures 28" x 22".  
348-1534 Calendar $7.99
348-6896 Days $6.99

Chalk It Up!
Lesson Plan 
Book
Designed by teachers 
for teachers! A 2-page 
lesson plan spread is 
provided for each of 
40 weeks of teaching. 
Includes parent con-
tacts, birthday chart, 
seating chart, and much more! 
Spiral-bound. 96 pages.      
348-1350 $12.99
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Months of the Year  
Bulletin Board Set
Also included in the set are 12 colorful 
circle cut-out accents. These month 
headlines are great for use with a 
calendar chart during a daily calendar 
lesson or circle time. 24 pieces.
348-1172 $12.99

Class Jobs Mini Bulletin Board Set
10 pre-labeled job pockets, 3 blank job pockets,  
and 32 student job sticks. 45 pieces.
348-2184 $12.99

Bold & Bright Borders
35 feet per pack. $6.99 Each

348-8347 Push Pins 348-8348 Binder Clips

348-8342 Colorful Spots

348-8345 Striped & Spotted Pencils

348-8344 Swiss Dots

Calendar Set
Set includes a calendar chart, 12 month headlines, 31 pre-num-
bered calendar days, 4 blank calendar days, a days-of-the-week 
chart, seasons and weather chart, and coordinating labels. 
67 pieces.
348-3998 $19.99

Classroom Cafe
4" Designer Letters
Includes upper and lowercase letters, 
punctuation marks, numerals, and social 
media symbols # and @. 212 pieces.
348-1842 $14.99

Bold Brights
4" Designer Letters
Includes upper and lowercase letters, 
punctuation marks, and numbers. 
Pieces measure 2"-4" tall. 200 pieces.
348-1892 $14.99

Bold Black
4" Punch-Out Letters
Create personalized headlines using this 
sleek letter set! Approximately 2" x 4"
199 pieces.
348-1949 $14.99

Happy Birthday  
Mini Bulletin Board Set
The bold patterns and bright 
colors of these ice-cream cones are 
perfect for use with students of all 
ages! 53 pieces.
348-2178 $12.99

348-8346 Sticky Notes

Double-Sided  
Welcome Banner

348-8149  39" x 8"  $4.99 Each

Classroom Centers  
Mini Bulletin Board
Set includes prelabeled center cards, 
blank center cards, numbers cards, and 
blank labels to adapt to a variety of ways 
to organize and label classroom centers. 
35 pieces.
348-2173 $12.99

Welcome Bulletin 
Board Set
A colorful way to welcome students 
back to school! Includes welcome 
banner, oversized blank pencil, 
5 subject headlines, 36 student 
pieces, and more. 46 pieces.
348-3996 $19.99
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Big Oak Tree
Cheerful critters welcome and celebrate students, 
introduce subjects, feature student work and more. 
Includes 3-part tree, 36 leaves, 30 acorns, removable 
door and 6 forest friends. 76 pieces.
156-8026 $19.99

Dress for the Weather
Contains a 12" x 171⁄2" window and  
4 seasonal scenes; a weather spinner;  
4 season titles; 4 temperature words;  
1 dress-up kid; and 41 pieces of clothing, 
shoes, and accessories. 56 pieces.
348-1640 $19.99

Welcome Bulletin Board Set
Set a trendy tone for the first day of school, and 
throughout the school year! This versatile set con-
tains a welcome sign, 32 student pieces, oversized 
pencil, 2 blank signs,  blank writing chart, and a 
guide with display ideas. 41 pieces.
348-7054 $19.99  

Upcycle Style Calendar Set
Includes a 24" x 171⁄2" calendar, 12 month headlines, 31 pre-numbered calendar 
days, 4 blank days, a days-of-the-week chart, seasons and weather chart, and 
more. 67 pieces.
348-7061 $19.99

Year Around Calendar Set
Month headers, weather graph, and season labels make learning fun on a daily 
basis. 171⁄2" x 231⁄4" calendar is precut to hold dates in place. 106 pieces. 
156-8096 $19.99

Woodland Friends Calendar Set
Set includes calendar chart, 12 month headlines, 
31 pre-numbered calendar days, 4 blank calen-
dar days, a days-of-the-week chart, seasons and 
weather chart, and more. 67 pieces.
348-8006 $19.99

Woodland Welcome
This cute camping-themed bulletin board will give 
students a warm and furry welcome! Set includes 
welcome sign, large vintage trailer, 36 student pup 
tents, 6 woodland animal accents, 2 large trees, and 
more. 51 pieces.
348-7069 $19.99

Adjustable 
Tree 

46" to 60" 
tall

Door
Opens!
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Traditional Manuscript
11, 24" x 81⁄2" pieces. Uppercase and lowercase letters. Numbers 0-10. 22' long 
when assembled. Resource guide included.
015-3429 $19.99

Alphabet
The versatile pieces in this set can be 
used individually to reinforce letter-
sound correspondence or posted side 
by side as an alphabet reference dis-
play. Includes extra pieces to acknowl-
edge the q-u relationship, x as an end-
ing sound, and y as a vowel. Each card 
is approximately 8" x 81⁄2".
348-4037 $19.99Alphabet Train Bulletin Board Set

Remind young students of the shape and sound of each letter with this bulletin  
board. An example of each letter rides in its own car! 31 pieces. A 4-page 
Teacher’s Guide is included.
154-4421 $19.99

Splashy Colours Modern Cursive
Inspire creative minds as they master cursive writing. Includes uppercase and 
lowercase letters and numbers 0-10. Complete set of 61⁄2"x 17'. 9 pieces.
156-8269 $16.99

Magnetic Alphabet Lines
Perfect for use on a magnetic whiteboard! Display upper- and lowercase  
letters A-Z plus numbers 0-9. Small sets include 5 strips, 11⁄2"W x 1' each.  
Large sets include 5 strips, 3"W x 2' each.

Small Large
11⁄2"W x 5' total length 3"W x 10' total length 

$7.99 $16.99
Manuscript 553-11070 553-11306
Cursive 553-11071 553-11307

Zaner-Bloser Manuscript Photos
Photos of familiar objects connect learning to life. 26 alphabet cards, 51⁄2" x 83⁄4" 
each. Numbers 0-10 piece is 31⁄2" x 241⁄2". Complete display is 14'L.
156-721 $19.99

Painted Palette Alphabet Lines
Use this alphabet line as a handy reference for students who are just learning 
traditional letter formation or for older students who need a visual reminder. This 
set includes clear and easy-to-read uppercase and lowercase letters of the alpha-
bet and numerals 0–9 to reinforce letter and number recognition, formation, and 
order. Each alphabet letter card measures approximately 8" x 83⁄4". Entire Alphabet 
line measures 171⁄3'. $19.99 Each
348-7055    Traditional Manuscript
348-7056    Cursive Handwriting 

Chalkboard Brights 
Alphabet Line
Includes a frame and arrow 
that can be used to highlight 
a letter of the day. Includes 
numbers 0-10. Also includes a 
teacher’s guide with suggested 
activities. Each 3-letter panel is 
171⁄2" x 51⁄2". 14 pieces.
154-5621 $18.99

Alphabet
Display this colourful guide to help children learn the alphabet--and how to write 
each letter, both uppercase and lowercase. The teacher’s guide suggests several 
activities including letter sorting, sequencing, and matching. Each letter pieces 
measures about 5" x 53⁄4". 29 pieces total.
154-4865 $13.99

Zaner-Bloser Cursive, Basic Alphabet
Essential type, ready to customize with student drawings. Includes uppercase and 
lowercase letters and numbers 0-10. Complete set 8" x 18'. 15 pieces.
156-1859 $18.99
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Reading Strategies 
A great at-a-glance reference for students to recall 7 
important comprehension strategies! Includes a 17" x 
24" chart, and 7 die-cut strategy pieces.
015-110103 $19.99

Reading Reminders 
Use this language arts mini bulletin board to complement or enhance your 
language arts curriculum. Introduce language arts concepts and vocabulary, 
develop skills in learning centers, instruct small groups, teach ELL, and more! 
Includes 35 pieces. Grades K–2
348-3795  $12.99

Super Word Choices
 Use the charts and word wall as decor to remind students that powerful word 
choice is essential to strong communication. Each set includes: 1 large chart, 6 
small charts, 1 “Super Word Wall” header, 1 blank header, 1 “Super Word Choices” 
overlay, 33 blank word cards, and Resource Guide. 43 pieces.
015-110311 $19.99

Paragraph Writing
The 29-piece Paragraph Writing mini bulletin board set shows students how 
to build narrative, opinion, and informative paragraphs. With the help of Mr. 
Paragraph, students learn paragraph writing interactively by layering paragraph 
parts and holding them together with appropriate transition words. Set includes: 
1 large header (191⁄4" x 51⁄2"), 2 small headers (101⁄2" x 6"), 1 chart (51⁄2" x 171⁄2"), 8 mini 
charts (101⁄2" x 6"), 17 example cards (smallest 33⁄4" x 1", largest 51⁄2" x 13⁄4").
015-110348 $13.99

The Writing Process Mini Bulletin Board 
Display this colorful bulletin board as a visual reference for students 
to keep track of where they are in the writing process. The header 
piece measures 21" x 6". 19 total pieces
154-5183 $11.99

The Writing Process 
Includes 17" x 24" “The Writing Process” chart, 
6 die-cut pieces featuring the writing steps: drafting, 
prewriting, editing, revising, evaluating, and publishing, ranging from approxi-
mately 16" x 9" to 16" x 15".
015-110014 $19.99

Chalkboard Reading 
Chart Set
Each chart features a 
chalkboard design and 
measures 17" x 22". For grades 
1-8, this set contains five charts 
for a variety of year-round 
visual references. Improve 
skills, enhance lessons, and 
encourage good behavior 
with classroom chart sets. The 
perfect visual reference for 
students, these tools are perfect 
to use year-round to reinforce a 
variety of concepts. 
015-14437 $19.99

Emoji Punctuation Bulletin Board Set
Happy emojis present punctuation marks. Sentence examples show use for 
Period, Comma, Question Mark, Exclamation Mark, Quotation Marks, Apostrophe, 
Parentheses, Semicolon, Colon, and Hyphen. 28 pieces.
156-8289 $21.00

Writing Modes 
Help students learn and remember the writing modes (narrative, personal, per-
suasive, imaginative, descriptive, and expository) with this bulletin board set. This 
36-piece language arts bulletin board set includes: 6 writing modes (113⁄4" x 16" 
each), 30 example cards, and teacher resource guide.
015-110184 $19.99
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Classroom Number Line
Each pack includes 12 pieces (22" x 61⁄2" each) which feature numbers from -20 to 
100. The number line measures 22' long assembled and is divided into sections 
in multiples of 10. It is colour-coded for even and odd numbers and features a 
convenient write-on/wipe-away surface, as well as a helpful resource guide.
015-4420 $21.99

All About the Number 
Teach students about the multiple ways in which numbers can be expressed. 
Display any number from 1-100 in word and numeric form. You can also use tally 
marks, count by tens, and show the numbers that come before and after. Title 
piece is 221⁄2" x 81⁄2". 64 pieces.
154-5823 $19.99

Quick Stick® Numbers 0–30
You no longer need tape, staples, or pushpins! The Quick Stick® line is self-
adhesive, sticking to most smooth surfaces like wood, metal, even painted cinder 
blocks. And, it can be repositioned over and over again! Set includes (31) 6" x 81⁄2" 
precut number pieces showing the number, number word, and pictorial repre-
sentation, plus 2 blank frogs. 33 pieces.
015-119005 $36.99

Frog Pond Number Line
Teach numerals 0-100. Includes 28 lily pads, frogs, and bugs to use as markers. 
Strips are 34"L. Complete line is over 28' long. 38 pieces.
156-8211 $19.99

Numbers Line -20 to +120
Use these pieces individually to reinforce numeral–number word correspon-
dence or post them side by side as a number line reference display. In addition 
to the number pieces, which express each number in three different ways, the set 
includes skip counting prompt cards and 24 accent pieces.
156-8008 $16.99

100-Day Fishbowl
A giant fishbowl and 120 colorful fish are perfect partners for tallying the first 100 days 
of the school year or introducing math concepts. Fish bowl is 25" tall. 121 pieces.
156-8086 $19.99

Shapes  
All Around  
Mini
Help children identify 
shapes in the objects 
all around them. The 
teacher's guide sug-
gests activities like cre-
ating patterns, shape 
scavenger hunts, and 
shape matching games. 
Header measures 153⁄4" 
x 53⁄4". 37 pieces total.
154-4784 $13.99

Color Mini
Engage students in the learning process with 11 colors, a hands-on color
wheel, and color mixing mini charts to show warm, cool, and complementary
shades. Set includes: 1 header, 11 paint brushes, 11 paint cups, 1 "Grey" overlay,  
2 labels, 1 color wheel, assembled from 8 piece, 3 mini charts, 6 color mixing cards 
(smallest 5.5" x 1.5", largest 5.5" x 4.25").
015-110350 $13.99

Color Mini
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Telling Time
Telling Time kit works with any analog classroom clock to teach time visually. 
Set also includes 6 punch-out clocks with hands to practice basic time concepts.
060-847423 $18.99

Multiplication 
and Division Mini
Use this 18-piece mini bul-
letin board to help students 
grasp the concepts of multi-
plication and division, learn 
different ways to represent 
multiplication and division, 

and comprehend the 
five basic properties of 
multiplication. Pieces 
range in size from 7" x 
6" to 101⁄2" x 6".
348-6982 $12.99

Place Value
Our colour-coded display is a great tool to help kids grasp place value concepts. 
Includes words to hundred trillions, numerals 0–9, commas, decimals, and refer-
ence charts. 77 pieces, up to 16". 
156-8182 $18.99

Math Talk Mini
Set covers 4 Math Talk concepts: Explain, 
Justify, Solve and Question. Includes guide 
with display ideas, classroom activities, 
and related learning standards.  
34 pieces.
348-1756 $12.99

Understanding Fractions
Visual references reinforce essential concepts including unit fractions, fraction 
flowers, equal and not equal, and more. 49 pieces.
015-110344 $19.99

Canadian Money
Use this must have Canadian Money bulletin board set to help students to mas-
ter money concepts! Students will become familiar with Canadian coins and bills, 
making change, and leaving money equivalences. Teacher tips on how to teach 
about Canadian money with this bulletin board board set are included. 
370-CBP1002 $16.99

Multiplication 
and Division Mini
Use this 18-piece mini bul
letin board to help students 
grasp the concepts of multi
plication and division, learn 
different ways to represent 
multiplication and division, 

and comprehend the 
five basic properties of 
multiplication. Pieces 
range in size from 7" x 
6" to 10
348-6982

Understanding Fractions

Math Chartlet Set
Each chart measures 17" x 
22". For grades 3-5, this set 
contains four charts for a 
variety of year-round visual 
references. Improve skills 
and enhance lessons with 
classroom chart sets. The 
perfect visual reference for 
students, these tools are 
perfect to use year-round 
to reinforce a variety of 
concepts. 
015-144349 $19.99
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Canadian Government
Includes 8 Posters: Citizenship, Senate, House of Commons, How A Law Is Made, 
The Canadian Parliamentary System, Municipal Government Services, Provincial 
Government Services, & Federal Government Services. 17" x 22".
024-1700 $19.99

Continents & Countries
Explore the world with this detailed set that features countries, continents, and 
flags of the world. This set accurately reflects the latest United Nations listing  
of countries. Use to teach geography, history, cultures, time zones, and more.  
27 pieces, up to 35".
156-8259 $19.99

Canadian Symbols
Learn the history behind the symbols that represent Canada’s unique culture and 
heritage. Set features photos and illustrations of the Canadian flag, Coat of Arms, 
and other important symbols. In English and French. 33 pieces, up to 26" x 171⁄2".
156-8172 $18.99

Ancient Civilizations
Use these four colourful 18" x 24" maps to enhance lessons about Ancient 
Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece, and Rome. Includes a 16-page Teacher’s Guide.
154-4422 $19.99

Elections in Canada
Includes 8 full colour posters: Election Countdown: Campaigning & Media: 
Political Party Platform: Constituencies: How to Vote in an Election: The Right to 
Vote: Government Structures: Prime Ministers Each poster includes a lesson on 
the back and follow-up worksheet. 8 lessons/24 worksheets. 17" x 22".
024-1701 $19.99

History of Canada Timeline
Follow the strands of history with this unique teaching aid! Colourful illustrations 
and photographs cover the front of this pictorial history of Canada, and the re-
verse side includes reproducible activity cards for extending classroom activities. 
Grades 4-6
115-MP5133 $11.99
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Solar System 
Large NASA photo planets are die-cut for an impressive room decoration. Learn 
about asteroids, comets, and more. 21 pieces, up to 36" wide. 
156-8014   Bulletin Board Set $19.99

156-92007  Solar System Terrific Trimmers®. 21⁄4" x 39'. $6.99

Think Like a Scientist
Mini
Remind students of the steps of  
the scientific method. The teach-
er’s guide suggests several sci-
ence project ideas. Header piece 
measures 21" x 6". 21 pieces.
154-4867 $13.99

The Human Body Learning Charts Combo Pack 
Handy, value-priced combo pack includes charts illustrating the respiratory, car-
diovascular, nervous, skeletal, muscular, digestive, reproductive, endocrine, and 
excretory systems. The back of each chart features teacher-created reproducible 
activities, subject information, and helpful hints. 17" x 22" classroom size.  
Set of 7. Grades 5–9
156-38913 $29.99

Rocks & Minerals
Identify rocks and minerals and discover how rocks are formed. Includes photos 
of minerals and the 3 main types of rocks: igneous, metamorphic, and sedimen-
tary. 29 pieces, up to 15".
156-8604 $13.99

Human 
Body Mini
Topics include types of 
muscles, inside the lungs, breathing process, joints, the 
heart, blood vessels, digestions in the mouth and small 
intestine absorption. includes guide. 12 pieces.
348-6987 $12.99

Earth, Moon and Stars Mini
Key concepts include: Phases of the moon, rotation 
of the earth, time of day and position of the sun and 
Earth, north pole, south pole, solar eclipse, lunar 
eclipse, the sun and shadows (sunrise, midday, 
sunset), the sun in the northern hemisphere during 
the seasons, angle of suns rays during seasons and 
times of day, stars and seasons, Orion constella-
tion, Earth’s seasons, revolution, orbit, axis, phases 
of moon (first quarter, waxing crescent, new moon, 
waning crescent, third quarter, waning gibbous, full 
moon, waxing gibbous). Includes guide. 19 pieces.
348-6989 $12.99$12.99

STEM Bulletin 
Board Set
Set includes two 17" x 24" charts, 
eight 17" x 12" charts, and a 
resource guide. Grades K–5
015-110285    $19.99

STEAM Bulletin Board Set
This 42-piece set provides a versatile visual tool 
to introduce STEM and STEAM concepts, guide 
students through the engineering design 
process and accent any STEM/STEAM display!
348-2967    $19.99

Plants Mini
Color photographs cover the  
following topics: Parts of a seed, How 
seeds travel, Plant parts, Plant life cycle, 
Plant adaptations and Edible plant parts. 
Includes guide. 30 pieces.
348-6988 $12.99

Life Cycles Mini
Color photographs cover the following topics: 
Lifecycles of frog, Lifeycle of butterfly and life-
cycle of sunflower. Includes guide. 48 pieces.
348-6991 $12.99
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Double-Sided Curriculum Charts
Our new double-sided charts are perfect for your classroom with 

two related charts in one! Charts measure 17" x 22".
$3.99 Each

492-512 Multiplication Table Chart 492-513 Addition and Hundreds Board Chart 492-554 Number Path Chart

492-557 Parts of Speech Chart 492-516 How to Add and Subtract Chart 492-517 How to Multiply and Divide Chart

492-518 Being Healthy Chart 492-522 Feelings Chart 492-527 Simple Machines  
 and States of Matter Chart

New charts have  
two different concept 

charts in one 
convenient poster!
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492-531 Classroom Tools Chart
492-532 Les Vetements and Clothing Chart
492-533 Classroom Rules Chart
492-534 Weather Chart
492-535 Our 5 Senses Chart
492-536 Opposites Chart
492-537 Hail Mary Chart
492-538 Time Chart
492-539 Sports Chart
492-541 Writing Checklist Chart

492-500 Alphabet Chart
492-501 Colours Chart
492-502 Shapes Chart
492-503 Fruits Chart
492-504 Vegetables Chart
492-505 Days of the Week Chart
492-506 Months of the Year Chart

492-507 Manuscript Chart
492-508 Cursive Chart
492-509 Numbers 1-10 Chart
492-510 Geometric Shapes Chart
492-511 Canadian Coins Chart
492-519 O Canada Flag Chart
492-520 O Canada Chart

492-521 Canada Map Chart
492-523 Welcome Maple Leaves Chart
492-524 Class Chart
492-525 Our Father Chart
492-526 Happy Birthday Chart
492-528 Calendar Chart
492-529 Welcome to our Class Chart

Scholar’s Choice Double-Sided Charts
These great double sided chart are perfect for learning basic skills in English and French. One side 

has the English and the other side the French. Charts measure 17" x 22".
$3.99 Each
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Character Education
Six individual posters display the six traits of good character as featured in the 
Character Counts program. 6 pieces, up to 26" wide.
156-8146    $18.99

Feelings
Encourage early social skills and help students communicate their own feelings. 
Offers photographic visuals of various emotions and positive behavior solutions. 
Set includes 5 unique posters, 3 large posters measuring 17" x 24" each, and 2 
small posters measuring 81⁄2" x 12" each.
015-KE810001   $19.99

8-Chart Pack   348-6686  $39.99

Inspire U™ Posters
Inspire your students with the powerful messages on these beautifully  

designed and trendy posters! 133⁄8" x 19" each. 

6-Chart Pack 3   348-7425  $29.99

6-Chart Pack 2   348-7424  $29.99

6-Chart Pack 1   348-7423  $29.99

Inspire U™ Posters
Inspire your students with the powerful messages on these beautifully designed 

and trendy posters! 133⁄8" x 19" each. 

Emoji Fun 6-Pack   
348-8093  $28.99

Devotional Bible Verses 3-Pack   
348-2276  $16.99
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3-D Uppercase Solids
2" set contains 100 letters, 20 numerals,  
20 punctuation marks. 4" set contains  
50 letters, 10 numerals, 10 punctuation marks.

2" Letters 4" Letters
$7.50 Each $8.99 Each

Black 156-79401 156-79501
Red 156-79402 156-79502
Blue 156-79404 156-79504

Layer Letters for  
Special Effects!

Ready Letters®
Pre-punched letters for all your classroom displays and creative learning projects. Sturdy, durable paper with brighter, richer colours. Fade-resistant finish.

4" Playful Uppercase/Lowercase Combo Packs
Each set contains 59 uppercase letters, 84 lowercase letters, 20 numerals 0-9, 35 punctuation marks, and 18 Spanish accent marks.   $13.99 Each

4" Friendly Uppercase/Lowercase Combo Pack
Multi-colour, multi-patterned set includes 50 uppercase letters, 82 low-
ercase letters, 21 numerals 0-9, 47 punctuation marks, and 30 Spanish 
punctuation marks. 
$13.99 Each

Bubbles 
156-79757

Sock Monkeys 
156-79758

Stained Glass 
156-79751

Neon Dots 
156-79754

Alpha-Beads 
156-79755

Colourful Patterns 
156-79756

Lime 
156-79767

Sky Blue 
156-79769

Black 
156-79741

Red 
156-79742

Yellow 
156-79743

Furry 
Friends™ Patchwork 

156-79801
Rocks n Stone 

156-79846

Classic Uppercase Letter Packs
Use these letters to create bulletin boards, classroom centers, signs, banners, and other displays.  

They punch out easily and are coated for durability. 

2" Pack
Includes 166 total pieces: 110 uppercase letters, 20 number 0-9, 28 punctuation marks, 8 Spanish accent 
marks and 1 blank sheet. $7.99 Each
4" Pack
Includes 81 total pieces: 56 uppercase letters, 10 number 0-9 and 15 punctuation marks. $8.99 Each

Camouflage
348-5565  2"

Chevron
348-5566  2"

Black
348-5558  2"
348-5376  4"

Red
348-5562  2"
348-5379  4"

Lime
348-5559  2"
348-5383  4"

Blue
348-5563  2"
348-5377  4"

Yellow Gold
348-5560  2"
348-5381  4"

Aqua
348-5564  2"
348-5385  4"

Hot Pink
348-5561  2"
348-5386  4"

White
348-5567  2"
348-5382  4"

Chocolate
348-5384  4"

Navy Blue
348-5387  4"
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Clingy Thingies® are made with a special cling technology. They are not sticky to 
the touch, yet they stick to any smooth surface and can be easily removed. You 
can even use water to rinse lint or dirt off the back surface. Clingy Thingies® can 
be used again and again without leaving any mess or residue. They also feature 
a write-on/wipe-off surface, perfect for notes, labeling, and reminders.

Designed for the modern 
classroom and home!

®

Borders 
• Approx. 16 1⁄8" x 1 3⁄8"  
• 10 pieces per pack  
$19.99

Storage Pockets
1"D x 5"W  x 6 1⁄4"H.    $9.99 Each

Hooks & Clips 
Base measures approx. 3 1⁄8" in diameter. 4 pieces per pack.   $16.99 Each

Strips 
• Approx. 10" x ¾"  
• 18 pieces per pack  
$16.99Letters

Letters are 1¾" high.   $19.99 Per Pack

137-  77338  Black Polka Dots

137-  77339  Chalkboard Brights

137-  77340  Superhero

137-  77341  Light Blue Marquee

137-  77342  Burlap

137-  77343  Gold Shimmer with  
White Polka Dots

137-  77332  Black Polka Dots

137-  77333  Chalkboard Brights

137-  77334  Superhero

137-  77335  Light Blue Marquee

137-  77336  Burlap

TCR 77337  Gold Shimmer with 
White Polka Dots

137-  77355  Marquee Stars Hooks

Base measures approx. 3Base measures approx. 3 in diameter. 4 pieces per pack.   Base measures approx. 3 in diameter. 4 pieces per pack.   in diameter. 4 pieces per pack.   in diameter. 4 pieces per pack.   in diameter. 4 pieces per pack.   

137-  77354  Chalkboard Brights Hooks

137-  77374  Confetti Clips

137-  77355  Marquee Stars Hooks

137-77374  Confetti Clips

137-   Marquee Stars Hooks

  Confetti Clips

  Marquee Stars Hooks

  Confetti Clips

  Marquee Stars Hooks

137-  77375  Burlap Clips

  Confetti Clips

  Burlap Clips

137-  77374

137-77375

  Confetti Clips

77375  Burlap Clips

137-  77316
Chalkboard Brights Bold Block  
(63 pieces) 52 letters and  
11 punctuation marks

137-  77329
Marquee Bold Block
(63 pieces) 52 letters and  
11 punctuation marks

137-  77327  
Black Funtastic 
(68 pieces) 54 letters and  
14 punctuation marks

137- 77328
Superhero Funtastic
(68 pieces) 54 letters and  
14 punctuation marks

•  clings to any smooth surface  
•  sticks again and again
•  no mess—no residue
•  won’t damage surfaces

•  safely adheres to doors, 
stainless steel, windows, 
whiteboards, walls, and more

•   perfect for home, office, and 
the classroom!

137-  77376  Marquee 137- 77377  Chalkboard Brights

Contents 
not 

included.

Calendar Sets
Each 17" x 12" calendar includes 140 repositionable accents and labels 
for colorful, eye-catching reminders!
$??.?? Each
137-77349 Chalkboard Brights    137-77350   Burlap
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Clingy Thingies® Accents
Clingy Thingies® are made with a special cling technology. They are not sticky 
to the touch, yet they stick to any smooth surface and can be easily removed. 
You can even use water to rinse lint or dirt off the back surface. Can be used 

again and again without leaving any mess or residue. They also feature a 
write-on/wipe-off surface, perfect for notes, labeling, and reminders. 

$19.99 Per Pack

154-77326  Confetti 
Positive Sayings. 10 
pieces: largest piece 
approx. 103⁄8" x 21⁄2".

154-77318  Marquee. 
21 pieces: Sizes vary 
from 11⁄2" x 41⁄2."

154-77324  Polka Dot 
Numbers. 39 pieces.  
2" diameter.

154-77323  Polka Dots 
Clouds. 18 pieces. Largest 
piece approx. 31⁄2" x 45⁄8"

  Polka Dots 

Clingy Thingies® Labels & Mini Labels
Clingy Thingies® are made with a special cling technology. They are not sticky to 

the touch, yet they stick to any smooth surface and can be easily removed.  
You can even use water to rinse lint or dirt off the back surface. Can be used 

again and again without leaving any mess or residue. They also feature a  
write-on/wipe-off surface, perfect for notes, labeling, and reminders.

Marquee Labels
Approx. sizes: small 43⁄4" x 2", medium 61⁄2" x 21⁄8", large 

93⁄4" x 2". 13 pieces.
154-77330   $19.99

Playful Patterns Labels
Approx. sizes: small 43⁄4" x 2", medium 61⁄2" x 21⁄8", large 

93⁄4" x 2". 13 pieces.
154-77317   $19.99

Chalkboard Brights Labels
Approx. sizes: small 43⁄4" x 2", medium 61⁄2" x 21⁄8", large 

93⁄4" x 2". 13 pieces.
154-77321   $19.99

Confetti Labels
Approx. sizes: small 3" x 21⁄4", 

medium 43⁄4" x 3", 
large 61⁄2" x 3". 15 pieces.

154-77325   $19.99

154-77320  Chalkboard 
Brights. 12 pieces.  
Approx. sizes: Small 31⁄4" x 
31⁄4", Medium 53⁄4" x 31⁄4",  
Large 63⁄4" x 3".
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Magnetic Magi-Strips
Perfect for use as a divider/border on any magnetic surface! Each pack contains 
12 strips, 12"L x 3⁄4"W each. 12' total length.  $7.99 Each

Magnetic Scalloped Borders
24"L x 11⁄2"W, 6 pieces.  
$10.99 Each

553-11127    Big Superhero

553-11125    Black Scribbles Color Dots

553-11126    Big Burlap Scribble

553-11124    Big Black Scribble Chalk

553-11102    Moroccan

553-11130    Big Scribble Chalk Loops Dots

553-11116    Big Lime Chevron

553-11121    Big Black Chevron

Magnetic Pattern Letters
Great for use as decoration in the classroom or at home! Match with coordinating 
decor. Use for spelling and messages. Use on magnetic whiteboards, steel lockers, 
refrigerators, etc. Die-cut easy punch out. Each letter is 23⁄4" tall, 57 characters.  
$13.99 Each

553-17016
Superhero

553-17014
Black Scribble

553-17022
Asstd Colour Chevron 

553-17006
Black Scribble

 Marquee Magnetic Décor
Add flair to any magnetic receptive surface such as whiteboards,  

doors, desks, shelving, and bins. Write-on, wipe off surface! 

Magnetic 
Borders
12 strips,  24" x 11⁄2" 
each. 24 feet total.    
$16.99 Each

Magnetic  
Strips
12 strips,  12" x 3⁄4" 
each. 12 feet total.    
$7.99 Each

154-77302   Red

154-77287   Red

154-77304   Light Blue

154-77307    Light Blue

154-77305   Black

154-77308   Black

154-77303   Dark Blue

154-77286   Stars

154-77306   Dark Blue

Magnetic 
Bold Block 
Letters 
154-77300  2",  
70 pcs.  $14.99
154-77285  3",  
55 pcs.  $24.99

Magnetic 
Accents 
154-77284    
20 pcs.  $14.99

553-11012
Colour Dots 

553-11011
White Dots

553-11018
Red

553-11021
Purple

553-11014
Black Chevron

553-11015
Black

553-11023 
Turquoise

553-11016 
 Yellow

553-11019
Lime Green

553-11017
Blue
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Write-on/
Wipe-off

Giant Magnetic 
Calendar Set
Bright, contemporary cal-
endar attracts directly to 
your whiteboard—large 
and easy to see! Great for 
daily calendar activities 
every morning. Month 
grid is dry-erasable and 
measures 17.5”W x 16”H. 
This incredible set 
includes all the following 
magnets:
• Blank Calendar Grid
• Years (plus Blank)
• Seasons
• Months

• Days
• Dates
• Birthdays
• Holidays

• Weather Word and 
 Symbols
• Temperature Symbols

Large Magnetic Charts
These write-on/wipe-off charts adhere to any magnetic 
surface making them super handy and easy to use!  
12" x 15".    $13.99 Each

553-11305   Big Notebook Paper
553-70001   Big Monthly Calendar
553-70002   Big Incentive Chart
553-70004   Daily Objectives
553-70006   Predictions
553-70007   Class Headlines

553-19003
Class Subjects 

553-19002
Days of the Week 

Die-Cut Magnets
Colorful write-on/wipe-off magnets punch out from an 81⁄2" x 11" sheet. Use on 
magnetic whiteboards, steel lockers, filing cabinets and more!    $7.99 Each

029-735025 $39.99

Magnetic Chalk Bulletin Board Sets
12" x 17", Die-Cut, Write-on/Wipe-Off                 $13.99 Each

553-77004
Superhero Where Are They 

553-77005
Scribble Where Are They

553-77002
Superhero Calendar

553-77003
Scribble Calendar

553-77001
Superhero Birthday

553-77000
Scribble Happy Birthday



Fadeless® Design Rolls
Perfect for backgrounds, displays, table skirting and party decorations!  

Ultra fade-resistant and acid free for long lasting displays. 48" x 50' roll.   $34.99 Each

Chic Chevron

012-55805  Yellow 012-55815  Lime 012-55825  Aqua

012-55835  Gray 012-57705  Pink 012-57715  Black & White

012-57415  Yellow 012-57435  Lime  012-57425  Aqua

012-57405  Red   012-57445  Pink 012-55845  Black & White

Classic Dots

Fadeless® Paper Rolls
The premier, ultra fade-resistant bulletin board paper! The color vibrancy and acid-
free quality also make it perfect for arts and crafts projects. 48" x 50'. $28.99 Each

White 012-57015
Brown 012-57025
Flame Red 012-57035
Canary Yellow 012-57085
Orange 012-57105
Nile Green 012-57125
Apple Green 012-57135
Emerald Green 012-57145
Azure Blue 012-57165
Lite Blue 012-57215
Brite Blue 012-57175
Royal Blue 012-57205

Burgundy 012-57565
Pink 012-57265
Black 012-57305
Violet 012-57335
Magenta 012-57345
Brite Purple 012-57365
Sunshine Yellow 012-57375
Deep Purple 012-57875
Sunset Gold 012-57885
Lime 012-57895
Tan   012-57865
Pewter 012-57855

Create a fun and inviting classroom!
Wispy Clouds & Reclaimed Brick shown. 

012-56415  Shiplap 012-56425  Galvanized 012-56445  Denim

012-57395 Natural Burlap 012-57455 Chalkboard 012-56695 Center Stage 012-56465 Clouds 012-56935 Wispy Clouds

012-56405  Galaxy 012-57465  Reclaimed  
 Brick

012-56475  Tu-Tone™  
 Brick

012-56485  Rock Wall 012-56495  Flagstone 012-56515  Weathered  
 Wood

012-56525 Under the Sea 012-56715 Tropical Beach 012-56225 Night Sky 012-56385 Winter Time 012-56925 Summer 
Horizon

012-56395 Landscape
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154- 77366
White Wood

154- 77399
Reclaimed Wood

Better Than Paper® Bulletin Board Rolls
This revolutionary non-woven fabric makes creating beautiful bulletin board 
backdrops quick and easy! The lightweight material is simple to hang—no 
more struggling with paper that wrinkles and tears. Attach border trim, accents, 
posters, and student work with staples or tape and remove without ripping or 
leaving conspicuous holes. The durable write-on/wipe-off surface can be used 
again and again. 4' x 12' roll. $24.99 Each

154- 77365
Burlap

154- 77351
Galvanized Metal

154- 77363
Chalkboard

154- 77367
Clouds

154- 77364
Gold Shimmer

154- 77368
Teal

154- 77369
Yellow Gold

154- 77370
Royal Blue

154- 77371
Lime

154- 77372
Hot Pink

154-77373
White

154-77314
Black

Yellow Gold
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156-92610  Stars ‘n Swirls 156-92002  Helping Hands 156-85170  Moroccan Black 156-92805  Whimsy Green ‘n Blue

156-92359  Owl-Stars! 156-92358  Owl-Stars! Blue 156-92352  Shiny Red Apples 156-92640  Frog-tastic!® Frolic

156-92670  Polka Dots Grey 156-92144  Jigsaw 156-92630  Praise Words 156-92001  Star Brights

156-92059  Discover Music 156-91327  Our World 156-92152  Neon Bursts 156-92044  Rainbow Plaid

156-92348  Musical Keyboard 156-91352  World Flags 156-92141  Rainbow Swirls 156-92332  Rainbow & Stars

156-92318  Silly Squares 156-92136  Stained Glass 156-92150  Cool Swirls 156-92134  Stars

156-92334  Splashy Colours 156-92703  Rainbow Promise 156-92660  Polka Dots Blue 156-92322  Gel Stars

Terrific Trimmers®
Frame displays and enhance bulletin board themes. Durable and reusable! 21⁄4" x 39' per pack.          $6.99 Each

156-92808  Whimsy Coral ‘n Lime 156-92024  Color Splash 156-91406  Winter Fun 156-85062  Character Building

156-9859  Snow Flurries 156-92337  Leaves of Autumn 156-92164  Snow & Ice 156-92384  Fall Leaves

156-92384  Fall Leaves 156-92385  Fruit Mix 156-92386  Grass 156-92383  Blue Water

156-92007  Solar System 156-92029  Discover Science 156-92380  Sea Buddies™
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015-108079  Delightful Daisies 015-108175 Reading with Colourful  
 Owls

015-108185  Buggy for Bugs 015-108298 Aim High NEW!

015-108080 Dots n Swirls 015-1255  Big Rainbow Dots 015-108195  Playful Foxes 015-108295  School Tools

015-108082  Paisley Power 015-108123 Colourful Owls 015-108135  Clouds 015-108296  S.S. Discover

Scalloped Borders
These scalloped borders will add pizzazz and charm to any classroom. 21⁄4" x 39'.    $6.99 Each

015-108084  Synergy Circles 015-1228 Smiley Faces 015-108292 Follow Your Path 015-1259 Rainbow Swirls Scalloped

015-108276 Purple 015-108274 Green 015-108215  Lime 015-108214 Black

015-108212 Navy 015-108216  Light Blue 015-108282  Blue 015-108211 Teal

015-108217  Colourful Stripes,  
3" x 36'

015-108277  Owls 015-108280  Boho Birds 015-108279  Rainbow

015-108218 Pink/Orange Chevron,  
3" x 36'

015-108219  Red & White Dots 015-108220  Black & White Dots 015-108273 Yellow

015-108281 Red 015-108209 Hot Pink 015-108210 Pink 015-108213 Orange

Rolled Borders
Add a pop of colour to your classroom with continuous roll scalloped border. Frame bulletin boards, artwork, doors, 
windows, shelves, and more with our vibrant continuous roll scalloped borders. Layer them together for a whole new 

look. Continuous roll scalloped borders can be cut to your desired length. 36' x 21⁄4".   $6.99 Each

Seasonal Trimmer Set
Includes: Snowflakes (scalloped), Acorns and Pumpkins (scalloped), Spring 
Showers (scalloped), Winter Fun (straight), Apples and Acorns (straight), 
Sunshine and Flowers (straight). Each scalloped border has 13 strips and 
measures 21⁄4" x 36' for a total of 39'. Each straight border has 12 strips and 
measures 3' x 3" for a total of 36'.
015-145052 $26.99

Primary Roller Set
015-145050 $26.99

Rolled Border Set
015-145051 $26.99
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348-0183 Blue Ombre 348-0187 Painted Palette Multi   
Herringbone

348-0250 Dots & Loops in Chalk 348-0249 Dotted Swirl in Chalk

348-0181 Lime Green Ombre 348-0186 Painted Palette Multi  Ombre

348-0241 Gold Stars in Chalk 348-0231 Light Bulbs in Chalk

348-0182 Turquoise Ombre

348-8383 Stars 348-8380 Rustic Stars

348-0193 Emoji

348-8381 Apples

348-8379 Rustic Pencils

348-0188   Painted Palette  
Multi-Colour Paint Chip

348-0167  Slate Gray Chevron

348-0164  Lime Green Chevron 348-0176  Black Chevron

348-0222 Dots on Chalkboard   
 White

348-0216 Dots on Chalkboard   
 Turquoise

348-7118  Chevron 348-0169  Turquoise Chevron

348-0191  City Skyline 348-6475  Jumbo Coloured Pencils348-6810  Snow Flurries

348-6808  Holiday Lights in Chalk

348-2678  Rainbow Hearts 

348-2679  Happy St. Patricks Day 348-2680  Springtime Blooms

154-3478  Purple 154-3479  Gray 154-5613  Black 154-5868  Dark Blue 154-5889  Light Blue 154-5891  Red

Marquee Straight Borders
Create fresh looks for bulletin boards, windows, walls, and class projects. Each piece is 35'' x 3''. 35' per pack.   $6.99 Each

Borders
Make a fabulous addition to your classroom decor with these 

beautifully detailed borders! 35' per pack.    $7.99 Each

348-8386 Pine Trees

348-8342 Bold & Bright Colorful Spots

348-2728 Emoji Fun Mini Emojis

348-8408 Pom-Poms

348-8406 21st Century Technology

348-8344 Bold & Bright Swiss Dots

348-8347 Bold & Bright Push Pins

348-6812 Llamas

348-8348 Bold & Bright Binder Clips

348-8345 Striped and Spotted Pencils

348-0234  Chevron in Chalk

348-8384
Woodland Friends
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Solid Color Terrific Trimmers®
Durable, reusable, and ready to go! 21⁄4" x 39'.

$6.99 Each

Metallic & Sparkle Terrific Trimmers®
Brighten displays; layer with patterns.

$8.99 Each

21⁄4" x 321⁄2'21⁄4" x 39'

Mix ‘n Match Variety Packs
A variety of fabulous fashions at your fingertips! Spruce up your classroom and kick up the fun with combo packs of Terrific Trimmers® and Bolder Borders®.  

Each pack features bold patterns and contemporary designs to brighten your walls, create eye-popping displays, enhance themed events, and more.  
Layer patterns on solids, sparkles, or metallics for extra WOW!

Stripe-tacular - 156'
156-92930   $19.99

School Basics - 156'
156-92911   $19.99

Bright Colors - 154'
156-9001   $19.99

Sparkle - 130'
156-92901  $19.99

Color Blast - 156'
156-92916   $19.99

Brights on black - 156'
156-92919   $19.99

Four Seasons - 156'
156-92914   $19.99

Holidays - 156'
156-92913   $19.99

Zebra Stripes - 156'
156-92927   $19.99

Sparkle Time - 130'
156-90825   $32.99

Looking Sharp - 143'
156-85903   $25.99

Black & White - 143'
156-90827   $24.99

Owl-Stars!® - 1461⁄4'
156-90822   $22.99

Sparkle Solids - 130'
156-92929   $24.99

Aztec Sparkles - 130'
156-90828   $32.99

156-9872
Black

156-91318
Royal Blue

156-9873
Blue

156-9875
Green

156-9876
Yellow

156-9880
Orange

156-9877
Red

156-91256
Deep Pink

156-92351  
Chocolate

156-9883  
White

156-91320
Gold

156-92378
Sky Blue

156-91255
Purple

156-92376
Coral

156-92856
Lime

156-92857  
Teal

156-91410
Red Sparkle

156-91408
Silver Sparkle

156-91253
Silver Metallic

156-91252
Gold Metallic

156-91417
Black Sparkle

156-91414
Purple Sparkle

156-91413
Blue Sparkle
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Apples
015-120012

Stars
015-120013

Fish
015-120016

Leaves
015-120017

Bees
015-120015

Boho Birds
015-120130

Badges
015-120534  $6.99

Colourful Owl
015-120133

Reading Owl
015-120134

Apple
015-120157

Snowmen
015-120158

Star
015-120091

Owl
015-120092

Frog
015-120098

Apple
015-120099

Apple
015-5505

School Buses
015-5526

Bursts
015-120186 

Snowflake
015-120100

Arrow Banners
015-120533

Mini Cut-Outs
36 die-cut shapes approximately 3" x 3". Printed on card stock.  

Bonus design on back allows for sorting and patterning activities.     
$6.50 Each

Colourful Cut-Outs®
36 die-cut shapes. Approximately  6".  
 Printed on card stock.    $9.99 Each

Colourful Cut-Outs®
Assorted designs or colours in die-cut shapes.  

Each shape measures 4" x 5". Printed on card stock.     $9.99 Each

Books
015-120162

Stars
015-120161

Anchors
015-120522

Footprints, 54 pcs.
015-120083

Handprints, 42 pcs.
015-5561

Star, 36 pcs.
015-5558

Apples, 36 pcs.
015-5555

Leaves, 36 pcs.
015-5552

Happy Hedgehogs,  
42 pcs.

015-120167

Handprints, 42 pcs.
015-120081

Cupcakes, 36 pcs.
015-120196

FUNky Frogs, 36 pcs.
015-120123

Boho Birds, 36 pcs.
015-120115

Owls, 36 pcs.
015-120107

Pencils, 54 pcs.
015-5551

Arrows, 36 pcs.
015-120529

Pop Delight, 36 pcs.
015-120207

School Tools, 36 pcs.
015-120514

Super Kids, 36 pcs.
015-120185

Tickets, 36 pcs.
015-120524

Super Stars, 36 pcs.
015-120513
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Classic Accents® Variety Packs
Pieces are approximately 51⁄2" tall.     $9.99 Each

Mini Accents Variety Packs
Pieces are approximately 3" tall.     $7.99 Each

Terrific Tags
156-10604  Classic, 36 pcs.

Puzzle Pieces
156-10906  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10805  Mini, 36 pcs.

Star Smiles
156-10907  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10801  Mini, 36 pcs.

Winning Tickets
156-10971  Classic, 72 pcs.
156-10846  Mini, 72 pcs.

Monkey Mischief®
156-10941  Classic, 48 pcs.

Passports
156-10980  Classic, 36 pcs.

Colorful Frogs
156-10650  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10893  Mini, 36 pcs.

Apples
156-10808  Mini, 36 pcs.

Block Star
156-10618  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10867  Mini, 36 pcs.

Frog-tastic!®
156-10969  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10844  Mini, 36 pcs.

Gumdrop Stars
156-10968  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10843  Mini, 36 pcs.

Handprint
156-10930  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10831  Mini, 36 pcs.

Birthday Cake
156-10505  Mini, 36 pcs.

Friendship Hands
156-10635  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10869  Mini, 36 pcs.  

Smiley Faces
156-10638 Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10874 Mini, 36 pcs.

Owl-Stars!®
156-10996  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10880  Mini, 36 pcs.

Mini Crayon
156-10904  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10811  Mini, 36 pcs.

Shiny Red Apple
156-10071  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10501  Mini, 36 pcs.

Star Frames
156-10628  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10853  Mini, 36 pcs.

Cupcakes (The Bake Shop™)
156-10979  Classic, 36 pcs.
156-10858  Mini, 36 pcs.

3" Designer Cut-Outs
Approx. 3" x 3".  $7.50 Each

6" Designer Cut-Outs
Approx. 6" x 6".  $10.99 Each

Poppin’ Patterns Pencils
348-3885   6", 106 pcs

Pencils
348-0859   6", 108 pcs

Upcycle Style Apples
348-6591   6", 36 pcs

Poppin’ Patterns Apples
348-6238   6", 36 pcs

Woodland Friends
348-6099   6", 36 pcs

Painted Palette Stars
348-0825   3", 36 pcs

Bold & Bright Llamas
348-3377   6", 36 pcs

Chart Cards
348-0858   6", 48 pcs

Bold & Bright Sticky Notes
348-3450   3", 36 pcs

Numbers
348-8092   3", 36 pcs

Bold & Bright Student

Emoji Fun
348-8083   3", 36 pcs

Emojis
348-6068   6", 35 pcs

Upcycle Style Pencils
348-8079   3", 36 pcs

Bold & Bright Stars
348-3360   6", 36 pcs
348-8091   3", 36 pcs

Bold & Bright Striped & 
Spotted Pencils

348-3283   6", 72 pcs

Bold & Bright Stars

Approx. 6" x 6".  

Emoji Fun
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Washable Rainbow Stamp Pads
3 primary colours in each pad. Colours Include Red, 
Yellow Blue.
900-SA530 $14.99

Washable 4-in-1 Stamp Pads
4 colours in each box, each pad is 3" x 11⁄2".  
$24.99 Each
900-SA540 Primary. Red, Green, Yellow, Blue.
900-SA541 Electric. Hot Pink, Purple, Turquoise,
                    Lime Green.

Washable 
6-in-1 
Stamp Pad
6 colours in each box, 
each pad approximately 
2" x 2". Red, Yellow, Blue,  
Green, Purple, and Orange. Dye-based.
900-SA546 $25.99

Stamp Pads 
Use with stamps for assessments and creating class-
room materials.  $7.99 Each
073-1430 Turquoise
073-1432 Blue
073-1434 Red

073-1435 Green
073-1438 Black

Jumbo Washable Paint/Ink Pads
Made with washable paint/ink, these pads are excel-
lent for young children to use! Each pad measures 6" 
in diameter and is approved for direct contact with 
skin.
900-6616 Primary Kit. Red, Yellow, Blue, Green 
 $42.99
900-6617 Seasonal Kit. Pink, Orange, Purple,  
 Black $42.99
900-6615 Classroom Kit. Yellow, Orange, Green,  
 Blue, Red, Black, Purple, Pink, Brown,  
 Silver $99.99

Jumbo Teacher Stamps
Illustrated stamps make grading papers quick and 
easy. Includes encouraging messages (Great Work!) 
and standard comments (Needs Improvement). 
Plastic storage case included. Stamps measure 11⁄2" 
square. Set of 30.
219-0678 $29.99

Teacher’s Stamps
These pre-inked stamps are encouraging and moti-
vating! The dust cover prevents stamp from drying 
out. $6.99 Each
874-6114  Tres Bien 874-6110  Excellent
874-6113  Bon Travail 874-6116  Smiley Face
874-6115  Superbe 874-6121  Wow
874-6120  Apple

Self-Inking Teacher Stamps
Recognize a job well done or a request a parent’s sig-
nature. Each set contains 8 different styles of stamps. 
Convenient plastic storage tray included. Each stamp 
is approximately 2" wide. Certified non-toxic, ASTM. 
$32.99 Each

598-0349   Set 1

598-0361   Set 2

Positive Reinforcement Stamps
The six wooden stamps and pad come in a conve-
nient, compact wooden desk set, so you’ll always 
have a “good word” ready.
073-1656 $19.99

Sweet-Arts Artistic Rubber Stamps
Made with the finest materials and craftsmanship, these stamps will last a lifetime! Each stamp features 
a hand-cut maple handle, hand-cut and matted stamp impression, and a washable, clear mylar top 
surface. Stamp impressions shown here are actual size and hand-decorated to illustrate the creative 
uses of our stamps.

900-B218  $8.99
900-A108  $7.99
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Classic Certificates
Bright designs on high quality paper. Printer-compatible and ready to 
frame. 81⁄2" x 11". Pack of 30.
156-17006 Preschool Certificate $8.99
156-17001 Classic Preschool Diploma $8.99
156-17008 Kindergarten Certificate $8.99
156-17005 Kindergarten Diploma $8.99
156-17002 Classic Kindergarten Diploma $8.99
156-2951 Certificate of Award $8.99
156-2954 Congratulations $8.99
156-2965 Certificate of Recognition $8.99
156-11304 Certificate of Recognition $9.99

156-81044 Happy Birthday!
Owl-Stars!®

156-81080 Happy Birthday  
 

156-81049 Happy Birthday  
 Bake Shop™

156-81047 Way to Go!
 You Shine!

156-81046 Hooo-ray
 Owl-Star!®

156-8107 Star of the Week! 156-81050 I’m a Star 
 Student

156-81081 Star of the Week! 156-81055 Happy Birthday
 Sea Buddies™

156-8112 Outstanding

156-81017 Happy Birthday 156-81018 Happy Birthday 156-81019 I’m a Star Student 156-81020  Student of the Week 156-8100  Happy Birthday

Recognition Awards
Give cheerful awards they’re proud to take home! Personalize and customize your messages for each occasion. 51⁄2" x 81⁄2". Pack of 30.         $8.99 Each

156-81024 Reading Award 156-81041 Star of the Week
 Way to Shine!

156-81028 Outstanding 156-81034 You did it!

Scratch ‘n Sniff  
Stinky Stickers® Awards
Coordinating Stinky Stickers® add  
excitement to celebrating success.  
Each pack includes 24 awards  
(51⁄2" x 81⁄2") and 30 Stinky Stickers®.        
$8.99 Each
156-81303   I Shine! Emojis
156-81301   Way to Go! Owl-Stars!®
156-81302   Birthday Sea Buddies™
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Stinky Stickers® Variety Packs
Smelly stickers bring big smiles! Scratch ‘em and sniff ‘em 
for a burst of fragrance. Acid-free, nontoxic, and safe for use 
on photos. Sticker sizes range from 3⁄4"–1".
156-089 Kids’ Choice. 480 stickers $21.99
156-6480 Positive Words. 300 stickers $16.99
156-6481 Colourful Favorites. 300 stickers $16.99
156-6490 Praise Words. 435 stickers $21.99
156-6491 Fun Favorites. 435 stickers $21.99
156-83901 Sweet Scents. 480 stickers $21.99
156-83903 Smiles. 432 stickers $16.99
156-83905 Smiles & Stars. 648 stickers $21.99
156-83907 Good Times, 535 stickers $21.99
156-83915 Animal Pals. 385 stickers New! $21.99
156-83916 Bugs & Blooms. 288 stickers New! $16.99
156-83917 Fish Friends. 240 stickers New! $16.99

Actual Size

superSpots® & 
superShapes Variety Packs
These fun little stickers are the ideal size for 
incentive pads and charts. Acid-free, nontoxic 
and safe for use on photos.                    $13.99 Each
156-1942 Neon Smiles. 2,500 stickers
156-1945 Positive Praisers. 2,500 stickers
156-46903 Very Cool! 2,500 stickers
156-46904 Animals. 2,500 stickers
156-46909 Colourful Sparkle Smiles. 1,300 stickers
156-46910 Colourful Sparkle Stars. 1,300 stickers
156-46912 Colourful Foil Stars. 1,300 stickers
156-46914 Seasons. 2,500 stickers
156-46915 Animal Friends. 2,500 stickers
156-46916 Everyday Favorites. 2,500 stickers
156-46917 Star Smiles. 2,500 stickers
156-46919 Best Buddies Collection. 2,500 stickers
156-46929 Playful Pets. 2,000 stickers New!
156-46930 Buddy Brights. 2,000 stickers New!
156-46826 Awesome Assortment. 5,100 stickers  $24.99

Sticker Variety Pads
Animals, stars, birthdays, bugs, smiles… 
choose a popular theme and get a vari-
ety of sticker shapes and sizes. Includes 
superSpots®, superShapes, and Applause 
STICKERS®. Acid free, nontoxic, and safe for 
photos. 738 stickers in each pad.
$9.99 Each

Seasons & Holidays
156-5006

Bugs & Blooms
156-5013

Super Stars & Smiles
156-5010

Schooltime Fun
156-5008

Animal Antics
156-5009

Happy Birthday
156-5007

Sparkly Stars, Hearts, & Smiles. 336 stickers
156-5005

Sparkle Stickers® Variety Packs
Little sparklers are a big hit with kids! They’re just the right size to put on home-
work and reward good behavior. They are acid free, nontoxic, and safe for use on 
photos.
156-63902 Animal Fun. 432 stickers, 36 designs $14.99
156-63901 School Days. 432 stickers, 43 designs $14.99
156-63903 Holiday Celebration. 648 stickers, 60 designs $19.99
156-63904 School Fun. 648 stickers, 61 designs $19.99
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Dragons
015-168040

Aim High
015-168246

School Tools
015-168228 

Monsters
015-168050

Prize Pack Stickers
24 sticker sheets per pack (3" x 31⁄2"), 9 stickers per sheet  

(largest sticker approximately 11⁄4" x 1"), acid-free lignin-free.  
$3.69 Each

Fish
144 per pack

015-5252

Multicoloured Foil 
Stars, 120 per pack

015-5274

Christmas
015-168047

Spring
015-168048

Halloween
015-168049

Birthday
015-168051

Stinky Stickers®
3 designs, 60 stickers per pack.  

Acid free.  $4.75 Each

Amazing Apples
156-83409

Cool Cones
156-83410

Blowing Bubbles
156-6402

Lots of Chocolate
156-6411

Peppy Peppermints
156-83414

Sweet Treats
156-83023

Colourful Smiles
24 designs,  
96 stickers

156-83208

Colourful Star Smiles
24 designs,  
96 stickers

156-83216

Rescue Vehicles
156-46301

Monkey Antics
156-46302

Owl Stars!®
156-46322

Labels
156-46339

Owl Stars!® & 
Friends

156-46323

Emoji Cheer
156-46340

Happy Hoppers
156-46341

Sea Buddies™
156-46333

Cupcakes Bake 
Shop™

156-46327

Awesome Animals
156-46328

Discovering 
Dinosaurs™
156-46329

Terrific Turtles
156-46343

Best Buddies
156-46300

Large superShapes Stickers
160-208 sticker per pack. Acid free.  
$4.75 Each

Emoji Cheer
156-46201

Happy Smiles
156-46155

Silly Smiles
156-46305

Cupcakes Bake 
Shop™

156-46189

Colourful Smiles
156-46134

Colorful Smiles
156-46505

superSpots® Stickers
800 sticker per pack. Acid free.  
$4.75 Each

Frog-tastic!®
156-46190

Owl Stars!®
156-46194

Sea Buddies™
156-46197

Sock Monkeys
156-46198

Alphabet
156 per pack
015-168012

Farm Animals
84 per pack

015-168013 

Aim High Shape
84 per pack

015-168247

Aim High Motivator
 72 per pack
015-168248

Woodland Animals
84 per pack

015-168026

School Tools
72 per pack

015-168230 

Apples
 72 per pack
015-168030

Dogs & Cats
78 per pack

015-168031

Butterflies
72 per pack

015-168032 

Alphabet
156 per pack
015-168033

Frogs
 90 per pack
015-168037

Up and Away
72 per pack

015-168242

Shape Stickers
Acid-free lignin-free.    $4.75 Each

Owl Stars!®

Sea Animals
156-6416

Sun & Fun
156-6419

Celebrate Learning
015-168252

Colourful Owls
72 per pack

015-168078

Boho Birds
72 per pack

015-168120

Multicolor Smiley Faces  
120 per pack

015-5270

School Tools
72 per pack

015-168229

Seasonal Shape
Sticker Pack

800 sticker per pack. Acid free.  
015-145063   $27.99

Seasonal Prize
Sticker Pack

800 sticker per pack. Acid free.  
015-145064   $24.99

9781933916972
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Stickers
These colourful stickers are perfect 
for signs, posters, school projects, 
labels, crafts, and more! Acid-free.      

$5.99 Each

Emoji
75 stickers
348-4143   

Woodland Friends
55 stickers
348-4199   

Bee Rewards
60 stickers
348-4403

Fall Woodland Friends
50 stickers
348-4044

Owls Happy Birthday
60 stickers
348-4406    

Superheroes Birthday
50 stickers
348-4407    

Superhero Rewards
30 stickers
348-4402

Scented Stickers
Fun, colorful stickers with a long-lasting scent. 80 self-adhesive scented stickers per pack.     $5.50 Each

060-650934  Pizza 060-650921  Cupcakes 060-650932  Watermelon 060-650931  Lemon 060-650936  Banana 060-650943  Grape

Scented Smiles Super Pack
Fun, colourful stickers with a long-lasting scent. 
Includes Strawberry, Grape, Watermelon, 
Spearmint, Lime, Lemon, and Orange smiles 
measure about 1" diameter. 840 stickers.
060-651000 $34.99

060-650946  Bacon 060-650948  Cola 060-650942  Mint 060-650947  Apple
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Study Buddies™ Stickers
The perfect size for binders and notebook cover concept reminders. They can  
be used for desktop references, homework helpers, study tools and center 
resources! Students will have ready reference right at their fingertips! Includes  
24 self-adhesive stickers. $3.69 Each
015-168117   Alphabet
015-168118   Place Value
015-168119   Fractions, Decimals, and Percents
015-168069   Multiplication
015-168070   Hundred Chart
015-168068   Commonly Misspelled Words
015-168071   Stuck on a Word?
015-168072   Cursive Alphabet
015-168073   Editing/Proofreading Marks

Incentive Pads
Encourage good behavior and  
track progress with Incentive Pads.  
51⁄4" x 6". Pad of 36 sheets. 
$7.99 Each

superSpots® Stickers
Acid-free, non-toxic, and safe for use 
on photos. 3⁄8". Pack of 800.
$4.99 Each

156-73052 Gel Stars
Incentive Pad

156-46183 Rainbow Gel Stickers

156-73003 Reward Words 
              Incentive Pad
156-46160 Cool Words Stickers

156-73034 Owl-Stars!®
Incentive Pad

156-46194 Owl-Stars!® Stickers

156-73014 Stars Incentive Pad
156-46161 Beaming Rainbows  
 Stickers

Bright Colours Incentive Charts 
Students will take pride in keeping track of their progress with this colourful 
incentive chart! Space for 35 student names and 20 assignments. Measures 
17" x 22".
348-5105 Turquoise $5.99
348-5103 White $5.99 
348-5049 Poppy Red $5.99 
348-5147 Slate Gray $5.99 
348-5151 Lime Green $5.99 
348-0974 5 Pack $23.99

Sticker Books
Colourful motivational stickers packaged in an easy-to-use pad! 53⁄4" x 93⁄8".
$8.99 Each
060-609400 Sparkle Stars & Smiles. 268 stickers 
060-609490 Stars & Smiles. 804 stickers 
060-609530 Animals. 807 stickers 
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Bookmarks
Encourage reading with these attractive and 
motivational bookmarks. Give as rewards or 
gifts! Handy 2" x 61⁄2" size includes space for 
writing on the back. Pack of 36. 
$7.99 Each
156-12039 Knock Your Socks Off
156-12110 To read is very... (Owl-Stars!®)
156-12061 Happy Birthday! (Frog-tastic!®)
156-12080 Reading is... 
156-12130 Playtime Pals

Happy Birthday Crowns
Each adjust-to-fit crown measures 
61⁄2" x 24". Pack of 30.  
$19.99 Each

015-101021  Birthday

348-2558  Happy Birthday

348-2565  Happy Birthday Emoji

015-101022  Graduation

Crowns
Personalize these 231⁄2" x 4" crowns with student names or special messages.  
30 per pack. $19.99 Each

015-101020  Star Student

Bookmarks
Encourage students to read with these fun 
bookmarks! Each measures 2" x 61⁄2". 
Pack of 30.                         $6.75 Each
015-103017 Birthday
015-103018 Owl
015-103149 Reading is my Super Power
015-103155 Read & Achieve
015-103154 Take flight in a good book
015-103132 Things Good Readers Do
015-103148 Read and Grow

Braggin’ Badges
Give ‘em something to brag about! 23⁄4" x 31⁄4". 24 self-
adhesive badges per pack.           $3.69 Each
015-168053 Happy Birthday!
015-168054 I Lost a Tooth!
015-168056 Star Student
015-168057   Happy 100th Day!

Scent-sational Bookmarks
Fun and colorful scented bookmarks have a long-lasting smell that will make reading even more fun! Pack of 24.   $8.99 Each

060-834023
Reading is 

a Big PIZZA 
my Heart 

(Pizza)

060-834025
Words of 

Encourage-
MINT (Mint)

060-834026
I Find Read-

ing Very 
A-PEEL-ING 

(Banana)

060-834028
I’d Love 
to Read 
S’MORE! 

(Marshmallow)

060-834030
I Like 

to Read 
BERRY Much 
(Strawberry)

060-834032
Will Read for 

Chocolate 
(Chocolate)

060-834034
Reading is 
a Piece of 

CAKE (Cake)

060-834035
Let’s TACO 
‘Bout This 

Book (Taco)

060-834039
You are One 
in a MELON 

(Watermelon)

060-834040
Reading 

Makes My 
Heart POP 
(Popcorn)

060-834041
Hard CORE 

Reader 
(Apple)

060-834042
POP Star 
Reader 
(Cola)

348-2565  Happy Birthday Emoji

348-2817  Happy Birthday
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Wristbands
Build awareness for special people or events with wristbands made of silicone. 
Each pack contains 10 wristbands–two each of five different colours. $7.99 Each

154-6569 Character Traits
154-6573 I Was Caught Being Good
154-6574 Happy Birthday 2
154-6581 I Have Graduated
154-6571 Fancy Happy Birthday $9.99
154-6572 Fancy Star Student $9.99

154-6548 Star Student
154-6549 Terrific
154-6550 Happy Faces
154-6551 Stars
154-6559 Happy Birthday
154-6568 Happy 100th Day

Treasure Chest Rewards
Reward good behavior or good work. 
Recognize a birthday or special 
achievement. Children enjoy  
choosing from 4 sticky lizards,  
14 rings, 4 erasers, 4 stamps,  
and 2 smiling face balls.  
28 pieces.  
154-5210  $19.99

Superhero 
Mini Buttons
Assorted Metal. 1".  28 pieces.
075-EO13736497 $6.99

Superhero 
Backpack Keychains
Assorted. 11⁄2" x 61⁄4". 1" metal ring.
075-EO13698928 $10.99

Superhero 
Dog Tag Necklaces
Assorted. Metal.  2" tag with a 24" 
chain.
075-EO13698942 $10.99

Star Student 
Mini Buttons
Assorted.  Metal.  1".
075-EO13742148 $6.99

Classroom 
Treasure Chests
Use classroom chests to hold 
rewards for achievements, 
readers, manipulatives for learn-
ing centers, special surprises, 
wristbands, stickers, and more. 
91⁄2"W x 8"D x 81⁄2"H.
154-5048 $19.99

Slap Bracelets
91⁄2" x 1" bracelets fit most 
wrist sizes. A fun way to 
reward good behavior or build 
awareness for special events! Pack of 10.                         $7.99 Each
154-20664   Superhero Super Student (2 colours)
154-20665   Polka Dots Happy Birthday (5 colours)
154-20666   Happy Birthday Balloons (5 colours)

Wristbands Jars
An assortment of 36 wristbands. $29.99 Each
154-6577 Happy Birthday
154-6578 Assorted. Includes Star Student, 
Terrific, Happy Faces, Paw Print, and Stars Putty & Slime 

Assortment
Kids will love the colorful variety 
of ooey gooey fun in this Putty & 
Slime Assortment.  50 pieces.  
Assortment may vary.
075-EO13661080 $49.99

Finger Puppet 
Assortment
Vinyl. (50 pcs. per unit) Approx. 2".  
Assortment may vary
075-EO51624 $24.99

Sticky Assortment
These obey gooey kids’ toys are sticky 
fun to stuff in goody bags or Hallow-
een bags. 3⁄4" - 31⁄4". Assorted colours. 
Assortment may vary.  100 pieces. 
075-EO5706 $29.99
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Teacher’s Pencil 
These pencils will always find their way back to your desk!
034-2122B Dozen $5.99

Claw Pencil 
Grips
673-21212   12 count
 $36.99
673-21236   36 count
 $99.99

Stetro® Pencil Grips
Keeps fingers and thumb correctly 
placed. Assorted colours. Bag of 100.
034-ST100 $29.99

Holiday & Motivational Pencils
B=Bagged/12  $5.99      G=Gross/144  $49.99

Happy Birthday Glitz 034-7940B 034-7940G

Emoji Madness 034-52278B 034-52278G Welcome Back to School 034-52286B 034-52286G

Happy Birthday from Your Teacher 034-7500B 034-7500G

Chevron Birthday 034-52247B 034-52247G

Happy Birthday 034-7697B 034-7697G

Neon Happy Birthday 034-7917B 034-7917G

Happy Birthday 034-52063B  034-52063G

Season’s Greetings from Your Teacher 034-7900B 034-7900G

Happy Valentine’s Day 034-7923B  034-7923G

“The Pencil Grip”
Places the hand of both left- and right-handed users in the proper physiological 
position for gripping. Assorted colours.
673-TPG11112 12 count $36.99
673-11136 36 count $104.99

Jumbo Pencil Grip
Same great design as 
“The Pencil Grip” – but it’s 40% bigger! 
This jumbo version provides users with extended comfort and support up to the 
second knuckle. Suitable for both right handed and left handed users.
673-114 $5.99

Solo Pencil Grip
673-TPG171 $1.50

Crossover Grip
This revolutionary technology works with 
the body’s natural physiology, gently plac-
ing the fingers into the proper gripping posi-
tion. Also features wings, which prevent the 
fingers from crossing over one another. 
$3.99 Each
673-178 Classic 
673-177 Metallic

Smiley Bunch 034-2054B 034-2054G

100th Day of School 034-52171B 034-52171G

Dream Arrow 034-52281B 034-52281G

Have a Wonderful Summer 034-52170B 034-52170G

Superhero 034-52241B 034-52241G

Happy Halloween 034-7903B 034-7903G

Smiley You Are Awesome 034-52155B 034-52155G

Smiley Star Student 034-52156B 034-52156G

Awesome 034-52246B 034-52246G

Rainbow Glow 034-52289B 034-52289G

Wonderful Wizards 034-52288B 034-52288G

Geo Rainbow 034-52276B 034-52276G

Zam Wham Pow! 034-52285B 034-52285G

You Are Awesome 034-7928B 034-7928G

Attitude Is Everything 034-52033B 034-52033G

Doodle Dudes 034-52187B 034-52187G
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492-500 Alphabet Chart
492-501 Colours Chart
492-502 Shapes Chart
492-503 Fruits Chart
492-504 Vegetables Chart
492-505 Days of the Year Chart
492-506 Months of the Year Chart

492-521 Canada Map Chart
492-523 Welcome Leaves Chart
492-524 Class Chart
492-525 Our Father Chart
492-526 Happy Birthday Chart
492-528 Calendar Chart
492-529 Welcome to our Class Chart

492-532 Les Vetements  Chart
492-534 Weather Chart
492-535 Our 5 Senses Chart
492-536 Opposites Chart
492-538 Time Chart
492-540 Dr. and Mrs. Vandertramp Chart
492-541 Writing Checklist Chart
492-542 Puis Je? and Esce Que Je Peux? Chart
492-543 Aller Au Present and Aller Au Futur Simple Chart
492-544 Aller Au Passe Compose and Aller A L'imparatif Chart

492-507 Manuscript Chart
492-508 Cursive Chart
492-509 Numbers 1-10 Chart
492-510 Geometric Shapes Chart
492-511 Canadian Coins Chart
492-519 O Canada Flag Chart
492-520 O Canada Chart

Double-Sided English and French Charts
These great double sided chart are perfect for learning basic 
skills in English and French. One side has the English and the 
other side the French. Charts measure 17" x 22". $3.99 Each

492-559 Mes Strategies decoute mes/ 
 Strategies de Communication Orale  
 Chart
492-558 Mes Stragtegies de Lecture Mes/
 Strategies decriture Chart
492-557 Parts of Speech Double Sided/
 English and French Chart
492-556 The Writing Process Double Sided/
 English and French Chart
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Alphabet & Number Flashcard Banner Set
Perfect for the early immersion classroom. Bilingual—English/French. Banner 
with alphabet and numbers to 20. 8" x 24" (on 16 boards, 8" x 18" each). Alphabet 
flashcards (6" x 6") with image and better on one side, word lists on reverse. 
Numbers flashcards with text, numeral and image—French on one side, English 
on reverse.
254-ACI $34.99

Calendrier Mensuel Bulletin Board Set
Versatile calendar can be used to display important dates, deadlines and events, 
and to announce birthdays. Also great as a teaching tool for French language 
classes. Includes 50 cutouts. Calendar is 17" x 22".
156-8292 $21.99

Chalk It Up! French Calendar Bulletin Board Set
The 67-piece calendar set includes a calendar chart, 12 month headlines, 31 
pre-numbered calendar days, and 4 blank calendar days.  The set also includes 
a days-of-the-week chart, a seasons and weather chart, and coordinating labels.  
The bright colors and modern design make this French calendar set perfect for 
children and adults of all ages.
348-8457 $21.99 Each

My Classroom Rules and Tracking Pack
Customize the rules for your classroom, and track anything you want to with these 
large dry erase posters. Then, give the students their own tracking forms to have 
them take responsibility. Set Includes: My Classroom Rules Dry Erase Poster 18" x 
24”, Classroom Tracking Dry Erase Poster 18" x 24”, Our White Ink Dry Erase Marker 
and Tracking Forms — Pad of 32 8.5" x 11". 
254-P167 $19.99

Special Occasions Poster Set
Set of 6. Each 18" x 8".
254-SG14 $9.99

Calendar Pals
Great for teachers on a cart!
A laminated, dry-erase calendar plus organizers for your daily oral practice.  Each 
poster 18" x 24".
254-P180 $16.99
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Word Wall Card Set
165 laminated cards are printed on both sides. Backs of cards provide  
additional references, giving parts of speech and targeted words used in  
sentences. Verbs show conjugations in three tenses  présent, passé composé, 
futur proche.
254-P175 $49.99

Multi-Purpose Card Set
36 versatile, durable cards for chalkboards, bulletin 
boards, flashcards. Essential vocabulary including 
months, days, seasons,and weather expressions. Cut 
them out and use these laminated cards for years.
254-P135 $16.99

À l’attaque des verbes
Cartes plastifiées à découper. Merveilleux matériel pour rendre plus courant 
l’emploi des verbes au présent, au passé, au futur proche et au passé récent.
• Série inclue 159 cartes.
• 9 pronoms, 3 verbes réguliers et 8 verbes irréguliers.
• 16 verbes qui utilisent l’auxiliaire (étre)  

au passé composé.
• Tous les verbes à l’infinitif et leurs participes passés.
• François au espagnol.

Organisation facile et rapide!
• Découper
• choisir les cartes selon la leçon
• présenter en exposition murale
• manipuler au besoin
• apprendre en amusant!
254-P155 $29.99

Termes pratiques pour la conversation
41 cortes plastifiées à découper. Solutations, réponses, formules de politesse, 
code couleur. Présenter une carte à la fois ou faire une exposition murale. 
Français ou espagnol.
PLUS!
• En plus, vous reçevez toutes les cartes en format reproducible y compris les   

activités nécessaires au renforcement des concepts présentés.
•  Chaue étudiant peut avoir sa propre série pour la pratique individuelle.
•  Notes et suggestions au professeur incluses.
254-P145R $29.99

Adjective Attack Cards
Model and practise the agreement of adjectives with these laminated cut-ups. 
163 cards include the formation of feminine adjectives, adjectives that precede 
nouns, irregular adjectives and more.
254-P165 $29.99

Anchor Charts for Common 
Classroom Interactions
Set of 12 includes anchor charts (18" x 8" each) for 
common classroom interactions.
254-SG38 $19.99

Classroom Signs
Label your classroom to teach vocabulary or use as 
flashcards. 24 laminated cards with images. Each card 
9" x 4".
254-P170 $12.99

Ready Made Titles  
for Bulletin Boards
Laminated cards for quick and easy organization of 
bulletin boards/chalkboards. 
254-P143 $5.99
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French Phonics Fun:  
Consonant Sounds for Beginner Readers
Excellent resource to inroduce and practice French consonants for beginner read-
ers. All consonant sounds their spellings. Supports early reading skills. 
254-PHC1 $39.99

French Phonics Fun:
Vowel Sounds for Beginner Readers
Excellent resource to inroduce and practice French vowels for beginner readers. 
All vowel sounds their spellings. Supports early reading skills. 
254-PHV1 $49.99

Poster Pals Flashcard Sets
Ideal for drills, games, evaluation! Set of 36—6" x 6" (15 cm x 15 cm) flashcards. 
Pictures on one side, names on the other side. $12.99 Each
254-FC1 lalimentation Flashcards
254-FC2 les animaux Flashcards
254-FC4 les vetements Flashcards
254-FC5 Les Parties Du Corps Cartes Eclair
254-FC6 Dans La Salle De Classe Cartes
254-FC7 les verbes daction Flashcards
254-FC8 Quelle heure est-il Flashcards
254-FCSET French Vocabulary Flashcard Set of 7 $79.99

Poster Pals Picture Bingo Sets
Practice vocabulary comprehension and have fun. 35 Players cards (6" x 6") per 
set. 35 vocabulary items used.  Set of caller’s cards and instructions.  $11.99 Each
254-BG1 lalimentation jeux de bingo en
254-BG2 les vetements jeux de bingo en
254-BG3 les parties du corps jeux de bingo
254-BG4 dans la salse de classe jeux de
254-BG5 les numeros jeux de bingo en image
254-BG6 Quelle Heure Est Il Bingo
254-BG7 Les Verbes Daction Bingo
254-BG8 les animaux jeux de bingo en image
254-BGSET Set of 8 $79.99
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Banners
48" x 12". $7.99 Each
254-BR1 S’ouvrir au français  
254-BR2 Regardez notre travail! 

Bulletin Board Trimmers
321⁄2' x 21⁄2". 321⁄2' of trimmers per package! Decorate bulletin boards, add borders. 
$5.99 Each
254-TS1 les couleurs  
254-TS6 dans la salle de classe  
254-TS7 les mois
254-TS8 les sentiments
254-TS10 Bonjour, etc  

Large Student Activity Posters: 
Let’s Talk About Me
Using the theme of “I am a Super Hero”, students fill 
their own information and illustrations to personalize 
their posters. Addresses beginner curriculum require-
ments, personal ID, family and friends, pastimes, 
character traits, character development. Perfect for 
introducing classmagtes, displays, open-house events, 
etc. 18" x 24" each. 30 per pack.
254-PDM1 $29.99

Emoji Smart Poly™ Charts
Colourful write-on/wipe-off charts for 
everyday classroom use–no lamination 
required! 17" x 22". $5.99 Each
553-93001 French Calendar
553-93000 Bonne Fête
553-93003 Bienvenue
553-93002 Régles de la classe

French Inspire U Posters
Individual posters. 131/3" x 19". $6.99 Each
348-8172 Nous sommes (We are)
348-8173 Lentégrité (Integrity)
348-8174 J'entends et J'oublie (I hear and I forget)
348-8174 Set of all 3      $19.99Seasons: Série des saisons

• le printemps
• l’été
• l’automne
• l’hiver.
254-SA5 $9.99

Positive Value: Série #20
• Vive la beauté intérieure!
• Célébrons nos différences!
• Tu as le droit d'être en sécurité!
• Sois sympa! Les paroles peuvent blesser!
254-AA20 $9.99
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High-Frequency Interactions 
Teach and practice oral interaction skills for “I can” statements of the CEFR, 
A1 level. Ask, answer and describe using the most basic and useful phrases 
and vocabulary. 60 laminated cut-ups, phrases and illustrations. Essential 
questions and statements for everyday, novice learner speech. Use one at a 
time or in combination to present and scaffold student conversation.  100+ page 
reproducible activity book included. 60 sentence strip cut-ups, height: 2.57". 4 
sentence board posters (12"x 18").
254-P195   (set • série) $39.99

Math Word Wall / Mur Des Mot de Maths
107 laminated cards - height 2.5" / Les 107 cartes plastifiés - hauteur 2,5 po
Great for immersion students -  a visual reference in the math classroom.  
Each card shows the text of a mathematical term and an illustration
Coulour coded by theme. Presents all strands of the elementary Math curriculum. 
Add and remove cards on display as required. Sperate large charts for place value 
(dry erase chart).
254-P190 $39.99

Visual Vignettes / Vignettes 
Visuelles
4 very large full colour murals (32" x 60") - Reproducible 
Guide - CD. Colorful language-rich visuals connect the 
“I can” skills of the oral communications curriculum to 
teaching strategies and cooperative practice.  Humour  
and role-play lead to student-generated conversation. 
Clarifies the task if the teacher by linking the oral com-
munication skills, phrases, vocabulary and grammar 
required by the CEFR A-1 and provincial curricula to 
teaching strategies and engage resources. 4 VERY large 
full-colour murals (32" x 60") for guided lessons, imbed-
ded with visual scenarios of the basic interactions of 
the curriculum. Reproducible Guide containing: Scene 
posters in reproducible size for the student reference. 
Teaching strategies that scaffold the visual content 
to required student interaction skills. Cooperative 
practice strategies. Sample conversations depicted in 
the scenes with comprehension activities. Scenarios 
for generating additional interactions and extensions. 
Evaluation materials and checklists. CD Containing: 24 
audio tracks of the sample conversations. Projectable 
versions of the posters in full color.
254-VGT1 $69.99
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Les mots d’eloge superSpots® Stickers
Little circles that are just the right size for Incentive Charts.  
Acid-free, nontoxic, and safe for use on photos. 5 different  
designs, 800 stickers total. 
156-46175 $4.99

Teacher’s Stamps
These pre-inked stamps are encouraging and motivating! The dust cover  
prevents stamp from drying out. $6.99 Each
874-6116 Smiley Face
874-6119 Sad Face
874-6115 Superbe

874-6113 Bon Travail
874-6114 Tres Bien

Bookmarks / Signets
32 bookmarks per package - 32 signets per packet    $4.25 Each

254-BM1 Assorted Incentive  
Bookmarks. Something for everyone 
with 8 of each 4 designs

254-BM2  Happy Face Birthday 
Bookmarks. An excellent way to 
acknowledge students’ birthdays

254-BM5 Birthday Bookmarks / 
Signets d’anniversaire. An excellent 
way to acknowledge students’ birth-
days. 

254-BM8 Apprendre une langue, 
découvrir une autre culture!

254-BM7 La lecture, une porte 
ouverte sur un monde enchanté - 
Francis Mauriac

254-BM4 Primary Fun Bookmarks / 
Amuses-nous au niveau primaire.
A special reward for beginners. A book-
mark students can personalize that 
reinforces colours and numbers to 10

254-BM3 O Canada Bookmarks / 
Signets - Canadian National Anthem

254-BM11  Notre Père.
The Lord’s Prayer for Catholic students

254-BM12  Je vous salue, Marie.
Hail Mary Prayer

Congratulate Your Students in French
Reward extra effort and achievement. Fully colored with positive graphics. In-
cludes 25 certificates. 51⁄2" x 81⁄2" (14cm x 22cm). $4.49 Each
138-R52351 Bravo!
138-R52352 Bonne Fête!

Certificates
Great certificates to recognize accomplishments & their special day. 81⁄2" x 51⁄2", 
in pads of 32. $5.75 Each
254-CR1 Certificat de mérite
254-CR2 Bonne Fête!
254-CR3 Bonne Fête!
254-CR4 Félicitations!

Stickers / Autocollants $5.99 Each

254-S12  “Ask Me” French Sticker Badges / Demander auto collants
32 Large Stickers: 21⁄2" x 21⁄2" - 8 each of 4 designs
Encourage oral interaction skills

254-S7  C’est ma fête! Badges
Lapel stickers for students to wear on their birthday
32 Large Stickers: 2 3⁄4" x 3" - 16 of each 2 designs
Autocollants pour vêtements que les élèves peuvent apposer sur leurs vêtements 
le jour de leur anniversaire

254-S10  C’est ma fête! Badges
Lapel stickers for students to wear on their birthday
32 Large Stickers: 23⁄4" x 3" - 16 of each 2 designs

254-S9  Mini Fruit Stickers / Mini autocollants - Dessins de fruits
Great Value.  Colourful fruit designs.  The perfect size for charts.
40 of each 6 designs - total 240 stickers - 1⁄2" circle

254-S8  Mini Sticker Pack / Paquet de mini autocollants
Great Value.  Colourful designs.  The perfect size for charts.
40 of each 6 designs - total 240 stickers - 1⁄2" circle

254-S11  French Motivational Stickers / Autocollants motivational
Reward achievements with these colourful designs
3⁄4" - 40 of each 6 designs.  Total 240 stickers

254-S6  Incentive ‘sports’ stickers / Autocollants incitateurs ‘sports’
120 stickers - Encourage good efforts and active listening
11⁄2" x 11⁄4" - 20 of each 6 designs.  Total 120 stickers
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Complete FrenchSmart
Systematically-designed activities cover vocabulary building, grammar, reading, 
and usage. $19.95 Each
090-9781927042793 Grade 4
090-9781927042809 Grade 5
090-9781927042816 Grade 6
090-9781927042823 Grade 7

Canadian Curriculum FrenchSmart
Help supplement and consolidate what students have learned with engaging 
activities.   $6.99 Each
090-9781927042168 Grade 4
090-9781927042175 Grade 5
090-9781927042182 Grade 6
090-9781927042199 Grade 7

Hide & Speak French
This illustrated language-learning book uses a tried-
and-tested method for teaching children vocabulary in 
a new language. Kids open the book to any right-hand 
page, where they will see two vertical lists. The list on 
the left presents pictures, and the list on the right gives 
words in the target language that match each picture. 
Using the pictures as a prompt, they must try to repeat 
the correct words for the pictures they have covered. 
This charming book turns language learning into a fun 
game! Ages 7+ 
519-764125885 $9.50

French English  
Picture Dictionary
It’s never too soon to start teaching boys and girls a 
second language, and this book presents pages filled 
with cheerful color pictures that help teach French 
words to English-speaking children in early grades. 
It presents more than 350 illustrations of familiar 
objects, with nine pictures on each page.
519-9780764146602 $8.99

Nous conjuguons!
Nous conjuguons! is the perfect tool to help young learners understand and remember French verb conjugations. Known for 
his hilarious illustrations in 100 blagues! Et plus...and Mots mystères, Dominique Pelletier simplifies verb conjugations by clearly 
illustrating each personal pronoun and its conjugation. The repetition, simple text, and colourful illustrations present verb 
conjugations in a fun and accessible way. Each book also includes flash cards to help reinforce learning.  $7.99 Each
087-9781443138260 Le verbe etre
087-9781443138277 Le verbe avoir au present
087-9781443143332 Le verbe finir au present de lindicatif
087-9781443143349 Le verbe aimer au present de lindicatif
087-9781443145695 Le verbe prendre au present de  
 lindicatif
087-9781443145701 Le verbe faire au present de lindicatif

087-9781443149181 Le verbe aller au present de lindicatif
087-9781443149198 Le verbe pouvoir au present de lindicatif
087-9781443151832 Le verbe avoir au passe compose
087-9781443151849 Le verbe etre au passe compose
087-9781443153850 Le verbe trouver au passe compose
087-9781443153867 Le verbe choisir au passe compose

Tutor FrenchSmart
Designed according to Canadian 
French curriculum. Learning 
goals: oral, listening, reading 
and writing. A grammar and lan-
guage conventions section that 
emphasizes the building of strong 
linguistic foundation. A compre-
hensive review section with audio 
clips to reinforce oral and listen-
ing skills. An answer key included.
$21.95 Each
090-9781771491808 Grade 4
090-9781771491815 Grade 5
090-9781771491822 Grade 6

Having Fun with French
Introduce elementary and middle school students to basic elements of French. 48 
pages. Grades 3-8.

Book 1
With an emphasis on communication, Book 1 actively 
engages students in speaking, reading, and writing 
activities through a variety of topics that range from 
simple greetings and family relationships, to cloth-
ing, weather, and days of the week. All lessons and 
activities are presented in a natural, personal and fun 
format.
088-BR805 $10.99

Book 2
Designed to broaden a student’s level of achieve-
ment in basic French skills through speaking, reading, 
and writing activities on a variety of topics including 
friendship, health, sports, shopping and restaurants. 
Students will be able to expand their vocabulary, con-
trol of structure, and ability to communicate about 
their daily lives.
088-BR806 $9.99
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Skill Building Series
Build Language Skills in French & English
Ready-to-use reading and writing practice, in French and English, for French 
Immersion, ESL, FSL, and ELL students. Use these books to teach, review, and 
reinforce basic language skills in one or both languages. The easy-to-use format 
provides French content and corresponding English content on adjacent pages. 
Answer key included. 64 pages. Grades 1–3 $15.99 Each
024-Y119 Les sons/Phonics
024-Y120 La compréhension de textes/Reading for Meaning
024-Y121 Les majuscules et la ponctuation/Capitalization & Punctuation
024-Y122 La rédaction de phrases/Sentence Writing
024-Y123 La rédaction de textes/Story Writing

Analyse littéraire
These must-have resources are designed to 
boost students’ comprehension of all types 
of literature, and engage a wide range of 
reading abilities. Each book includes 60 
or more skill-based work sheets, a com-
prehensive teacher guide, a teacher and 
student assessment rubrics. Forms are 
designed for independent study, which can 
free up valuable classroom time! French.  
80 pages. $18.99 Each 
024-R207    Grades 1–3 
024-R208    Grades 4–6 

Compréhension de textes
Jam-packed with ready-to-use information and worksheets that cover both 
social studies and language arts curriculum. Reading passages are followed by 
comprehension questions and writing tasks. Also provided are language and 
social studies assessments, two rubrics, and a complete answer key. 80 pages. 
$18.99 Each
024-J206 Grades 1–2
024-J207 Grades 3–4
024-J208 Grades 5–6

Compréhension  
de textes
These outstanding collections of 
original fiction and non-fiction, short 
stories, articles, interviews, biographies, 
and more are sure to capture—and 
hold—the interest of all male students. 
The subject matter, characters, and 
graphics have been carefully chosen 
to relate to boys’ lives, and real-world 
applications address students’ emotion-
al development. The before, during, and 
after reading exercises incorporate effective, research-
based reading comprehension strategies. Includes a 
teacher guide, teacher and student rubrics, read aloud observation form, 
and answer key. 96 pages.  $18.99 Each
024-R219 Compréhension de textes pour filles
024-R220 Compréhension de textes pour garcons

La littératie par…
These must-have resources are 
designed to boost students’ compre-
hension with all types of literature 
and engage a wide range of reading 
abilities. Each book, includes skill 
based worksheets, a comprehensive 
teacher guide, and teacher and stu-
dent assessment rubrics. These forms 
are designed for independent study, 
which can free up valuable classroom 
time. 80 pages. $18.99 Each
024-R212 La littératie par les  
 médias
024-R213 La littératie par le  
 mystére et l’aventure 

C’est un fait!
Most of the reading that we do in real life is non-fiction although most classroom 
programs focus mainly on reading fiction materials. Correct this imbalance and 
incorporate the many non-fiction articles found in this resource to develop and 
strengthen inquiry and research skills. The ability to read and understand non-
fiction is a vital skill for young children as they progress toward inquiry skills and 
research. The three levels of reading material allow students who are below, at, 
or above grade level to participate in the activities. Each story includes a Before I 
Read, While I Read, and After I Read activity. 96 pages. $18.99 Each
024-R217 1e á 3e année
024-R218 4e á 6e année

les autochtones du canada
Grâce aux 40 activités captivantes que contient ce 
cahier, vos élèves pourront non seulement apprendre 
à mieux connaitre les autochrones du Canada, mais 
aussi améliorer leurs compétences en recherche, en 
histoire et en géograhie. Les activités leur fourniront 
également l’occasion de démontrer leur esprit de 
créativité. 55 pages.
024-F204 $14.99
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Des science pour tous les jours
Provide students with meaningful activities to reinforce their understanding of 
important science concepts including life systems, structures and mechanisms, 
earth and space as well as matter and energy. Pages are ready-to-go and repro-
ducible and include reading projects, hands on learning, teacher tips and rubric. 
96 pages. $18.99 Each
370-9781771051651 Grade 1
370-9781771051699 Grade 2
370-9781771051729 Grade 3

370-9781771051750 Grade 4
370-9781771051781 Grade 5
370-9781771051811 Grade 6

Développement du caractère 
Incorporate character education into your class-
room with these must-have ready to go reproduc-
ible activities! Students will gain experience in 
conflict resolution skills, and learn about the impor-
tance of character traits such as honesty, respect, 
inclusiveness, responsibility in their everyday life. 
Teacher tips, and checklists included. 80 pages. 
$15.99 Each
370-9781897514344 Grades K–1
370-9781897514191 Grades 2–3
370-9781897514351 Grades 4–6

Exercices d’écriture script  
pour tous les jours 
Motivate students with these fun printing or cursive 
practice sheets. These ready-to-use worksheets will 
provide focused practice. 80 pages. $15.99 Each
370-9781897514429 Cursive, Grades 2–4 
370-9781897514436 Script, Grades 2–4

Géographie et  
cartographie
Introduce students to Canada’s Geography, Physical 
Regions, Provinces and Teritories. Mapping skills 
practice is also provided. These reproducible geog-
raphy pages are based on the Canadian curriculum! 
Rubric, graphic organizers and teacher tips included. 
80 pages. Grades 3–5
370-9781771050784 $16.99

Provinces et territoires  
du Canada
Découvrez ce beau pays qui est le nôtre 
en étudiant les provinces et territoires 
du Canada. Cette unité, divisée par prov-
ince ou territoire, contient 48 activités 
de recherche, d’art, de géographie et 
d’histoire. 101 pages.  
024-J205 Provinces et territoires  

du Canada $18.99
024-PC15 Cartes géographiques et  

symboles du Canada  
29 images $9.99

Les cartes geographiques
Ces livres ont pour objectif d’approfondir les connais-
sances des élèves pour la lecture de cartes: les points 
cardinaux, les symboles, les légendes, l’échelle, la 
longitude et la latitude. Les élèves dessineront des 
cartes de leur salle de classe, de leur école et de leur 
quartier. Ils apprendront à repérer des lieux, à touver 
des pays à l’aide de coordonnées et à se situer eux-
mêmes sur une carte. Procurez à vos élèves un vaste 
éventail de connaissances et de défis! 64 pages.    
$16.99 Each
024-A203 1re à 3e année  
024-A204 4e à 6e année

Activités passe-temps
Fun and educational activity books featuring drawing, colouring, reading, 
writing, counting and number skills in a fun way. French. 80 pages.
$15.99 Each
370-9781897514375 Grades K–1
370-9781897514382 Grades 2–3
370-9781897514368 Grades 4–6

Vivre en santé
Engage students with these must-have reproduc-
ible activities! Each book focuses on important 
health topics based on the Canadian Curriculum, 
such as nutrition, personal safety, physical activ-
ity, and more! Rubrics and assessments included.

$18.99 Each
370-9781771051958 Grades 1–3
370-9781771051965 Grades 4–6

L’art a portee de la main 
These workbooks teach children important, easy-to-
follow art concepts like the elements of design straight 
from the Canadian curriculum. Compelling activities 
based on seasonal ideas and Canadian artists help to 
engage kids in a creative way that makes learning in 
French fun.  $18.99 Each
370-9781771052597 1re
370-9781771052603 2–3
370-9781771052610 4–6

Notre patrimoine mondial
Le Canada est un pays multiculturel. Explorez les tradi-
tions, les costumes, la langue, la religion et les mets 
des diverses cultures qui y vivent. 83 pages.
024-F203 $17.99
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Des mathématiques pour tous les jours
These daily math activities will help reinforce essential math skills with consistent 
daily practice. Each day of the week focuses on a specific math strand featuring 
number sense, patterning with algebra, measurement, data management or 
geometry. Use these activities with a whole group, small group or when working 
individually with students. French. 96 pages. $15.99 Each
370-9781897514283 Grade 1
370-9781897514290 Grade 2
370-9781897514306 Grade 3
370-9781897514313 Grade 4
370-9781897514320 Grade 5
370-9781897514337 Grade 6

Billets et pièces de monnaie
Helps students master money concepts! Student 
practice pages will develop key skills such as recog-
nizing Canadian coins and bills, making change, and 
learning money equivalences. Assessment strategies, 
quizzes and teacher tips are included. French.  
80 pages. Grades 1–4
370-9781897514405 $15.99

Le 100e jour d’école Célébrons - le 
de 100 façons!
Celebrate the first 100 days of the school year! This 
must have resource celebrates this milestone with 
fun math and literacy activities. Ideal for children in 
grades K–3! 80 pages.
370-9781897514160 $14.99

La mesure du temps
Ce cahier propose plus de 50 activités amusantes qui 
aideront vos éléves á comprendre la notion du temps. 
Servez-vous de cette ressource pour enseigner les 
diverses façons de mesurer le temps. Le cahier vise 
aussi l’apprentissage du français, avec des activités de 
création littéraire, d’étude des mots et de grammaire. 
Vous y touverez également des suggestions pour 
l’enseignement de la notion du temps, des rubriques 
d’évaluation pour vos élèves et pour vous-même, ainsi 
qu’une liste des compétences visées qui vous aidera 
dans votre planification. 96 pages.
024-K208 $18.99

Questiomaine Combo
6 themes, 120 questions each · teaching instructions · storage box An engaging 
trivia game with curriculum- based questions to help teach and reinforce French 
language skills. Themes include “Premier pas,” “La vie de tous les jours,” “Le fran-
çais,” “Moi,” “Verbes au présent pour les débutants,” and more.
254-QSET $39.99

Les mesures
Vos élèves voundront mesurer tout ce qui’ils voient, 
une fois qu’ils sauront comments s’u prendre! les 
activités proposées dans ce cahier utilisent des objets 
courants pour inculquer aux élèves les notions de 
base qui leur permettront de mesurer la longueur, 
la surface, le volume et la masse. Le cahier contient 
également des suggestions pour la planification du 
travail et la mise en application des notions, ainsi 
qu’un corrigé. 96 pages.
024-K209 $18.99

Les mathématiques  
enseignées avec du matériel de 
manipulation
les notions enseignées dans ce cahier répondent aux 
attentes du programme d’études et elles sont présen-
tées ici d’une maniére qui saura captiver l’intérêt de 
vos élèves. En effet, toutes les activités proposées font 
usage d’objets courants, ce qui incitera les élèves à 
jouer un rôle actif dans leur apprentissage, 80 pages.
024-K207 $17.99

Quelle heure est-il?
Vous ne perdrez certainement pas votre temps avec 
cette unite conçues pour approfondir la notion de 
temps et aider les enfants à lire et dire l’heure et la 
date. Vous trouverez cinquante-quatre activités joli-
ment illustrées de phonétique, d’étude de mots, de 
recherché, de composition, d’écriture, d’arts plas-
tiques, de lecture et de mathématiques. 82 pages.
024-K202 $17.99

Match Me® Cards 
Grab these favorites for learning fun on the go, at home or in the classroom. 
Award-winning Match Me® Cards boost matching, memory, and vocabulary word/
picture recognition skills. Ages 6+ $8.99 Each
156-58006 Telling Time/Lire l’heure
156-58005 Money/Argent
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Scholastic is one of the leading publishers and distributors of children’s books in Canada. Its mission is to initiate kids to the joy of reading, to encourage 
them to be curious, and participate in the world that surrounds them. These books for beginner readers have superb illustrations and a few sentences 

per page. They are perfect for children who are learning to read independently and will help them develop their reading skills in no time!

Nat Geo
$24.99 Each
087-9781443152662  La boite a lecture
087-9781443153898  La boite a lecture 2
087-9781443154499  La boite a lecture 3

Je Peux Lire 
$7.99 Each
087-9780439947879  Je n'aime pas les brutes!
087-9781443101905  Une journée avec les lapins
087-9781443109017  J'aime paques!
087-9781443109024  J'aime la Saint-Valentin!
087-9781443109710  L'autobus magique prend le mors aux dents
087-9781443109925  J'aime la pluie!
087-9781443111409  Je me suis perdu!
087-9781443111492  Bestioles  Histoire et bricolages
087-9781443111515  Valentines Histoire et bricolages
087-9781443114431  Droles de dindes?
087-9781443120166  lire L'autob magique au secours de l'os casse
087-9781443120227  La dent precieuse
087-9781443125567  Que le spectacle continue!
087-9781443134200  La sortie scolarie
087-9781443136204  Cliff Olympiades
087-9781443138512 Je nai pas peur
087-9781443153621  Soiree pyjama
087-9781443160490  joue au Baseball

Lego 
087-9781443154918 City Chase Mccain Au voleur! $7.99
087-9781443154925 City Attention Explosion! $7.99
087-9781443159128 La boite a lecture $24.99
087-9781443160636 DC Super La boite a lecture 1 $24.99

Je Lis Avec 
$7.99 Each 
087-9781443143240  Le trefle a quaatre feuilles
087-9781443145343  Pat se fait beau por l'ecole
087-9781443147958  La banane pourrie
087-9781443153539  Pat sous la mer
087-9781443155038  Pat prend le train
087-9781443159265  Pat contre le dragon
087-9781443147712  Une visite a l'aquarium
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How To Adapt Lessons For Visual Learners

1. Let visual learners illustrate what they are learning.
2. Give students a picture or body action as well as 

verbal direction.
3. Show students the whole idea, rather than introducing 

pieces one at a time.
4. Give students opportunities to use their hands and 

bodies to explore ideas. Hands-on is key.
5. Use a class set of white-boards to teach new concepts
6. Encourage visual learners to take notes with different 

coloured pens or markers. ive each colour a specific role.
7. se colour in your own handouts or notes to differentiate 

between concepts or ideas.
8. Always provide written instructions.
9. Use games in the classroom that reinforce 

learning outcomes.

Read more on our Blog: www.tpop.ca

Advice - Inspiration - Expertise - Follow us!

SnapWords Complete 
Classroom Kit
133-HBSW001 $699.99

Contains everything you might need to not 

only teach sight word recognition, but you will 

have the tools you need to teach spelling and 

sound spelling concepts in a way that children 

will remember.

NEW

Blends Dominoes
157-JL494  $16.99

28 piece set on thick plastic dominoes. 

Dominoes come in a collectors tin for storage. 

Children will love the feel of real dominoes as 

they complete the blend matching game. Ages 

4+. Warning: chocking hazard - small parts. 

Not for children under 3 yrs.

NEW

scholarschoice.ca • 1-800-265-1095

Ship To The Store For FREE!

1. Place your order online.
2. Select shipping option at checkout.
3. Pick your order up in-store!

www.scholarschoice.ca/sc_ship_to_store
19 locations across Canada. Check back cover for details.
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ESL Teaching Ideas
Visual Aids, Puzzles, & GamesFor Hands-on Learning!
The students will be immersed in English through a range of experiences which 
include oral games, illustration, writing and exploration of his/her environ-
ment. The students will acquire basic vocabulary with respect to themselves, 
body parts, school, colors, shapes, clothing, weather and seasons. 80 pages.         
$16.99 Each
024-OTM1812 ESL Teaching Ideas. Grades K–8
024-OTM1890 More ESL Teaching Ideas. Grades 1–8

Merriam Webster’s Dictionary for Children
An all-new edition of the essential dictionary for children grades 3-5, ages 
8-11. Includes more than 36,000 entries with expanded usage sentences and 
phrases. Special sections include geographical terms, signs and symbols, 
and a Guide for Writers. 647 pages.
042-9780877797302 $17.50

Webster’s Pocket Thesaurus
100,000 synonyms and antonyms, alphabetical listing. Includes illustrations 
for further clarification. 672 pages.
042-0877798508 $7.50

Webster’s French/English Dictionary
Includes extensive coverage of Canadian French (over 500 terms and expres-
sions), over 80,000 words and phrases, a comprehensive grammar section, 
abundant examples of language usage, verb tables and conjugations.  
864 pages.
042-9780877799177 $8.99

Larousse Pocket French/English Dictionary
With 55,000 references and 80,000 translations, this easy to use dictionary 
enables students and travellers to understand a wide range of conversation-
al French and allows them to express themselves clearly and accurately.
612-9782035700032 $9.95

Barron’s French & English  
Pocket Dictionary
This bilingual dictionary is a pocket-size edition—just the 
right size to fit in a carry-on flight bag for international 
travel. Abridged from Barron’s comprehensive, full-size 
“French-English Dictionary,” this title contains approxi-
mately 70,000 words presented in two separate sections: 
American-style English to French and French to English. 
Each headword is listed with its translation, part of 
speech, and pronunciation.
519-9781438006079 $11.99

Photographic Learning Cards Boxed Sets
Themed sets of Photographic Learning Cards in one convenient box are a 
great classroom value!

Nouns, Verbs and 
Adjectives
Includes Nouns: Everyday Objects; 
Nouns: Food; Nouns: Things at 
School; Verbs: Actions; Adjectives: 
Opposities; and Talk About a Child’s 
Day. Cards measure 41⁄4" x 51⁄2". 275 
photo cards plus 13 resource guides.
015-D44045 $79.99

Early Learning Skills
Includes Rhyming Pairs, Things That 
Go Together, Sorting and Classifying, 
Transportation, and Favorite Animals. 
Cards measure 41⁄4" x 51⁄2". 227 photo 
cards plus 18 resource guides. 
015-D44046 $74.99

Early Learning  
Language Library
Designed for building vocabulary, plus 
expressive and receptive language 
skills in all young children. On the 
back of each full-color photo card 
is a wide range of guided questions. 
Together, the photo and the ques-
tions can be used as a springboard 
for stimulating conversations and 
prompting discussions. Also included is 
a resource guide with word lists and activity ideas in English and Spanish. 160 
cards. Grades PreK–K
015-845036 $36.99

Photographic  
Matching Cards
A great classroom value for special  
education, ESL and ELL programs, Title 
I and Head Start programs. Also a per-
fect resource for resource rooms, early  
childhood, and elementary classrooms.  
Ideal for building expressive and recep-
tive language skills and effective for 
teaching basic skills. Each of 130 cards 
has a match, for a total of 260 cards 
(51⁄2" x 41⁄4" each). The cards portray 
children in a variety of settings, full of real-life and childhood enchantment. 272 
pieces. Grades PreK–K
015-845048 $59.99
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CenterSOLUTIONS®  
Mini File Folder Games
Focus on essential developmental tasks 
of young children or those with special 
needs with these fun, colorful sets of mini 
file folder games. Customizable activi-
ties allow teachers to target remediation 
and other individual needs. Each sturdy 
box includes 15 mini file folder games or 
activities. Grades PreK–2   
$36.99 Each
015-840026   Language Skills
015-840027   Social Skills

Survival Signs and Symbols 
Learning Cards
These cards feature essential indoor and 
outdoor signs and symbols seen at home, 
in schools, and in the community. The 
cards include both the name and the 
symbol and can be used by readers and 
nonreaders. 48 cards. Grades PreK–2.
015-845047 $19.99

Magnutto™ Make a Mood   
Educational Magnetic Activity
Magnutto™ Make a Mood is designed to help 
children identify, express, understand and 
respond to feeling and emotions. Every feeling 
has a face™.  Includes 100+ magnets, two activ-
ity cards, and easel box. Ages 5+
278-NTOA2216XX $24.99

Emotion-oes
A new twist on a long beloved game of dominoes! Instead of matching numbers, 
players will match emotion icons with same or matching name pieces. The pieces 
are larger than the standard domino to make them easier to grasp by young 
children or those with disabilities. This fun game with kid-friendly and colorful art 
will help children recognize and identify emotions. Includes 56 domino cards. 2-6 
players. Ages 4-8
015-840022 $18.99

Explore Emotions Photo Cards
24 images printed on durable cardstock encourage students to connect with their  
emotions. Foster empathy by asking students to describe the feelings pictured on 
each card. Use the cards as story starter prompts! Works well as a supplement to 
our Exploring Emotions Super Doll. Includes 24 cards 81⁄2" x 91⁄4" and a guide.  
Ages 3+
138-49592 $19.99

ConversaCards
ConversaCards are communication skills 
teaching tools for therapists, teachers 
and parents. These card sets help teach 
and improve Listening, Conversation, 
and Social skills. Use these bright, easy-
to-handle- photographic cards to teach 
storytelling, making inferences, and 
sequencing events. Cards measure 51⁄4" x 
31⁄4"; each set includes 52 photographic 
cards and 2 therapist/teacher resource 
cards. Ages 3–7.            $11.99 Each
015-KE845040   What Comes Next?
015-KE845041   What Do You Do with It?
015-KE845043   What Do You Need?
015-KE845044   What Happened Next?

People and Emotions 
Photographic Learning Cards
Includes 90 Emotions, Families, Children 
Learning Together and People In My 
Neighbourhood cards. Resource guide 
cards in English, Spanish and French are 
filled with additional teaching suggestions, 
activity ideas and word lists. Cards measure 
14cm x 21.5cm (51⁄2" x 81⁄2"). Grades PreK–3
015-D44044 $59.99

More Emotions
Photographic Learning Cards
Provides 22 photographic cards that represent 
a wide range of emotions. Use these cards as 
discussion starters. The following guided 
questions will  help children increase their 
expressive language skills; recognize feelings in 
others; verbally describe how they are feeling 
and enhance their ability to demonstrate 
empathy. Grades PreK–3
015-KE845031  $19.99

Children with Challenges 
Photographic Learning Cards
An effective tool for developing expressive and 
receptive language skills, building literacy skills, 
increasing vocabulary, sorting and classifying, as well 
as displays and bulletin boards. A great resource for 
early childhood, English Language Learners (ELL) and 
students with special needs. Grades K–1 
015-KE845033         $19.99

Faces and Feelings Listening Lotto
Explore the look and tone of emotions as kids match narrative 
statements to photographs of kids’ faces showing different expressions. 
To play, students listen to the CD and place tokens on the images on 
their game cards that match what they hear. Includes 12 (51⁄2" x 81⁄2") 
game cards with 8 photos per card; 120 game tokens, an audio CD and 
directions in English. Supports NCTE and NAEYC standards. Ages 4+
015-KE846032   $26.99
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It’s easy, it’s enjoyable and it really works.

The Skills

2
Learning

letter  
formation
Many letters end with a 

joining tail for easier 

transfer to joined-up 
(cursive) writing.

1
Learning the letter 

sounds
Children are taught the 42 main letter sounds 

(not just the alphabet). Later they learn the alter-
native spellings of some sounds. For example, 

the ai sound can be ay (as in hay).

4
Identifying 
the sounds  

in words
Listening for the  
sounds  in words  
gives children the  

best start for writing.

Jolly Phonics Starter Kit Extended
In Print Letters
Designed specifically for classroom teachers who are teaching children phonics 
in their first year of school. Complete kit includes The Phonics Handbook, Jolly 
Phonics DVD, Wall Frieze, Letter Sound Strips, Finger Phonics Big Books 1-7,  
Jolly Phonics Word Book, Jolly Phonics Cards, Alternative Spelling and Alphabet  
Posters, Tricky Word Wall Flowers, Jolly Songs, Jolly Readers Levels 1 and 2 – 
Complete Set, and a bright carrying case for neat and easy storage. 
471-817  $699.99

Jolly Dictionary
Over 6,000 key words based on those found in 
Jolly Phonics, Jolly Grammar and the words 
typically used with this age group. The definitions 
come from a specially selected list of 2,000 
words which children will easily understand.
471-844140016 $24.99

Jolly Phonics Reading 
Assessment
Child-friendly assessment that teachers can use 
with their students in a one-to-one situation. A 
pack of carefully developed materials have been 
created to provide an easy and quick method of 
assessing children’s decoding and comprehension 
knowledge. Suitable for use with children aged 4–6 
years old, this can be used by individual teachers 
to assess the decoding and comprehension skills 
of each student.
471-85X $129.99

3
Blending

Children are taught how  
to blend the sounds 
together to read new 

words.

5
Tricky 
Words

These words have irregular  
spellings. Only  part of the 

word may be tricky, for 
instance the “ai” 

as in said.

The Phonics Handbook
A complete resource for teaching reading, writing 
and spelling with over 100 reproducible pages, it 
gives teachers everything needed to teach each of 
the five skills that children need to become profi-
cient readers and writers. 218 pages. Grades PreK–2
471-870946952 $69.99

Jolly Phonics Classroom Kit
In Print Letters
A comprehensive set of phonics classroom resources for teachers to use with their 
class. Provides extensive resources for learning the letter sounds, alternative spell-
ings and tricky words and includes decodable reading books. 
471-604  $1,399.99

Jolly Phonics Classroom Kit Plus
In Print Letters
A comprehensive set of phonics classroom resources and software for teach-
ers to use with their class. Provides extensive resources for teaching children to 
read and write, from learning the letter sounds to alternative spellings and tricky 
words. Includes decodable reading books, Interactive Whiteboard software and 
Games CD. 
471-914  $2,999.99

Interactive Whiteboard 
software and Games CD

Jolly Phonics Starter Kit Extended
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Jolly Phonics Games CD
Computer Software MAC/PC
Enter the interactive world of Inky Mouse and her friends 
as they practice all of the five skills in Jolly Phonics! With 20 
fun activities to explore, children can practice and review 
their phonics knowledge independently with minimum or 
no supervision from an adult. Choose print or precursive 
letter options during installation. Suitable for use on PC or 
Mac. Ages 3+
471-849 $99.99

Jolly Phonics DVD
The two hours of Jolly Phonics videos on DVD, teaching 
children the sounds of English and how to use them to 
read and write.
471-725 $69.99

Finger Phonics 
In Print Letters
Delightful children’s board 
books for the 42 principal 
sounds of English. Grooved 
letter shapes show children’s 
fingers the correct  forma-
tion for writing. There are 
actions for each sound and 
finger exercises at the end of 
each book to practice using 
the sounds. Set of 7 books. 
Grades PreK–2
471-527 $119.99

Finger Phonics Big Books
In Print Letters
7 books with the same number of pages and 
page design as the Finger Phonics books. The 
top of each page will also have the storyline 
for the letter sounds for the teacher. The ac-
tivity pages at the end of each Finger Phonics 
book is included. 16 pages. Grades PreK–2
471-44X $224.99

Jolly Phonic Workbooks
Designed for young children, working in class with mod-
est supervision. Clear and stimulating, the workbooks 
progress from simple letter recognition to blending, 
spelling and joined up writing. Complements The Pho-
nics Handbook. Pack of 10. Grades K–3 
471-502   Workbook Set. Includes one of each  
 workbook, 1 to 7. $39.99
471-055 Complete Workbook Set $34.99

Jolly Phonics for the Whiteboard
In Print Letters
Includes two CDs with software for a full year’s 
program to enable Jolly Phonics to be taught thor-
oughly on an interactive whiteboard. Site license.
471-9781844140879 $999.99

Jolly Phonics Class Set 
30 each pupil book and the teachers guide
Contains 30 copies of the Student Book 1, 2 & 3, plus 1 FREE Teachers’s Book in a 
single box. This set enables teachers to have enough copies to give to each child 
in their class.
471-87X $699.99

Jolly Phonics 
Activity Books 
In Print Letters
The complete set of 7 
fun-filled activity books for 
children, each covering one 
group of letter sounds. Jolly 
Phonics teaches children 
to read and write using 
synthetic phonics in a fun 
and engaging way. 
471-760 $79.99

Jolly Songs
This book is designed mainly for home use, with a 
song for each of the 42 letter sounds of Jolly 
Phonics. The CD will also have recordings of all 
the 42 letter sounds.
471-792 $32.99

Jolly Phonics 
Jingles Big Book
In Print Letters
An enjoyable and 
interactive way to 
reinforce the letter sounds. 
Each letter sound has 
a Jingle to sing and an 
action. Fully illustrated 
and includes a CD. 40 
pages. Grades PreK–2
471-063   $79.99
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Jolly Phonics  
Alternative  
Spelling and  
Alphabet Poster  
In Print Letters
Shows the alternative spellings  
of the vowel sounds and 
alphabet. Two posters, each 
84cmH x 59cmW (33" x 231⁄2").
471-296 $24.99

Jolly Phonics Picture Flashcards
A box of 60 cards. Includes 17 alternative letter sound 
spellings. Helps children to learn the letters sounds, sound 
out the words and blend the sounds to read the word. 
Guidance and tips in Instruction leaflet. Pronunciation 
guide.
471-399 $22.99

Phonic Wall Frieze
Now the 42 principal sounds can be shown on the 
classroom wall in 7 sections. Compliments The Phonics 
Handbook. Grades PreK–2  $19.99 Each
471-458   In Print Letters 
471-768   La Frise Phonique In French 

Jolly Phonics Readers Level 1
The first level of a series of controlled vocabulary readers for students in their 
first school year. Designed to be used after the first 42 letter sounds and first 
0 tricky words have been taught. Each set contains 6 readers and each reader 
has 8 pages. Grades K–1 
471-392  $59.99

Jolly Phonics Readers Level 2
The second level of a series of controlled vocabulary readers. Each 
set contains 6 readers and each reader has 12 pages. Grades 1–2 
471-406   $69.99

Jolly Phonics Readers Level 3
The third level of a series of controlled vocabulary readers. Each set contains  
6 readers and each reader has 16 pages. Grades 1–2
471-872   $74.99

Jolly Phonics Readers Level 4
The fourth level of a series of controlled vocabulary readers. Each set 
contains 6 readers and each reader has 16 pages. Grades 1–2
471-880   $74.99

Grammar 
Student and 
Teacher’s Books
Provides structured weekly 
lessons plus activities in 
spelling and grammar, to 
enable children to develop 
key comprehension and 
writing skills. 

Grammar Teacher’s Books
• Provides detailed lesson plans for each corresponding page in Grammar   

Student Books 
• Includes tips and ideas for teaching spelling and grammar 
• 81⁄2" x 11" book with 104 pages 
471-JL957 Grammar 1 Teacher’s Book $16.99
471-JL003 Grammar 2 Teacher’s Book $16.99
471-JL550 Grammar 3 Teacher’s Book $16.99
Grammar Student Books
• Follows on from Jolly Phonics Student Books 1, 2 & 3 
• Structured lessons and activities for one year 
• Handwriting practice 
• Progression from the 5 key skills to alternative spellings, sentence structure   

independent writing, spelling & comprehension 
• 81⁄2" x 11" book with 80 pages
471-JL949 Grammar 1 Student Book $14.99
471-JL996 Grammar 2 Student Book $14.99
471-JL542 Grammar 3 Student Book $14.99

Jolly Grammar
Jolly Grammar is the next stage after Jolly Phonics. By 
teaching the key rules, it helps children express 
themselves better, bring variety to their writing and 
improve their spelling in a structured way. Jolly 
Grammar uses colours (the same used by Montessori 
Schools) to help children identify parts of speech in 
sentences, for example verbs are red and nouns are 
black.

The Grammar Handbooks
Are for the second and third year after a first year with Jolly Phonics. Each 
book introduces spelling and punctuation over a 36 week period. 218 pages.
$76.99 Each
471-705 Handbook 1 471-046 Handbook 4
471-084 Handbook 2 471-135 Handbook 5
471-906 Handbook 3

Jolly Grammar Big Books 1 and 2
Ideal accompaniments to The Grammar Handbooks, 
these 24-page big books are used to introduce 
rudiments of grammar to the whole class. They have 
a wipe-clean plastic sheet for the activities and 
handwriting practice. There are comprehensive 
introductions explaining how to use the big books 
and relating them to their respective handbooks. 
The following topics are covered:

Jolly Grammar Big Book 1
• the alphabet • proper nouns • common nouns • short vowel sounds • plurals  
• pronouns • verbs • adjectives • compound words • adverbs • speech marks 
• parsing 
471-979 $46.99
Jolly Grammar Big Book 2
• commas • exclamation marks • using a dictionary • regular/irregular past tense  
• conjugating verbs • conjunctions • plurals —ies/s • apostrophe ‘s’  
• prepositions • comparatives and superlatives • prefixes and suffixes • parsing
471-092 $46.99

Jolly Phonics Grammar Songs
Book and CD including full lyrics. 20 songs to teach 
grammar, spelling and punctuation. Fun lyrics set to 
upbeat, familiar tunes. Fun grammar inspired games 
and activities 
471-518 $26.99
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SnapWords® 
Teaching Cards
Our most popular product. 
SnapWords® are essential 
for teaching sight words 
to right-brained learners. 
The images embedded into 
each word ensure that chil-
dren gain a rich sight word 
vocabulary as easily as a 
camera snapping a picture 
and storing it in memory. The reverse of each card 
displays the plain word and describes a hand motion 
for the word. In addition, a sentence using the word 
that coordinates with the front visual focuses chil-
dren’s attentions to the meaning of the word. Words 
include Dolch, 300 Fry, and the Fountas & Pinnell 500 
most frequently recurring words. Includes book  
How to Teach SnapWords®. Cards are 51⁄2" wide and 
41⁄4" tall.  $35.99 Each
133-HBSWA1 List A,  Lay a Strong Foundation.  

59 High-Frequency Words 
133-HBSWB1 List B,  59 Kindergarten Sight Words
133-HBSWC1 List C,  59 1st Grade  

High-Frequency Words

SnapWords® 
Complete Classroom Kit
• 607 SnapWords® Teaching Cards-to teach sight 
words and their meanings • 607 SnapWords® Pocket 
Chart Cards – equip your independent reading  
centers • SnapWords® Days, Months, and Seasons • 
3-pack of The Complete Sight Words in Sentences 
– provide highly targeted language for children 
as they practice reading their sight words in real 
text • Sounds and Their Spelling Patterns for right-
brained phonics and spelling • SnapWords® Spelling 
Dictionary, 2nd Edition • SnapWords® Mini-Lessons 
with teaching instructions 
133-HBSW001 $699.99

607 
SnapWords®  
Teaching Cards Kit
This complete set contains 643 high-frequency sight 
words, including all 220 Dolch words, 500 Fountas 
& Pinnell most frequently recurring words, 300 Fry 
instant words and some extra high frequency words. 
Ability levels include Preschool through Third Grade 
and remedial. Includes: • Lists A-G • Numbers, Colors, 
Days, Months & Seasons Teaching Cards • Nouns List 
1 & 2 • Verbs
133-HBSW6071 $374.99

306 SnapWords®  
Teaching Cards Kit
The 306 Teaching Cards Kit is the heart of sight word 
kits, not only because of the words included, but 
because of the super effective multi-sensory learning 
tools utilized. This kit contains 332 high-frequency 
sight words, including all 220 Dolch words and other 
words taken from Fry Lists of Words. Ability levels 
include Preschool through Third Grade and reme-
dial. Includes: • Lists A-E • Numbers, Colors, Days, 
Months, & Seasons Teaching Cards  • SnapWords® 
Mini-Lessons • Sight Words in Sentences for practice 
in reading sight words in context 
133-HBSWAENC1 $209.99

Alphabet 
Classroom 
Display
Display these letters in 
alphabetical order so chil-
dren can see each letter in 
context. The cards come 
with Writing the Visual, Kinesthetic, and Auditory 
Alphabet, a book of mini-lessons that reinforce let-
ter shape and sound, demonstrate a hand-motion 
for each letter for kinesthetic learners, and end with 
follow-up activity to deepen learning. 
133-HBABCD $74.99

Alphamats
Provide a handy 
practice tool by giving 
students their own 
Alphamats to keep 
at their desks or ina  
writing folder. The 
front contains all the 
letters in the alpha-
betical order making 
it a handy reference 
for children just learn-
ing letters and sounds. The 
back shows upper and lowercase letters and pro-
vides lined spaces for the child to practice writing, 
Writing surface is dry-erase for re-use. 
133-HBABCM6 6 Pack $24.99
133-HBABCM24 24 Pack $24.99

Alphabet Tales
Stories and images are 
powerful tools for teaching 
children. Alphabet Tales is 
filled with colourful illustra-
tions, easy-to-understand 
language, and best of 
all... you get to meet the 
residents of Alphabet 
Wood and take part in their joyful adventures. From 
Abner Meets the Ants, to Zip and Zap Save the Day, 
each letter is represented by a loveable character. 
Learning is loads of fun with playmates who will 
teach your child all the letters and their correspond-
ing sounds. Perfect for family time, bedtime, or 
anytime reading! Our cards and book are excellent 
multi-sensory resources for beginners, as well as for 
quick remediation.
133-HBABCS $29.99

Sound Spelling 
Display Cards
Teach all the spellings of 
each sound at one time. 
Illustration and sentences 
are a reminder of all the 
ways to spell each sound 
taught in the book of 
sounds. Hand motions 
included for simple 
sounds. 35 cards. 
133-HBSSDC $74.99

Alphabet 
Teaching Cards
Front of cards contain 
alphabet images from 
Alphabet Tales. Mini-
lessons on the back of 
each card make it easy 
to present new letters 
and sounds, teach tips 
for letter formation, and 
much more. Cards are 
perfect for displaying in a 
pocket chart, put letters side-by-side to form words 
for sounding out. 51⁄2" x 41⁄4". 
133-HBABCT $29.99

The Illustrated 
Book of Sounds  
& Their Spelling 
Patterns
Learn to recall/spell 
sounds that are the build-
ing blocks of all words. 
Replaces ineffective 
memorization of words, 
phonics rules or decoding, 
with right-brain-friendly 
patterns and visuals. Students are engage in listen-
ing to sounds, finding patterns, and learning through 
cartoons and story bytes. Grades 1+ 
133-HBSTSP $44.99

301 SnapWords®  
Teaching Cards Kit
These SnapWords® kits are conveniently bundled for 
those who have already purchased 306 SnapWords® 
kit. Once you have added the 301 SnapWords® 
Teaching Cards (Lists F, G, N1, N2, V) to your learning 
tool kit for teaching sight words, you will have a total 
of 643 sight words pictures, taken from three of the 
most popular list necessary high frequency words. 
220 Dolch words, 300 Fry, and 500 Fountas & Pinnell, 
plus additional words requested by customers!
133-HBSW3011 $179.99
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Smart Snacks® ABC Lacing Sweets™
These 26 colorful beads feature uppercase on one side, lowercase on the other. 
The 2 laces can be used to string together letter sequences or form words, rein-
forcing hand-eye coordination. Includes storage jar with snap-on lid and scoop. 
Beads measure 13⁄4" diameter. Set of 31. Ages 2+
219-7204 $29.99

Ready2Learn™
Lacing Letters
Lacing Letters support visual 
discrimination, visual
closure, concentration letter 
recognition, sorting and eye 
hand coordination. Vowels 
are colour-coded in yellow. 
Includes 26 plastic letters 
and 8 laces. Ages 3+
900-6904 Uppercase  

$24.99
900-6905 Lowercase  

$24.99
900-6903 Combo Set  

$46.99

Roylco® Letter Beads
These chunky, bright beads are perfect for little hands to manipulate and sort. 
Large holes make stringing easy! Works with both string and wire. Uppercase 
beads are 7⁄8" tall; Lowercase beads are 5⁄8" tall. 288 pieces. $21.99 Each
138-2184 Uppercase
138-2186 Lowercase

Alphabet Stamps
Stamp letters, words, and sentences, with these high-quality rubber stamps! Each 
set comes in a durable, clear plastic storage case. Includes punctuation marks. 
Letters measure 5⁄8"H. Ages 3+ $19.99 Each
073-1471 Lowercase 
073-1470 Uppercase

Alphabet Giant Stampers
Ideal for use with our paint or ink pads, each foam stamp is 3" in diameter and 
mounted on a clear see-through top for easy, exact placement. Stamps also have 
a directional arrow for perfect alignment. Set of 28. Ages 3+
900-6711 Uppercase $59.99
900-6712 Lowercase $59.99
900-6713 Upper and Lowercase. Set of 56. $109.99

Wooden Matching Pairs–Alphabet
Set of 52 wooden discs decorated with letters of the 
alphabet. 26 uppercase letters, 26 lowercase letters. 
Blank on one side. Flip over the discs and find the 
matching pairs. Complete with a canvas drawstring-

bag for easy storage. Discs measure 5cm in 
diameter. Made from beech wood. A great 

multi environment resource, place in the 
sand tray for phonic recognition, ideal 

for reading and writing upper and lower-
case letters.

285-FF2999 $48.99

Wooden Matching Pairs–Alphabet
Set of 52 wooden discs decorated with letters of the 
alphabet. 26 uppercase letters, 26 lowercase letters. 
Blank on one side. Flip over the discs and find the 
matching pairs. Complete with a canvas drawstring-

bag for easy storage. Discs measure 5cm in 
diameter. Made from beech wood. A great 

multi environment resource, place in the 
sand tray for phonic recognition, ideal 

for reading and writing upper and lower
case letters.

A-Z Puzzles
With the letters’ unique textures–bumpy on one side and smooth on the other–
kids learn to correctly distinguish between b and d to follow a in the puzzle 
frame. A picture pattern helps kids match letters. Ages 3+ $14.99 Each 
502-LR2305   Capitals, 111⁄2" square
502-LR2306   Lowercase, 81⁄2" x 11"

Letter Blocks
Children will love learning their letters and 
making simple words with this set. The blocks 
feature flat fronts and open backs, perfect 
for use as letter molds. Comes with 2 sets of 
vowels (red), extra consonants for word build-
ing, and a storage bag. Blocks measure  2"L x 
2"H. Ages 2+ 
219-7718 $29.99
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Alphabet Bean Bags
Kids will love tossing around their ABCs, learn-
ing letters, and building words with these 
lightweight, bean bags. Each of the 26 kid-size 
bean bags is made of soft, cuddly felt. Bean 
bags are embroidered with uppercase let-
ters on one side and lowercase on the 
other. Letters are colour-coded, 
consonants in blue and vowels 
in bright red. Comes in 
a convenient draw-
string storage bag. 
Ages 3+
073-3045     $44.99

Pop for Letters™ Game
Reach into this fun box to practice alpha-
bet recognition and beginning letter 
sounds! Includes 100 die-cut popcorn 
cards—uppercase and lowercase letters 
plus the POP card, which forces players  
to put all of their popcorn back into the 
carton. Box measures 3"L x 3"W x 61⁄4"H. 
2-4 players. Ages 4+
219-8431 $14.99

Excellerations® Alphabet 
City Sorting Center
B is for Barbershop, D is for Diner! 
Students build their own unique Main 
Street as they organize the 26 alpha-
betically-themed buildings. Identify 
and sort 156 uppercase, lowercase and 
picture word piece into the rooftop slots. Self-checking picture/word index on 
back of each durable, laminated card stock building. Thick, die-cut chipboard 
sorting pieces have words on back. Fully assembled. Buildings are 43⁄8"H. 182 
pieces. Grades PreK–K
285-ABCCITY $64.99

Alphabet Marks the Spot™
A high-energy introduction to letters, sounds, alphabetical order and word
building. Includes 41⁄2' square vinyl alphabet mat, 5 inflatable illustrated cubes 
and game markers. 1 or more players. Ages 4+
219-0394          $54.99

Alphabet Island
It’s an island adventure! 
Players race to match 
upper-and lowercase 
letters, collecting them in 
their sand pail. Watch out 
for the hungry shark or 
you’ll lose a letter. Grab 
the most letters, and win! 
Grades PreK+
219-5022 $29.99

Sequence® Letters™
Sequence Fun From A to Z!
Players sound out the letter on their cards, match it to the beginning sound of 
a picture on the gameboard, then place a chip there. Each card features a let-
ter of the alphabet in upper and lower case. Coloured squares on the cards and 
gameboard help with faster recognition. When you have 5 of your chips in a row, 
you’ve got a SEQUENCE! 2-4 players. Ages 4–7
384-8011 $24.99

Features 8
Different Games!



Large Wooden Writing Boards
A beautiful natural resource that is  
ideal for writing and mark making activities. We 
have increased the size from our usual 
boards so that you can have even 
more writing opportunities. Made 
from Alder wood with a bark edge 
they really are an appealing 
resource that lend themselves 
to indoor and outdoor adven-
tures. Use with waterbased 
pen markers, so the boards 
can be wiped clean easily with a 
damp cloth. Ages 3+ 
057-EY06692  $89.99
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GoWrite!® Learning 
Boards Classpack
Double-sided dry erase Learning 
Boards are manuscript ruled on 

one side and blank on the other. 
Perfect for practicing hand-

writing or spelling, playing 
games or other classroom 

activities. Erases cleanly.  
11" x 81⁄4". Pack of 30.
012-LB8512 $46.99

Lap Boards
Durable 9" x 12" lap boards can be 
used with all dry erase markers.
365-35100  1-Sided, Plain  $3.99
365-35115  1-Sided, Lined  $4.50
365-35120  2-Sided, Plain/Lined  

$6.99

365-35115

365-35100

Single Sided Dry-Erase 
Framed Board Set
Includes 19cm x 26cm (71⁄2" x 101⁄4") board 
with SAFE-T™ Marker and eraser. Comes in  
5 colours: red, blue, green, purple or black.
219-4304 $7.99

Multi-Sensory
Handwriting Tablet
This unique paper helps teach handwriting 
through two senses – sight and touch. The 
raised blue headlines and red baselines help 
students stay within the guidelines. Features 
a 5⁄8" ruling, 5⁄16" dotted midline and 5⁄16" skip 
space. Conforms to both D’Nealian™ and 
Zaner-Bloser™ handwriting styles. 101⁄2" x 8". 
40 sheets. Grades K–1
012-2470 $8.99
012-2472 $9.99

Raised Headlines
& Baselines!

Smart Start™ Handwriting Series
Simply “start at the sky and pull down to the ground” to form letters correctly! Bold 
graphics and color-coded lines allow children to quickly understand the concept of 
lines and spaces. High quality paper allows children to erase easily. Available in loose 
sheet packs or as 48-page Journals and Story Books.

Writing Paper Story Paper
100 Sheets

$13.99
100 Sheets

$13.99
360 Sheets

$29.99

Original
Grades K–1 154-76501 — —
Grades 1–2 154-76531 154-76541 154-76543

Superhero
NEW!

Grades K–1 154-77052 154-77269 —
Grades 1–2 154-77072 154-77270   —

Grades K–1
Writing Paper Grades 1–2

Writing Paper
Grades 1–2

Story Paper

Original 

Grades K–1
Writing Paper

Grades 1–2
Writing Paper

Grades K–1
Story Paper

Grades 1–2
Story Paper

Superhero 

Grades K–1
Story Paper

365-35036  1-Sided, Plain  $49.99
365-35025  1-Sided, Lined  $54.99
365-35030  2-Sided, Plain/Lined $79.99

Jumbo Classroom Pack new!
Super-value 90-piece set includes 30 single-sided plain lapboards, 30 dry-erase 
markers, and 30 student erasers.
365-35090   $84.99

Lap Board 
Classroom Packs
Durable 9" x 12" lap boards 
can be used with all dry erase 
markers. Class Packs include 12 
lap boards; 12 black, bullet-tip, 
dry-erase markers; and 12 2" 
multi-purpose erasers.
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Resource books also available as an ebook at scholarschoice.ca

Handwriting Books
These handwriting books provide the practice chil-
dren need to form letters and words–whether it is in 
manuscript or beginning cursive. Includes practice 
pages for all 26 letters, upper- and lowercase review, 
number words, a lined practice page, and a reference 
chart. 32 pages.  
015-104582 Beginning Traditional Manuscript 

$11.99
015-104583 Beginning Traditional Cursive $11.99

9781624424427 Beginning Traditional Manuscript ebook $9.79
9781624424434 Beginning Traditional Cursive ebook $9.79
9781604185546 Comprehensive Handwriting Practice ebook $23.79

Daily Handwriting Practice
Based on the premise that frequent, focused practice leads to mastery and reten-
tion. Students practice 36-week progressive program. 112 pages. $29.99 Each
105-790  Traditional Manuscript              105-791  Traditional Cursive

Practice Makes Perfect
Both teachers and parents appreciate how effectively 
this series helps students master skills in reading, 
mathematics, penmanship, writing, and grammar. 
Each book provides activities that are great for 
independent work in class, homework assignments, 
or extra practice to get ahead.
$9.99 Each
154-3331   Cursive Writing 
154-3330   Traditional Printing

Spectrum Cursive Handwriting
Practice handwriting with Manuscript Handwriting 
and Cursive Handwriting from Spectrum®. These es-
sential workbooks provide students in kindergarten 
to grade 5 with the handwriting practice for today’s 
busy classroom.               $12.99 Each
015-704692   Spectrum Cursive Handwriting 
015-704691   Spectrum Manuscript Handwriting
9781483818788 Spectrum Cursive Handwriting ebook $8.39
9781483818771 Spectrum Manuscript Handwriting ebook $8.39

Traditional Handwriting Books
Includes reproducible practice pages, one for each 
letter of the alphabet, plus a blank lined practice 
page, handy reference chart, and illustrations for 
every letter. 32 pages. $11.99 Each
015-0877   Beginning Manuscript
015-0886   Beginning Cursive
015-0888   Cursive Practice

Pre-Handwriting Practice
Over 100 half-page lessons include tactile, 
auditory, and visual activities to reinforce 
directionality and pencil control. 64 pages. 
Grades PreK–1
015-KE804008 $19.99
9781602688704  ebook $16.79

Pre-Printing Fun
Teach the nine basic strokes needed for
printing all upper- and lowercase letters
with these fun, reproducible activities.
64 pages. Grades PreK–1
015-KE804060 $19.99
9781602688803  ebook $16.79

Let’s Learn to Print:  
Traditional Manuscript
Present handwriting in a developmental 
sequence. 64 pages. Grades PreK-2 
015-KE804006 $19.99
9781602688681  ebook $16.79

The “First” Learning
to Print Book
A great follow-up to the Pre-Handwriting books, 
and made to precede Let’s Learn to Print, 
this resource will benefit special learners and 
children who are learning to print. 160 pages. 
Grades PreK–1
015-KE804092 $29.99
9781602689411  ebook $26.59

Cursive Writing for  
Right- and Left-Handed Kids             
An Effective Developmental Approach  
for All Children
This fabulous book includes lessons for teaching 
the correct handwriting style to both right- and left-
handed students! Left-handed children will learn how 
to maintain good posture, align their paper, properly 
grasp a pencil, write at a natural slant, and position 
their arm, wrist, and hand correctly. Includes effective 
teaching tips and techniques, activities, and sugges-
tions. 176 pages.  Ages 8+                  
015-KE804073 $29.99
9781602689091  Ebook $27.99

Daily Handwriting Practice
Motivate students with fun printing or
cursive practice sheets. These ready-to-use 
worksheets provide daily focused practice. 
80 pages.   $9.99 Each
370-9781771053426   Daily Printing  
 Practice. Grades K–2
370-9781771053419 Daily Cursive Writing  
 Practice. Grades 2–4
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Little Red Tool Box Literacy Manipulatives
The Little Red Tool Box is a powerful literacy manipulative program based on 
research about how children learn to read. The quiet, easy-grip magnetic foam 
manipulatives are chunky-sized for young learners and create less noise. Each set 
comes with an assortment of letter or word tiles that target a specific skill, as well 
as a teaching guide filled with how-tos and instant activities.

Alphabet Letters & Pictures Super Set
228 letters, 52 pictures, 32-page guide. Grades PreK–1
087-9780439538641 $72.99

Word-Building Tiles
168 consonant tiles, 60 vowel tiles, punctuation tiles, 32-page guide.
Grades PreK–2
087-9780439838658 $72.99

Sentence-Building Tiles Super Set
212 easy-grip magnetic foam words, 8 easy-grip magnetic foam punctuation tiles 
and a 24-page guide. Grades K–3
087-9780439909273 $74.99

Tabletop Easel
Unique compact easel makes an ideal literacy center! Features two magnetic dry 
erase boards, a book/marker ledge on each side, detachable pocket chart and 
three removable Tiny Tubs stored within the built-in tray. Measures 19"W x 17"D x 
19"H. 5-year frame and lifetime tub warranty. 
463-TTE100  $86.99

Magnetic Dual Sided Lapboards
Magnetic dry erase lap board is great for classroom games, math lessons, 
reminders and all assignments. Durable magnetic lap boards are 9" x 12" and can 
be used with all dry erase markers and any magnetic eraser, or magnets to help 
organize your supplies. An environment friendly way to learn, as you just write, 
wipe off and re-use with no waste.
365-35130 Plain/Plain White $8.99
365-35135 Plain/Lined White $10.99
365-35040 Plain/Plain White Class Set $129.99

365-35040

365-35135

365-35130

087-9780439838658

087-9780439909273

087-9780439538641

Magnetic 
Dry-Erase Board
This extra-sturdy 30.5cm x 23cm (12" x 9") 
dry-erase white board doubles as a magnetic 
slate. Lap board is also great while travelling. 
Markers and magnets not included.
502-SM811 $7.99

Magnetic  
Word Builder
The 12" x 9" magnetic board has 
marked spaces for storing each 
letter, plus an area for word build-
ing and spelling. Red vowels and 
black consonants. Comes with 92 
magnetic tiles: 2-4 of each lowercase 
letter, plus 26 uppercase letters and 
2 apostrophes.  1 
035-1326  Magnetic Word Builder $44.99
035-1421  Extra Magnet Tiles. 92 pieces $22.99
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Language Arts Pocket Charts
These heavy-duty pocket charts are made of easy-to-clean nylon and include a 
teaching guide. $49.99 Each

Double-Sided 
Tabletop Pocket Chart
Double-sided, easel-style chart supports itself. Features 5 display pockets on 
each side for cards (sold separately). Provides built-in storage with large 
pocket for cards or manipulatives. Folds flat when not in use. Includes sturdy 
handles for carrying. Measures 121⁄4"L x 16"H.
219-2523  $34.99

219-2246 Alphabet Center
 212 cards. 34" x 28".

219-2247 Blends Center
 207 cards. 34" x 28".

Hands-On Alphabet
Help children recognize the letters of the alphabet, connect upper and lower-
case letters, and isolate initial sounds in words. Includes 78 objects (3 for each 
letter), 36 sorting containers, alphabet stickers, and plastic organizing basket. 
Hands-On Alphabet teaching manual shows you how to get the most out of 
your alphabet materials. Grades PreK–1
035-2020 $149.99
Alphabet Objects
All 78 enticing objects (3 of each letter). Grades PreK–3
035-2033 $89.99
Alphabet Pocket Chart
30" x 20" chart has on pocket for each letter to show corresponding  
Alphabet Objects.
035-1056 $74.99

Alphabet Arc
This double-sided magnetic 
arc features the alphabet 
on one side and a rainbow 
on the other. Comes in four 
quadrants, great for teaching 
sequencing of letters.  
Over 20"W x 10"H!
157-JL197 $16.99

Alphabet Arc Activities
520 Alphabet Arc Activities is a set of 50 double-
sided activity cards for teaching with an alpha-
betic arc.  The front side provides the objective 
and activity in simple steps.  The other side 
provides visual image of the activity presented 
with clear photography.  contains 50 double-
sided activity cards and contents that can act as 
a check off list.
157-JL356  $12.99

Versaboard
The Versaboard is an ingenious 
magnetic board that converts from 
a flat board into a tent-shaped 
board.  Flat board is an and can 
comfortably accosted the alphabet 
arc (sold separately). The write and 
whip surface can be used with a 
whiteboard marker or for placing 
magnetic resources. 
152-JL199  $22.99

Sandpaper Letters
Featuring Multi-stick Technology®, these reus-
able, peel-and-stick letters can be applied to the 
included learning board or other surfaces such 
as a whiteboard. A great tactile learning tool! 
Letters are color-coded, with consonants in blue 
and vowels in red. Ages 3+   1          
157-JL420 $22.99
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Word & Number 
Swatters™
Focus attention on whiteboards, 
pocket charts, big books and more. 
Great for isolating letters, parts of 
speech, context clues and print con-
cepts. Also perfect for demonstrating 
place value and greater than/less 
than concepts and identifying parts 
of equations. Set features 14"L plastic 
swatters in 4 colors and frame sizes. 
Largest opening measures 5"L x 
21⁄2"H. Colours may vary. Set of 4.
219-0631 $16.99

Magnetic Die-Cut Sight Words
100 Dolch & Fry based sight words printed on heavy duty, write-on/wipe-off  
magnet sheets. Use on magnetic whiteboards, refrigerators, steel lockers/doors, 
and more! Each piece approx. 11⁄2"L x 1"H. $14.99 Each
553-10074 1st 100 Words, Level 1
553-10075 2nd 100 Words, Level 2
553-10076 3rd 100 Words, Level 3

Magnetic  
Big Wall Words
Extra-large sight words are perfect  
for creating a word wall on any  
magnetic surface! Each piece approx. 
41⁄2"L x 11⁄2"H.                     $24.99 Each
553-25001 1st 100 Words, Level 1
553-25002 2nd 100 Words, Level 2
553-25003 3rd 100 Words, Level 3

Quick Stick® Word Walls
No need for tape, staples or pushpins! The Quick Stick® line is self-adhesive, stick-
ing to most smooth surfaces like wood, metal, even painted cinder blocks. The 
pieces come down as easily as they go up–without damaging your walls. Plus, 
they can be repositioned over and over again. Each set includes 100 high  
frequency words and 26 colour-coded letters, displaying both upper- and  
lowercase.   $36.99 Each
015-119000   Grade K 015-119002   Grade 2
015-119001   Grade 1 015-119003   Grade 3

015-119002 015-119003

015-119001015-119000

Making Your Word Wall
More Interactive
Dozens of Ideas to Extend
the Use of Any Word Wall
The dozens of activities in this resource provide fun 
ways for students to interact with words and build 
strong literacy skills. Activities are organized by 
whole-class, small group, and independent study to 
offer more planning flexibility. 96 pages. Grades 1–3
348-2282 $22.99

Word Wall Words
Great for use on word walls or in pocket charts! Each set of plastic  
coated cards are color coded and the words are framed to emphasize  
the ascenders and descenders. Each set includes header cards plus an  
activity guide with reproducible pages. 

High Frequency Words
Level 1
129 word cards, 26 alphabet header 
cards, 11 number cards, and 8  
reusable blank cards.
087-9780439499873 $11.99

High Frequency Words
Level 2 
120 word cards, 26 alphabet header 
cards, and 1 reusable blank card.
087-9780439499880 $11.99

Word Family Words
180 word cards, 30 word family cards, 
and 5 blank cards.
087-9780545433020 $11.99

Word Wall Bulletin Board Set 
Help students master sight words with our Word Wall bulletin board set. Designed 
to engage, this interactive set allows students to learn sight words in a fun, hands-
on way. 198 pieces.
015-110372 $19.99



Link Words
Playing on a vertical grid, 
the object of the game is 
to score points–one point 
for each letter of any word 
formed or word within 
the words formed in any 
direction. Ages 7+
518-1153 $12.99

For complete selection shop online at www.scholarschoice.ca
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Word Building Dominoes
Make Hundreds of Words!
Children love forming words with these easy-to-use 
magnetic paper tiles. Perfect for beginning reading 
activities, including word building, rhyming, pho-
nics and much more. Includes 200+ colour-coded 
dominoes featuring root words, prefixes, and  
suffixes all packed in a handy storage bucket.  
Grades 2+
073-2944 $34.99

Word Building
Card Games
Playful pups and silly monkeys make 
word building fun! Players build word 
recognition, phonics, and spelling 
skills. 100 playing cards. 1–4 players.              
$16.99 Each
156-76302 Sound Hounds®.
 Grades 1+
156-76301 Word Monkeys™.
 Grades 3+

Word Shark: Word Chunks
Draw a consonant tile from the pile and try to
make a word by adding the tile to a word  
ending on a game mat. Variations allow for 
crossword puzzles, cooperative activities, or 
timed contests! 1-10 players. Grades 2+
154-7806 $29.99

2-Sided 
Mats

Word for Word®
Phonics Word Building Game
Students challenge their phonics skills as they 
hurry to build words using all sides of 
the Reading Rods® within the 2-minute 
time limit. Fast-paced game can be 
played at multiple levels and 
customized to practice specific 
reading and word-build-
ing skills. Includes 
112 colour-coded 
Rods, 1 two-min-
ute timer, 4
pencils, 1 score 
pad and instructions. 
2-4 players.  
Grades 2+
219-7180  $54.99

Wordical™
The radical dice-rolling, word-building race! Roll the vowel dice and combine the 
letters with the consonant cards in your hand—build the highest-scoring word 
and you win the round. But you’d better hurry—the last word made scores only 
one point! Develops word building, spelling, and vocabulary. Includes 108 conso-
nant cards, 2 vowel dice, and guide. 2-8 players. Grades 3+
073-2865 $19.99

Pop for Sight Words™
Fast-paced game play is great for improving fluency! Use the abundant word 
cards for your own early literacy activities. Includes 100 die-cut popcorn cards (92 
sight words and 8 POP cards). Measures 3"L x 3"W x 61⁄4"H. 2-4 players. Grades K+
219-8430 Pop for Sight Words $14.99
219-8630 Pop for Sight Words 2 $14.99
219-8629 Both Sets $28.99
219-8470 Word Families $14.99
219-8471 Blends $14.99

Dominoes
Children will love the feel of real dominoes as they play these early literacy 
matching games! Each set includes 28 thick plastic dominoes in a collectors tin 
for storage.  Grades PreK+ $16.99 Each
157-JL491 First Words
157-JL490 Rhyming Words
157-JL480 Word Family

JRL490
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The Best Sight 
Word Book Ever!
Provides a wealth of activities and suggestions to 
help students build strong sight word skills neces-
sary to become efficient and functional readers. 
Includes word wall cards for 170 sight words,  
puzzles, and activities. 384 pages. Grades K–3
015-804038 $44.99
9781602689121  ebook $39.19

The Big Book of Dolch
Sight Words Activities
The complete reading resource for building sight 
word mastery! With over 300 activities to introduce, 
reinforce, remediate, and practice Dolch sight words, 
it is a must-have for any young or special learning 
classroom. It also includes assessment suggestions 
and fun take-home activities! 384 pages. Grades K–3
015-804105 $44.99
9781602682443  ebook $39.19

Sight Word Stories
Help students become successful readers by mas-
tering essential sight word vocabulary. Included 
are 25 eight-page, reproducible storybooks that 
will introduce children to over 70 sight words and 
an additional 40 easy-to-read words, over 110 
flashcards, and extension activities. 64 pages. 
Grades K–2
015-804010 $19.99
9781602688711  ebook $16.79

50 Sight Word Rhymes
and Poems
Encourage students to learn 120 essential sight 
words while increasing fluency and comprehension 
with 50 Sight Word Rhymes and Poems. Reading 
becomes fun through a variety of engaging activi-
ties. This excellent resource covers 50 poems and 
rhymes, plus four levels of sight words; it is also 
effective for use with whiteboards. 64 pages.  
Grades K–2
015-804097 $15.99
9781602681347  ebook $12.59

Sight Word Readers Library
Jumpstart reading success with this irresistible collection of 125 little books 
that introduce and reinforce the first 50 must-know sight words! Set includes a 
sturdy storage box stocked with 5 copies of 25 delightful tales–each presenting 
two high-frequency words in a predictable format. The companion teaching 
guide includes activities, reproducible practice pages, easy assessment forms, 
and mini-book versions of all 25 tales. Full-color, 5½" x 5½". 8 pages each. 
Grades PreK–1
087-9780545067669 $119.99

Sight Words Secret 
Codes & Puzzles 
Instill a love of language in students 
using secret codes, word searches, 
colour by code, connect the letters, 
unscramble the letters, crossword 
puzzles, tic-tac-toe, and dot-to-dots.  
64 pages. Grades K–1
015-804074 $19.99
9781602688834  ebook $16.79

Spectrum Sight Words
Developed by experts in the field of education, these 
best-selling workbooks offer grade-appropriate 
instruction and reinforcement in an effective 
sequence for learning success. 
015-704614 Grade K $19.99
015-704615 Grade 1 $19.99
9781483815190 Grade K, ebook $11.19
9781483815206 Grade 1, ebook $11.19

Interactive Notebooks: 
Word Study
Interactive notebooks provide a fun, creative way for students to improve 
comprehension while they organize information and apply new skills in their 
own personalized learning portfolios. Each book features lesson plans, step-
by-step instructions, and reproducibles to guide teachers through creating and 
maintaining interactive notebooks throughout the year. 96 pages. $16.99 Each
015-104946  Grade K
015-104947  Grade 1

015-104948  Grade 2
015-104949  Grade 3

015-104950  Grade 4
015-104951  Grade 5
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Phonics Dominoes 
Build hundreds of words with 84 single-sided dominoes 
pre-printed with high-utility consonants (s, m, t, etc.) and 
important phonograms (word families). Perfect for word 
formation games and great for centers, set comes packed 
in a sturdy, crystal-clear storage container with an activity 
guide. Grades 1+ $34.99 Each
073-2940 Short Vowels 
073-2941 Long Vowels 
073-2942 Blends and Digraphs

Unifix® Letter Sounds Activity Kit
This comprehensive kit includes enough materials for up to 8 students or  
16 working in pairs, plus a large plastic storage tote. A great value!
228-210879 $199.99
• 360 CVC Letter Cubes
• Phonics Activities Book, 60 pages
• Opposite Words Flip Book
• Rhyming Words Flip Book
• 3 Letter Words Flip Book
• 12 Word Ladders Cards

• 24 CVC Word Building Cards
• 24 Word Family Cards
• Alphabet Sorting Box
• 26 Alphabet Cards

CVC Word Strips 
Includes 24 double-sided magnetic word strips for 
building consonant-vowel-consonant words. Each strip 
has a photographic image and is double-sided with a 
word frame on one side and the word printed on the 
other. Grades PreK+ 
157-JL198    $29.99

CVC Toolbox
A handy tool for building 
CVC words! Set contains 
70 Tri-Blocks® covering 
beginning, middle and 
final sounds as well as 30 
word building cards with 
real photography. Grades 
PreK+ 
157-JL167 $44.99

CVC Flips
CVC Flips is an early flip stand for teaching 
the spellings of consonant-vowel-con-
sonant words (CVC). Images form when 
correct spellings are made that relate 
to the word. Double-sided with different 
examples on each side. Grades PreK+ 
157-JL467 $14.99

CVC Bingo
Sight Word Bingo is a word matching 
game for teaching the most common 
36 sight words. Contains 4 boards and 
36 cards. Grades PreK+ 
157-JL544 $16.99

MagnaPhonics
This comprehensive phonics program builds basic phonics skills through 
hands-on sorting and word building activities. Students work through a 
systematic sequence of step-by-step activities using the colorful mag-
netic tiles and any magnet board or magnetic surface. Two-sided, color-
coded magnetic tiles allow for sound sorting using picture sides and sort-
ing by spelling patterns using the word side. Includes 56 magnetic picture 
tiles and 36 magnetic letter tiles.
035-1225 Level 1. Beginning consonants, Final consonants, and Short 
vowel sounds $52.99
035-1226 Level 2. Rhyming, Soft and hard c and g sounds, CVCe and 
other long vowel spelling patterns, Consonant digraphs, and Vowel pairs 

$52.99
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Teaches important
word analysis skills

Resource books also available as an ebook at scholarschoice.ca

Word Family Readers
Help kids become readers, writers, and spellers with these 
lively tales that teach the top 16 word families! Box set 
includes: 5 copies of 16 titles (80 books total), 48-page teach-
ing guide filled with lessons, reproducibles, assessment 
sheets, and more. Grades K–2
087-9780545231480 $89.99

Word Construction
Start with consonant, vowel, consonant to make a word. Then, turn any piece to 
make a new word. Students can progress to making longer words, with each bolt 
holding up to 5 nuts. Includes 6 bolts, 30 printed nuts (enough for multiple stu-
dents), and Activity Guide. Bolts measure approximately 5"L, nuts approximately 
2"L x 2"H x 3⁄4" in diameter. Grades K+
219-5044 $34.99

Making Words
Making Words uses an innovative, development 
approach to teaching phonics and spelling. Each 
contains lessons and fun hands-on activities in which 
students select letters to build words, encouraging 
children to explore letter-sound relationships and  
letter patterns. 146-224 pages.                 $28.99 Each
015-GA1498  Making Words. Grades 1–3
015-GA1499  Making Big Words. Grades 3–6

Word Ladder Phonics 
Activity Center
Climb the ladder to word-building suc-
cess! This adorable classroom activ-
ity makes it easy to teach and learn 
important skills like word analysis, 
swapping phonemes, and spelling. 
Students look at the included pictures, 
choose the letters needed to form that 
word, write the word, then adjust the 
letters to build more words as they 
climb up the ladder. Includes 38" x 26" 
chart with write-on/wipe-off surface, 
40 picture cards, 62 letter cards, card 
storage pocket, and teacher guide. 
Grades 1+
073-1746 $46.99

Roll a Word
Help children develop spelling and word 
formation with Roll a Word dice. Simply 
roll the dice and group them together to 
form words. Contains 10 dice and handy 
carry sack. Grades PreK–4
157-145 $16.99

Word Wheels Set
The Word Wheels: Word Families Curriculum Colorful Cut-Outs® offer a solution to 
ensure your students have the tools necessary to create a solid learning founda-
tion beyond the classroom. Providing students with take-home manipulatives is 
an excellent way help them build the skills necessary for success!
015-145060 $32.99

Word Families Ending Blends

Beginning Blends Diagraphs

Double-sided Flip Stands
A great hands-on way to practice early literacy skills! Picture examples are pro-
vided. Approx. 4"H. Grades K+

Word Building Flips
157-JL459   $14.99

Blend Flips
157-JL457   $16.99

Magic E Flips
157-JL458   

$16.99
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Phonemic Awareness
Playing with Sounds to Strengthen 
Beginning Reading Skills
Includes dozens of fun activities to 
help children listen to language and 
play with sounds. Activity cards can 
be cut out and laminated to create 
a handy reference file of fun ideas. A 
wide selection of reproducibles (pic-
ture cards, word cards, and manipula-
tives) is included. 128 pages.
348-2332 $25.99

Magnetic  
Vowel Owls
Help students distinguish 
long from short vowels by 
using these colourful and 
engaging magnetic owls 
right on your whiteboard. 
Use the extra “blank” owl 
for “sometimes y,” or to 
distinguish long from short 
sounds of the same vowel. 
Includes 6 write-and-wipe 
magnetic owls measuring 
5"L x 7"H each. Grades K+
219-5459 $22.99

Pete the Cat Purrfect Pairs 
Game: Beginning Blends  
and Digraphs
Practice making pairs of words with match-
ing blends and digraphs in this purrfectly 
fun game! Players take turns drawing from 
the deck of word cards and matching them 
with the cards in front of them. The first 
player to make four matching pairs wins 
the game. The game is separated into three 
colour-coded decks to optimize gameplay 
for 2-4 players. The game includes 150 cards. 
Players practice with 24 beginning blends 
and digraphs. Directions with additional 
activities included. Ages 5+
454-603533 $22.99

Daily Phonics
Provide explicit, systematic phonics instruction 
and scaffolded practice in just 15 to 20 minutes a 
day! Daily Phonics helps young students, English 
learners, and struggling readers gain the phone-
mic awareness, decoding, and word-study skills 
necessary to become confident, proficient readers. 
Students will appreciate the simple, clear activity 
formats and supporting illustrations. Correlated to 
state standards. 208 pages. $44.99 Each
105-2787 Grade 1 105-2788 Grade 2
105-2789 Grade 3 105-2790 Grades 4–6+

My Phonics Dictionary
Individual student book for quick 
and easy skill building. Features 
short and long vowels, blends, 
digraphs and other essential pho-
nics skills. Students will love colour-
ing the cover as a special way to say 
“this is mine!” 7" x 81⁄2". 32 pages.
154-60112 Each $3.50
154-6112G Pack of 10 $34.99

Vowel Owls™ Sorting Set
Help students distinguish long from 
short vowels in single-syllable words 
using engaging picture cards. Sort the 
cards into the correct owls labeled with 
the vowels. Use the extra “blank” owl for 
“sometimes y” or to distinguish long from 
short sounds of the same vowel. Includes 
6 colourful owls (5 printed with the vow-
els and 1 blank), 100 picture cards to 
sort, and Activity Guide. Owls measure 
approximately 4"L x 3"H. Grades K+
219-5460 $39.99

Spectrum® Series
Developed by experts in the field of 
education, these best-selling work-
books offer grade-appropriate 
instruction and reinforcement in an 
effective sequence for learning suc-
cess. The activities supplement any 
curriculum and can be used to 
enhance or further extend the learn-
ing. Also great as send-home activi-
ties to reinforce concepts taught in 
the classroom. A favorite go-to 
resource of educators everywhere 
for over 15 years! $19.99 Each

Phonics
015-704603    Grade K
015-704604    Grade 1
015-704605    Grade 2

Word Study & Phonics
015-704606    Grade 3
015-704607     Grade 4
015-704608     Grade 5
015-704609     Grade 6

Dominoes
Children will love the feel of 
real dominoes as they play 
these early literacy match-
ing games! Each set includes 
28 thick plastic dominoes in 
a collectors tin for storage.  
Grades PreK+       $16.99 Each
157-JL493 Short Vowels
157-JL495 Long Vowels
157-JL494 Blends

157-JL495
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Sight Words Splat!
This fast-paced game provides practice 
for 75 splat-tastic sight words! As the 
caller reads each sight word aloud, play-
ers scan the cards in front of them. If a 
player has a matching word, he or she 
says “SPLAT!” and flips the card over. 
The first player to flip over all of his or 
her cards wins! Three colour-coded 
decks make it easy to adapt the game for 
one-on-one practice or multiple players. 
2-6 players. $21.99 Each
154-603757   Grades K–1            154-603758   Grades 1–2

Chunks
Plays like “Concentration” and devel-
ops power in phonics, spelling, word 
recognition, vocabulary development 
and visual memory. Includes 70 of the 
most common rimes (rhyming sounds) 
and 70 onsets (consonants, consonant 
blends, and digraphs). Grades 1–4
228-19515 $49.99

Big Box of Little Word Puzzles
Help children learn to read and spell 60 consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) 
words. Game includes 60 three-piece puzzles that form words and photographic 
representations when each is assembled correctly. Grades PreK+
015-840016 $39.99

Big Box of Word Chunks
Introduce word families, initial consonants, initial consonant blends, and 
diagraphs by creating fun two-piece word puzzles! Includes 220 puzzle pieces 
(approx. 11⁄4" x 21⁄4") that are colour-coded according to the vowel sounds in the 
word families and the beginning sounds. Also includes a 4-page booklet with 
directions, teaching suggestions, and games. Grades 1+
015-840009 $39.99

6-Game Value Packs for Early Literacy Skills
These fun games and activities introduce children to letter sounds and patterns and how they make up words. Following a systematic synthetic phonics approach,  
each set of games is designed to be played in progression as skills are mastered. Begin with Phonemic Awareness, followed by Letter Sounds, and finally Phonics.  

A wonderfully fun and engaging way to to prepare children for reading success!

6 Phonemic Awareness Games
Voice sounds, rhyming, volume, alliteration, and 
matching sounds. Includes 2 double-sided board 
games, 1 cardboard megaphone, 20 sound cards, 
and 32 rhyming cards. Grades PreK+
157-409 $32.99

6 Letter Sound Games
Final sounds, short vowels, decoding captions, de-
coding words, CVC, and beginning sounds. Includes 
2 double-sided board games, 2 matching games, 10 
word puzzles, 5 flower puzzles, spinner, counters, 
and die. Grades K+
157-400 $32.99

6 Phonics Games
Double vowels, r-controlled vowels, digraphs, 
long vowel words, decoding words, and decoding 
sentences. Includes 2 double-sided board games, 
2 matching games, 10 word puzzles, 16 dominoes, 
spinner and counters. Grades 1+
157-401 $32.99

Pete the Cat Purrfect Pairs 
Game: Word Families
Players take turns drawing from the deck of 
word cards and matching them the cards in 
front of them. The first player to make four 
matching pairs wins the game. The game is 
separated into three color-coded decks to 
optimize gameplay for 2-4 players. the game 
includes 150 cards, offering players practice 
with 24 word families. Ages 5+
154-603532 $22.99
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Skill Drill Flash Cards
Proven effective for building basic skills and 
reinforcing learning programs. 3" x 6" cards 
are self-checking, colorful, durable, and feature 
rounded corners for quick sorting. Grades PreK+  
$13.50 Each
156-53012 Alphabet, 80 cards 
156-53004 Picture Words, 96 cards 
156-53005 More Picture Words, 96 cards 
156-53009 Consonants, 72 cards 
156-53008 Vowels and Vowel Teams, 72 cards 
156-53003 Sight Words, 96 cards 
156-53013 Action Words, 96 cards 
156-53014 Word Families, 96 cards 
156-53017 Sight Words–Level 1, 96 cards 
156-53018 Sight Words–Level 2, 96 cards 
156-53019 Sight Words–Level 3, 96 cards

156-6062

156-6132

Bingo Games
Unique, six-way format adapts to a variety of skill levels. Each game includes  
36 playing cards, over 200 chips, caller’s mat and cards, and a sturdy  
storage box. 3-36 players. $17.99 Each
156-6062 Alphabet, Grades PreK+
156-6067 Rhyming, Grades PreK+
156-6063 Picture Words, Grades K+
156-6064 Sight Words Level 1, Grades K+
156-6076 Sight Words Level 2, Grades K+
156-6131 Synonyms, Grades 4+
156-6132 Homophones, Grades 4+
156-6139 Antonyms, Grades 3+
156-6134 Parts of Speech, Grades 3+
156-6140 Prefixes and Suffixes, Grades 3+

Listening Lotto Games
Help children learn to listen carefully and make connections between what they 
hear and matching visual representations or illustrations! To play, students listen 
to the CD and place tokens on the images, words, or letters on their game cards 
that represent what they hear. Includes audio CD, 12 game cards, 120+ tokens, 
and instructions. Grades PreK+ $26.99 Each
015-846006 Sounds at Home
015-846007 Sounds on the Farm
015-846008 Outside Sounds
015-846010 Nursery Rhymes

015-846032 Faces & Feelings
015-846033 Alphabet Names & Sounds
015-846046 Community Helpers
 $28.99
015-846047 Find That Food! $28.99

Reading Rods® Classroom Kits
Ready to use right out of the box, Reading Rods® make self-directed lit-
eracy centers a reality! To build words and sentences, students simply snap 
together skill-specific, color-coded Rods. Each kit includes enough materials 
to teach up to 4 students: Reading Rods, 24 double-sided Activity Cards, 4 
Activity Trays, Instruction & Activity Book, and a convenient storage tub.
$99.99 Each
219-7100 Phonemic Awareness. Grades PreK+
219-7102 Word Building. Grades 1+
219-7142 Simple Sentences. Grades 1+
219-7103 Sentence Building. Grades 2+

CVC Spelling 
Board Games
Teach letter-sound 
correspondence and 
early word building 
with focus on initial 
sounds, medial sounds, 
and final sounds. Ideal 
for small groups, each 
game reinforces the 
phonemic aware-
ness operations of 
isolating, blending, 
and segmenting. 
Six games on heavy 
cardboard with all 
the spinners, dice, counters and answer cards needed.  
Gameboards are 11" x 17". Grades K–2
228-195181 $49.99

Bingo Games
Bingo is the perfect matching game for learning rhyming, alphabet or sight 
words. Contains 4 boards and 36 cards. $16.99 Each
157-JL543 Rhyming, Ages 4+
157-JL542 Alphabet, Ages 4+
157-JL545 Sight Word, Ages 5+
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Articulation Box
This huge collection of wonderful 
objects represents 12 of the earli-
est developing speech sounds. It will 
involve children and make them want to 
talk. There are at least four objects for 
every sounds, not only at the beginning 
of words, but in the middle and end of 
words as well. Includes more than 130 
sensational, realistic miniatures, 13 
object storage bags with labels, and an 
organizing chart showing all the differ-
ent ways the objects can be used.
035-1202 $149.99

758-LFTTBLHS

TOOBALOO®
The TOOBALOO® is a phone-like device that allows children to hear themselves 
clearly while speaking softly into it. The design magnifies their voice allowing 
them to hear their sounds and words distinctly. This interactive learning tool can 
be used to improve reading fluency and comprehension, phonic skills, speech 
and voice disorders, bilingual education, and more. 
Toobaloo® 
Assorted colours.   
758-00001   Single $8.99
775-7580000110   Set of 10 $89.99
Toobaloo® Headset  
758-LFTTBLHS    Silver $4.99

Speech Mirror
Great for speech therapy or self-portraits, this 
double-sided scratch-resistant mirror is 2mm thick. 
77⁄8" x 11".
012-AC2804 $29.99

Speechercise® Level 1
A musical workout for your mouth. Features songs 
and drills that focus on mouth movements, basic 
vowel and consonant sounds–p, b, t, d, k and g–
complex consonant vowel transitions and advanced 
word level strings. Includes Parent Guide with help-
ful lyrics and over 30 worksheets to print from your 
computer. Grades PreK+
507-8032CD   $26.99

Speechercise® Level 2
An advanced musical workout for your mouth. More 
songs, drills and strategies designed to help chil-
dren develop proper speech and articulation skills. 
Musical exercises target tongue and teeth placement, 
challenge beginning, middle and ending consonant 
sounds and more complex consonant vowel transi-
tions–f and v, s and z, ch and j, sh and s, th, l, r and w. 
Includes Parent Guide with more detailed informa-
tion on childhood speech and language problems, 
lyrics and worksheets to print from your  computer. Grades K–4
507-8033CD   $26.99

Language Object Sets
You asked for it! The irresistible miniature objects used in these new hands-on 
collections will actively engage young students while building their oral language 
skills and saving you time! Grades PreK–2
035-4938 Around the House, 48 pieces $74.99 
035-4939 Sports & Toys, 29 pieces $44.99 
035-4941 Food, 18 pieces $22.99 
035-4942 Animals, 55 pieces $59.99
035-4943 People, 31 pieces $59.99

035-4938 035-4939

035-4942

035-4941 035-4943

Rainbow Talk-Time Cards - 6/pk.
Our A6 Talk-Time cards come in 6 appealing vibrant colors to brighten up any 
classroom display.  Use the colors for differentiating between class groups, top-
ics, or languages.  Ages 3+. 
057-EL00283 $79.99

Talk-Time Recordable Cards
Our superb Talk-Tie range is comprised of simple recording devices with a 
‘play’ button on the front and a ‘record’ button on the back. Fantastic for 
encouraging children’s speaking and listening skills, they are dry-wipe and easy 
to use in a variety of other ways. Cards come in a range of recording lengths 
and sizes.  Ages 3+. 
057-TT-CARD3 A6 (10 seconds) 3/pk. $29.99
057-EL00021 A6 (30 seconds) 3/pk. $49.99
057-ETTSML3 Mini (10 seconds) 3/pk. $24.99



Book Buddy & Storage Bags
Use Book Buddy Bags to keep your books and other classroom materials  
protected and well organized, whether they’re safely stored in your classroom or 
en route to or from students’ home. Each clear, plastic bag comes with a sturdy 
handle. $18.99 Each
348-2993 Book Buddy Bags, 10" x 13". Pack of 6 
348-2994   Book Buddy Bags, 10" x 16". Pack of 5 
348-2957   Dots on Black Storage Bags, 10" x 13". Pack of 6
348-2996 Chevron Storage Bags, 101⁄2" x 121⁄2". Pack of 6 

Science Volume 1: Reading Levels A-D
025-0801  Science Volume 1: Reading Levels A-D (1 copy of 12 titles) $71.99

Science Volume 2: Reading Levels E-I
025-0804  Science Volume 2: Reading Levels E-I (1 copy of 12 titles) $71.99

Math Volume 1: Reading Levels A-D
025-0802  Math Volume 1: Reading Levels A-D (1 copy of 12 titles) $71.99

Math Volume 2: Reading Levels D-I
025-0805  Math Volume 2: Reading Levels D-I (1 copy of 12 titles) $71.99

Social Studies 1: Reading Levels A-D
025-0803  Social Studies Volume 1: Reading Levels A-D (1 copy of 12 titles)    

$71.99

Rising Readers Leveled Books
and Interactive CD-ROMs
Precisely Leveled Fiction and Nonfiction Books and CD-ROMs 
Integrate Literacy with Content Instruction and a Multimedia Experience
Meet state curriculum standards with these research-based leveled books for 
beginning readers! Children will love the gorgeous photos, fun topics, and 
BONUS comprehension skills and sight word activities included in every 16-page 
book. Grades PreK–1

Each set is broken down into reading levels
to meet each child’s specific needs.

GUIDED READING LEVEL CHART

PREK-K K-1 GRADE 1

A B C D E F G H I

348-2994348-2993 348-2957 348-2996

Divided Bins 
Students will quickly find the books they want in these sturdy chapter- and 
picture-book bins that hold books facing forward. Snap-tight dividers keep 
books fro slipping and let you set up one, two, or three sections per bin. Choose 
a multicolour set to group titles by author, genre, reading group, or level, or a 
single-colour set to unify the look of your library. Each bin has a built-in label 
holder with a protective cover.
• Chapter book bins (83⁄4"W x 131⁄2"D x 73⁄4"H overall each; 

tapers to 63⁄4"W x 101⁄2"D x 5"H each)
• Picture book bins (131⁄2"W x 131⁄2"D x 73⁄4"H overall each; 

tapers to 111⁄4"W x 101⁄2"D x 5"H each)
• Two clear, plastic dividers per bin
• Blank cardstock labels and protective plastic covers, 41⁄4" x 21⁄4" each

BK BR RR RE OR ORN YE

GRN GR RG RB BLN BL RP

PU PI PIN CL

BK BR RE OR YE GRN RG

RB BLN BL RP PU PIN CL

Chapter Book Bins
Multicolour 4-Packs $53.99 Each 
285-161983AMW Primary
285-162051AMW Royal
285-162002AMW Neon
285-162037AMW Earth
Single Colour Sets  
285-161996AMW 4-Pack $53.99
285-162065AMW 12-Pack $159.99

Picture Book Bins
Multicolour 3-Packs $53.99 Each 
285-162116AMW Primary
285-162042AMW Earth 
Single Colour Sets  
285-162026AMW 3-Pack $53.99
285-161987AMW 12-Pack $209.99

Divided Bins 

285-162042AMW

285-162116AMW
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Little Birdie Readers
Little Birdie Books’ Leveled Readers work together to tell fun stories while building reading skills. Each book 
includes a word count, sight words, ”before“ reading vocabulary, ”after“ reading activities, plus notes about the 
author and illustrator. 20cm x 20cm (8" x 8"). 24 pages.

Little Birdie Green Readers 
Gr. K-1   
Item Number Title Level Price
154-360126 Kitty Come Down!  A $11.99
154-360010 Too Much Noise!  A $11.99
154-360065 Bedtime Battles  B $11.99
154-360072 Shh! What’s That Sound?  B $11.99
154-360102 It’s Broken! C $11.99
154-360119 The Jungle in My Yard  C $11.99
154-360089 Kick, Pass, SCORE!  D $11.99
154-360096 Swim for It!  D $11.99
154-360027 Best Birthday  E $11.99
154-360058 How Many Bites?  E $11.99
154-360034 Disaster on the 100th Day  F $11.99
154-360041 Grandpa Comes to First Grade  F $11.99
154-360003 Little Birdie Green Readers, Set of all 12 $119.99

Little Birdie Red Readers 
Gr. 1-2    
Item Number Title Level Price
154-360218 Hoot’s on First?  G $11.99
154-360249 Movie Munchies  G $11.99
154-360195 Too Much TV!  G $11.99
154-360256 Dig, Plant, FEAST!  H $11.99
154-360201 Do I Have To …?  H $11.99
154-360171 Old McDoggle Had a Zoo  H $11.99
154-360157 Jill and the Beanstalk  I $11.99
154-360232 Ouch! Stitches  I $11.99
154-360225 But I Want It!  J $11.99
154-360140 Goldie Duck and the Three Beavers  J $11.99
154-360188 Puppy Trouble  K $11.99
154-360164 The Three Little Recyclers  K $11.99
154-360133 Little Birdie Red Readers, Set of all 12 $119.99

Build comprehension, vocabulary, and reading 
strategies with the teacher and parent friendly 
guides provided on the inside front and back 
covers of each book.

Little Birdie Blue Readers 
Grs. 2-3
Item Number Title Level Price
154-360331 Ready, Set, RACE!  L $11.99
154-360300 The Three Billy Goats and Gruff  L $11.99
154-360386 The Tree Fort  L $11.99
154-360294 Lizzie Little, the Sky is Falling!  M $11.99
154-360362 Stop Arguing!  M $11.99
154-360348 The Trouble with Trading  M $11.99
154-360270 Cinderella Zelda  N $11.99
154-360324 Snakes in Third Grade!  N $11.99
154-360379 Habitat for Bats  O $11.99
154-360287 The King’s New Clothes  O $11.99
154-360317 Camping Out  P $11.99
154-360355 Fish Stories  P $11.99
154-360263 Little Birdie Blue Readers, Set of all 12 $119.99
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My World Reader Series

My World is a great series designed to help young children become enthusiastic and motivated readers. All topics have great kid-appeal,  
such as bodies and senses, families, school, and even animals that dance! Sixty-four books are divided into eight different reading levels,  

which allows children to move from level to level as their skills progress. 8" x 8". 16 pages.

Level A
044-9780778794554 I Can Count  $7.95
044-9780778794561 I Eat A Rainbow $7.95
044-9780778794578 My Toys Have Shapes $7.95
044-9780778794585 Who Am I? $7.95
044-9780778795216 A Bath $7.95
044-9780778795223 At School $7.95
044-9780778795711 It Looks Like A Dog $7.95
044-9780778795728 What Is It? $7.95
775-441 Set of all 8 books $62.99

Level E
044-9780778794752 Hip-Hop Dancers $7.95
044-9780778794769 This Is My Family $7.95
044-9780778794776 This Is My Home $7.95
044-9780778794783 What Are My Jobs? $7.95
044-9780778795339 Are You Like Me? $7.95
044-9780778795346 What Is Hatching? $7.95
044-9780778795834 Night Animals $7.95
044-9780778795841 Water Changes $7.95
775-445 Set of all 8 books $62.99

Level B
044-9780778794608 Arms and Legs, Fingers and Toes $7.95
044-9780778794615 I Have Feelings  $7.95
044-9780778794622 It Is My Birthday  $7.95
044-9780778794639 What Do I See?  $7.95
044-9780778795247 My Dog Likes Me  $7.95
044-9780778795254 My Funny Cat  $7.95
044-9780778795742 I Like To Play  $7.95
044-9780778795759 I Like Riding  $7.95
775-442 Set of all 8 books $62.99

Level F
044-9780778794806 What Do I Need?  $7.95
044-9780778794813 Where Am I?  $7.95
044-9780778794820 Rodent Rap  $7.95
044-9780778794837 These Are My Friends  $7.95
044-9780778795360 Body Talk $7.95
044-9780778795377 Reptile Rap $7.95
044-9780778795865 How Do Plants Help Us?  $7.95
044-9780778795872 What Is It Made From?  $7.95
775-446 Set of all 8 books $62.99

Level C
044-9780778794653 Baby Animal Names $7.95
044-9780778794660 I Am Growing and Changing $7.95
044-9780778794677 I Can Do It! $7.95
044-9780778794684 The Clothes I Wear $7.95
044-9780778795278 Can It Fly?  $7.95
044-9780778795285 When I Am Happy  $7.95
044-9780778795773 Farm Animals $7.95
044-9780778795780 Which Season Is It? $7.95
775-443 Set of all 8 books $62.99

Level G
044-9780778794851 My Family Community $7.95
044-9780778794868 My School Community  $7.95
044-9780778794875 Places in My Community  $7.95
044-9780778794882 Helpers in My Community  $7.95
044-9780779795391 What Are Dinosaurs?  $7.95
044-9780779795407 What Is An Ocean?  $7.95
044-9780779795896 Animals Move Like This  $7.95
044-9780779795902 Where Does Our Food Come From?  $7.95
775-447 Set of all 8 books $62.99

Level D
044-9780778794707 My Big and Small Pets $7.95
044-9780778794714 My Healthy Body  $7.95
044-9780778794721 My Senses Help Me  $7.95
044-9780778794738 I Move Like This $7.95
044-9780778795308 Santa Claus  $7.95
044-9780778795315 Today Is A Great Day!  $7.95
044-9780778795803 Animal Mothers  $7.95
044-9780778795810 How Are They The Same?  $7.95
775-444 Set of all 8 books $62.99

Level H
044-9780778794905 An Animal Community $7.95
044-9780778794912 How Do Animals Hide? $7.95
044-9780778794929 My Backyard Community $7.95
044-9780778794936 Where Do Animals Live? $7.95
044-9780778795421 My Community Long Ago $7.95
044-9780778795438 My Culture $7.95
044-9780778795926 What Is A Food Chain? $7.95
044-9780778795933 How Do Animals Change?  $7.95
775-448 Set of all 8 books $62.99



Family Structures Storybooks

Celebrations in My World Storybooks

200-9780399241918 A Mother for Choco $9.99
490-9780689878459 And Tango Makes Three $16.99
520-9780803734333 Five Flavors of Dumb $21.00
042-9780618195633 Girls Think of Everything $9.99
200-9781582460611 King and King Big Book $19.99
520-9780698116252 Lets Talk About It Adoption $9.99
520-9780698116702 Lets Talk About It Divorce $8.99
520-9780698118614 Lets Talk About It Extraordinary Friends $9.99

200-9780142405611 My Family is Forever $8.50
200-9781416996491 I'm Here $19.99
520-9780142410820 Road to Paris $8.50
520-9780698117679 Saving Sweetness $8.99
520-9780843132212 Standing on MY Own Two Feet $14.50
612-9780757306259 The Bright Side $15.95
612-9780618494897 The Sky’s the Limit $8.95
612-9780152053154 Everywhere Babies $10.99

044-9780778747819 100th Day of School $9.95
044-9780778747703 Canada Day $9.95
044-9780778742982 Chinese New Year $9.95
044-9780778743057 Christmas $9.95
044-9780778743002 Diwali $9.95
044-9780778743064 Earth Day $9.95
044-9780778747796 Eid al-Aldha $9.95
044-9780778743019 Hanukkah $9.95
044-9780778743026 Kwanzaa $9.95
044-9780778747802 New Years Day $9.95
044-9780778747826 Purim $9.95
044-9780778743033 Ramadan $9.95
044-9780778747833 Remembrance Day $9.95
044-9780778747758 Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur $9.95
044-9780778747765 St. Patrick’s Day $9.95
044-9780778747840 Sukkot $9.95
044-9780778743095 Thanksgiving $9.95

Multicultural Storybooks
200-9781580894395 Global Babies Girls $8.95
612-9780805071634 The Colors Of Us $8.95
200-9781580891745 Global Babies $8.95
604-550747797 If The World Were a Village $18.95
823-9781905236626 My Granny Went to Market $10.99
520-9780142413937 The Princess and the Pea $8.50
823-9781846863011 The Story Tree $23.99
520-9780142414507 The Twelve Dancing Princesses $8.50
823-9781841481197 We All Went on Safari $13.99
823-9781846861086 We’re Riding on a Caravan $13.99
823-9781846868320 Whole World $15.99
823-9781846863332 Barefoot Books World Atlas $29.99
823-9781846862021 The Great Race $13.99
200-9781580894401 Global Baby Boys $8.95

Celebrating Differences
201-9781595722089 That’s Like Me! $11.95
201-9781595726650 Be Quiet Marina! $9.95
201-9781595720337 We Can Do It! $9.95
201-9781595720405 Friends at School $9.95
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Pete the Cat
608-9780061910241 Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School Shoes $18.99
608-9780061906220 Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes $19.99
608-9780062275561 Pete the Cat and His Magic Sunglasses $21.99
608-9780062275608 Pete the Cat and the New Guy $21.99
608-9780062304162 Pete the Cat: Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star $12.50
608-9780062304278 Pete the Cat: Robo-Pete $5.99 
608-9780062198716 Pete the Cat: Wheels on the Bus $12.50
608-9780062303806 Pete the Cat: A Pet for Pete $21.00 
608-9780062404398 Pete the Cat: Go, Pete, Go! $5.99

Scaredy Squirrel  
$8.95Each
604-9781554530236 Scaredy Squirrel 
604-9781554537051 Scaredy Squirrel at Night 
604-9781554537167 Scaredy Squirrel has a Birthday Party 
604-9781594533855 Scaredy Squirrel Makes a Friend 

Fill My Bucket  
192-9780996099974 Have You Filled a Bucket Today?: A Guide to Daily  

Happiness for Kids $14.95
192-9781933916286 Fill a Bucket: A Guide to Daily Happiness for Young   

Children $14.95
192-9781933916972 Will You Fill My Bucket?: Daily Acts of Love Around the   

World $14.95
192-9781595620279 How Full Is Your Bucket? For Kids $22.95
192-9781938326134 Bucket Filling from A to Z: The Key to Being Happy 

$11.95

Robert Munsch  
$7.99 Each
087-9780439987165 Aaron’s Hair 
087-9781443107181 Moose! 
087-9781443107648 Give Me Back My Dad! 
087-9781443113656 It’s My Room! 
087-9781443128377 Swamp Water 
087-9781443139175 Pyjama Day! 
087-9781443146173 So Much Snow! 

The Free Spirit Being the Best Me! Series
From the author of the popular Learning to Get Along® books comes this 
one-of-a-kind character-development series. Each of the 8 books in the series 
helps children learn, understand, and develop attitudes and character traits 
that strengthen self-confidence and a sense of purpose. Each book focuses 
on a specific attitude or character trait and includes discussion question, activi-
ties and additional information adults can use to reinforce the concepts with 
children. Filled with diversity, these read-aloud books will be welcome in all 
setting. $14.99 Each
192-9781631980855 Grow Strong!
192-9781575424873 Forgive and Let Go!
192-9781575424415 Be Positive!
192-9781575424590 Bounce Back!
192-9781631980558 Dream On!
192-9781575424866 Stand Tall!
192-9781575424422 Feel Confident!
192-9781575424606 Have Courage!
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Let’s Talk About It!
This sensitively written children’s series speaks to the concerns and anxieties 
of preschool-age and early-grades children, encouraging kids to explore their 
feelings and then to speak openly about things that trouble them. Ages 4–7 
519-764132776  Colors of the Rainbow $8.50
519-764131702  Do You Have A Secret? $9.50
519-764131729 When My Parents Forgot How to Be Friends $8.50
519-9780764140440  My Brother’s Autistic $8.50
519-9780764140761  My Friend Has Down Syndrome $8.50
519-9780764140747  My Mom Has Cancer $8.50

“A First Look At” Books
Ages 4–8
Family Question Collection 
519-0764124617  My New Family $8.50
519-764109952  My Family’s Changing $8.50
519-764117645  I Miss You $8.50
519-9781438001876 This is My Family: A First Look at Same-Sex Parents $8.99         
Character Question Collection 
519-0764124595  The Skin I’m In $8.50
519-0764132121  My Manners Matter $8.50
519-764114611  Stop Picking on Me $9.50
519-764121189  Don’t Call Me Special $9.50          
519-0764124609  I Can Be Safe $9.50
519-0764124587  Is It Right to Fight? $8.50
519-9780764145179  Everyone Matters $8.50
519-9780764145162  I Can Make A Difference $8.50

Timeless Classics
Newbery Medal Winners are noted by year.
200-9780141321103 The Adventures of Tom Sawyer  $5.50
200-9780763680862 Because of Winn-Dixie $8.00
608-9780060734015 Bridge To Terabithia (1978) $7.50
200-9780142401088 Charlie and the Chocolate Factory $9.99
608-9780064400558 Charlotte’s Web  $8.99
200-9780142405956 Chocolate Fever $6.99
200-9781481411028 Freckle Juice $5.99
608-9780060097912 Flat Stanley His Original Adventure $18.50
490-9780689818769 Frindle $9.99
042-9780544336261 The Giver (1994) $12.99
490-9781416936473 Hatchet $7.99
200-9780440414803 Holes (1999) $7.99
200-9780440419396 Hoot $7.99
200-9780440445456 How to Eat Fried Worms $6.99
042-9780547328614 Island of the Blue Dolphins (1961) $8.99
200-9780142410363 James and the Giant Peach $8.99
608-9780064471046 The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe $8.99
608-9780380709243 The Mouse and the Motorcycle $3.69
490-9780689835827 Shiloh (1992) $7.99
608-9780064400565 Stuart Little $7.50
200-9780763680893 The Tale of Despereaux (2004) $9.00
200-9780142408810 Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing $7.50
612-9780312369811 Tuck Everlasting  $13.99
200-9780440412670 Where The Red Ferns Grow $7.99

Rigorous Reading: An In-Depth Guide for Any Novel
These customizable resources offer incredible flexibility as you share and explore 
great literature with your students! Each guide is organized by literary elements 
and includes Teacher Instructions that provide activity overviews. Student activi-
ties feature text-dependent questions that encourage close analysis and call for 
evidence to support claims. Pre- and Post-Reading activities are included. 144 
pages.                  $25.99 Each
154-2972   Grades 3–5
154-2973   Grades 6+

Rigorous Reading
In-Depth Guides for Great Literature
Maximize your students’ reading experience by providing activities that foster 
comprehension and reinforce understanding of literary elements. Activities for 
each section allow students to process portions of the novel through individual 
and collaborative exercises that encourage close reading. 80 pages.    
$19.99 Each
154-8258 Charlotte’s Web. Grades 3–5 
154-8200 Because of Winn-Dixie. Grades 3–6
154-2976 The One and Only Ivan. Grades 3–6
154-8039 Wonder. Grades 4–6
154-2975 Island of the Blue Dolphins. Grades 4–6 new!
154-2977 Bud, Not Buddy. Grades 4–6 new!
154-8199 Number the Stars. Grades 4–6
154-8259 Hatchet. Grades 5–8
154-8260 Holes. Grades 5–8
154-8290 The Giver. Grades 5–8
154-8029 Esperanza Rising. Grades 5–8 new!
154-8089 The Crossover. Grades 5–8 new!
154-2974 To Kill a Mockingbird. Grades 6–8 new!



Journey to Literacy:  
No Worksheets Required
The play-based learning and individualized strate-
gies in this practical book build on the wide range of 
literacy skills present in the kindergarten classroom. 
This valuable resource explores simple ways to use 
traditional learning centres to provide children with 
real and authentic reasons to listen, speak, read, 
write, and view. Includes answers to often-asked 
questions, milestones to inform teaching instruc-
tion, activities and games for both individuals and 
groups, and literacy extensions that involve chil-
dren with quality literature, authentic artifacts,  
and recordings. 160 pages.
770-9781551382616 $24.95

The Cafe Book
Engaging All Students in Daily Literacy 
Assessment & Instruction
As a follow-up to the hugely popular book, The Daily 
Five, this book presents a practical way to integrate 
assessment into daily reading and classroom instruc-
tion. The “CAFE” system — Comprehension, Accuracy, 
Fluency, and Expanding vocabulary — provides a 
simple structure for conferring with students, tracking 
growth, and fostering independence. The system`s 
built-in flexibility allows teachers to tailor the system 
to reflect the needs of their students and curriculum 
standards. 240 pages.
770-9781571107282 $34.99

The Daily 5: Fostering Literacy
2nd Edition
Includes launch plans, full colour photos, figures, 
and charts, a new chapter on differentiating 
instruction and Math Daily 3 structure. 208 pages. 
Grades 1–5
770-9781571109743 $34.99

Literacy Power
Enhance existing reading and language arts cur-
riculum with lessons designed to strengthen reading, 
writing, and language skills. The Literacy Power series 
includes a variety of text types as well as an assort-
ment of diverse and engaging comprehension and 
language activities inspired by texts. The activities pro-
mote higher-level thinking and can be used to teach 
specific skills, reinforce information previously taught, 
or simply provide additional practice. 80 pages.
$21.99 Each

154-8370   Grade 1 
154-8371   Grade 2 
154-8377   Grade 3 

154-8378   Grade 4 
154-8379   Grade 5
154-8380   Grade 6

154-8381   Grades 7–8

Fiction Reading 
Comprehension Cards
Choose from five categories of
captivating stories: fairy tales & folklore, 
historical fiction, contemporary realistic 
fiction, mystery/suspense/adventure, 
and fantasy. Each grade-appropriate 
story is accompanied by multiple choice 
questions to help students develop comprehen-
sion skills. 84 durable 5" x 81⁄2"
cards per box.                       $29.99 Each
154-8871  Grade 1 154-8874  Grade 4
154-8872  Grade 2 154-8875  Grade 5
154-8873  Grade 3 154-8876  Grade 6

3-D Sight Word Sentences
With Real-Life Objects
For many children, developing instant recognition of phonetically irregular 
sight words can be a real struggle, requiring practice, practice, and more 
practice. And every student will love getting that practice by creating their own 
fun sentences with the specially selected manipulatives in these hands-on kits! 
Just place any of the objects in the blank spots on the sentence cards, and 
they’ll be amazed at the wacky results—and since every word in the sentences 
is a critically-important Dolch sight word, they’ll be mastering those tricky high 
frequency words in no time! Each set includes 15 real-life miniature objects,  
20 sentence cards, and teaching suggestions.   $44.99 Each
035-5280   Preprimer Level
035-5281   Primer Level

035-5282   Grade 1             035-5284   Grade 3
035-5283   Grade 2

3-D Reading
With 3-D Reading kits, the essential skills of phonics, sight word recognition, 
visualization, and comprehension all come together for beginners in the actual, 
magical act of reading! Each set includes 15 laminated, illustrated story cards,  
17 charming, detailed miniature objects, and teaching guide. $44.99 Each
035-5201  Level 1                   035-5202  Level 2

Literacy Center Task Cards
Students will love practicing language skills in creative 
ways. Create instant literacy centers with ready-to-use 
activities designed for independent use. Spanish translation 
on back of each card. Each set of 48 task cards is hole-
punched and includes 2 storage rings. Grades 2+ 
$16.99 Each
154-603360   Spelling Center
154-603361   Writing Center
154-603362   Buddy Reading Center

154-603363   Read to Self Center
154-603364   Listening Center
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Reading Comprehension Activities
Reading comprehension comes as a result of learning reading skills and strate-
gies. The activities in this series can be used to supplement any core reading 
program. They are flexible enough to provide opportunities for differentiated 
instruction. 96 pages. $21.99 Each
154-2979  Grades 1–2          154-2980  Grades 3–4          154-2981  Grades 5–6

Quick Flip Questions  
for Reading Comprehension
Handy chart makes it easy to practice and assess 
student comprehension. Packed with focus ques-
tions! 5" x 6".
154-60725 $9.99

Canadian Daily 
Language Activities
Our Canadian Daily Language 
Activities series provides short 
and quick opportunities for 
students to review and reinforce 
skills in punctuation, grammar, 
spelling, language and read-
ing comprehension. The bonus 
activities that follow each week 
of skills are fun tasks such as 
word and vocabulary puzzles, figurative language 
and reading exercises. A short interesting fact about Canada is the 
finishing touch! Includes 32 weeks of activities. 120 Pages. $19.99 Each
024-R1147   Grade 4 024-R1150   Grade 7
024-R1148   Grade 5 024-R1151   Grade 8
024-R1149   Grade 6 

6 Comprehension Games
This value pack includes 6 different games cover-
ing simple understanding of words and meaning. 
Teaching topics include comprehension with ques-
tions and sentences, inference, reading for mean-
ing, and fact or opinion. Contains 2 board games, 2 
matching games, 20 sentence puzzles, die, counters 
and game guide with instructions. Grades 1+
157-406 $32.99

Foam Question Cubes
Four 2" cubes get discussions and/or stories 
started. Each cube has Who? What? When? 
Where? Why? and one blank side. Foam is 

lightweight, soft, quiet, and washable. 
Square edges stop the cubes from roll-
ing too far. Includes teaching tips and 
a resealable storage bag. 
154-20614 $9.99

Ready to Go Guided Reading
This series strengthens comprehension skills and vocabulary with a combination of high-interest topics, colorful photographs, call-out boxes, and 
writing prompts. For below level, on level, or slightly above level students. Each includes 36 readers, 6 discussion guides, and 3 reproducible pages.    
$29.99 Each

Infer Connect Question Summarize Analyze Determine Importance Synthesize Visualize
Grades 1–2 015-104923 015-104926 015-104929 015-104932 015-104958 015-104961 015-104964 015-104967
Grades 3–4 015-104924 015-104927 015-104930 015-104933 015-104959 015-104962 015-104965 015-104968
Grades 5–6 015-104925 015-104928 015-104931 015-104934 015-104960 015-104963 015-104966 015-104969

This series strengthens comprehension skills and vocabulary with a combination of high-interest topics, colorful photographs, 

Includes
6 copies of each 

topic–36 readers  
in all!
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The 100+ Series™  
Reading Comprehension
Featuring more than 100 reproducible activities in each book, this series has 
been a top-selling teacher resource line for decades. Filled with engaging, grade-
appropriate fiction and nonfiction passages and stories, the activities in Reading 
Comprehension reinforce essential skills such as sequencing, main idea, predict-
ing, inference, and story elements. 128 pages. $21.99 Each
015-104839   Grade 1
015-104840   Grade 2
015-104841   Grade 3
015-104842   Grade 4

015-104843   Grade 5
015-104844   Grade 6
015-104857   Grade 7
015-104858   Grade 8

370-9781771052634 Grade 1 370-9781771052665 Grade 4
370-9781771052641 Grade 2 370-9781771052672 Grade 5
370-9781771052658 Grade 3 370-9781771052689 Grade 6

Canadian Daily Reading Comprehension 
Help students hone essential reading comprehension skills with this must have 
resource. Each reproducible page includes informational text, that encourages 
students to read with a purpose. Follow up questions emphasize making connec-
tions, inferences and synthesizing what students have read. $15.99 Each

Read and Succeed: Comprehension 
These books feature high-interest fiction and nonfiction passages that capture 
students’ interest, and focused standards-based activities that provide targeted 
practice opportunities. Each full-color book includes 65 passages, skill practice 
pages, answer key, and Whiteboard-compatible Teacher Resource CD.
152 pages.  $29.99 Each
145-50724 Grade 1
145-50725 Grade 2
145-50726 Grade 3

145-50727 Grade 4
145-50728 Grade 5
145-50729 Grade 6

CD Included

180 Days of Reading 
Practice, Assess, Diagnose
This series provides short passages for 
students to practice reading comprehen-
sion, word study, phonics, and written 
response to literature. Helps to build 
students’ concentration and stamina for 
reading complex texts. Aligned to both 
fiction and nonfiction standards. 
248 pages. $29.99 Each
145-50921 Grade K
145-50922 Grade 1 
145-50923 Grade 2 
145-50924 Grade 3 
145-50925 Grade 4
145-50926 Grade 5
145-50927 Grade 6

Teacher Resource CD
This CD contains activity reproducibles and graphic organizers. 

Teachers can use these digital copies  
to complete the activities described in the book.

Copyright All Rights Reserved.

For use 
with either 
Macintosh® 

or Windows® 

CD Included

Canadian Comprehension
Ready-to-use information and worksheets cover 
both social studies and language arts curriculum. 
There are 7 sections with 2 reading activities (fiction 
and non-fiction) and 1 writing activity per grade in 
each section. Also provided are reading and social 
studies assessments, two rubrics for easy marking, 
teaching tips, extension activities and complete 
answer key. 80 pages. $16.99 Each
024-J157 Grades 1–2
024-J158 Grades 3–4
024-J159 Grades 5–6

Daily Reading 
Comprehension
Supplement your reading instruction and 
prepare students for state testing with 150 
daily lessons. In just 10 to 15 minutes a day, 
Daily Reading Comprehension presents stu-
dents with the reading strategies and skills 
they need to become successful lifetime 
readers! Includes teacher pages with sugges-
tions and ideas for guiding students through 
each passage. 192 pages. $44.99 Each

Spectrum® Reading
Spectrum® Reading workbooks contain focused 
practice for reading comprehension, including let-
ters and sounds, word recognition, integration of 
knowledge and ideas, key ideas and details, main 
idea, story structure, theme, and summarization. 
Each lesson features an illustrated story followed 
by exercise in comprehension. A variety of fiction 
and nonfiction reading passages combined with 
standards-based learning make these workbooks 
an essential resource for school success. A complete 
answer key is included. Spectrum, the best-selling 
workbook series, is proud to provide quality, educa-
tional materials that support your students’ learning 
achievement and success. 158+ pages. 
$19.99 Each
015-704578 Grade K
015-704579 Grade 1
015-704580 Grade 2

015-704581 Grade 3
015-704582 Grade 4
015-704583 Grade 5

015-704584 Grade 6
015-704858 Grade 7 
015-704859 Grade 8

105-3611  Grade 1 
105-3612  Grade 2
105-3613  Grade 3 
105-3614  Grade 4

105-3615  Grade 5 
105-3456  Grades 6+
105-3617  Grade 7
105-3618  Grade 8
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Canadian Media Literacy
Study forms of media and how it impacts our lives. Includes 7 media texts activi-
ties, 2 media forms and technique activities, 4 creating media texts activities, 19 
additional activities, plus a teacher’s guide. $16.99 Each
024-R1125   Grades K–1     024-R1126   Grades 2–3     024-R1127   Grades 4–6

Media Literacy Activities
Help students to develop essential media 
literacy skills. Students will learn to identify 
the purpose of various media forms, cre-
ate media texts and think critically about 
the media messages they encounter on a 
daily basis. Activities are ready-to-go and 
reproducible. Teacher tips and checklists are 
included. 120 pages. $19.99 Each
370-9781771050852 Grades K–3
370-9781771050869 Grades 4–6

Media Literacy  
Response Forms
This resource provides 54 response forms 
covering all areas of media including: the 
newspaper, magazine, internet article, 
TV show, movie and video. These work-
sheets will stimulate all learners in your 
classroom and they won’t realize that 
they are improving their reading compre-
hension skills at the same time! 80 pages. 
Grades 4–6
024-1892 $16.99

Retell a Story Cubes
Boost reading and listening  
comprehension with these 6 foam  
cubes that target after-reading  
skills while encouraging creativity.  
With a unique story retelling  
suggestion on each side, cubes feature 36 different activities. Use color-coded 
cubes alone or with Reading Comprehension Cubes (219-7022) in centers, small 
groups or individually for quiet play. Activity Guide included. Cubes measure 15⁄8". 
Set of 6. Grades 1+
219-7233 $19.99

Reading Comprehension Cubes 
Liven up your reading discussion with these foam cubes that have comprehen-
sion questions on each side. Students answer the questions before reading (red 
cubes), during reading (blue cubes) and after reading (green cubes). For individu-
al or group use. Each cube measures 15⁄8". Set of 6. Grades 1+
219-7022 $19.99

Interactive Notebooks: Language Arts
Interactive notebooks enable students to learn how to organize and synthesize
information through creative, interactive, and easily personalized activities. This
series provides all of the resources needed to successfully implement this popular 
instructional method and promote student learning. Each book contains a guide 
for teachers who are new to interactive note taking as well as lesson plans, repro-
ducibles for creating notebook pages on a variety of topics, and more. 96 pages.  
$16.99 Each
015-104651 Grade K
015-104652 Grade 1
015-104653 Grade 2

015-104654 Grade 3
015-104655 Grade 4
015-104656 Grade 5

015-104913 Grade 6
015-104914 Grade 7
015-104915 Grade 8

Practice, Assess, Diagnose:  
180 Days of Language
This easy-to-use classroom resource provides teach-
ers and parents with daily practice to build students’ 
grammar skills. Featuring 180 quick, diagnostic-
based activities, data-driven assessment tips, and 
digital resources including pdfs of the activity sheets, 
and assessments. Each question is tied to a specific 
language standard. Correlated to the Common core 
and other State Standards. Digital resources include 
assessment-analysis tools. 208 pages + CD 
$29.99 Each
145-51172 Grade K 145-51169 Grade 4
145-51166 Grade 1 145-51170 Grade 5
145-51167 Grade 2 145-51171 Grade 6
145-51168 Grade 3

Graphic Organizer Flip Chart
Help students develop deeper comprehension and higher-order thinking skills 
in any subject area! Spiral-bound chart with 10 double-sided, write & wipe pages 
features 18 research-based graphic organizers that encourage analysis, evalua-
tion, and synthesis according to Bloom’s Taxonomy. Chart can hang on a pocket 
chart stand or sit on a center table. Includes 24-page Activity Book with blackline 
masters of each organizer and how-to examples for each organizer. 141⁄2"L x 20"H. 
Grades K+
219-5399 $42.99
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Resource books also available as an ebook at scholarschoice.ca

Hi/Lo Reading
Lots of Repeated Practice for Challenged Readers
Struggling readers are sure to benefit from the high-
interest/low vocabulary stories and writing practice in 
these terrific books. Each book features 30 stories com-
prised of repetitive words and sentences followed by 
questions, cloze reading, and sentence writing. A terrific 
addition to any remedial reading program! 64 pages. 
Interest Level Grades 3–12 $17.99 Each
728-750  Level 1          
728-751  Level 2    
728-752  Level 3
728-753  Set of all 3 books  $48.99

Wonder Stories
Intriguing Questions & Answers  
to Motivate Reluctant Readers
These high-interest stories will appeal to all age 
groups and will instantly capture the reader’s
attention with “I Wonder...” questions such as: “Do 
animals see colors?” “Why does popcorn pop?”, and 
“How do flies walk on the ceiling?” Following each 
story, comprehension activities focus on the follow-
ing basic skills: finding the main idea, finding a fact, 
locating an answer, inference, vocabulary, reading for 
details, word analysis, and more! 32 pages. Interest 
Level Grades 3–12  $12.99 Each
728-466  Level 1         728-469  Level 4 
728-467  Level 2   728-470  Level 5
728-468  Level 3
728-465  Set of all 5 books $59.99

The Five W’s
Grab students’ attention with these 
high-interest, factual newspaper 
articles! Each article is presented 
in a realistic and appealing format 
complete with dateline and picture. 
Follow-up questions require the reader 
to respond to the Five W’s–who, what, 
when, where, and why. Reading levels 
are achieved through the use of con-
trolled vocabulary, simple sentence 
structure, and appropriate illustra-
tions. 32 pages. Interest Level Grades 4–12 $14.99 Each
728-487F Reading Level 1 728-487C Reading Level 4 
728-487A Reading Level 2 728-487D Reading Level 5
728-487B Reading Level 3

Specific Reading Skills
High-Interest Comprehension 
Activities
You’re sure to find the read-
ing activities in this series 
useful for the older student 
whose skills are below grade 
level. Topics include locating 
information, fact and opinion, 
making inferences, reading for 
details, finding the main idea, 
reading to understand, and 
comparing. High-interest read-
ing passages are followed by 
comprehension and logic activi-
ties designed to strengthen 
students’ reading skills. 28-32 pages. 
Interest Level Grades 4–8; 
Reading Level 3–4 $12.99 Each
728-445 Reading to Understand
728-484 Finding the Main Idea
728-489A Reading for Details
728-489B Reading for Details
728-490 Comparing 
728-4001 Locating Information 
728-4002 Fact and Opinion 
728-4003 Making Inferences 
728-4006 Summarizing 
728-4005A Set of all 9 books $109.99

Reading Guide Strips
Designed to aid students and adults with reading difficulties such as skipping 
words or lines, reversing or transposing letters, losing your place, rereading lines, 
concentration, and many others. Made from heavy duty, durable vinyl material.

Reading Big Reading Full Page
Guide Strips Guide Strips Reading Guides
71⁄4" x 11⁄4" 7" x 33⁄4"  81⁄2" x 11"
$1.89 Each $3.50 Each $4.99 Each

Yellow 553-10800 553-10820 553-10830
Blue 553-10801 553-10821 553-10831
Pink 553-10803 553-10822 553-10832
Orange 553-10804 553-10823 553-10833
Green 553-10805 553-10824 553-10834
Red 553-10806 553-10825 553-10835

Reading Guide Strips

Full Page Reading Guides

Big Reading Guide Strips

Mini Mysteries
Reluctant readers of all ages are sure to have 
fun with the 26 "who-dunits" detective Sam 
Sherlock encounters in this reading compre-
hension-listening-thinking skills book. Question 
pages encourage fact-finding, analyzing, pre-
dicting outcomes, and more. 56 pages. Interest 
Level Grades 3–6; Reading Level 2.5–5.5
728-117 $16.99

More Mini Mysteries
High-interest stories are sure to involve even the 
most reluctant readers as they join Detective Bree 
Cody on 20 "who-dunits" investigating cases of 
theft, a missing person, arson, and much more! 
Clever questions and activities encourage students 
to find facts, read for details, analyze situations, 
make inferences, and predict outcomes. 48 pages. 
Interest Level Grades 4–12; Reading Level 3–6
728-118 $16.99
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Spelling
Engage your child with brainteasers, riddles, and 
puzzles in these full-color spelling lessons. Each 
book provides systematic instruction and practice 
in spelling patterns, spelling strategies, and spelling 
relates to meaning and context. A speller's diction-
ary, proofreader's guide, and answer keys are also 
included. 128+ pages. $19.99 Each
015-704596 Grade K
015-704597 Grade 1
015-704598 Grade 2
015-704599 Grade 3

015-704600 Grade 4
015-704601 Grade 5
015-704602 Grade 6

Building Spelling Skills
The reproducible format and additional teacher 
resources give you everything you need to help 
students master and retain basic skills. Each book 
contains 30 spelling units, including a spelling list, 
sentences for dictation, and four reproducible 
student practice pages. 160 pages. $32.99 Each
105-2705 Grade 1 105-2708 Grade 4
105-2706 Grade 2 105-2709 Grade 5
105-2707 Grade 3 105-2710 Grades 6+

My Spelling Dictionary
This individual student book is perfect for 
quick and easy skill-building! Includes word 
lists, writing ideas and tips, plus lots of space 
for children to build vocabulary, create stories 
and journal thoughts. Features a page for each 
alphabet letter plus numbers, colors, holiday 
words and contractions. Handy 81⁄2" x 7" size. 
32 pages. 
154-60111 Single $3.50
154-60111G Pack of 10 $29.99

Spelling
Building the Basics
These workbooks review essential spell-
ing concepts all students need to learn. 
Each goes into more detail than the pre-
vious grade level and uses more difficult 
words to reinforce the phonics concepts 
necessary to become a competent 
speller. 49 pages. $9.99 Each
024-SS9400 Grades 1–2
024-SS9401 Grades 2–3
024-SS9402 Grades 3–4
024-SS9403 Grades 4–5
024-SS9404 Grades 5–6

Daily Sentence Editing
For ALL Interactive Whiteboards
Use these self-correcting activities to teach students 
important skills in grammar, punctuation, and spelling. 
The PC/Mac CD provides 180 ready-to-edit sentences. 
In addition, thousands more sentences and para-
graphs can be created and saved. 112 pages + CD.
$36.99 Each

Daily Paragraph Editing
Provides students with an engaging way to prac-
tice mechanics and usage of grade-level language 
arts skills. The reproducible format and additional 
teacher resources give you everything you need to 
help students master and retain basic skills. Can be 
used to support the instruction in a basal or core 
writing program. 176 pages. $36.99 Each
105-2725 Grade 2 105-2729 Grades 6+
105-2726 Grade 3 105-2837 Grade 7
105-2727 Grade 4 105-2838 Grade 8
105-2728 Grade 5

154-3883 Grade 1
154-3884 Grade 2
154-3885 Grade 3

154-3886 Grade 4
154-3887 Grade 5
154-3891 Grade 6

6 Spelling 
Games
This value pack contains 
2 board games, 2 
matching games, 10 
word puzzles, 10 syllable 
puzzles, counters, die 
and spinner. Teaching 
topics include irregular/
tricky words, mnemonics, 
plurals, homophones, 
prefixes, silent let-
ters and multi-syllabic 
words. Each game has 
self-correcting elements. 
Includes game guide with 
instructions. Grades 1+
157-408 $29.99

Spelligator®
An exciting word building game that teaches phonemic awareness, letter pat-
terns and positioning. Covers different letter combinations including conso-
nants, vowels, digraphs, and blends. Contains 4 Spelligators, 73 letter tiles, 
game guide and word list. 2-4 players. Grades K+
157-100 $44.99

Spelligator®

Letter Scrambles
Letter Scrambles puzzles intuitively develop children’s understanding of how 
words work, and how words follow predictable patterns. For an extra challenge, 
the words can be listed in columns by number of letters in the word. Or use a 
timer to see how many words they can find in just three minutes! . 32 pages. 
22 puzzles.
Letter Scrambles 1 
6- and 7-letter words
035-3942 Set of 5 $14.99
035-3943 Set of 20 $44.99

Letter Scrambles 2
8-letter words 
035-3944 Set of 5 $14.99
035-3945 Set of 20 $44.99
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180 Days of Writing
Practice, Access, Diagnose
Develop enthusiastic and efficient writers through daily practice of the writing 
process. Activities provide a framework for students to practice prewriting, 
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing skills. Rubrics provide authentic 
assessments of students’ opinion/argument, informative/explanatory, and  
narrative writing. 216 pages + CD.    $29.99 Each
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105-6021 Grade 1
105-6022 Grade 2
105-6023 Grade 3
105-6024 Grade 4

105-6025 Grade 5
105-6026 Grades 6+
105-6027 Grade 7
105-6028 Grade 8

Daily 6-Trait Writing
With 125 engaging, 10- to 15-minute lessons, writing skills are introduced on Day 
1 and progress in difficulty until students apply what they’ve learned to a writing 
prompt on Day 5. Activities break writing down into specific, approachable skills 
that allow even struggling students to practice writing without feeling intimidated 
or overwhelmed. 160 pages. $44.99 Each

Traits of Good Writing
Seven posters describe the seven traits of good writing. The visual reminders 
help young writers master each trait. Each poster measures 12" x 18". The 4-page 
teacher’s guide provides related tips and activities. Shiny, protective coating adds 
durability.
154-4785 $19.99

Spectrum® Writing
Content includes revised sequencing for smooth 
transition between skills, along with age-appropriate 
activities that reinforce topics to ensure writing 
proficiency. Key concepts: outlining, point of view, 
fact vs. opinion, cause and effect, and adding detail. 
109+ pages. $19.99 Each

015-704624 Grade 1
015-704571 Grade 2
015-704572 Grade 3
015-704573 Grade 4

015-704574 Grade 5
015-704575 Grade 6
015-704576 Grade 7
015-704577 Grade 8

Story Writing
150+ Writing Prompts! In this book you 
will find how to introduce, explain and 
practice various writing styles includ-
ing Pattern Writing, Sequence Writing, 
Retelling Stories, writing an Information 
Piece and writing an Opinion Piece. An 
overview of Trait-Based Writing is also 
included. Grades 1–3
024-R1152  $15.99

Sentence Writing
In these books you will find how to intro-
duce, explain and practice the different 
types of sentences. Grades 1–3 includes 
an overview of the 6-Trait writing 
process, and covers parts of speech and 
verb tenses. Grades 4–6 also includes 
an introduction to figure of speech, plus 
practice worksheets on verb tenses and 
writing paragraphs.    $15.99 Each
024-R1153   Grades 1–3
024-R1154   Grades 4–6

Paragraph Writing
200 Writing Prompts! In this book you 
will find a step-by step method of writing 
a paragraph, an overview of Trait-Based 
Writing, and activities for students to 
practice writing compare & contrast 
paragraphs, narrative, descriptive, and 
how-to paragraphs. Grades 2–4
024-R1155 $15.99

Writing Pop-Up
This double-sided directory features a guide to writing on one side and word 
finding examples on the other. Visual examples are provided throughout. Use for 
writing instruction or support during writing. 9" x 61⁄2". Grades K–4
157-JL451 $16.99

145-51523 Grade K
145-51524 Grade 1
145-51525 Grade 2
145-51526 Grade 3

145-51527 Grade 4
145-51528 Grade 5
145-51529 Grade 6
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154-7815 Grades 1–2. Word Families, Short Vowel Sounds, Long Vowel   
 Sounds, Synonyms and Antonyms
154-7813 Grades 2–3. Synonyms, Antonyms, Homophones, and
 Parts of Speech
154-7816 Grades 3–4. Analogies, Synonyms, Antonyms, Multiple   
 Meanings, and Parts of Speech
154-7831 Grades 4–5. Analogies, Fact or Opinion?, Compound Words,   
 Synonyms & Antonyms
154-7832 Grades 5–6. Idioms, Analogies, Synonyms & Antonyms,   
 Vocabulary in Context

I Have... Who Has...?
Language Arts Games
The entire class can have fun while 
practicing skills in language arts! Hand 
out all 37 cards. The student whose 
card reads “I have the first card! Who 
has...?” begins. The student whose 
card has the answer to that question 
responds and then asks a different 
question. This continues until the person 
with the last card gives the final answer 
and then reads, “This is the end of the 
game!” Each box provides 4 sets of cards 
for 4 different games.  $26.99 Each

Daily Language Review
Keep language skills sharp with focused practice presented in standardized test-
ing formats. A 36-week progressive program allows you to work up to five items a 
day on four or five language essentials (sentence editing, punctuation, grammar, 
vocabulary, word study skills, and reference skills). Scope and sequence charts 
and answer key included. Format appropriate for remedial, adult literacy, and 
ESL use. 136 pages. $32.99 Each
105-579 Grade 1
105-580 Grade 2
105-581 Grade 3
105-582 Grade 4

105-583 Grade 5
105-576 Grades 6+
105-2797 Grade 7 
105-2798 Grade 8 

Complete EnglishSmart
Provides ample practice for developing and improving English skills. Concise 
explanations with examples are provided before practice to guide children along. 
The systematically-designed activities cover the key areas of learning - reading 
comprehension, grammar, vocabulary, usage and writing. $16.95 Each

090-9781897457016  Grade 1
090-9781897457023  Grade 2
090-9781897457030  Grade 3
090-9781897457047  Grade 4

090-9781897457054  Grade 5
090-9781897457061  Grade 6 
090-9781897164419  Grade 7
090-9781897164426  Grade 8

Spectrum® Language Arts
This resource includes standards-based instruction of grammar, usage, mechan-
ics, and sentence structure fundamentals. Emphasis on communication skills 
and topics required on proficiency tests. Proofreading activities for clearer, more 
cohesive writing practice. 176+ pages. $19.99 Each
015-704587 Grade K
015-704588 Grade 1
015-704589 Grade 2

015-704590 Grade 3
015-704591 Grade 4
015-704592 Grade 5

015-704593 Grade 6
015-704594 Grade 7
015-704595 Grade 8

4 games 
in each box! Canadian Book Reports

These resources contain six sections: Vocabulary Development, Identifying 
Important Information, Character Analysis, Summarizing & Sequencing Events, 
Reasoning & Critical Thinking, and Creativity & Design. Each section begins with 
a Teacher's Notes page that will provide suggestions to help you to introduce 
the sections and to obtain the best results from your students. 42 activities in 63 
pages. $15.99 Each
024-R1128 Canadian Book Reports For Beginners,   Grades 1–2
024-R1129 Canadian Moving Ahead With Book Reports, Grades 3–4 
024-R1130 Canadian Ready To Go Book Reports, Grades 5–6 
024-R1131 Canadian Better Book Reports, Grades 7–8 

Canadian Language Activities
Our Canadian Daily Language Activities series 
provides short and quick opportunities for students to review and reinforce 
skills in punctuation, grammar, spelling, language, and reading comprehension.  
The bonus activities that follow each week of skills are fun tasks such as word 
and vocabulary puzzles, figurative language and reading exercises.  A short 
interesting fact about Canada is the finishing touch. 120 pages       $19.99 Each
024-R1144 Grade 1 024-R1147 Grade 4 024-R1150 Grade 7
024-R1145 Grade 2 024-R1148 Grade 5 024-R1151 Grade 8
024-R1146 Grade 3 024-R1149 Grade 6
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Top Grammar Mistakes Bulletin Board
Help students remember basic grammar rules with the cards in this Top Grammar 
Mistakes mini bulletin board. Perfect for instruction or reference these 83⁄4" x 8" 
cards are the perfect size to post on a wall, on a classroom bulletin board, or use 
in a writing center.
348-0607 $12.99

Exercises in Grammar
Students learn the fundamentals and rules of 
grammar through lessons, activity sheets and 
review tests. Lessons can be made into over-
heads. Exercises cover subordinate clauses, parts 
of speech, parts of sentences, adjectives and 
adverb phrases, and case in pronouns. 96 pages.
$17.99 Each
024-1822   Grade 6 024-1824   Grade 8
024-1823   Grade 7

Sentence Toolbox
A handy tool for building sentences! 
Set contains 40 Tri-Blocks® cover-
ing parts of speech as well as 12 
sentence building cards. Grades 
PreK+   1 
157-JL168 $44.99

How to Write a Sentence
Inspiring activities help students learn the “how 
to’s” of language arts skills. Busy teachers appreci-
ate the variety of activities, hands-on experiences, 
and independent learning opportunities presented 
in each book. 48 pages. Grades 1–3
154-2498 $14.99

Die-Cut Magnetic Foam Sentence Building
Great for use in the classroom or at home! Use on whiteboards, steel lockers, 
desks, etc.  Each tile approx. 1" x 11⁄2". 100 pieces - nouns/ verbs/ adverbs/ adjec-
tives/ pronouns/ articles/ capitals/ punctuation/ etc. Colour coded
553-40008 $14.99

Paragraph Writing
Provide your students with creative 
yet structured practice in writing nar-
rative, descriptive, how-to, and com-
pare/contrast paragraphs. Includes 8 
transparencies, writing forms, graphic 
organizers, a trait-based writing guide, 
and more! 80 pages. Grades 2–4
105-246 $25.99

Sentence Building
Enhance early grammar and reading skills with 
sturdy, interlocking cards that cover parts of 
speech, capital letters, punctuation, building 
sentences, and more. Puzzle pieces are color-
coded by the part of speech each represents. 
Grades K–2
015-846026 Sentence Building  $26.99
015-840008 Big Box of Sentence   
 Building $39.99

Sentence Building Dominoes
Includes 114 color-coded dominoes featuring 
words–nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, 
conjunctions, and prepositions, plus punctuation 
marks. Packed in a handy storage bucket. Grades 1+
073-2943 $34.99

Grammar & Punctuation
Help students develop the important 
grammar and punctuation skills 
they need to be successful writers. 
Provides direct instruction and 
practice on 25 grade-level rules. 
112 pages.  $32.99 Each
105-2711 Grade 1
105-2712 Grade 2
105-2713 Grade 3
105-2714 Grade 4
105-2715 Grade 5
105-2716 Grades 6+

Easy Sentence Writing
Help your students develop important writing skills 
with this fun and delightfully illustrated book. Easy 
Sentence Writing will inspire students to develop 
sentence-writing skills. Four formats add variety as 
they write original sentences, create sentences from 
pictures, form sentences from a word bank and more. 
Grades 1–2
728-301A $12.99

Parts of Speech
Parts of Speech Flips enables the user to build different sentences by flipping 
over parts of speech. Covers articles, pronouns, nouns, verbs, prepositions, 
and adverbs. Challenges your friends to see who can build the most sentences 
or the silliest sentence.
157-JL452 $19.99
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Write-Abouts
Get students’ pencils 
and imaginations in 
motion with these 
clever booklets.  
Students select a 
page from each section to create  
custom-made writing starters.     $15.99 Each
Grades 1–3
234-W2020 Silly Starters 
234-W2021 Story Starters
234-W2022 Creative Thinking

Grades 4–8
234-W2023 Poetry Starters 234-W2027 Silly Starters
234-W2024 Story Starters  234-W2028 Creative Thinking
234-W2025 Writing Starters  234-W2029 Wacky Headlines
234-W2026 Point of View

Language Tear-Offs
Get students focused on literary concepts 
and writing skills. Teachers choose the topic; 
students tear off a strip of their choice and 
respond to the prompt. Grades 4–8 
$13.99 Each
234-F1101 Figurative Language &  
 Elements of Literature
234-F1102 Literacy Genres
234-F1103 Reasons For Writing
234-F1104 Writing Starters

Writing Workshop
Designed for busy teachers who 
are seeking a comprehensive 
resource for teaching the writ-
ing process. Features persuasive, 
expository, narrative, and poetry 
writing lessons. Includes daily 
writing exercises, student samples, 
writing rubrics, graphic organizers, 
assessment checklist and much 
more. 256 pages. Grades 4–6
154-3007 $36.99

Creative Writing Flip Chart
A brand-new story with each use! Mix and match photo cards and phrase cards 
to determine the characters, plot and setting for each original story. Images and 
words allow students of all levels to write and tell stories. Includes 60 total cards 
and Activity Guide. 141⁄2"L x 5"H. Grades 1+
219-3037 $22.99

Story Sparkers!
Jumbo Full-Color Library
From realistic situations to fantastical scenes, this set of full-color 
multicultural photos is perfect for stimulating writing in every child! Just grab 
a card and turn it over for preprinted sentence starters and open-ended 
questions. Includes 50 large-format, full-color story cards in a sturdy 
telescoping box. Grades 1+
073-7103 $34.99

500 Writing 
Prompts!

Conversation Cubes
36 engaging questions for use in 
character development activities, 
brainstorming before writing, and 
to build oral language, social and 
listening skills.
219-7300 $19.99

Creative Writing Cubes
Soft foam cubes are great for brainstorming before writing and encouraging 
oral language development. Cubes are quiet when rolled–perfect for centers! 
Cubes measure 15⁄8" each. Set of 6. Grades 1+

Story Starter Word Cubes
Cubes represent character, plot and set-
ting ideas and are color–coded by story  
element.
219-7020 $19.99

Writing Prompt Cubes
36 prompts offer a variety of ideas in both creative 

and non-fiction writing 
activites for individual  
or group writing.
219-7232 $19.99

Roll A Story
Help children develop story telling and 
oral language with Roll A Story dice. Sim-
ply roll the dice and let the pictures guide 
children’s imagination. Categories include 
people, animals, food, places, transport, 
feelings, weather, actions, sports, and 
objects. Contains 10 picture dice and 1 
carry sack. Grades PreK–4
157-144 $14.99
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Writing Poetry with Children
This trait-based resource provides structured 
practice writing six types of poetry. How-to charts 
help guide students through the step-by-step 
process of writing each type of poem. Each lesson 
is presented at three difficulty levels so it’s easy to 
support all your students. 96 pages. Grades 1–6+
105-734 $25.99

Read and Understand 
Poetry
Resources for each poem include 
a lesson plan page, a reproducible 
poem, illustrated for enhanced 
comprehension, two follow-up 
activity sheets–one multiple 
choice, the other short answers. 
144 pages. $27.99 Each
105-3323 Grades 2–3
105-3324 Grades 3–4
105-3325 Grades 4–5
105-3326 Grades 5–6+

Leveled Readers’ Theater
Develop your students’ fluency, automaticity, and 
comprehension with these reproducible student 
scripts and follow-up activities. Each play contains 
parts for students reading below, on, or above grade 
level, so you can support all thestudents in your 
classroom! 160 pages. $36.99 Each
105-3481   Grade 1 105-3484   Grade 4
105-3482   Grade 2 105-3485   Grade 5
105-3483   Grade 3 105-3486   Grade 6+

Canadian Story Starters
Creative Writing for Canucks!
This creative writing series full of real photographs 
to inspire students and increase knowledge about 
Canada. Each story starter includes a photograph, 
a word list area, a blank line for the story's title, and 
blank lines for writing the story itself. Photograph 
topics include nature, seasons & special days, sym-
bols & places, people, sports, transportation, military, 
and machines. 64 pages. $12.99 Each
024-R1122  Grades 1–3        024-R1123  Grades 4–6        024-R1124  Grades 7–8

Poetry Bulletin Board Set
Invite students on an inspiring tour of the colorful world of poetry! Styled after 
vintage travel posters, this bulletin board set acquaints students with tradi-
tional poetic devices and standard poetry forms, highlighting the imagery, lan-
guage, structure, and mood of each. Includes six 11" x 17" posters and a 17" x 
22" theme poster. Includes a two-page teacher guide. 7 pieces.
798-3068 $18.99

Poem of the 
Month Flip Chart
Develop a love of language with this BIG, 
laminated flip chart featuring 12 adorable 
poems–one for each month!  Display this 
sturdy, colorful resource all year long to 
explore rhyme and rhythm, vocabulary, 
phonics, spelling, and more.  Companion 
teaching pages are packed with instant lan-
guage arts boosters and kid-perfect writing 
prompts! 12 double-sided, flip-over leaves. 
Grades K–3
087-9780439471237 $26.99 

Writing Poems
Aspiring poets will write traditional 
form of poetry such as couplets, 
quatrains, and haikus as well as the 
non-traditional, free-verse form.  
48 pages. Grades 4–8
728-140 $14.99

Draw...Then Write
Creative drawing inspires creative 
writing! The simple drawing steps 
and fun topics in each book make 
even the most reluctant of writers 
excited to write stories. Multiple 
difficulty levels allow you to cus-
tomize each topic’s lesson to your 
students’ needs. 96 pages.
$25.99 Each
105-731   Grades 1-3
105-773   Grades 4-6

Nonfiction Writing
This series presents students with focused 
instruction on writing forms such as per-
suasive letters, research reports, descriptive 
essays, and more. And because the writing 
forms covered are often found on standard-
ized assessments, it’s a great resource for 
test-prep. 160 pages. $29.99 Each

105-6012 Grade 2
105-6013 Grade 3
105-6014 Grade 4

105-6015 Grade 5
105-6016 Grades 6+
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9 Fun Outdoor Math Ideas

Math class outside helps students use their new skills in a real 
world context. Here are some fun ways to bring math outside:

1. Go for a pattern, shape, or measurement scavenger hunt.
2. Measure leaves, sticks, rain, or mud and track your results.
3. Make a hundreds chart from natural objects.
4. Create compass-led explorations to teach early coding 

skills.
5. Track precipitation levels.
6. Create 3D shapes or structures from sticks.
7. Create a sidewalk chalk hopscotch with math equations in 

each square.
8. Learn about symmetry using natural objects.
9. Count the rings on a tree stump, measure the diameter, 

then estimate how old other trees may be.

Read more on our Blog: www.tpop.ca

Advice - Inspiration - Expertise - Follow us!

Ten Frame
112-YUS1081 $44.99

Develop an early understanding of counting, 

addition and subtraction in a highly visual 

and tactile way. Explore, learn and practice 

number bonds to 10 using real objects that 

attract interests. 

NEW

Silicone Outdoor Fraction Action
057-MA03245  $229.99

We’re please to say that the much loved 

Fraction Action is now available in silicone! All 

the same mathematical fun but now in a more 

durable material. 

Take the kit outside and explore the world of 

fractions in your playground!

NEW

scholarschoice.ca • 1-800-265-1095

Shop Online

• 30,000+ Products
• Check Stock Levels
• New Product Added Weekly
• One Step Checkout

www.scholarschoice.ca



Number Construction
Building numbers is a snap! Snap together color-coded pieces to construct num-
bers 0–9 plus fine-motor skills! Take it one step further and snap in the matching 
quantity of bolts for each number. Includes 50 pieces (30 lines and curves and 20 
bolts), 5 double-sided Activity Cards with step-by-step directions, and a guide. 
Largest piece measures 11⁄2"L x 10"H. Ages 3+
219-8550 $34.99

For complete selection shop online at www.scholarschoice.ca
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Double Sided Numbers Chart
These great double sided charts are perfect for learning basic skills in English and 
French. One side has the English and the other side the French. Charts measure 
17" x 22". $3.99 Each 
492-530 1-10 Chart  
492-509 1-20 Chart
492-513 Curriculum Addition and Hundreds Board Chart  
492-554 Number Path Chart

MathMagnets®
Jumbo Multicoloured
Jumbo pieces are 6cm (21⁄2") 
tall for handling ease and 
tactile feedback for young 
children learning basic skills. 
Multicoloured sets come in red, 
blue, green, yellow, orange and 
magenta pieces. 42 pcs.
073-1686 $23.99

0 to 9 Magnatab
Trace the lines with the magnetic 
stylus and follow the arrows to learn 
the fundamentals of number writing. 
Perfect for your early mathematician, 
the sensory reinforcement will help 
with early arithmetic lessons. Erase 
with the tip of a finger. 71⁄2" x 6" x 1⁄2". 
Ages 3+
591-K10347   $29.99

Number Pebbles
Build a fascination for numbers and 
explore number bonds to 10 with 
our fabulous new number pebbles. 
Set includes two of each number 
0 to 10 (22 pebbles in total). 
112-YUS1010 $46.99

Feels-Write Number Stones
This tactile set of ten number stones allows children to get hands-on with number 
formation by starting at the green dot and following the guiding arrows on each 
of the numbers. Each stone is engraved to provide important sensory feedback to 
the child and they will enjoy tracing the number over and over again. Each stone 
measures between 43⁄4" and 51⁄4" and they feature numbers 0-10.
112-YUS1032 $79.99

Jumbo Number Pebbles
Ideal for introducing numbers 
and number formation to younger children. Specifically designed with little hands 
in mind, these stone mix pebbles are tough enough for the rigors of an early child-
hood setting and can be used both indoors and out. Pebbles measure between 
21⁄4" and 23⁄4". Set includes 22 pebbles, two each of the numbers 0-10. Ages 2+
112-YUS1036 $79.99

Tactile Numbers
The tactile feel of these wooden plates 
also makes them useful for special 
educational needs like partially sighted 
or blind. Positioning the marking point in 
the bottom right hand corner of the 
plate ensures that the number 
is not upside down. Includes: 
29 pieces (2x 1-9, 4x 0, 1x +-:x<>=) 
Size: length 17 cm, width 15.2 cm, 
height 15.2 cm, weight 320 g Size of 
wooden plate 7 x 5 x 0.4 cm
823-E42032 $39.99
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Teddy Bear’s Picnic
One game board with a built-in spinner provides a colorful setting for two differ-
ent games! Promotes social skills as well as standards-based skills in language 
arts and math. The game board comes with 23 rhyming cards, 23 shapes, colors 
& counting cards, and 6 player pieces. 2-6 players. Ages 4+
154-7802 $29.99

Math Discovery Kit  
This hands-on set starts with number recognition and counting tasks, then 
advances to simple addition/subtraction with objects and numbers, patterning, 
early problem solving, and quantity comparisons. Includes 26 double-sided activ-
ity mats, 35 extra-thick soft picture tiles, 20 Lauri® Crepe Rubber number plaques,  
50 Crepe Rubber counters, a kit box with drawers, and activity guide. Ages 3+
502-LR2384 $46.99

Bean Counters™
and 2-Color Counters
Two-color plastic counters offer students a 
hands-on tool for understanding and manip-
ulating early abstract mathematical concepts. 
Can be used for counting, sorting, patterning 
and probability activities. Set of 200.  
Grades K+ $14.99 Each
219-0700 Bean Counters™ 
219-7566 Red and Yellow 1" Counters

Transparent
Counters
Counters in 6 colors measure 3⁄4"
each. Set of 250. Ages 5+
219-0131 $6.99

Sorting Trays
Use brilliant trays to explore sorting 

and graphing. Master challenging con-
cepts like similarities, differences, 

and merging groups with bar, Venn, 
and web graph trays. Bring the 

trays to life with manipulatives. 
Includes: three 10" x 15" x 1" (25 

x 38 x 2 cm) trays and detailed 
teaching guide. 

138-35050 $15.99

Sorting Trays
Use brilliant trays to explore sorting 

and graphing. Master challenging con
cepts like similarities, differences, 

and merging groups with bar, Venn, 
and web graph trays. Bring the 

trays to life with manipulatives. 

x 38 x 2 cm) trays and detailed 
teaching guide. 

138-35050

Magnetic Two-Colour
Counters
Double-sided—just flip them over! 
Magnetic manipulatives is so versatile. 
Great for teaching counting and cardinal-
ity, operations, base-ten concepts, and 
more. Feature flexible magnet material 
and red/yellow colors to match counters 
in the most popular math programs. 
Measure 1" each. Grades PreK+
029-732190 $17.99

500 Metal-Rimmed 
Counting Chips
Great for magnet play, investigations, 
sensory tables and more. Metal-rimmed
chips can be used for sorting, counting 
and patterning too. Grades PreK+
029-530 $44.99

Counting Bears
Colourful bears give students 
experience sorting objects into 
sets, adding and subtracting 
items, which is great for math 
prep. The set includes 50 plastic 
bears (10 each of five colours) 
plus five cups in matching 
colours. Grades PreK+
060-864040 $14.99

Play 2 ways: Colors, Shapes, 
& Counting or Rhyming!

Red & White Counters
Two-colour plastic bean counters 
offer students a hands-on tool for 
understanding and manipulating 
early abstract mathematical con-
cepts. Can be used for counting, 
sorting, patterning and probability 
activities. Set of 200. Grades K+.
219-0699 $14.99
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All About Me Family Counters
Meet a real multi-tasking family of manipula-
tives! Help young children learn all about 
themselves and their families. Also great for 
counting, sorting and patterning. Set of 72 
counters come in 6 different shapes and col-
ors to represent the people and pets in fami-
lies. Tallest figure measures 21⁄2"H. Ages 3+
219-3372 $34.99

Wild About Animals 
Jungle Counters™
Familiar animal figures come in 6 
different shapes and colors. Tallest 
figure (giraffe) measures 21⁄2"H.
Set of 72. Ages 3+
219-3361 $34.99

Under the Sea  
Ocean Counters™
Ocean animal figures come in 6 differ-
ent shapes and colors. Tallest figure 
measures 11⁄4"H, longest measures 
13⁄4"L. Set of 72. Ages 3+
219-3341 $34.99

In the Garden
Critter Counters™
Critters come in 6 different shapes 
and colors. Tallest figure measures 
11⁄4"H, longest measures 2"L.
Set of 72. Ages 3+
219-3381 $34.99

Friendly Farm® 
Animal Counters
Features 6 farm animals in 2 sizes and  
6 colors. Animals measure 1"-13⁄4"H.  
Ages 3+
219-0180 Set of 72 $29.99

Backyard Bugs™ Counters
Features 6 different bugs in 6 colors. 
Bugs measure approximately 2"L.
Ages 3+
219-0457 Set of 72 $29.99

Jumbo Counters
Chunky for small hands! Use for sorting, count-
ing, patterning and other early math skills. Each 
21⁄4"H counter is hollowed out for use as finger 
puppets too. Includes animals in 6 colors, stor-
age bucket, and activity guide. Set of 30. Ages 2+

$29.99 Each
219-7408 Farm. Includes cow, horse,  

rooster, pig and sheep

Three Bear Family® Counters
Compare our bears by size, color and weight!

Three Bear Family® Counters
Bears are proportionately weighted to use on a bal-
ance for measurement discoveries. The 80-piece 
Basic Set contains 20 Papa™, 20 Mama™ and 40 Baby 
Bear™ Counters in four colors. The 96-piece Rainbow™ 
Set includes 24 Papa™, 24 Mama™ and 48 Baby Bear™ 
Counters in six colors. Packaged in handy storage 
bucket. Ages 3+
219-0725 Basic Set. 80 counters in 4 color $29.99
219-0744 Rainbow™ Set. 96 counters in 6 colors  

 $36.99
219-0753 Pattern Cards. 16 double-sided activity cards  

for use with counters in 4 colors (219-0725) $14.99

Three Bear Family® 
Sort, Pattern & Play Activity Set
Develop early math skills with a variety of colorful bear manipulatives, includ-
ing 96 Three Bear Family® Counters in six rainbow colors, six rainbow-colored 
sorting bowls, 2" color cube, number cube, 16 pattern cards, 12 double-sided 
activity cards and bear game spinner. Packaged in a convenient plastic stor-
age tub with carrying handle and removable sorting tray. Ages 3+
219-0757 $84.99

Three 
Bear 
Family® 
Beginner’s Balance
A visually engaging and tactile way 
to introduce mass and mea-
surement. Includes 10 
bear counters and a mul-
tilingual Activity Guide. 
Balance arm snaps into 
place, and sliding compensator clips calibrate for easy use. 153⁄4" x 4". Ages 5+
219-0740 $22.99

Baby Bear™ Sorting Set
Helps teach sorting and color recognition. Set combines 102 Baby Bear™ 
Counters in six vibrant colors with matching sorting bowls. Each counter is 
1" tall; plastic bowls are 6" in diameter, 1" deep. Ages 3+
219-0739 $36.99

Actual Size
Baby Bear™

weighs 4 grams.
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Classroom Button Kit  
Introduce students to concepts in comparing and contrasting, addition, subtraction, vocabulary, graphing 
and literature with this research based kit. Included guide outlines a wide variety of group activities that 
make teaching these concepts fast and simple. Super large, durable dry-erase charts can be used for years 
to come. 350+ pieces. Ages 4+
138-35035 $38.99

Size Sort
Children practice size discrimination by placing these charming objects on their 
appropriate mats and matching labels with the mats. Includes 30 objects  
(10 each of 3 sizes), mats, eight labels in English and Spanish, storage basket, 
and Teaching Notes. Grades PreK–1
035-1112 $59.99

Match and Sort
Younger children will be engaged by matching the real objects to the bold sil-
houettes on the sturdy canvas mat. Older students can sort, classify, and graph 
objects. They can also trace around them, turning this versatile language and 
visual perception kit into a wonderful fine-motor activity. Includes 60 objects, 12 
sturdy sorting cups, washable canvas mat, storage containers, organizing basket, 
and Teaching Notes. Grades PreK–K
035-1102 $74.99

Category Sorting
Children build classification, language, and thinking skills as they sort these 50 
realistic objects into 10 categories: animals, people, toys, food, eating utensils, 
things to wear, baby items, vehicles, tools, and musical instruments. Includes 
sorting tubs, sturdy plastic basket, detailed Teaching Ideas, and storage  
container. Grades PreK–1
035-1110 $74.99

Mini Muffin Match Up
Different sorting-circle inserts boost color recognition, matching, sorting,
counting, and early math skills. Included dice feature colors and numbers (0–6) 
allowing for group activities and game play. Includes 1 muffin pan (including 6 
muffin cups) with easy-grip rubber handles, 60 mini muffin counters, 1 Squeezy 
Tweezer, 2 foam dice (1 color cube and 1 number cube), 12 double-sided sorting-
circle inserts, and Activity Guide. Muffin pan measures 10"L x 51⁄2"H. Ages 3+
219-5556  $34.99

Counting Kits
These classic counting kits invite children to count charming objects, learn 
one-to-one correspondence, and a whole lot more. Students record their 
work with See-Thru™ Animal Stamps in their own I Can Read Numbers 
minibooks. Each kit includes 75 objects, matching See-Thru™ Stamp, count-
ing tubs with labels, laminated counting cards, and I Can Read Numbers 
Minibook Masters, plus Teaching Notes. Grades PreK–1 $74.99 Each
035-2472   Count-a-Ladybug
035-2470   Count-a-Penguin
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Super Topplers
Versatile, economical and fun, these “stand-up” 
people are perfect for developing fine motor 
skills, color recognition, sorting, counting, and 
more! Unique design allows pieces to easily 
stand on their own. Three different poses, 
five different colors. Includes guide. 11⁄2" tall.  
100 pieces. Ages 3+
138-75304 $16.99

Super 
Sorting Pie
Fruity pie teaches early number skills and attributes! 
Place the sorting cards into the bottom of the pan to provide visual cues that 
support student success. Top crust becomes a bowl to conveniently hold coun-
ters. Includes 60 counters (7 fruits in 5 different colors), durable plastic pie (83⁄4" 
in diameter), removable divider, 3 double-sided sorting cards, 2 jumbo tweezers 
and activity guide. Ages 3+
219-6216 $39.99

Farmer’s Market Color Sorting Set
Develop color recognition and sorting skills with bushels of realistic, relation-
ally sized produce. Perfect for dramatic play and nutrition lessons too. Includes 
Activity Guide, 25 foods and stickers for labeling 5 baskets that measure 4"H x 
51⁄2" in diameter. Set of 30. Ages 3+
219-3060 $54.99

Rainbow 
Sorting Crayons
Sort 48 manipulatives into the 
matching crayon-shaped tubes. 
Built-in storage makes center set-
up and clean-up easy. Set encour-
ages color identification and vocab-
ulary, patterning, counting and oral 
language development as children 
name each object. Includes activity 
guide and storage box. Each crayon 
measures 9"L x 21⁄2" in diameter.  
Set of 56. Ages 3+
219-3070 $69.99

Sorting Circles
Create your own desktop sorting and grouping activities, including comparing 
and contrasting in any content area. Features circles in red, yellow and blue for 
hands-on Venn diagrams and more. Activity Guide included. Manipulatives sold 
separately. 20" diameter. Set of 6. Ages 6+
219-1286 $19.99

Circles collapse for  
easy storage

Beginning 
Sorting Set
Count and classify with these durable, soft rubber counters. Set includes  
48 Mini Dino Counters, 36 Fruity Fun™ Counters, 36 Mini-Motors® Counters 
and 48 Friendly Farm® Animal Counters in 2 sizes. Sorting tray sold separately. 
Ages 3+
219-0216 Sorting Set. 168 pieces. $54.99
219-0196 Circular Sorting Tray $14.99

Two-Tone Counting Stones
This inviting set of 20 double-sided stones 
is ideal for counting, pattern making, 
number bonds and sorting activities. 
These durable two-color counters, made 
from a unique stone mix, can be used 
both indoors and outside, and in water 
and sand. They are ideal for use alongside 
the 10-Frame Tray, which supports ad-
ditional activities such as sequencing and 
an understanding of number bonds to 10. 
Contains 20 stones measuring 1.75 inches 
across. Age 2+.
112-YUS1093 $44.99

Natural 
10-Frame Tray
A wonderful resource to 
help children explore, learn 
and practice number bonds to  
10 in an enjoyable and meaningful 
way using real objects that attract their 
interest. Made from sustainably sourced and 
FSC approved beech wood. Counters not included. 15" x 6". Grades PreK+
112-YUS1081 $44.99
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Bead Sequencing Set
Stack wooden beads on 5 hardwood 
dowels in sequence to match the 
design on one of the pattern cards. 
Builds complex reasoning skills as 
well as sorting and coordination. 
Includes over 45 brilliantly coloured 
beads and 10 patterns that increase 
in difficulty. Ages 4+
354-10570 $44.99

Ten Row Abacus
Use this updated version of an ancient 
tool to teach counting and basic math 
skills including addition, subtraction 
and place value recognition. Measures 
23cm x 10cm x 22cm (9" x 4" x 83⁄4") and 
features plastic beads on metal rods 
for easy sliding, mounted securely on a 
sturdy plastic base. An activity guide is 
included to extend the fun and learning. 
Grades K+
219-1323   $29.99

Abacus
The Wooden Abacus is a great first cal-
culator to learn counting, patterns and 
colors. 12" x 12" x 3". Ages 3+
354-10493 $22.99

Abacolor Shapes
Geometric Disks / Stacking & Sorting. This abacus has 5 columns and an 
assortment of 10 different geometric-shaped disks in different colors. This toy 
includes activity patterns that promote eye-hand coordination as well as logical 
thinking skills through stacking and sorting the pieces.
288-45310 $19.99

Working with the Rekenrek
Using the Rekenrek, these engaging activities help children master early skills 
such as counting, subitizing, the decomposition of numbers, and more. Each 
lesson includes step-by-step instructions, suggested assessment questions, and 
reproducible blackline masters. 
228-211752  Working with the 20-Bead Rekenrek. Grades K–1 $21.99
228-211267  Working with the 100-Bead Rekenrek. Grades 1–3 NEW! $21.99

Rekenrek  
Counting Frames
Provide young learners with the 
visual model they need to discover 
number relationships and develop a 
variety of addition and subtraction 
strategies. Standard red and white 
colored beads, in 5-bead groupings, 
slide along the wires to help children 
make mental images of numbers us-
ing 5 and 10 as anchors for counting. 
Made of durable, high-quality 
plastic. 9"L. 
219-4358   2-Row Rekenrek  
Counting Frame $7.99
219-4359   10-Row Rekenrek  
Counting Frame $24.99

100-Bead 
Rekenrek Group Set
This set includes 10 student wooden  
100-Bead Rekenreks as well as a copy  
of the activity book Working with the 
100 Bead Rekenrek. Grades K–2 
228-211370 $119.99

20-Bead Rekenrek 
Group Set
Rekenreks are ideal for 
counting, addition, subtraction, 
and early place value. This set 
includes 10 student wooden 
20-Bead Rekenreks and a copy 
of our activity book Working 
with the Rekenrek. Grades K–1 
228-211256 $79.99

100-Bead 
Rekenrek Group Set
This set includes 10 student wooden 
100-Bead Rekenreks as well as a copy 
of the activity book Working with the 
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Math Marks the Spot™ Floor Game
Roll the dice, solve the equation and hop on the answer!
Adds excitement to math practice as kids compete to be the first to 
answer addition and subtraction equations correctly. Encourages physi-
cal activity in fast-paced game play as kids jump, touch or place markers 
on the answer. Includes three 5" soft foam dice, 28 cardboard markers 
and activity guide. Durable vinyl mat measures 5'L x 4'H. Grades K+
219-0383 $54.99

1, 2, 3 Treasures in the Sea
Counting Up to 30+
To boost higher number skills, kids spy vibrant fish and count to 30+! Offers three 
ways to play with pictures and numeral cards 1–30. Includes a colorful game-
board and 108 cards. 2 players. Ages 3+
015-3123 $16.99

Mini Motor Math Activity Set
Count your way to the finish line! Start your engines to learn counting 1-20,
early addition, number sequencing, patterning, and more. Attach the finish line
to the track numbered 1-10 for a high-octane counting race up to 10, or push
it into overdrive by racing to 20. Set includes 25 mini motor cars in 5 colors, 2
pieces of connectable 12"L track, 2 number dice, 1 color die and Activity Guide.
Grades PreK+
219-7731 $29.99

Unifix® Cubes 
Provides children with a colorful, hands-on 
experience in number and math exploration. 
From early patterns through place value and 
fractions, Unifix provides any classroom with 
hundreds of activities. Grades PreK+
228-225 100 Cubes. 10 each 
 of 10 colors $19.99
228-221 500 Cubes. 50 each 
 of 10 colors $82.99

Unifix®  
1-10 Value Boats
This Unifix aid is great for order-
ing, comparing, estimating, and 
simple operations. Includes 
10 pieces designed to fit Unifix 
cubes stacked from 1 to 10 and 
teaching notes. Grades K–2 
228-211250 $16.99

Unifix® Operations Tray
An engaging way to develop fact fluency to 20! Demonstrate addition problems 
by filling the slots on each side and combining into one channel to see the 
results. Or, fill one side and move cubes to the other channel to demonstrate 
subtraction. Unifix cubes sold separately. Tray measures 141⁄2" x 21⁄2". Grades K–2 
228-211254 $12.99

Jumbo Unifix® Cubes
Little hands will love these 
easy-to-handle chunky con-
necting cubes! Just like tradi-
tional Unifix Cubes, these snap 
together easily and stay con-
nected, yet can be pulled apart 
with minimal effort. Includes 
20 cubes, 1½" on all sides, in 
four bright colors. Activity ideas 
included. Grades PreK–K 
228-211255 $16.99

Four times 
as big as  
standard  

Unifix Cubes!
Snap Cubes®
Plastic cubes in 10 colors connect on all 6 
sides. Easy for little hands to connect and 
twist apart. Can be used in place of any 3⁄4" 
cube and fit in Unifix® apparatus and materi-
als. Includes Activity Guide. Grades K+
219-7584 Set of 100 $17.99
219-7585 Set of 500 $79.99
219-7586 Set of 1,000 $149.99
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Laminated Hundreds Boards
Two sided, 11" x 11" cards provide 1" number squares 
from 1 to 100 on one side with blank grid on the 
reverse. Set of 10. Grades K+
219-0375 $14.99

Hundred Board Book 
With this unique hands-on resource, students 
grab their hundred boards to explore counting 
and ordering numbers, place value, number  
patterns, and beginning addition and subtrac-
tion. Book features 60 games and activities with 
accompanying teacher notes. Correlated to the 
Common Core State Standards. Includes CD for 
IWB presentation and interactive fun. 136 pages. 
Grades K–2
228-211333 $25.99

Deluxe  
Hundred Board
100 clear pockets. 5 storage  
pockets. Cards from 0-100,  
with multiples of 2, 3, 5, and  
10 highlighted in different colors. 
26" x 30". Resource guide.
015-158157  $32.99
015-158011 Replacement Cards
  $8.99

Make a Splash™ 120 Mat
Learn about place value and practice addition and subtraction using number 
patterns on the grid. Includes a 120 mat and 3 inflatable cubes (2 number 
cubes with digits 0–9 to create 1- and 2-digit numbers; 1 cube with +10, -10, 
+1, -1). Also includes 64 square colored frames, 4 T-shaped pieces, 64 square 
cards to cover numbers and Activity Guide. Mat measures 48" x 56". Grades 1+
219-1772 $39.99Includes CD with Digital Book 

& Interactive Hundred Board

Hundreds Number Board
Double-sided plastic board with recessed 

squares features numbers printed on 
the front and a plain grid for additional 

patterning and graphing activities on 
reverse. Includes numbered white 

tiles, transparent red and blue tiles, 
and activity guide. 12" x 12" board 

(1–100) plus 150 plastic tiles. 
Grades K+

219-1331 $36.99

Magnetic Demonstration 0 to 120 Chart
Helps you quickly build a hundred chart on your whiteboard…then build on eas-
ily to teach up to 120! Big quadrant pieces—no need for time-consuming-assem-
bly of many strips. Oversized, bold, and colourful—easy to see. Dry-erase surface. 
Includes chart pieces, 0 piece, 20 highlighting frames, 20 cover-up squares, and 
unique t-shaped more/less piece for building mental math fluency. Assembled 
chart measures 24"W x 34"H. Grades 1+
029-732165 $49.99

Hundred Chart Study 
Buddies™
perfect size for binders and notebook cover 
concept reminders. They can be used for 
desktop references, homework helpers, 
study tools and center resources! Students 
will have ready reference right at their fin-
gertips! Includes 24 stickers.
015-168070 $3.69

Hundreds Chart 
Wipe-Off® Chart 
Practice numbers to 100, 
skip counting, adding, 
subtracting, and more. 
You’ll enjoy the reusable 
surface for customizing 
activities, projects, and 
presentations. Extra 
Value: Reproducibles on 
back. Durable. 22" x 28".
156-1090 $7.99

Curriculum Double 
Sided Addition 
and Hundreds 
Board Chart
These great double sided 
chart are perfect for learning 
basic skills in English and 
French. One side has the 
English and the other side 
the French. The Chart mea-
sure 17" x 22".
492-513 $3.99
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Quick Stick® Numbers 0–30 Bulletin Board
You no longer need tape, staples, or pushpins! The Quick Stick® line is 
self-adhesive, sticking to most smooth surfaces like wood, metal, even painted 
cinder blocks. And, it can be repositioned over and over again! Set includes (31) 
6" x 81⁄2" precut number pieces showing the number, number word, and pictorial 
representation, plus 2 blank frogs. 33 pieces.
015-119005 $36.99

0-30 Number Line Floor Mat
Kinesthetic movement combined with the most common number line format in the curriculum! Format features popular 
left-to-right visual representation of numerals 0 through 30. Durable vinyl mat measures 22'L x 1'H. Ages 5+
219-0935 $54.99

Frog Pond Number Line
Teach numerals 0-100. Includes 28 lily pads, and frogs and bugs to use as 
markers. Strips are 34"L. Complete line is over 28' long. 38 pieces.
156-8211 $19.99

Number Lines
Color-coded for even and odd numbers.

Write-On/Wipe-Off Desktop Number Lines
Featuring adorable art, these sets of double-sided, write-on/wipe-off number 
lines give your students plenty of space to practice counting, addition,  
subtraction, number patterns, and much more. Set of 10. Grades K–2

1-100 Magnetic Number Line
Demonstrate counting, operations and equations 
in a visually engaging way with this set of 24 magnets. 
Each magnet strip is printed with 5 numbers and measures 91⁄2"L x 21⁄4"H.  
Just line up the strips to create a single 1–100 number line. Use the 4 frame mag-
nets to highlight individual numbers on the line. Grades PreK+
219-5194 $29.99

Magnetic Demonstration Number Line, -10 to 120
Our Magnetic Demonstration Number Line is big, bright, and easy to see from 
anywhere in the classroom! Plus, with numbers from -10 to 120, our number line 
is aligned with current Common Core State Standards requiring students to mas-
ter counting to 120.
029-732155 $26.99

Classroom Number Line
Includes numbers -20 to 120,
sections in multiples of 10.
14 pieces, each 24" x 53⁄4".
015-110215           $19.99

Student Number Line
Includes 30 number lines (0-30),
22" x 11⁄2" each. Write-on/wipe-away 
surface.
015-4421 $15.99

0–100 / 0–120 Number Line
Featuring 0-100 on one side and 0-120 on reverse. 4" x 20" each.
228-211558 $16.99
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10 on the Spot!™  
Ten Frame Game
This bingo-style game is 
not about matching, it’s 
about making 10! Cover 
the numbered spots on the 
ladybug with the numbered 
pieces that together make 
ten! Cards feature ten-frames 

on one side for beginners, and 
numbers on the reverse for 

more advanced players. Fill your 
card and win! Includes 6 double-

sided cards and 72 “spots” (pieces). 
Cards measure 8" x 6". Grades K+
219-1764 $22.99

Unifix® Ten-Frame Trains
Students develop a concrete understanding of the concept of ten with these 
connecting train cars. Includes ten cars, ten-frame spinner, 20 Unifix® Cubes, and 
teacher’s guide with games, teaching ideas and assessment instructions. For indi-
vidual or small group use. Grades K–2
228-22200 Unifix® Ten-Frame Trains $28.99
228-211436 Hands-On Math Ten Frame Trains $14.99

Write and Wipe  
Ten-Frame Mats
Tough, flexible plastic mat has ten 
frame and number bond outline 
on one side and two ten frames on 
reverse. For use with dry-erase mark-
ers. Mats measure 9" x 12". Pack of 10. 
Grades 2–5
228-211441  $19.99

Working with Ten-Frames
50 creative lessons for  
teaching with ten-frames!
This reproducible activity book, written by two 
prominent math educators, includes 50 complete 
lessons using a variety of ten-frames materials and 
techniques. Each lesson features a detailed align-
ment to the Common Core content and practice 
standards, step-by-step instructions, and an assess-
ment of student responses. CD includes digital book 
and virtual ten-frames tool to use with the any com-
puter and whiteboard. 160 pages. Grades K–2
228-211496 $28.99 CD Included

Magnetic Ten Frame Boards
Teach the foundational concept of 10 like the most 
effective Asian math programs do—with ten 
frames! Reinforces counting, 1-to-1 correspon-
dence, base 10, place value, number patterns, 
operations and more. Magnetic, write & wipe 
boards feature 10 frame on one side and 
double 10 frame on reverse. Includes 4 boards, 
100 double-sided foam magnet counters and 
Activity Guide. Boards measure 7"L x 61⁄4"H. 
Grades K+
219-6645                                               $42.99

Using Ten Frames to Teach 
Number Sense
Teach number sense and engage 
your students with this full-color 
reproducible book. A how-to for using 
ten frames is included, plus lessons 
and activities for centers and whole 
groups. Each ten frame mat repre-
sents the numbers 5, 10, or 20 and 
features whimsical characters and 
matching counters that will enchant 
learners. 64 pages. Grades K–1
015-104535 $16.99

Giant Magnetic
Ten-Frame Set
Easily demonstrate base-ten number 
concepts on the whiteboard! Giant 
magnetic Ten-Frames and colorful 
discs allow students and teachers to 
engage with base ten and other num-
ber and operations skills (addition and 
subtraction) as a group. Set includes 
4 magnetic frames, 40 discs (20 green, 
20 blue) and Instruction Guide. Frames 
measure 121⁄4"L x 5"H. Grades K+
219-6644 $29.99

Ten Frame Cards
Set of 50 (3.5" x 6") cards 
showing ten-frames to 50, 
with ten-frames on front and 
number on reverse. Includes 
activity guide.
228-211480 $10.99

Ten Frames & Counters 
Curriculum Cut-Outs
A great resource for teaching and 
practicing counting, addition, 
subtraction, and beginning place 
value! Includes 44 ten frames and 
440 counters. Printed on card stock. 
484 pieces. Grades K–2
015-120498 $9.99

Foam Five & Ten Frames
Five Frames help build part whole understanding  
and builds a solid foundation for anchoring fives before  
moving to tens. Each set includes 4 interlocking foam boards  
and two-color foam pegs. Grades K+ 
833-7406 Foam Five Frames with 20 pegs $12.99
833-7409 Foam Ten Frames with 40 pegs $18.99

Five Frames help build part whole understanding 
and builds a solid foundation for anchoring fives before 
moving to tens. Each set includes 4 interlocking foam boards 
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Number Path Pocket Chart
This chart allows you to create number paths with cards showing multiple 
representations of the numbers 1-10: numbers, words, dots, ten-frames, and 
hands. Ideal for developing number sense, subitizing, and making tens. Set 
includes 50 cards and one 18" x 30" pocket chart. Grades K–2
228-211773 $34.99

Subitizing Cards
Knowing How Many  
Without Counting
Recognizing the number of objects 
in a group without having to count 
the objects is a fundamental building 
block for developing number sense. 
These simple dot cards help students 
learn subitizing and how to under-
stand the crucial concept of making 
10. 38 cards. Grades K–1
896-626633   Self-Checking Activity 
Cards. Dot patterns on one side with 
answers on reverse for individualized 
activity or small group instruction. 
43⁄4" x 73⁄4"  $12.99
896-550294   Demonstration Cards. 
Dot patterns on one side for whole 
group instruction. 81⁄2" x 11"  $22.99

Front

Back896-626633

Subitizing Dice
Teach students to quickly identify the num-
ber of items in a small set without counting 
with this set of 3 red and 3 blue ten-sided, 
20mm subitizing dice. Depicts number  
patterns zero to nine.
833-7399 $6.99

Magnetic Number 
Frames
Develop mathematical flu-
ency and reasoning with our 
Magnetic Number Frames. 
The visual aspect of the 
number frames help children 
to develop a practical under-
standing of numbers and can 
be used to support develop-
ment of mathematical skills 
in an array of areas, from counting to problem solving. Working in groups or one-
to-one, children are encouraged to talk about number recognition, show instant 
recall of numbers, counting, sequencing and number bonds, and are perfect to 
use with any age or ability. 80 pieces in total, max size; 161⁄4 x 61⁄2cm. Ages 3+
057-MA02690     $114.99

Desktop Silicon  
Number Frames
The visual aspect of our 
Desktop Silicon Number 
Frames will help children 
develop their mathematical 
fluency and reasoning. They 
are perfect to support the 
development of mathematical skills 
and problem solving. Ideal for working in groups, chil-
dren are encouraged to talk about number recognition, 
show instant recall of numbers, counting, sequencing and number bonds and are 
perfect to use with any age or ability. Great for use in the classroom or even for 
messy play, due to their flexible, non-slip and wipe clean surface. The compact 
size makes them an ideal resource for any math lesson, suiting younger children 
and those with SEN. 80 pieces in total, max size; 161⁄4 x 61⁄2cm.
114 $114.99

Set of 2
Life-Sized

Mats!

Ten-Frame Floor Mat Set
Big mats and large, fun-to-move discs help build gross motor skills and add ex-
citement to early math concepts such as counting, 1-to-1 correspondence, num-
ber patterns, addition, subtraction, and more. Includes 2 ten-frame floor mats, 20 
double-sided blue/green discs, and Activity Guide. Floor mats measure 5'L x 2'H.  
Grades K+
219-6651 $54.99

Ten Frame Towers®
Roll the dice and stack as many Ten Frame number tile combinations as you can. 
Build number bonds to 10 with the innovative stacking frames and develop math 
skills through multi-sensory learning. Helps students to quickly visualize numer-
als. Includes 65 counting frame tiles, 2 foam dice and activity guide. 2-4 players. 
Grades K–2  
157-155 $44.99
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Three-Corner® Flash Cards
Kids love these self-checking cards that teach 
two math operations and the relationship 
between them. Great for individual or small 
group practice. Includes 48 durable, easy
to hold 51⁄2" triangle cards featuring  
facts through 12.    $16.99 Each
156-1670 Addition & Subtraction 
 Grades 1+
156-1671 Multiplication & Division  
 Grades 3+

Skill Drill Flash Cards
When it comes to mastering basic skills, these flash cards deliver results! Each 
big set is sized for the classroom, and can be divided up for individuals, pairs, 
or small study groups. Perfect for learning centers! No-see-through cards are 
self-checking and have rounded corners for quick sorting. Cards measure 3" x 6". 
91-101 cards. $13.50 Each

All Facts Flash Cards
All Facts through 12!
Equations are presented two ways 
to reinforce skills. Cards measure 
3" x 6". 156-169 cards per set.
$22.99 Each
156-53201 Addition 0-12
 Grades 1+
156-53202 Subtraction 0-12
 Grades 1+
156-53203 Multiplication 0-12
 Grades 3+ 
156-53204 Division 0-12
 Grades 4+

156-53011 Colors, Shapes, & Numbers
156-53107 Numbers 0-100
156-53108 Telling Time
156-53101 Addition 0-12
156-53102 Addition 13-18
156-53103 Subtraction 0-12
156-53104 Subtraction 13-18

156-53105 Multiplication 0-12
156-53106 Division 0-12
156-53109 Fraction Fun (wholes  
 through twelfths)
156-53010 Make-Your-Own  
 (100 blank cards)  
 $13.99

Learning Line Flash Cards
Sharpen skills in a flash! Learning Line flashcards target specific reading  
and math skills and concepts, and help children practice 
in a fun, hands-on format. Each set contains 56 sturdy, full-
color cards and includes ideas for games and activities to 
spur interest in learning. Grades PreK+ $8.99 Each
105-4166 Counting 1-20
105-4167 Counting 1-100
105-4168 Addition & Subtraction
105-4169 Addition Facts 11-18
105-4170 Subtraction Facts 11-18
105-4171 Multiplication Facts to 9s 
105-4172 Division Facts to 9s

Bingo Games
Learning Fun for All Skill Levels!
Bingo is the classic learning game everyone loves! Unique, six-way format adapts 
to a variety of skill levels. It’s the perfect learning supplement for small groups or 
the entire class! Each game includes 36 different playing cards, caller’s mat and 
cards, and enough chips for 3-36 players. $17.99 Each
156-6061 Colors & Shapes, Grades PreK+
156-6068 Numbers, Grades PreK+
156-6069 Addition, Grades 1+
156-6072 Telling Time, Grades 1+
156-6078  Place Value, Grades 2+
156-6135 Multiplication, Grades 3+
156-6136 Fractions, Grades 2+

Two-Sided Bingo Games             $24.99 Each
156-6141 Multiplication & Division, Grades 4+
156-6142 Fractions, Decimals, & Percents,
 Grades 5+

Math Slam™
The slammin’ way to practice Addition & Subtraction
Read the question, scan the possible answers, and slam the one that’s correct! 
Better move quickly, though, each game of 10 questions is timed— the faster you 
get through the questions, the better your score! Three levels, flashing lights, and 
fun sound effects keep players interested. Requires 3 “C” batteries, not included. 
Grades 1+
073-8476  $54.99

5 Different
Math Games!

ZOOM!™ 
Multiplication Card Game
Players add cards while watching out for wild cards 
that can send their scores zooming forward, back-
ward, or stall a turn. Helps to build multiplication 
skills, use addition skills, and apply probability strate-
gies. 100 playing cards. 1-4 players. Grades 3+
156-76304 $16.99

ZAP!® 
Addition/Subtraction Card Game
This fun, suspense-filled game reinforces 
addition skills, builds subtraction skills, 
and develops an awareness of probability 
and chance. 100 playing cards. 1-4 players. 
Grades 1+
156-76303 $16.99
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Easy 3-button 
operation

Pop for Addition & Subtraction™
Math-fact game is quick and helps you differentiate. Practice basic facts or critical 
thinking (list many equations with the same answer). Keep the gumballs for right 
answers! Includes 90 math-fact cards (1–10), 10 POP cards, spinner and guide 
(printed on box). Measures 31⁄2"L x 31⁄2"W x 6"H. 2-4 players. Grades 1+
219-8441 $14.99

Simple Stopwatch
Only 3 buttons–green for go, red for stop and 
yellow for clear. Easy-to-read display shows 
minutes, seconds and 1⁄100 seconds. Measures 
3"H. Requires one 1.5V button-cell battery, 
included.
219-0808 $14.99Giant Magnetic Array Set

Demonstrate multiplication on the whiteboard for the entire class! Giant 
magnetic arrays and colorful discs allow teacher and students to explore 
multiplication as repeated addition. Includes 2 magnetic 5 x 5 arrays, 50 discs, 
and Activity Guide. Arrays measure 93⁄4" x 93⁄4". Grades 2+
219-6648 $26.99

Magnetic Array Answer Boards
Students can easily show their work by 
positioning magnetic counters to display their 
multiplication skills. Magnetic, write & wipe 
boards feature a 5 x 5 array on both sides. 
Includes 4 boards, 100 double-sided magnetic 
counters, and Activity Guide. Boards are 61⁄4" 
square with a 41⁄2"L handle. Grades 2+
219-6647 $46.99

Roll A Sum
A fun way to develop mental calculation and counting! Simply roll the dice and 
group the dice together that are related. Choose the dice you want to use and the 
best dice to start your sum. Contains 10 dice and carry sack. Grades K–4 
157-146 $16.99

Ping Pong 
Math
Young students will love 
learning to count, compare, add, 
and subtract with these fun and colorful foam number balls. Use our suggested 
games to practice counting, greater than/less than, number bonds, and early ad-
dition and subtraction. Set includes 21 numbered balls (0-20), 4 operator balls (+, 
-, =, ?), and a variety of activity ideas. Grades PreK–K
228-211310 $28.99

159
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tri-FACTa™
Build math-fact fluency like never before!  
Familiar triangle format provides a visual  
cue, while game play makes learning fun!  
Includes triangle game board, 100 cards, 
and 4 trays. Game board measures 10".  
2-4 players.                 $29.99 Each
219-3038 Addition & Subtraction.  Grades 1+
219-3039 Multiplication & Division. Grades 3+

Write & Wipe Fact Family Boards
Familiar triangle format reinforces fact families and  
number fact fluency. Double-sided, write & wipe  
boards focus on addition/subtraction on one side,  
multiplication/division on reverse. Support  
algebraic skills such as equations, the  
commutative property and problem solving.  
10"H. Set of 5. Grades 1+ 
219-3799                                           $22.99

Operations Dice
A fun way to improve math fluency! 16mm dice. Set of 10.
226-18201 Addition $8.99
226-18207 Subtraction $8.99
226-18204 Multiplication $8.99
226-01554 Intermediate Multiplication, Polyhedron. Set of 3. $2.50

Number Bonds  
Magnetic Demo
Includes 3 demo circles, 3 demo 
squares, 4 lines, and 45 magnetic discs 
measuring 11⁄4" each. Visually show part/
part/whole relationships and fact family 
fun. Circles are approximately  
8" diameter; squares are 91⁄2" diameter.
219-5214 $36.99

Number Bonds Handheld Boards
Two-sided handheld boards show fact family  
relationships. One side is blank; reverse side is  
for writing fact families. Set includes 5 boards.   
Approximate board size is 61⁄4" x 61⁄4".
219-5213 $29.99

Scholar’s Choice
Math Squared Game
The Scholar’s Choice new classic board game is all hand crafted solid wood 
sets, made from the highest quality materials, and intended to last. Tastefully 
designed, the game is perfect for family game night, and nice enough to leave 
out on display. This game makes a great gift.
518-1099  $24.99

Math Squared Game
The Scholar’s Choice new classic board game is all hand crafted solid wood 
sets, made from the highest quality materials, and intended to last. Tastefully 
designed, the game is perfect for family game night, and nice enough to leave 
out on display. This game makes a great gift.

157-479 Ten Frames. Grades PreK+
157-484 6 Dot Dominoes. Grades PreK+
157-486 Time. Grades K+
157-489 Place Value. Grades K+
157-481 Addition. Grades K+
157-482 Subtraction. Grades K+

157-483 Multiplication. Grades 1+
157-488 Shapes. Grades 1+
157-485 Fractions. Grades 1+
157-487 Equivalence. Grades 1+
157-496 Angles. Grades 2+
157-497 Algebra. Grades 3+

Dominoes
Children will love the feel of real dominoes as they practice basic math skills!  
Each set includes 28 thick plastic dominoes in a collectors tin for storage.  
  $16.99 Each
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Plastic Base Ten Blocks
Grades 1+
219-0924 100 Units (1 x 1 x 1 cm) $5.99
219-0925 50 Rods (1 x 1 x 10 cm) $17.99
219-0926 10 Flats (1 x 10 x 10 cm) $17.99
219-0927 1 Cube (10 x 10 x 10 cm) $8.99
Starter Set
219-0930 (3-4 students) Includes 100 Units, 30 Rods, 
10 Flats, 1 Cube, and Base Ten Book $54.99
Place Value Set
219-0931 (8-10 students) Includes 100 Units, 50 Rods 
(Plastic), 10 Flats, 3 Cubes, Base Ten Book, and a pad of 
25 Place Value Charts. $79.99
Class Set
219-0932 (20-25 students) Includes 600 Units, 200 
Rods, 20 Flats, 3 Cubes, and Base Ten Book. $169.99

Base 10 Block 
Stamps
Three-dimensional 
rubber stamp
replicas of Base 10 
Blocks can be used 
for student work and 
for making worksheets.
900-798 6 stamps with handles $29.99
900-802 4 stamps with grooved handles $12.99

Interlocking Base Ten Blocks
This unique set of Base Ten components conveniently 
interlocks to teach math concepts, value and grouping 
while enabling students to easily manipulate and visual-
ize varying quantities. Older students can explore spatial 
relationships and volume. Grades 1+
219-6352 100 Units (1 x 1 x 1 cm) $5.99
219-6353 50 Rods (1 x 1 x 10 cm) $19.99
219-6354 10 Flats (1 x 10 x 10 cm) $17.99
219-6355 1 Cube (10 x 10 x 10 cm) $8.99
Starter Set 
219-6356 (3-4 students) Includes 100 Units, 30 Rods, 
10 Flats, 1 Cube, Base Ten Book. $54.99
Class Set 
219-6358 (20-25 students) Includes 600 Units, 200 
Rods, 20 Flats, 3 Cubes, Base Ten Book. $134.99

Giant Magnetic 
Base Ten Set
Real photos of base ten 
blocks help students better 
visualize the 3-D represen-
tation of math concepts. 
Includes 121 pieces (100 
units, 10 rods, 10 flats and 
one cube). Flats measure 
63⁄4"L x 63⁄4"H, and units 
measure 5⁄8"L. Grades 1+
219-6366 $34.99 Base Ten  

Place Value Frame
Use this innovative foam frame to 
model ones, tens, and a hundred for 
base ten activities. A great, hands-
on way to demonstrate early place 
value concepts. Use with standard 
1-centimeter base ten blocks (sold 
separately). Includes frame, 21 
number tiles, and teaching notes. 
Grades K–2
228-211038  $14.99

Double-Sided!Place Value Tabletop Pocket Chart
Practice place value from ones to hundred millions! Demonstrates values in 
both numeric and written forms. Features 3 clear pockets on each side and stor-
age pockets on the bottom, and includes numeral, number word, addition sign, 
decimal sign, and blank, write & wipe cards for customization (210 cards total). 
Activity Guide included. 24"L x 9"W x 7"H.
219-3216 $54.99

Place Value 
Flip Stand
Simplify the teaching 
of big numbers with 
this large flip stand. 
Features 7 sets of 
flip cards each 0 
to 9. Side one covers place 
value from ones to millions. Side two 
provides practice with decimal numbers. Stands 
5"H by 17"L. Grades 2–5
228-195163 $28.99

Counting Pocket Chart
33cmW x 46cmH (13" x 18") 
counting pockets, 1 storage 
pocket and 7 card pockets. Use for 
counting, sorting and grouping. 
200 blue counting straws included.
219-2416 $19.99

Place Value Dice 
These ten-sided dice are a great 
tool for practicing place value!
226-11871   Units to Thousands. 
Set of 8 includes 2 each of 1’s, 
10’s, 100’s and 1,000’s $8.99
226-18484   Units to Millions. 
Set of 7 includes 1’s, 10’s, 100’s, 
1,000’s, 10,000’s, 100,000’s and 
1,000,000’s $7.99



Canadian Money Bulletin Board Set
Use this must have Canadian Money bulletin board set to help stu-
dents to master money concepts! Students will become familiar with 
Canadian coins and bills, making change, and leaving money equiva-
lences. Teacher tips on how to teach about Canadian money with this 
bulletin board board set are included. 
370-CBP1002 $16.99

Canadian Classroom  
Money Kit with Lid
Big class set with storage tray has 
a place for all denominations! 
Includes 100 plastic pennies, nick-
els, dimes and quarters. 10 Loonies, 
10 Toonies, 100 each of $2, $5, 
$10, $20 bills and 50 each of $50 and $100 bills. Kit includes the 64-page 
Canadian Money Activity Book with blackline masters. Grades K–6
219-2355 $79.99

Canadian Money
Students develop a knowledge of coins 
and bills through a series of exercise that 
focus on currency recognition, counting, 
addition, subtraction and making change. 
Grades 1–3
024-SS9413 $12.99

Canadian  
Currency-X-Change
Children will have loads of fun with this set of quality play money. Contains 110 
plastic coins, 100 play money bills, sturdy six-sectioned plastic tray and  
bilingual Activity Guide. Grades K–6
219-2335                  $26.99

Canadian Money
Colorful, magnetic Canadian currency notes 
makes learning about money easy and fun. 
Use for counting, grouping, addition/subtrac-
tion, making change. Each note approx. 2" x 4". 
553-10068 $7.99

Canadian Money Activities
Student practice pages will develop key skills  
such as recognizing Canadian coins and bills, 
making change, and learning money equivalen-
cies. Assessment strategies, quizzes and teacher 
tips are included. 80 pages. Grades 1–4
370-09780978223458 $14.99

Canadian Coins
Magnetic Die-Cut Canadian Coins 
Use on Magnetic  Whiteboards, 
Lockers, and other steel surfaces-
Write On Wipe Off Surface.
553-10060 $6.75

Pretend & Play®  
Calculator Cash Register
This large cash register is also a working, solar-pow-

ered calculator that holds life-size bills! Children 
will love learning basic calculator skills with the 

oversized buttons and big number display. 
Includes life-size Canadian play  

bills, plastic Canadian coins 
and even a pretend credit 
card. Suggested activities 
are also included.  
Grades PreK+

219-LSP2629C $64.99
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Large Sand 
Timers
Handy, durable, plastic timers with  
colored sand. Each measures 31⁄4" x 63⁄8".
$25.99 Each
154-20657 1 Minute Sand Timer
154-20658 2 Minute Sand Timer
154-20659   3 Minute Sand Timer
154-20700   4 Minute Sand Timer
154-20660   5 Minute Sand Timer
154-20698   30 Second Sand Timer
154-20699   90 Second Sand Timer

Great for games,  
timed tests, and time  

management

Big Time™ Learning Clock® Classroom Kit
Hidden gears maintain correct hour and minute relationships as you demon-
strate time-telling concepts. Durable plastic clock is 131⁄4" high with easy-to-read 
hour and minute markings and removable stand. Classroom Kit includes the  
Big Time™ Demonstration Clock, 24 Geared Mini-Clocks and Activity Guide. 
Grades PreK+
219-2102 Classroom Kit $99.99
219-2094 12-Hour Demonstration Clock Only $29.99
219-2202 Extra 4" Geared Mini-Clocks. Set of 6. $22.99

Original Judy® Clock
Still a favorite of students and teach-
ers, the Judy® Clock makes learn-
ing to tell time simple and fun for 
children. Visible functioning gears 
maintain correct hour-hand and 
minute-hand relationships. Easy-to-
read numerals show elapsed time in 
five-minute intervals. 123⁄4" x 131⁄2".
015-J209040 $44.99

Mini Judy® Clocks 
Wood miniatures of the Original 
Judy® Clock. Movable plastic 
hands are easy for little hands 
to use. Resource guide includ-
ed. Set of 12.
015-J209041 $29.99

Elapsed-Time Rulers
Help students visualize and calculate elapsed time with a flexible ruler that can 
be made into a circle. Place the sliders at start and end time, then count the 
time in between the markers. Hours are divided into five minute increments 
marked with dashes and 15-minute increments are also noted. Unfolded ruler 
measures 171⁄2" x 13⁄4", rolls into a 5" diameter. Write-on/wipe-off surface. Includes 
suggested activities. 5 rulers per pack.
154-20636   $9.99

Clock Stamps
Set includes three circular 
faces about 2" in diameter 
each. One shows five-minute 
divisions; the second shows
60-minute divisions and the third 
one shows 12 five-minute divisions with the hour numerals.
900-099 Analog Clock Stamp Set, Set of 3 $21.99
900-101 Large Clock with Numbers Stamp, 21⁄2" square $9.99

Dial Clocks
Made of cardboard with movable plastic hands. It is great for students to learn 
time. Grades K–3
015-146008   Small Clock, 4" x 4" $3.69
015-146007   Large Clock, 12" x 12" $8.99

Time Flips
Time Flips is a dual purpose flip stand 
with both digital and analog clocks. Color-
coded with hours in red and minutes in 
blue.  Covers both 12 and 24 hour clocks. 
Analog clock has moveable hands.  A fun 
way to bridge understanding of analog 
and digital time. Single Flip-stand with 
clock face 
157-JL280 $16.99

50 Time Activities
50 Time Activities is a set of 50 double-sided activity cards for teaching time 
skills and understanding.  Topics include: speed sequencing, clocks, counting, 
seconds, time devices, digital and analog, time problems, estimation, prob-
ability, 24 hour time, converting time, months and time zones.  The front side 
provides teaching objectives, resources used and procedure.  The other side 
provides visual examples.  Math manipulative used effectively throughout and 
presented in clear photography.  Contains 50 double-sided activity crds and a 
contents card that can act as a check off list. Set of 50 cards
157-JL330 $22.99

Telling Time Pocket Flash Cards
Practice and master skills and increase confidence! Self-checking 
cards and activity ideas support individual and group learning. 
Durable, no-see-through cards feature rounded corners for quick 
sorting. Each set includes 56 two-sided cards, 31⁄8" x 51⁄4". 
T-23015 $6.99

50 Time Activities is a set of 50 double-sided activity cards for teaching time 
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Math Balance
As students manipulate the balance, they gain insight into abstract concepts 
of number operations, algebraic equations and properties of arithmetic. Set 
includes 8½" tall balance, twenty 10g weights, labels and instruction booklet. 
Grades 3+
219-0100 $29.99

Demonstrate number 
relationships in  
a concrete way!

Primary
Bucket Balance
Measure, explore volume and 
make comparisons of solids and 
liquids with this sturdy bucket 
balance. Removable, calibrated, 
clear buckets hold solids or up 
to 400 ml of liquid. Easy-pour 
spout makes measuring solids 
mess-free. Bucket lids can be 
used as platforms. Built-in draw-
er is perfect for storing weights. Balance measures 161⁄2"L x 61⁄2"W x 6"H. Weighted 
numbers sold separately. Grades PreK+
219-1521  $26.99

Student Balance
This easy-to-read balance has two 500 ml colored buckets that can used to bal-
ance and weigh a variety of liquid or solid materials. This durable and economi-
cal balance has a capacity of 2000 g, is readable to 1 g and has an easy-to-use 
sliding zero adjustment. Included are two lids to make into a Pan balance.
474-92300BY  $19.99

11-Piece Metal Mass Set
Includes two each of 1g, 2g, 5, 10g, 
20g and one 50g weights.
474-48330W  $12.99

Precision School 
Balance with 
Weights
Sturdy, quality balance made 
of high-impact plastic features 
built-in weight case with lid, 10 
brass weights, 2" deep remov-
able pans, a zero adjustment 
knob and damping button. Total 
capacity of 2000g with +/- 0.5g 
accuracy. Grades 3+
219-2420 $54.99

Removable
400 ml buckets

Removable 
Buckets & Plans

Pan Balance
Teach mass measure-
ment with this durable 
plastic balance and 
weights. Buckets 
detach for easy clean 
up and hold up to 
one liter. Sliding 
compensator for 
zero adjustments 
provides accurate 
measurements. Set 
includes five each of 5-gram and 
10-gram Hexagram® weights.  
241⁄2"L x 81⁄2"W x 14"H. Grades PreK+
219-0897 $39.99

Pan Balance Jr.
Durable, plastic scale 
with detachable pans 
can hold solids or up to 
500ml liquid. Scale mea-
sures 14"L x 41⁄2"W x 6"H. 
Grades PreK+
219-0898 $29.99

Hexagram® Metric 
Weight Set
Set of 54 Hexagram®
weights includes twenty
1g, twenty 5g, ten 10g
and four 20g in a storage
case. Grades 3+
219-4292 $14.99

10-Color 
Centimeter Cubes 
Perfect for counting, measuring and 
patterning. Plastic 1cm cubes in 10 
colors come in a resealable storage tub 
with Activity Guide. Cubes weigh 1g each. 
Grades 1+
219-2089 Set of 1,000 $39.99
219-2076 Set of 500 $24.99

500 ml
buckets

1000 ml
buckets

Bucket Balance
Students can compare solid and liquid measurements using this super-dura-
ble balance. Graduated, removable buckets are easy to grip and pour. Heavy-
duty plastic wipes clean. Compensator with 1 g sensitivity. 16"L x 53⁄4"W x 5"H.  
Grades PreK+
219-1524 $29.99

Each Cube  
Weighs 1 Gram
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Includes 98 
Soft Foam 

Pattern Blocks

Giant Magnetic Pattern Blocks
Reinforce shape recognition, symmetry, congruency, fractions, area and more! 
Perfect for demonstration, proportionately sized pieces are 3 times the length 
of standard pattern blocks on each side—and 9 times greater in total area! 
Largest piece (hexagon) measures 6". Includes 47 pieces and Activity Guide. 
Grades PreK+
219-9863 $34.99

Pattern Block Activity Set
Thirty-six designs, varying in complexity, entertain 
and encourage geometric exploration. Great for 
patterning and reasoning practice. Includes 36 
design cards and 124 Plastic Pattern Blocks in 
6 shapes and colors. Grades 2+
219-0335 Pattern Block Activity Set 

$36.99
219-0264 Intermediate  Pattern Block 

Design Cards only  
$22.99

Pattern Block Books
Each comprehensive resource has 60 activities 
including blackline masters, teaching instructions, 
connection to math standards, plus additional 
explorations. Activities are organized into 
sections that address the key math strands as 
recommended by NCTM. The accompanying 
CD includes a digital edition of the book and 
virtual pattern blocks that can be dragged, 
dropped, rotated, and flipped, making the activi-
ties fun for the whole class! 136-140 pages. 
$25.99 Each
228-25294 Pattern Block Book. Grades K–3
228-211046 Advanced Pattern Block Book.  

Grades 5–8

Magnetic 
Pattern Block 
Activity Set
Magnets keep pattern block designs in 
place! Teaches spatial reasoning, 2-D 
shapes, visualization, symmetry, slides, 
turns and problem solving. Includes 10 
double-sided, write & wipe magnetic 
cards measuring 71⁄2"L x 6"H each and  
98 soft foam pattern blocks. Grades 1+
219-1289 $49.99

Studies in Symmetry 
with Pattern Blocks
The 48 pattern block activities 
provide hands-on experiences 
that help students understand 
how to construct single and double 
reflections as well as a variety of 
rotational designs. Patterns range from 
primary to advanced levels of difficulty. 
Comes complete with 250 card stock 
pattern blocks. May be used with stan-
dard pattern blocks. Grades 3+
833-4765 $36.99

how to construct single and double 

rotational designs. Patterns range from 
primary to advanced levels of difficulty. 
Comes complete with 250 card stock 
pattern blocks. May be used with stan-

$36.99

Primary Pattern
Block Task Cards
This colorful set of pattern block 
activities stimulates children to 
think about colors, shapes, and 
patterns! Engage them in hands-
on learning involving counting, 
one-to-one correspondence, 
building and extending patterns, 
and spatial problem solving. 24 
cards. Grades PreK–2
833-4530 $22.99

Pattern Block Stamps
Each stamp’s base is the same color as the corresponding block, which makes 
identification of the shapes easier for young children. Set of 6.
900-801 $27.99

Includes CD with 
Digital Book  
& Interactive  

Pattern Blocks!

Primary Colors
219-0134 0.5 cm thick $29.99
219-0632   1 cm thick $36.99
Brights
219-3550 0.5 cm thick $32.99
Pattern Block Mirrors
219-4273 Shatter-resistant plastic mirrors, 
 4" x 6". Set of 4 $14.99

Pattern Blocks
Use these sets of blocks, in six shapes and six 
colors to explore patterns, symmetry, linear 

and area measurement, fractions and prob-
lem solving. The 1 cm blocks are thick 

enough to stand up for 3-dimen-
sional patterning. Set of 250 plastic 
blocks. Grades PreK+

Pentomino Group Set
These 12-piece puzzles are ideal 
for explorations of area, perim-
eter, symmetry, congruence and 
more! Great for improving spatial 
intelligence. Plastic pieces are 
scored in 1" segments and come 
in 6 colours.  This set  
contains 72 pieces in a  
plastic tub.
228-2415 $25.99
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Link ‘N’ Learn Links
Use for sorting, patterning, counting, measurement,  
even graphing activities! Pliable, 15⁄8" x 3⁄4" links  
are easy for young children and students with  
special needs to connect and separate. Activity  
guide included. Grades PreK+
219-0257  500 Links in 4 colors 
  $26.99
219-0260  1,000 Links in 6 colors
  $49.99

MightyMind®
MightyMind and Supermind have been 
described as essential toys for every 
child, because they benefit children 
every time they play with them. They 
bring hours of contagious fun that 
gives kids the necessary skills they 
must develop for success and confi-
dence. Each set features 32 colorful 
design tiles, neatly contained in a 
plastic storage tray with numbered 
programmed puzzle cards. Ages 3+

Magnetic MightyMind®
119-40102 $36.99

SuperMind®
119-40200 $29.99

MightyMind®
119-40100 $29.99

Classpack Tangrams
The whole class can practice 
problem solving with this set of 
30 tangrams. 4-Color set includes 
red, blue, yellow, and green. 6-Color 
set includes red, blue, yellow, green, 
orange and purple. Grades K+
$42.99 Each
Primary Colors
219-0416 Tangrams in 4 colors
219-04166 Tangrams in 6 colors

Brights
219-3554 Tangrams in 6 colors

Color Tiles
Watch your children explore and build colorful patterns with these 1" plastic tiles. 
Set includes 400 color tiles in four colors packaged in a reusable storage bucket. 
Activity Guide included. Grades PreK+  $39.99 Each
219-0203  Primary Colors
219-3553  Brights 

Attribute Blocks
Teach shapes, sorting, patterns, size and counting with these durable plastic 
blocks. Each 60-piece set includes 5 shapes, 2 sizes, 2 thicknesses and 3 colors. 
Set comes in a handy storage tray with shape sorter that can also be used for 
tracing. Activity guide included. Grades PreK+
Primary Colors
219-1270   Desk Set. Pieces measure 3.1 cm-7.8 cm. $26.99
Brights
219-3555   Desk Set. Pieces measure 3.1 cm-7.8 cm. $29.99

219-0203

219-3553

219-3555

219-1272

Rainbow Premier
Pentominoes
Scored pentomino sets in red, blue, 
green, yellow, orange and purple are 
packed in a clear plastic tub for easy 
storage. Activity Guide included.  
Set of 72. Grades 1+
219-0286-6 $26.99

3D Pentominoes
A 3D foam version of our popular 
pentominoes to advance spatial 
sense. Purple EVA foam in 2cm base 
unit. Set of 12 
474-11990 $13.99

50 Pattern Block Activities
50 Pattern Block Activities is a set of 50 
double-sided activity cards for teaching math 
skills with pattern blocks. Topics include: 
shapes, symmetry, perimeter ,tessellation, 
series, area, angles, time, flip, slide, rotation, 
reflection, heiamonds, internal angles, trad-
ing and fractions. The front side provides 
teaching objectives, resources used and 
procedure. The other side provides visual 
examples.Contains 50 double-sided activity 
cards an a contents card that can act as a 
check off list.
157-JL329 $24.99
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Everyday Shapes Activity Set
Make the connection between geometric shapes in the abstract and in the real 
world with this set of 12 colorful, soft-foam shapes and 16 double-sided activ-
ity cards featuring full-color, still-life photographs. Shapes measure 2" to 3" and 
include a cone, sphere, cube, pyramid, hemisphere, cylinders, prisms and rectan-
gular solids. Activity Guide included. Grades K+
219-0900 Activity Set $36.99
219-6120 Soft Foam Geometric Shapes only. Set of 12 $29.99

Large Geometric 
Shapes
Colorful geometric shapes in 
red, green, blue and yellow. 
Teaching guide included. 3" 
high. Set of 10. Grades K+
219-0922 $36.99

Wood Geometric 
Solids Set
Smooth, solid wood shapes 
range in size from 2"-3". Teaching 
guide and shape chart included. 
Set of 12 includes cone, sphere, 
cube, cylinders, pyramid, prisms, 
hemisphere and rectangular  
solids. Grades 1+
219-0120 $24.99

Folding  
Geometric Shapes™
Demonstrate geometric shapes in 
both 3-D and 2-D form to teach area, 
volume, surface area, symmetry and 
perimeter. Transparent 3"H geomet-
ric shapes plus corresponding fold-up 
net inserts include cylinder, square 
pyramid, cube, rectangular prism, cone, hexagonal prism, triangular pyramid 
and triangular prism. 10" x 7" double-sided, write & wipe Activity Cards target 
spatial relations, measurement, problem-solving, and 2-D and 3-D shapes. 
Grades 2+
219-0921 Folding Geometric Shapes™. Set of 16 $54.99
219-0910 Overhead Shapes. Set of 16 $14.99

View-Thru® Geometric Solids
Set of 14 brightly colored shapes in 6 colors with clear base lids. Grades 3+
219-4331 $24.99

Mini GeoSolids®
Set of 32 colorful, plastic geometric pieces includes 4 sizes of 8 shapes. Perfect 
for individual or small group use, each shape measures from 1⁄2" to 13⁄4". Includes 
Teaching guide. Grades K+
219-0913 $23.99

Shapes Don’t Bug Me™ Geometry Activity Set
Fun and friendly math activity set engages children in composing 2-D shapes. 
Pieces are relational and translucent, so there are several ways to “paint” each 
picture! Includes twenty 8" x 8" double-sided activity cards (40 activities),  
136 pieces in 14 shapes and 7 colors, and Activity Guide. Grades K+
219-1762   Shapes Don’t Bug Me™ Geometry Activity Set $36.99
219-1766   Translucent Geometric Shapes (408 pieces in 14 shapes  
 and 7 colors. Largest measures 2" x 2".) $49.99

Geometric Models
5 cm ( 2" ) geometrical solids 
are a great tool for exploring 
shapes, sizes, and relationships 
between area and volume. 
Transparent construction with 
removable base and stopper 
for easy filling with dry or wet 
material. Includes 17- piece set 
with activity book. Grades 4+
474-16475 $15.99
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Fractions Modular Flip Charts
Interactive fraction lessons are a “snap” with this modular snap-together set that 
includes four modules–three displaying fractions, decimals, percents, and one 
with fractional parts of a circle. Snap two modules together to reinforce one con-
cept–for example, match fractions (1⁄4) with percents (25%). Or, snap three or four 
together to build more fraction equivalency skills. Each module measures 6" x 6".  
Includes guide with activities. Grades 1+
073-3243 $59.99

50 Fraction Activities
50 Fraction Activities is a set of 50 double-
sided activity cards for teaching fraction 
knowledge and understanding. The front 
side provides teaching objectives, resourc-
es used and procedure. The other side pro-
vides visual examples. Math manipulatives 
used effectively throughout and presented 
in clear photography. Contains 50 double-
sided activity cards and a contents card 
that can act as a check off list.
157-JL331 $24.99

Pizza Fraction Fun™ Jr. Game
Features 1 whole, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6, 1⁄8, 1⁄10 and 1⁄12.  
Includes 11 double-sided cardboard pizzas
measuring 8" in diameter each.
219-5061                                               $26.99

Frog Pond Fractions®
Teaches the beginning concepts of fractions. Game 
promotes quick play and offers hands-on learning 
with solid foam fraction pieces. Multiple 
skill levels can play together; 
game adapts as 
skills progress. 
Play three ways. 
Includes durable 
17" x 22" game board, 
23 solid foam fraction 
pieces, four play tokens, 
and one large, colorful die. 
1-4 players. Grades K+
156-76002 $34.99

Magnetic Pizza Fractions
Introduce fraction values in written 
form, comparisons, equivalencies, 
and addition and subtraction of frac-
tions. Represents 1 whole, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄6 
and 1⁄8 values in 6 pizzas (24 pieces 
total) that stick to any magnetic 
surface. Pizzas measure 8" each and 
include Activity Guide. Grades 1+
219-5062 $34.99

Foam Fraction Dominoes
Learn about fractions while playing dominoes. 
28 dominoes with numeral and pictorial frac-
tions. Dominoes are  17⁄8" x 1" in size. Grades K+
154-20627 $9.99

Foam Fraction Squares
Learn about common fractions and their 
decimal equivalents. Nine color-coded 
squares representing 1 whole, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6, 
1⁄8, 1⁄10, and 1⁄12. Decimal equivalents are on the 
back. Foam is lightweight, soft, quiet, and 
washable. Comes in a resealable storage 
bag. Teaching tips are included.  Grades K+
154-20628                                         $9.99

Pizza Fraction Fun™ Games
Deliver a concrete understanding of fractions! 
Game play helps students learn to identify frac-
tions, match fraction equivalents, and add and 
subtract fractions. Each features 7 different 
games with multiple levels of challenge–great for 
differentiating instruction. Fractions are printed 
on one side of pizza for self-checking. Games 
include 3 double-sided spinners, 1 spinner arrow 
and Activity Guide. 2-6 players. Grades 1+

Pizza Fraction Fun™ Game
Features 1 whole, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄6, 1⁄8, 1⁄9, 1⁄12, and 1⁄16.  
Includes 13 double-sided cardboard pizzas  
measuring 103⁄4" in diameter each.
219-5060 $29.99

Magnetic Fraction Number Line
This innovative set will help children to develop a deep understanding of fractions 
and explore equivalence, ordering, and operations with fractions. Includes three 
number lines (open, eighths, and tenths), each 32" long, 60 color-coded magnet 
pieces (halves, fourths, eighths, sixteenths, thirds, sixths, fifths, and tenths), 9 label 
magnets, and two arrow magnets.  
Extensive teaching notes included. 171⁄2" x 161⁄4". Grades 3–5
228-211024 $32.99

Fraction Frenzy™
Interactive Fraction Blocks
Break apart the blocks and quickly learn how to build up fractions to equal a 
whole. An engaging introduction to spatial relations. Makes solving division  
equations with fractions easy. Includes 60 blocks that stack into 10 fraction cubes 
(1⁄1, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6, 1⁄8, 1⁄9, 1⁄10, 1⁄12). Grades K+
012-AC9309 $29.99
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Includes Fraction, 

Decimal & Percent Cards!

Fraction Dominoes 
Seven group or self-checking solitaire 
games offer experience in recognizing 
fractional parts, matching equivalent 
fractions, and building sums of “one.” 
The 48 dominoes include both pictures 
and fractional numbers with denomina-
tors ranging from 2 to 12. Fractions are 
shown as parts of wholes or parts of sets. 
1-4 players. Grades 3+
833-4080 $17.99

Deluxe Fraction Tower® 
Activity Set
Snap these cubes together to visualize
and understand abstract fraction 
concepts. Innovative cubes can be 
used on their own or with the 
included base. Set includes 51 cubes, 
12 double-sided Activity Cards and 
Activity Guide. Grades 1+ 
219-2075  $42.99 

ONE!
The Fraction Solution Card Game
Players match equivalent fractions or find 
sums of “ONE”. Included are halves, thirds, 
fourths, sixths, and eighths. Each card 
pictures a fraction, gives the number word, 
and shows its corresponding numeral. 
Grades 4+
833-4002 $13.99

Rainbow Fraction® 
Equivalency
Pocket Chart
Teaches equivalencies using 
relationally sized cards that are color-
coded so equivalent values match 
(e.g. 50%, 0.5 and 1⁄2 are all pink), with 
enough of each size card to equal 1 
whole. Includes 153 cards with numer-
als on one side and number words 
on reverse, 2 double-sided title cards, 
plus Activity Guide. Nylon chart with 
hanging grommets and reverse-side 
card storage pocket measures 20"W x 
27"H. Grades 1+
219-2794 $34.99

Rainbow Fraction®
Circles, Squares & Tiles
Each set includes 51 color-coded pieces representing halves, thirds, fourths, 
fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths, twelfths, and whole numbers. Includes a plastic 
work tray and activity guide. Grades 1+
219-0617 Deluxe Rainbow Fraction® Circles $14.99
219-0619 Deluxe Rainbow Fraction® Squares $14.99
219-0615 Rainbow Fraction® Tiles $19.99
219-0611 Soft Foam Magnetic Rainbow Fraction® Tiles (no tray) $19.99

Double-
Sided 
Magnetic 
Fraction 
Circles
Clearly labeled 
with fractions 
on one side and 
percentages on 
reverse to help 
students under-
stand the relation-
ship between 
the concepts. 
Color-coded to match other Rainbow Fraction® manipulatives for extended learn-
ing. Includes 9 circles (whole, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6, 1⁄8, 1⁄10, and 1⁄12,) and Activity Guide. 71⁄2" 
diameter. 51 pieces. Grades 1+
219-1616 $42.99

Equivalent
Fraction Dominoes
Players practice rapid recognition of 
equivalent fractions or adding fractions 
as they play “Fraction War,” 
“One Up,” or “Fraction Match.”  
Three levels of difficulty 
make play available to a broad 
range of players. Includes 48 
durable dominoes showing 
fractional parts in pictures and 
numerals. 1-5 players. Grades 4–9
833-4519 $16.99

Math Die-Cut Magnets
Colorful write-on/wipe-off magnets punch out from an 
81⁄2" x 11" sheet. Use on magnetic whiteboards, filing 
cabinets and more! $7.99 Each 
553-10062 Beginning Fractions 
553-10064 Comparative Fractions 553-10062

553-10064

Fraction Dominoes 
Seven group or self-checking solitaire 
games offer experience in recognizing 
fractional parts, matching equivalent 
fractions, and building sums of “one.” 
The 48 dominoes include both pictures 
and fractional numbers with denomina
tors ranging from 2 to 12. Fractions are 
shown as parts of wholes or parts of sets. 
1-4 players. 
833-4080
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Giant Soft Foam Cubes
Quiet, easy-to-handle, foam dice lend themselves to number games, probability 
experiments and math activities. Operation Cubes feature + and - on one cube; > 
and = on the other. Cubes measure 5" each. Set of 2. Grades PreK+ 
219-0411 Dot Cubes $14.99
219-0412 Numeral Cubes $14.99

Canadian Data 
Management Activities
Help children master essential data 
management concepts with focused  
practice. This activity book is centred 
on the Canadian curriculum and 
includes reproducible worksheets 
and tests to ensure maximum reten-
tion. 80 pages. $14.99 Each
370-9781897514108 Grades 1–3
370-9781897514115 Grades 4–6

Foam Dice
Foam is lightweight, soft, quiet, and washable.  
Square edges stop the dice from rolling too far.  
Comes in a resealable storage bag. Teaching tips are included. $9.99 Each
154-20606 3⁄4" 20 Yellow Blank Dice
154-20608 4" Large Foam Blank Die

Dice Domes
Set of 4 colored, transparent plastic domes with removable bottom and 12 EVA 
foam dice. Students use the dome for an individualized, quiet way to shake dice 
for various math activities. Great for differentiating instruction. Grades K+
219-7656 $24.99

Dice in Dice
Twice the dice! Use these double dice to reinforce number concepts, counting, 
operations and probability. Brightly colored dice come in sturdy storage bucket. 
Jumbo Dice in Dice are perfect for smaller hands! Grades PreK+
219-7697 3⁄4" Dice in Dice. Set of 72 $29.99
219-7699 11⁄4" Jumbo Dice in Dice. Set of 12 $19.99

Dice Activities for Math
Engaging classroom–tested games and activities 
provide practice without paper-and-pencil drill. 
Activities focus on the NCTM standards in all 
areas of numbers and operations, standards of 
reasoning, strategic thinking, representation,  
and communication. Each book includes a CD 
with additional activities for IWB presentation. 
94-136 pages. $25.99 Each
228-215295 Dice Activities for Math.  

Grades K–3
228-210907 Dice Activities for Multiplication.  

Grades 3–6 
228-211096 Dice Activities for Mathematical  

Thinking. Grades 5–8

Probability Dice
Can be used in conjunction with other manipula-
tives to develop an understanding of estimating 
outcomes or data evaluation and expectations. 
Set of 6.
226-13954 $8.99

Deluxe Probability Kit
Teach probability skills in cooperative learning groups with this comprehensive 
kit. Includes 24 double-sided, reproducible Activity and Teacher Demonstration 
Cards; 9 different spinners, 40 assorted coins, 4 colored number cubes, 5 poly-
hedra dice, 6 soft dot dice, 6 soft number dice, and 20 red and yellow chips. 
Overhead components include 3 spinners, 52 playing cards, 20 red and yellow 
chips, and 2 each of dot dice, number dice and coin dice. 195 pieces. Grades 4+
219-0226 $54.99

219-7699

219-7697

Also includes overhead 
manipulatives

154-20606
154-20608



Dot Dice
Standard 16mm dice. Six each of red, white, and 
green. Hundreds of counting, sorting and math 
applications. Set of 18.
226-11700 $7.99

Blank Dice
Assorted color 16mm cubes. Make your own  
games and activities. Set of 12 dice with 1 sheet of 
150 stickers.
226-17586 $7.50

Number Dice
16mm dice featuring 
spots, numbers and 
words. Set of 12. 
226-12950 $8.99

Math Numbers Dice
16mm dice numbered 1-3 twice, 0-5, 5-10, 1-6, 7-12, 
13-18, 19-24, and 25-30. Set of 8.
226-01616 $9.99

Operators Dice
16mm dice featuring math operators +, -, x, /, >, and 
=. Set of 6.
226-01648 $7.50

Standard 16mm
Foam Dice
Super quiet and fun—the
perfect classroom
manipulative!

 Pack of 12 Tub of 200
 $5.99 $57.99
Yellow Spot & Number 226-17338 226-17268
Assorted Color Spot 226-17332 226-16808
Assorted Color Blank 226-17335 226-16809

Fraction Dice
16mm dice featuring
1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6, 1⁄8 and 1⁄12. 
Set of 6.
226-11692 $7.50

Whole 
Number Dice
Includes 3 dice 1-6 and 
3 dice 7-12 plus two 
operator dice (+, -, x, ÷). 
Set of 8.
226-11701 $8.99

Positive/
Negative 
Dice
Includes 3 dice +1 to +6 
and 3 dice -1 to -6 along 
with two operator dice. 
Set of 8.
226-11704 $8.99

Classroom Dice Set
Set of 31 dice includes assorted fractions, whole 
numbers, operators and polyhedrals. 
226-11702 $29.99

Place Value Dice
Ten-sided dice. Set of 8 includes 2 each Units, Tens, 
Hundreds and Thousands.
226-11871 $8.99

20-Sided Double Dice 
A 24mm transparent 20-sided die with a mini
20-sided die inside. Set of 6.
226-12622 $10.99

10-Sided
Double
Dice
Transparent 10-sided die with a mini 10-sided die 
inside.
226-11770   Single $1.89
226-12618   Set of 6 $10.99

12-Sided  
Double Dice
A 24mm transparent 
12-sided die with a mini  
12-sided die inside
Set of 6.
226-12620 $10.99

Decimal Dice
16mm decimal dice with common fraction equiva-
lents that develop decimal skills. Set of 10.
226-12088 $10.99

6-Sided
Double
Dice
A die inside of a die–great for math games! Roll it 
and add, subtract, multiply or divide the numbers. 
Set of 8.
226-11703 $4.99

Jumbo
Polyhedral
Dice
Includes one each of: 4-sided, 6-sided, 8-sided, 
12-sided, 20-sided and two 10-sided dice. Set of 7.
226-10827  $26.99

20 Sided Dice 
6/Tube
Six 20 sided dice for 
learning activities
226-13430   $7.99
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Charles Leonard®  
6" Clear Protractor
This 180° protractor has an accurate 6" ruler 
located at the base, plus a metric scale.
365-77106 $1.25

Charles Leonard® Safety Compass 
Ball bearing control creates accurate circles up to  
12" diameter. Complete with pencil, inch and  
centimeter guide. Shortened safety point and  
positive pencil lock. 
365-77365 $2.25

Dive into Shapes!™
A “Sea“ and Build Geometry Set
Combine sticks in 3 sizes, along with curves for making circles and cylinders, 
with 2 different types of connecters to build 2-D shapes. Then, combine them 
to make new 2-D shapes or even 3-D shapes! Child-friendly set features durable 
sticks, curves, and connectors.
219-1773 Dive into Shapes! Includes 60 sticks, 20 curves, 34 connectors,  

and 15 double-sided Activity Cards. Grades 1+ $42.99
219-1776 Geometric Shapes Building Set. Includes 90 sticks, 32 curves,  

and 48 connectors. Grades K+ $54.99

Plastic Geoboards
Sturdy, plastic geoboards feature raised 
edges to protect knobbed pegs. Includes 
rubber bands. Grades K+
219-0153 5" x 5" pin grid, 7". Assorted  

colors. Set of 10 $42.99
219-15135 11" x 11" pin grid, 9".

Yellow. Set of 5 $36.99

Double-Sided Rainbow™
Geoboards
Sturdy 5" plastic geoboards in six colors feature 
a 5 x 5 pin array on one side and a 12-pin circular 
array on the reverse side. Set of 6. Rubber bands 
included. Grades K+
219-0425 $22.99

Angles Flash Cards
Set of 105, easy to read, cards feature four levels of difficulty and practice with 
solving for unknown angles in triangles. Cards address supplementary, comple-
mentary, vertical and right angles. Students can challenge themselves by 
identifying the type of triangle based on the angle measures—scalene, equilateral, 
isosceles, and right triangles. Grades 3+
833-8611 $15.99

Geo-Mirrors
An excellent aid for teaching the basics of geometry including symmetry, line 
reflections, transformations and congruence. Purple translucent acrylic plastic 
measures 6" x 4". Grades 1+
833-7706    Reflective Geo-Mirror $7.99
833-7705    Geo-Mirror $6.99

AngleViewers™
Visual Protractors
These revolutionary tools enable students to measure acute, obtuse, and reflex 
angles easily and visually with color! Angles are now accessible to students of 
all learning styles and levels. With these durable and easy-to-use tools, you will 
never use a protractor again!

Single 
$14.99 

180° AngleViewer™ 833-7648 
360° AngleViewer™ 833-7649

833-7648

833-7649
Teacher’s Dry Erase/Chalk Board Tools
Features handles and magnets for use with dry erase/chalk boards. Includes both 
imperial and Metric markings. Compass features an adjustable grip that fits most 
markers (with a width between .32"–.63"), chalk, pens and pencils. 
002-14536 Teacher’s Magnetic Dry Erase/Chalkboard 5-piece  
 Geometry Set, Imperial and Metric  $99.99 
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Scientific Calculator with 
Antimicrobial Protection
10 digit LCD display with large 9mm digits. 
Key layout and functions comparable to the 
TI-30XA. Engineered with an AntiMicrobial 
agent that reduces the growth of microbes 
and bacteria. Multiplies, divides, subtracts, 
and adds fractions in traditional numerator/
denominator format, performs degrees/
radians/grads, polar/rectangular conver-
sions and fraction/decimal conversions and 
has 3 memories. Includes protective hard 
shell case. Battery powered. 2 year manufac-
turer’s standard warranty. 6"H x 3"W x 1⁄2"D.
505-V30RA $27.99

Calculator  
Teacher’s Kit
8 digit LCD display with extra 
large 14mm digits. Features basic  
calculator functions as well as a change sign key, square root key, per-
cent key and 3-key memory. Kit includes 10 calculators in an eco 
friendly wood caddy. Protective cover included. Operates on hybrid 
power (solar/battery backup). 2 year manufacturer warranty. 43⁄4"H x 
23⁄4"W x 1⁄2"D. Set of 10.
505-108TK $149.99

Dual Power Pocket Calculator
8 digit LCD display with extra large 14mm dig-
its. Ergonomic shape with easy-grip contours 
fits comfortably in your hand. Non-slip rubber 
keys. Assorted colors. Operates on hybrid 
power (solar/battery backup). 2 year manufac-
turer’s standard warranty. 4"H x 21⁄2"W x 1⁄4"D.
505-700BTS $10.99

Primary Calculator
This bright blue calculator is both solar and battery 
powered (includes 1 “AA” battery). Four-function 
calculator includes auto shut-off, 3-key memory 
and more. Measures 41⁄2"H x 21⁄2"L. Grades PreK+
219-0037   Each $7.99
219-0038   Set of 10 $64.99

Calculator 
Storage 
Pocket Chart
Holds up to 35 student 
calculators in 33⁄4" x 4" 
clear, numbered pock-
ets. Tough nylon chart 
has reinforced nylon 
grommets for hanging. 
Measures 29"W x 36"H. 
Calculators sold sepa-
rately. Grades PreK+
219-0056 $28.99

Desktop Calculator
Features an 8 digit display, full mem-
ory functions and a slanted display 
for easier viewing. Dual powered.
365-39200 $5.99

Hand Held Calculator
Features an 8 digit display, full 
memory functions and non-slip 
rubber keys. Dual powered. Assorted 
colors include: blue, green, orange, 
and purple.
365-39100 $4.99

Solar Standard Calculator
Performs basic fuctions: addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, square roots and per-
cents with memory. Repeat constant on all 4 
functions. 8 digit display. Sliding plastic case. 
486-TI108    Each $10.99
486-TI108TK    Set of 10 $119.99
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Sequence® 
Numbers™
The Sequence Game 
of Add & Subtract
The cards have the equa-
tions...the gameboard has 
the answers. Match a card 
to its correct answer on the 
board, then place your 
chip there. When you have 
5 of your chips in a row, 
you’ve got a SEQUENCE!. 
2-6 players. Grades 2+
384-8012 $36.99

Math Squared
Math Squared is a simple game 
to play that helps children learn 
their addition and multiplication 
facts. Playing on the addition 
side will help teach addition facts 
up to 18 (9+9). Playing on the 
multiplication side teaches the 
times table up to 12.
518-1099 $24.99

Mobi Math Game
Our new favorite game comes in a cheerful whale pouch you will want to take 
to every gathering! Use the tiles to make simple math equations as quickly as 
possible and connect them in crossword style grids. Be the first to connect all 
your tiles and you win! Ages 6+
344-23971 Mobi Math $24.99
344-23973 Mobi Kids Math $21.99

Sequence
This strategy game challenges up to 12 players (on teams) to create a Sequence 
of five chips on the game board. Players place a chip on the game board in a 
square that corresponds to a card in their hand. Sounds simple enough, but 
there are ways to block opponents! This is a game the whole family can enjoy - 
it's easy enough for children age seven or older and it's challenging for adults! 
384-8202 $36.99

Sum Swamp™ Addition & Subtraction Game
Venture over the crocodile shortcut and through the swamp to the finish by  
adding and subtracting numbers on the dice. Includes game board, 4 swamp 
creature game pieces, 2 number dice, and an operation die.  
2-4 players. Grades PreK+
219-5052 $29.99

Double Six Wooden Dominoes
These hardwood dominoes have a polished, colorfast 
finish with engraved dots. 28 dominoes. 2-4 players. 
Grades 2+
502-PR1521 $4.99

Shut the Box
Shut the Box is a dice game for 

two or more players. Roll 
the dice and shut one 

of any combination 
of open number tiles 
that equal the total 

number showing on 
the dice. The player then 

rolls the dice again, aiming to 
shut more numbers. The play contin-

ues until the player cannot shut any more 
numbers. Then it is the next players turn. If a player 

closes all of the numbers, they are said to have "Shut the 
Box" and the player wins immediately.
518-1338 $24.99
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Numeracy
The Game that Does for 
Math What Scrabble® Does 
for Words!
Players become nimble with 
numbers as they play varia-
tions ranging from simple to 
complex. At all levels, the con-
stantly changing scene keeps 
everyone on their toes, build-
ing computation skills and 
improving math fluency. 1-4 
players or groups. Grades 3+
833-4725 Building Fraction  
 Fluency. $34.99

Multifactor
Develop a nimble mind by computing basic multipli-
cation facts or by breaking products down into fac-
tors and possibly prime factors. In Product Capture, 
players claim the product of two 
factors they spin. In Factor Pursuit, 
players compute the product of 
two spinners and mark any set 
of factors for this product on 
their scorecards. Be the first 
to fill your scorecard and 
win! 2 players or teams. 
Grades 3–7
833-4790          $36.99

I Have... Who Has...?
Math Card Games
A fun way to engage the entire class in practicing math skills! Each box provides  
4 set of cards for 4 different games. $26.99 Each
154-7817 Grades 1-2. Addition, Subtraction, Number Patterns,
 Greater Than/Less Than.
154-7818 Grades 2-3. Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Place Value
154-7819 Grades 3-4. Multiplication 1-6, Multiplication 1-12,
 Division, Fractions.
154-7833 Grades 4-5. Money, Division, Rational Numbers, Adding &
 Subtracting Fractions.
154-7834 Grades 5-6. Division, Rational Numbers, Linear Expressions,   
 Reducing Fractions. 

Math Mat Challenge™ Game
Get students thinking on their feet!

Interactive, talking floor mat challenges 
students to listen to the equation, do the 
math, then step on the correct answer. The 
game gets faster as their scores get higher! 
Features 3 games with 2 skill levels that 
reinforce numbers, counting, addition 
and subtraction up to the number 20. 

Mat measures 32" in diameter. 
Requires 3 “AA” batteries, 

not included.  
Grades PreK+

219-0047 $54.99

Math Dice®
The Fast, Fun Game  
of Mental Math
Math becomes more fun when you 
think on the fly! Roll the two 12-sided 
target dice and multiply them to get 
a target number. Roll the three scor-
ing dice and combine these numbers 
using addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, division, or even powers 
to build an equation that is closest, 
or equal to, the target. This mental 
challenge helps players sharpen 
math skills by solving problems in a 
fun new way. Multi-player. Grades 3+
364-015107 $9.99

Math Dice® Jr.
Kid's first mental math game! 
Roll the 12-sided Target Die to 
get your target number, then 
roll the five 6-sided Scoring Dice. 
Using addition and/or subtrac-
tion, combine the Scoring Dice 
to match the target number, 
moving one space on the Scoring 
Track for every Scoring Die used. 
The first player to reach the fin-
ish line wins! 2 or more players.  
Grades 1+
364-315153 $14.99

Develop a nimble mind by computing basic multipli-
cation facts or by breaking products down into fac-
tors and possibly prime factors. In Product Capture, 
players claim the product of two 
factors they spin. In Factor Pursuit, 
players compute the product of 

Math Dice® Tournament Kit
Proven to sharpen math skills
Get students excited about math by  
holding your very own Math Dice  
tournament with the  game proven to  
sharpen math skills! The kit contains  
instructions and materials to hold a  
tournament with 12 to 18 students.  
Simple rules make it fun for all ages  
and levels. Also includes additional  
Math Dice-themed games and  
training sheets. Grades 5–8 
Includes:
• 6 Math Dice Sets 
• 15 Blackline Masters  

(6 station assignment sheets,  
6 printable games, 1 training  
tables sheet, 1 score sheet, 1 certificate) 

• 150 Game chips 
• Learning guide
031-1500 $39.99

4 games in 
each box!

Numeracy
The Game that Does for 
Math What Scrabble
for Words!
Players become nimble with 
numbers as they play varia
tions ranging from simple to 
complex. At all levels, the con
stantly changing scene keeps 
everyone on their toes, build
ing computation skills and 
improving math fluency. 1-4 
players or groups. 
833-4725
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Solaro Study Guide 
Each unit includes essential teaching pieces, prac-
tice questions, unit tests, answers, and detailed 
solutions. Challenger Questions provide students 
difficult questions that test their depth of knowl-
edge. The complete solutions show problem-solv-
ing methods, explain key concepts and highlight 
potential errors. The resource is ideal for yearlong 
use by students, teachers, and parents at home or 
at school. $29.95 Each
023-9781770445055 Mathematics 3
023-9781770445024 Mathematics 4
023-9781770445000 Mathematics 5
023-9781770444980 Mathematics 6

Spectrum® Math 
Reinforce math skills with Spectrum Math. With 
the progressive lessons in this workbook, students 
will strengthen skills that include comparing ratio-
nal and irrational numbers, solving equations, 
and interpreting statistical data. The best-selling 
Spectrum® Math workbook series provides quality 
educational activities that build the skills your child 
needs for math achievement and success.   
$19.99 Each
015-704560    Grade K
015-704561    Grade 1
015-704562    Grade 2
015-704563    Grade 3
015-704564    Grade 4

015-704565    Grade 5
015-704566    Grade 6
015-704567    Grade 7
015-704568    Grade 8

Canadian Curriculum MathSmart
Canadian Curriculum MathSmart provides curric-
ulum-based units with systematic and progressive 
practice to ensure that children understand the 
concepts and master the necessary skills. Step-
by-step explanations and Math tips are provided 
along the way. Also included are one midway test 
and one final test. 80 pages.  $6.99 Each
090-9781927042106 Grade 1
090-9781927042113 Grade 2
090-9781927042120 Grade 3
090-9781927042137 Grade 4
090-9781927042144 Grade 5
090-9781927042151 Grade 6

Solaro Study Guides
SOLARO Study is specifically designed to assist 
students in preparing for quizzes, unit tests, 
and final exams throughout the year. Each unit 
includes essential teaching pieces, practice ques-
tions, unit tests, answers, and detailed solutions. 
Challenger Questions provide students difficult 
questions that test their depth of knowledge. The 
complete solutions show problem-solving meth-
ods, explain key concepts and highlight potential 
errors. The resource is ideal for yearlong use by stu-
dents, teachers, and parents at home or at school.
$29.95 Each
023-9781770444928 Math 9 Applied Foundations of Math Study Guide
023-9781770444911 Math 9 Academic
023-9781770443013 Math 10 Academic: Student Notes  and Problems
023-9781770444867 Math 10 Applied Foundations of Math Study Guide
023-9781770444850 Math 10 Academic Principals of Mathematics  

Study Guide
023-9781770444782 Math 11 Functions and Applications  

University/College Prep
023-9781770444799 Math 11 University Prep
023-9781770444690 Math 12 Advanced Functions Study Guide
023-9781770444713 Math 12 Data Management Study Guide

Daily Math
These daily math activities will help reinforce essential math skills with consistent 
daily practice. Each day of the week focuses on a specific math strand featur-
ing number sense, patterning and algebra, measurement, data management or 
geometry. Use these activities with a whole group, small group or when working 
individually with students. 96 pages. $14.99 Each
370-0978075641  Grade 1 370-0978075684   Grade 5
370-097807565X  Grade 2 370-0978075692   Grade 6
370-0978075668  Grade 3 370-9781897514184 Grades 7–8
370-0978075676  Grade 4

Canadian Math  
Skills Success
Encourage students to master essential 
mathematics skills with plenty of system-
atic practice! Pages are student friendly 
and designed so students will build flu-
ency in basic mathematics facts as well as 
develop key mathematics strategies. 
$8.99 Each
370-9781771052993  Addition
370-9781771053006  Subtraction
370-9781771053013  Multiplication
370-9781771053020  Division

Jump at Home
These revolutionary math workbooks give every 
child the tools to master math. The key to the 
enormous success of Mighton's JUMP Math 
program is the step-by-step teaching method 
that isolates and describes concepts so clearly 
that anyone can understand them. Students 
move from one success to the next and soon are 
solving problems well above their grade level. 
Includes worksheets, a glossary of math terms 
and an answer key. 256 pages. 
$19.95 Each
604-9780887849763  Grade 3 604-9780887849794  Grade 6
604-9780887849770  Grade 4 604-9780887849657  Grade 7
604-9780887849787  Grade 5 

Canadian Math Basics 
These must-have books provide children 
with systematic practice of essential math 
skills in a fun format. Covers Number 
Skills, Geometry, Patterning & Algebra, 
Measurement, and Data Management.  
96 pages. $14.99 Each
370-0978075609  Grade 1
370-0978075617  Grade 2
370-0978075625  Grade 3
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015-704495 Grade 2
015-704489 Grade 3
015-704490 Grade 4
015-704491 Grade 5

015-704492 Grade 6
015-704493 Grade 7
015-704494 Grade 8

024-9201 Grade 1
024-9202 Grade 2

024-9203 Grade 3
024-9204 Grade 4

Spectrum®  
Word Problems
Spectrum® Word Problems work-
books supplement classroom work 
and proficiency test preparation. 
The workbooks provide examples 
of how the math skills students 
learn in school apply to everyday 
life with challenging, multi-step 
word problems. It features practice 
with word problems that are an 
essential part of the Common Core 
State Standards, making it a per-
fect supplement at home or school.
$16.99 Each

Math Home Practice
The colorful, innovative activity pages will engage your child for hours of learn-
ing fun! With Math Foundations, your child will build a solid foundation for math 
through the fun and challenging cross-curricular activities in social studies and 
science. The extension activities on almost every page will encourage your child 
to utilize critical thinking and apply what he or she has learned to everyday situa-
tions. Math Foundations is your child’s stepping stone to success! $15.99 Each

Mastering Canadian Math  
Concepts and Skills
Each Mastering Math book is organized according to these five general curricu-
lum threads: Number Sense & Numeration, Measurement, Geometry & Spatial 
Sense, Patterning & Algebra, and Data Management & Probability. Each topic area 
contains individual skills and concepts that match the learning expectations of 
the curriculum. Mastering Math can be used to support the standard classroom 
curriculum as every learning expectation in the year's curriculum is included. 
Mastering Math is also an excellent framework for reviewing the full curriculum at 
home for students who need extra practise. 97 pp.  $18.99 Each
024-K143   Grade 1 024-K145   Grade 3
024-K144   Grade 2 024-K146   Grade 4

Canadian Money
Learning how to count money is an important skill as we need money to buy 
some of our favourite things! This resource is packed with worksheets and activi-
ties that allow students to practice important concepts involving money to meet 
expectations of the grades 1 and 2 Ontario Mathematics Curriculum. Concepts 
covered include: identifying Canadian coins and their value; representing money 
amounts in one or more ways; counting to find the total value of a collection 
of coins; adding and subtracting money amounts; solving problems involving 
money. Assessments that can be used at the end of the math unit are included for 
each grade along with a marking rubric. 110 pp. 
024-K147 Grades 1–2 $18.99
024-K148 Grades 3–4 $18.99
024-K149 Grades 1–3 $21.99

Math
Practice the basic facts and progress 
through single-digit to four-digit addition 
or subtraction, single to four-factor multi-
plication drills or single-digit to three-digit 
divisors. Includes word problems.
024-1130    Multiplication, Grades 4–6 

$13.99
024-1131    Addition and Subtraction,  

Grades 1–3 $19.99
024-1132    Multiplication and Division,  

Grades 4–6 $19.99

Nelson Math
Study tools to motivate your child and boost his or her confidence. Questions 
to strengthen your child's skills and problem-solving abilities. "At-Home Help" 
sections to explain concepts so you can understand and support your child's 
learning. $19.95 Each
786-9780176823351 Grade 3 
786-9780176823368    Grade 4 
786-9780176823375    Grade 5
786-9780176823382    Grade 6 
786-9780176823399    Grade 7 
786-9780176823405    Grade 8 
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180 Days of Math
Practice, Assess, Diagnose
This series provides 180 daily practice activities to build and gauge students’ 
mathematical fluency. Each problem is tied to a specific mathematical concept. 
Students gain regular practice through these quick, diagnostic-based activities. 
Data-driven assessment tips are provided, and the Teacher Resource CD includes 
assessment analysis resources. 208 pages + CD. $29.99 Each
145-50803   Grade K 
145-50804   Grade 1 
145-50805   Grade 2 

145-50806   Grade 3 
145-50807   Grade 4

145-50808   Grade 5
145-50802   Grade 6

Building Math Fluency
Current standards recognize that the ability to solve math facts quickly and accu-
rately is an important part of mathematical learning. The core of Building Math 
Fluency is the presentation and practice of computational strategies that provide 
students with tools for thinking about mathematical operations in logical ways. 
160 pages plus 5 transparencies. $32.99 Each
105-3033 Grade 1
105-3034 Grade 2

105-3035 Grade 3
105-3036 Grade 4–6+

Math Puzzles Galore
These fifty problem-solving activities focus on devel-
oping skills with number concepts, measurement and 
spatial relations. Students will explore square number 
puzzles, number patterns, shape puzzles, cube mod-
els and many others. Ideal as take-home, enrichment, 
reinforcement and skill building. Grades 5–8 
228-25156 $12.99

CD Included

Interactive Notebooks: Math 
Interactive notebooks enable students to learn how to organize and synthesize
information through creative, interactive, and easily personalized activities.
This series provides all of the resources needed to successfully implement
this popular instructional method and promote student learning. Each book
contains a guide for teachers who are new to interactive note taking as well as
lesson plans, reproducibles for creating notebook pages on a variety of topics,
and more. 96 pages.  $16.99  Each
015-104645   Grade K 
015-104646   Grade 1 
015-104647   Grade 2 

015-104648   Grade 3 
015-104649   Grade 4
015-104650   Grade 5

015-104910   Grade 6
015-104911   Grade 7
015-104912   Grade 8

Principles & Standards of Math  
Task & Drill Worksheets
Written to the NCTM five strands, this series includes task sheets to teach the 
lesson and drill sheets for procedural practice. The task sheets introduce the 
mathematical concepts to the students around a central problem taken from 
real-life experiences, while the drill sheets provide warm-up and timed practice 
questions for the students to strengthen their procedural proficiency skills. 
Each book includes teacher’s guide, worksheets, answer key, and 6 mini posters. 
60 pages.    $16.99 Each
 Grades PreK–2 Grades 3–5 Grades 6–8
Number & Operations  018-CC3300C 018-CC3306C  018-CC3312C
Algebra  018-CC3301C 018-CC3307C  018-CC3313C
Geometry  018-CC3302C  018-CC3308C  018-CC3314C
Measurement  018-CC3303C  018-CC3309C  018-CC3315C
Data Analysis & Probability 018-CC3304C  018-CC3310C  018-CC3316C



STEAMFeatured Products

7 Fun STEAM Challenges For The 
Classroom

1. Teach coding and binary with beads. Have students 
make necklaces that spell out their names or create a 
secret message.

2. Build a marble run using cardboard rolls and tape.
3. Create LEGO boats, then test whose boat can hold the 

most pennies.
4. Who can create the longest paper plate using only scissors?
5. Experiment with magnets by taping one to a toy car and 

making it ‘drive’.
6. ow many drops of water can fit on a penny
7. Create a DIY solar oven

Read more on our Blog: www.tpop.ca

Advice - Inspiration - Expertise - Follow us!

Scratch Controller
057-EL00530 $52.99

Children can design and create fun and 

challenging activities whilst developing their 

programming and debugging skills. The robust 

design means it is the perfect alternative to 

using a keyboard or mouse in Scratch.

NEW

Pi2Go
057-EL00494  $164.99

With a wide range of inputs and outputs to 

program, Pi2Go is the ultimate programmable 

robot and is perfect for project based work. 

Let the students design, plan and write their 

program and once they’re confident it’ll work, 

try it out on the Pi2Go!

NEW

scholarschoice.ca • 1-800-265-1095

Ship To The Store For FREE!

1. Place your order online.
2. Select shipping option at checkout.
3. Pick your order up in-store!

www.scholarschoice.ca/sc_ship_to_store
19 locations across Canada. Check back cover for details.
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Blue-Bot
Introduced in 2015, Blue-Bot is a member of the TTS floor robot family. Blue-Bot is a Bluetooth enabled floor robot which means you can control it with your 
tablet or PC. You can plan your algorithm on the screen of your device and send it remotely for Blue-Bot to perform right in front of you. Blue-Bot has a clear shell 
which means children can see the components inside and identify what gives Blue-Bot its buzz. Blue-Bot is rechargeable and fits on the standard Bee-Bot Docking 
Stations. You can still use Blue-Bot like a normal Blue-Bot is capable of performing 45 degrees turns and you can also include repetitions in your algorithm which 
means this is the perfect project for children aged 3–11 years.
057-EL00485 Blue-Bot $174.99
057-EL00515 Class Bundle. 6 Blue-Bots and 1 Rechargeable Docking Station. $879.99

Blue-Bot 
TacTile Reader
Introducing our very own 
Blue-Bot TacTile Reader, a unique 
and alternative way to program your 
Blue-Bot! Place your individual tiles in a row to 
build up a sequence of instructions, press go and see 
Blue-Bot complete the program. Connecting to a Blue-Bot  
couldn’t be easier, turn Blue-Bot on, press connect on the Reader 
and wait for Blue-Bots eyes to go blue to show it is connected! Up to three read-
ers can be connected together so children can build a program of up to thirty 
steps. Includes 25 TacTiles.
057-IT01118 $189.99

Blue-Bot TacTile  
Standard Tile Pack
Each Blue-Bot TacTile Reader comes with 25 
tiles. However, if you need to replace some or 
just want to have a larger selection to choose 
from then the TacTile Standard Pack is perfect. 
Pack of 25.
057-IT01172 $79.99

Blue-Bot Tile  
Extension Pack
The TacTile Extension Pack introduces 
extra functionality to the standard pack 
including 45° turns and repeats. Using 
these, children can program Blue-Bot to 
explore geometry and also create efficient 
algorithms. Pack of 25.
057-EL00546 $79.99

No further discount on these items.

Bee-Bot Starter Pack
Everything you need to hit the ground running with Bee-Bot. Pack includes 1 Bee-
Bot, 4 activity mats (Treasure Island, Busy Street Mat, Transparent Grid and Long 
Transparent Grid Mat), 1 set of 49 sequence cards, and 10 white clip-on shells.
057-EL00399 $329.99

Rechargeable Bee-Bot
This exciting award-winning programmable floor robot 
is rechargeable. Supplied with a USB lead, Bee-Bot can 
either be recharged via your computer or via a wall socket 
with a USB mains adapter. A docking station is also avail-
able for recharging several Bee-Bots. The Bee-Bot’s simple 
and child friendly layout is a perfect starting point for 
teaching control, directional language and programming 
to young children. 13"L x 10"W x 7"H. Ages 3+
057-EL00363 $124.99
Class Bundle
An essential bundle of Bee-Bots that would be a 
valuable addition to any class. Class Bundle includes 
6 Bee-Bots and 1 Rechargeable Docking Station.
057-EL00396 Class Bundle $659.99
057-EL00358 Docking Station $94.99
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World Bee-Bot Mat
Travel the world and go on a voyage of discovery with Bee-Bot and our Bee-Bot 
world map! This massive map contains an array of information and detail about 
the world, including the oceans, continents, countries, capital cities and other 
large cities. The map is printed onto hard-wearing vinyl with eyelets, so when it is 
not being used with Bee-Bot it doubles up as fantastic wall display. 120" x 210".  
Ages 3+
057-GE00466 $174.99

Bee-Bot Busy Street Mat
A must have Bee-Bot resource. This mat provides a multitude of activities to suit 
a variety of learning objectives eg. ICT, literacy, numeracy and knowledge and 
understanding of the world. The type of activities that you could try are odds and 
evens, prepositions, counting activities, and geography tasks. Its flexibility makes 
this a really useful resource. 120" x 45". Ages 3+
057-IT00858 $52.99

Bee-Bot Farmyard Mat
Children will enjoy learning about life on this farm and acting out rural adven-
tures with this colourful mat. Introduce children to different animals, crops and 
how they are grown etc. A useful link between science, literacy and ICT. Ideal for 
Foundation children (ages 3–7). Illustrations may vary. 75" x 75".  Ages 3+
057-IBFARM $52.99

Bee-Bot  
3D Shapes Mat
A great resource to familiarize chil-
dren with 3D shapes. Can you find 
the yellow cube? 75" x 75".
057-IT01075 $59.99

Bee-Bot Shapes, 
Colour & Size Mat
A fantastic resource for combining 
mathematics with ICT. Use this to 
help with shape, colour, size  
and position recognition.  
60" x 60". Ages 3+
057-IT00854 $52.99

Bee-Bot Alphabet Mat
This Alphabet Mat is an excellent way to learn literacy and 
ICT skills through play. With upper and lower case letters, 
children can explore the alphabet while playing a range of 
literacy games. 75" x 90". Ages 3+
057-IT00853 $52.99

Bee-Bot Number Track
Durable vinyl walk-on mat that can be used in or out-
doors. Helps physically reinforce number recognition, 
sequencing and counting from 0 to 10, with help from the 
lovely printed animals. PVC mat. Illustrations may vary. 
211⁄2" x 165". Ages 3+
057-FWALKN  $59.99

No further discount on these items.
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Gears! Gears! Gears!® Machines in Motion
Set of 112 Gears pieces, including special parts such as propellers, wrecking ball, 
chains, pulleys, wheels, and axles. Includes instructions for multiple engineering-
related creations. Ages 5+
219-9227 $54.99

Botley® the Coding Robot Activity Set
Our next-generation coding robot introduces coding fundamentals without the 
need for a screen. Bright-eyed Botley pairs hands-on coding challenges with ad-
vanced collision detection, looping commands, and If/Then programming logic. 
Program up to 80 steps, or turn on black-line-following mode and draw a path for 
Botley to travel. Set includes programmable robot, mats, interactive obstacles, 
blocks, and more. Requires 5 “AAA” batteries, not included. 77 pieces. Ages 5+
219-2935 $109.99

Code & Go® Mouse Mania Board Game
This analog coding game is a screen-free way to help kids learn STEM skills, like 
coding and critical thinking. Players draw coding cards and “Compute” their path 
to the cheese. The first mouse to reach the cheese wins! Includes multiple levels 
of play for up to four players. Ages 5+
219-2863 $29.99

Code & Go® Robot 
Mouse Classroom Set
Incorporate the fundamental concepts of early coding skills into your classroom 
with this extensive activity set! Includes 2 of the full Code & Go Robot Mouse activ-
ity sets, 2 additional Colby the Mouse coding robots (four robots total), one Code 
& Go Robot Mouse Math set, and one Code & Go Robot Mouse Board Game. Also 
includes a comprehensive teacher’s guide with additional activities, as well as an 
overview of STEM and coding skills. Ages 5+
219-2862 $339.99

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Math
This math activity set incorporates coding concepts into everyday lessons in 
sequencing, counting and more. Play around with numbers using the set’s inter-
active cards, dice, and double-sided number board. Includes Activity Guide with 
leveled activities. Colby the Mouse not included. Ages 5+
219-2861 $29.99

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Activity Set
The race is on to build hands-on coding skills! Build your maze, and then use 
the coding cards to create a step-by-step path for Colby, the Programmable 
Robot Mouse. Colby lights-up, makes sounds, and features 2 speeds along with 
colorful buttons to match coding cards for easy programming and sequencing. 
Add multiple players with Jack, the Programmable Robot Mouse (LER2841), sold 
separately. Mouse requires 3 “AAA“ batteries, not included. Grades K+
219-2831  Code & Go® Robot Mouse Activity Set. Deluxe set includes Colby,  
30 double-sided coding cards, 10 double-sided activity cards, cheese wedge,  
16 maze grids, 22 maze walls, 3 tunnels, and activity guide. $79.99
219-2841  Code & Go® Robot Mouse. Includes Jack, 30 double-sided coding cards 
and activity guide. $39.99
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Skate Park
Build ramps, build jumps and then send your skater 
flying with the Skate Park. 43 pieces.
219-2845 $24.99

City
Little engineers can create their own skyscrapers, 
cranes, bridges and more. 100 pieces.
219-2843 $24.99

Tree House
Design the tree house of your dreams complete with 
platforms, railings, and more. 52 pieces.
219-2844 $16.99

Engineering & Design Building Sets
This unique engineering and design challenge helps sharpen critical thinking, problem solving, and STEM skills. Included activity cards help guide the process.  

Grades K and up.  1

Crashapult™ STEM Challenge
Set of 12 pieces includes 2-piece catapult, 
2-piece target hoop, 2 launch balls, 2-piece 
target funnel, 1 goal cup, set of decorative 
stickers, and set of 5 challenge cards. Kid-
powered catapult: no batteries, springs, or 
rubber bands! Early introduction to concepts 
such as angles, trajectories, and distances. 
Hoop target, when constructed, stands 
approx. 12" tall. Ages 5+
219-9287 $29.99

Pendulonium™ STEM Challenge
Set of 20 pieces includes 3-piece pendulum, 6 
cones, 2 launch balls, 1 windmill, 2 goal cups, set 
of decorative stickers, and set of challenge cards. 
Kid-powered pendulum launcher: no batteries, 
springs, or rubber bands! You control the force. 
Early introduction to concepts such as force and 
momentum. Pendulum stands approx. 73⁄4" tall. 
Ages 5+
219-9288 $29.99

Wacky Wheels™ STEM Challenge
Set of 16 pieces includes 2-piece paddlewheel 
launcher, 2 launch balls, 5 X blocks, 1 ramp, 1 goal 
cup, 2-piece hoop target, set of decorative stick-
ers, and set of 5 challenge cards. Early introduction 
to concepts such as speed, angles, and distances. 
Totally kid-powered launcher: no batteries, springs, or 
rubber bands! Hoop target, when constructed, stands 
approx. 12" tall. Grades K+
219-9289 $29.99
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Sphero SPRK+ Power Pack
The SPRK+ Power Pack lets you charge, 
store and carry SPRK+ robots by the 
dozen. Built with an integrated cool-
ing system, your robots can charge 
safely all from one place. The 
best day of school just got 
better. Includes: Power 
Pacl, charging case with 
705’ power adapter cable, 12 
Sphere SPRK+, 12 inductive 
charging bases with USB 
charging cables, download 
in the App Store, Google Play, 
and Kindle Store.
482-ORB300 $2,424.99

Sphero Mini packs tons of fun into a tiny, app-enabled robot about the size of a ping pong ball. Drive Mini using different modes with the 
Sphero Mini app, or just by using your face. Yes, you read that right. Face Drive™ is a hilarious new feature that uses your facial expressions 
to drive the ball. Mini’s games are just as addicting - use the ball as a controller to shoot your way through space, race a ship through a tun-
nel, or rotate your ball to destroy a polygon of bricks. Thanks to the beauty if app updates, there’s always more on the way. If you’re feeling 
extra clever, download the Sphero Edu app and program your robot using JavaScript. Packed with teeny tiny tech, Sphero Mini gas a little 
gyroscope, accelerometer, and LED lights. Colourful, interchangeable shells are available, so you can easily switch one out to suit your mood. 
With almost an hour of play time, Sphero Mini is the next big thing.

Sphero Edu Aoo is for programming Sphero robots. Beginners can give robots commands by drawing a path in the app for their 
robot to follow. Intermediate coders and utilize the familiar block-based drag and drop interface, while pros can use new text 
programming and write their own code.

Sphero Mini Shells
Sphero Mini has interchangeable shells that 
allow you to switch one out to suit your mood. 
Please specify colour when ordering: neon 
green, neon pink, neon blue or neon orange.
482-ORB450 $16.99

Sphero Mini Robot
Kit includes: 1 Micro USB Cord, 3 Mini Traffic 
Cones, 6 Mini Bowling Pins.
482-ORB400WT $69.99

Sphero Mini 30 Pack
Kit includes: 30 Sphero Mini Robots.
482-ORB4050 $1,995.99



Cubelets Twelve Kit
The Cubelets TWELVE the best way to introduce children of all ages to robotics, 
coding, and design thinking. Cubelets are an expandable system of robot blocks, 
and the TWELVE the best mix of SENSE, THINK and ACT blocks for novice and 
experienced builders. Reprogram or control your robots when paired with the in-
cluded Bluetooth® Cubelet. Use the included Brick Adapters to connect Cubelets 
with Lego®. Cubelets TWELVE includes 12 robot blocks and two Brick Adapters. 
Grades 4+
404-440 Cubelets Twelve Kit $599.99
775-4040 Cubelets Class Kit, 44 pcs $1,899.99

For complete selection shop online at www.scholarschoice.ca
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Makes Makey Invention Kit
An invention kit for the 21st century. Turn everyday objects into touchpads and 
combine them with the internet. It's a simple Invention Kit for Beginners and 
Experts doing art, engineering, and everything inbetween. Any material that can 
conduct at least a tiny bit of electricity will work. Some materials people have used 
in our workshops include Ketchup, Pencil Graphite, Finger Paint, Lemons, etc.
465-MMCR $79.99

Ozobot Bit Starter Pack
The Starter Pack includes all the necessary tools to ignite the imaginations of 
children, inspiring and enticing them to play with Ozobot, and in turn - teaching 
the child bold basics of coding. Whatever your child can imagine, the tiny robot 
can do. Learning how to control Ozobot is easy, through color codes with just 
regular paper and four primary color markers. Then your child can advance 
with exciting DIY and STEM activities that are as limitless as your child’s own 
creativity. Finally, they will master with technology and have hours of fun using 
Ozobot apps and web-based games and challenges. The Starter Pack comes 
with Ozobot, 4 markers, 2 skins, DIY stickers, code sheets, a charging cable and 
over 20 activities.
464-OZO04020104  Crystal White $89.99
464-OZO04020103  Cool Blue $89.99

Ozobot Classroom Kit
Everything you need to bring Ozobot into your classroom in one box. Simple, 
affordable and desk-friendly, this kit is designed for any grade K-12. Supporting 
apps, flexible programming environment and lesson plans make it easy to inte-
grate Ozobot into any curriculum – STEM and beyond.
464-OZO050418 $1,999.99

Coding | STEAM

HamiltonBuhl® Invent! Kit
This custom-designed Invent! Kit comes with 
top-quality components, including metal-
geared motors and reliable sensors, along 
with variety of challenges and competitions, 
from robot sumo wrestling, to navigating a 
distant planet with solar panels. The Invent! 
Kit opens up a new world of experimentation, 
innovation, problem-solving and learning, 
impossible to achieve from current textbook-
based learning. Kit includes: Base board with 
USB-programmable micro controller and power pack, USB cable, 2 (two) Bump 
sensors, 1 (one) Buzzer module, 1 (one) Color-changing LED module, 1 (one) 
2-Channel IR “flame” sensor, 1 (one) 2-Channel line sensor, All connecting cables, 
3 “AAA” Batteries included
786-INVBOT $289.99
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Vex IQ Robotics  
Construction Kit
VEX IQ is a robotics platform designed 
to foster STEM learning by allowing you 
to build custom and programmable 
robots. With VEX IQ, you can jump 
right in and snap together these 
colorful robots using the intuitive, 
tool-less components. With this kit, 
you can follow simple step by step instruc-
tions to build your first robot as you learn 
the basics, and then take advantage of 
the unmatched versatility of the VEX IQ 
system to build anything you can imag-
ine!  The VEX IQ Robotics Construction 
Kit is loaded with advanced, yet accessible 
robotics technology, including: Robot Brain with 12 self-configuring input/output 
ports,750+ pieces,Four Smart Motors,One Color Sensor, one Bumper Switch sen-
sor, one Touch LED sensor, and built in rotational sensors on the motors, Video 
game style remote control with a rechargeable lithium ion battery,Two program-
ming software options – Modkit for VEX (free online version) or ROBOTC , and VEX 
IQ Curriculum. Grades 3+
934-2284444  $549.99

VEX IQ is a robotics platform designed 
to foster STEM learning by allowing you 

you can follow simple step by step instruc-
tions to build your first robot as you learn 
the basics, and then take advantage of 
the unmatched versatility of the VEX IQ 
system to build anything you can imag-
ine!  The VEX IQ Robotics Construction 
Kit is loaded with advanced, yet accessible 

Wired Control Robot Arm
Learning basic robotic technology and 
build your own wired controlled robot arm 
with five motors and five joints. With it’s 

five-switch wired controller, the robot 
features base rotation, shoulder, 

elbow and wrist motion, and a 
functional gripper. The 5 motors 
operate the grab, lift. Maximum 
lifting capacity: 120g. Ages 13+
560-CIC21535N $84.99

Robotic Arm
This robotic arm is an easy to make 3-dimensional model 

that grabs, lifts items horizontally, and can turn very 
close to 90 degrees! Designed to be used 

alone (with a nice syringe holder), or 
in a group—each person using one 

syringe. A great way to learn about 
Robotics. Levers and simple 
machines, fluid dynamics, 
engineering, invention, design 
and technology—or just mov-
ing things around the house. 
     Ages 9+

     473-D28 $19.99

Robotic ERP Pro Edition
Programmable robots are part of our every-day life and our children are the future 
innovators that will be challenged to take robotics to the next level! The educa-
tion system world-wide is evolving to incorporate robotics in the classroom so 
that students understand the fundamentals of this new technology while devel-
oping the necessary building and programming skills associated with it. Engino® 
Robotics Platform (ERP) is specially designed for younger students and takes into 
account the most modern pedagogical principles of ICT and STEM learning. With 
the ERP, intellectual development is approached as an upward expanding spiral 
in which students must constantly reconstruct the ideas formed at earlier levels 
with new, higher order concepts acquired at the next level. The set comes in a 
convenient plastic storage tub with lid and it consists of all the necessary parts for 
studying robotics! These include the ERP controller, RJ cables, one touch sensor, 
two infrared sensors, three motors, five LED lights and a USB cable! Ages 8+
903-ENGSTEM70 $599.99

No further discount on these items.

Boost-R-Bots 
Educational Robot Kit
Bring STEAM Curriculum to Life with 
Block-Building Robot Engineering
Tomorrow’s inventors and problem-solvers are 
today‚Äôs students, from elementary school to 
high school. Teaching them a better under-
standing of STEAM concepts will be essential in 
preparing them for the careers of tomorrow.
HamiltonBuhl‚Äôs Boost-R-Bots™, STEAM Kit helps transform abstract concepts 
into hands-on learning experiences. Students across multiple grades, from 
elementary school to high school, will get a first-hand experience in science, tech-
nology, engineering and mathematics with this engaging multi-function robot 
engineering kit. With step-by-step instructions, Boost-R-Bots™, STEAM Kit comes 
complete with all the blocks and components needed to create 15 different, more 
and more complex robots, incorporating a programming board, motors, remote 
controller and battery powered electricity. From constructing a simple Piglet 
Robot to the most complex Battle Robot, inventing and experimenting with the 
Boost-R-Bots™ Kit goes beyond playtime. It’s a hands-on opportunity to learn the 
basics of structural engineering, physics and creative thinking.
786-MRT3 $284.99

Hologram Creator: Lens, Coloring & Projector App 
Create amazing holograms! It’s easy with our special lens and free app! Use the 
App to color in adorable images.  The app converts the image into a hologram 
with an animated background that can be viewed on your phone or tablet using 
the special plastic lens.  Discuss optics, holograms and digital arts while exploring 
this unique art form.  Includes: 24 plastic lenses, 3 1/2 x 3 1/2 x 1 3/4 (9 x 9 x 5cm), 
20 cartoon graphics to color and free access to the special app. Ages 5-15
138-72021 $23.99

Green Screen Live Action Video Kit
Make amazing live action videos with our easy-to-use 
green screens.  We’ve included sturdy sticks to use 
with puppets or to manipulate objects while filming.  
Check out website for reproducible templates or six 
different styles of puppets! The scratch-resistant 
plastic screens are the perfect size for desktop 
projects and can be put together to create larger 
screens for bigger subjects.  The results 
are much easier to produce and far 
less time consuming and frustrating 
than stop motion animation.  Video 
record the action and drop in an interesting 
background.  Computer programs like iMovie 
and Windows Movie Maker come with Chroma Key 
software, and for tablets we recommend using Green Screen by Do Ink! Includes: 
6 individual plastic green screens, 18" x 24" (46 x 61cm), 24 sticks, 1" x 18" (2.5 x 
46cm) and guide
138-72020 $24.99



Snap Circuits Extreme® 
The Model SC-750R is an in-depth 
exploration of the electronic com-

ponents included with the SC-750 
Snap Circuits® Extreme. Ideal for 

use in home schooling, middle 
schools and high schools, 

where students will grasp the 
basic principles of electron-

ics. The Student Guide for the 
SC-750R includes 138 pages of 

educational curriculum. Written with the help of educators, the Student Guide is 
essential in covering all topics related to electricity and electronics being taught in 
middle schools and above. Includes real world applications and problem solving 
quizzes. The Teacher Guide is meant to prepare educators for proper introduction 
of Snap Circuits® and guide them through each chapter with quizzes for students 
to test their knowledge. Requires 4 “AA” batteries. 
903-SC750R $259.99

Snap Circuits Pro®  
The Model SC-500R is an in-depth 
exploration of the electronic components 
included with the SC-500 Snap Circuit® 
Pro. Ideal for use in home schooling, 

middle schools and high 
schools, where students 
will grasp the basic prin-
ciples of electronics. The 
Student Guide for the SC-
500R includes 108 pages of 
educational curriculum. 
Written with the help of 
educators, the Student is 

essential in covering all topics related to electricity and electronics being taught in 
middle schools and above. Includes real world applications and problems solving 
quizzes. The Teacher Guide is meant to prepare educators for proper introduction 
of Snap Circuits® and guide them through each chapter with quizzes for students 
to test their knowledge. Requires 4 “AA” batteries. 
903-SC500R $169.99

Buildings & Bridges
The Building & Bridges set teaches all about 
buildings and how they literally support our lives! 
Construct different types of bridges and find out how 
their architecture design provides massive weight 
support. Discover all the types of forces applied and 
how engineers manage to reduce their effects.
903-ENGSTEM06 $54.99

Simple Machines
The Simple Machines set is a combination of the 
basic 5 sets of “Discovering STEM” series and cover 
all Simple Machines mechanisms. These mecha-
nisms offer a mechanical advantage and are crucial 
elements of many machines and devices.
903-ENGSTEM40 $144.99

Wheels, Axles, & Inclined Planes
The Wheel, Axles and Inclined Planes set teaches 
how wheel and axles use friction to move object eas-
ily and how big tires compare to small tires. Find out 
how an Inclined Plane can be used for lifting heavy 
objects and how another form of inclined plane, the 
wedge, is used in everyday application.
903-ENGSTEM02 $54.99

Includes:
• Inclined Plane • Lever • Gear Rack • Pendulum
• Wheel & Axle • Screw • Pulley • Block & Tackle
• Motion Converter • Fulcrum Balance • Gear Train • Wedge

Simple Machines 
Classroom Set
Handcrafted from durable 
hardwood, these engaging 
models are designed to 
show the operation of a 
particular device. Each stu-
dent-sized model includes 
an activity guide detailing 
the history of the model, 
practical applications and 
classroom experiments. 
Models measure 6"-18" 
and are excellent for small 
groups or individual study. 
Set of 12. Grades 2+
833-595 $719.99

Simple Machines 

Handcrafted from durable 
hardwood, these engaging 

particular device. Each stu-
dent-sized model includes 
an activity guide detailing 

practical applications and 

and are excellent for small 
groups or individual study. 

$719.99 Excellerations® Engineering with Ramps
Create fun engineering experiments! Simply place supports 
in the bases, add ramps and complete challenges to discover 
force and motion, cause and effect and more science con-
cepts. Includes 3 sturdy bases, 3 supports, 3 ramps, 2 carts,5 
activity cards, card stand and storage bag. Grades PreK–2
285-RAMPSET $64.99

For complete selection shop online at www.scholarschoice.ca
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STEM Workstation
This mobile table is the perfect workstation for two students. Two Store-It Drawers provide 
a place to store papers and pencils while two easily detachable, hanging Write-n-Wipe 
panels allow children to write down notes and ideas and share with others. The worksta-
tion also features a pegboard modesty panel, which can be used to store small supplies 
or tools in user-supplied pegboard bins or hooks. These features make the workstation 
ideal for incorporating STEM and STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math) 
activities into your learning space. The 48” x 30" laminate table top provides plenty of 
working space and the gray mobile legs adjust from 20” to 31” high and are 2” thick.
304-6474JCM251 $939.99

STEAM Multimedia Cart
Store and organize your STEM or STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, 
and Math) supplies on this handy mobile cart. The top two angled shelves include 
five clear Cubbie-Trays with Lids and four clear Tubs with Lids while the bottom 
shelf holds two large Totes with Lids. A double-sided Write-n-Wipe sign at the 
top is perfect for announcing cart contents or project themes. Pegboard back 
allows for the use of hanging bins and hooks (not included) for tools and smaller 
supplies. Back section also includes space for storing larger sheet paper and roll 
materials. The two holders on the end of the cart easily store and dispense tape, 
ribbon, paper towels, or other roll materials. Ergonomic handles on each end and 
3" locking casters make the cart easy to move from space to space.
304-3522JC $1,034.99

STEAM Mobile Creativity Board
This mobile display board is perfect for STEM and STEAM (Science, Technol-
ogy, Engineering, Art, and Math) projects in all learning areas! The double-sided 
Magnetic Write-n-Wipe panel provides a dedicated place for kids to write down 
their ideas and to work out problems visually. A Pegboard panel below allows you 
to add pegboard bins or hooks (not included) to store various tools and supplies. 
The board features a marker tray on both sides and 2" locking casters make it 
easy to move around a space. The Magnetic Write-n-Wipe Panel is 30.75” wide x 
37.75” high while the Pegboard Panel is 30.75" wide x 14.75” high.
304-3729 $589.99
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Applying the Standards: STEM
Fun and engaging STEM tasks are open-ended 
and goal-oriented, covering a variety of topics 
in science, technology, engineering, and math. 
Required materials are all common classroom and 
household items that allow for ease-of-use in all 
settings. Applying the Standards series bridges 
the gap between knowledge and real life, helping 
teachers better prepare students for life beyond the 
worksheet. 64 pages. $16.99 Each
015-104846 Grade K
015-104852 Grade 1
015-104853 Grade 2

015-104854 Grade 3
015-104855 Grade 4
015-104856 Grade 5

Daily STEM Activities
Use informational text and hands-on learning to reinforce students’ understand-
ing of important science concepts including life systems, structures and mecha-
nisms, earth and space as well as matter and energy. Pages are ready-to-go and 
reproducible. Teacher tips and rubric included! 96 pages.  $15.99 Each
370-9781771053617  Grade 1 370-9781771053648   Grade 4
370-9781771053624  Grade 2 370-9781771053655   Grade 5
370-9781771053631  Grade 3 370-9781771053662   Grade 6

Premium STEM Maker Station
The STEM Maker Station allows classrooms to store all of their essential maker 
materials in one secure place and share a unit between classrooms. The STEM 
Maker Station is also ideal for libraries where diverse creative activities are under-
taken and space is limited. 465⁄8"W x 267⁄8"D x 561⁄4"H.
Product Features:

Back

463-STEM100 $634.99

• Cardboard or material storage rack
•  Tape/ribbon/string dispenser rack
•  Choroplast overhead sign and display
•  Hooks for hanging accessories / tools
•  Large bottom shelf
•  Whiteboard for collaborative  
 brainstorming and project planning
•  Pegboard for tool storage
•  Base Tech Tub (SKU TEC57) for  
 locking up specialized equipment and  
 tools

•  4 Small Tubs, 3 Open Tubs, 4 Tiny  
 Tubs
•  3" caster, 2 with brakes and pinch  
 point covers
•  6 Outlet Power Strip
•  10 year frame
•  Lifetime tubs
•  5 years Tech Tub™ and lid and 1 year  
 components 

STEM Challenges
Grab-and-Go Activities So Your Students Can Go Full STEAM Ahead!
Engaging, fun and effective, these challenge cards provide a hands-on approach 
to STEM instruction. Features activities that can be performed independently, in 
small groups, or as a whole-class activity. 30 cards per boxed set. Grades 2–5 
$27.99 Each
015-140350  STEM Challenges
015-140351  Seasonal STEM Challenges

Mobile Maker's Cart
Organize and accessorize your craft supplies with our new Mobile Maker's 
Cart. This heavy duty cart can easily move and replenish any classroom 
with ease.
172-99120 $1,199.99
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3D Printer Cart
This 3D Printer Cart allows printing equipment to be shared around the school 
easily and keeps everything that you need close at hand. Features adjustable 
spool holder (holds maximum of 4 spools); tool storage; sliding laptop shelf fits 
laptops up to 17"; extra hooks for hanging accessories; and accommodates 3D 
printers with a footprint of up to 30"W x 22"D. Frame measures 351⁄2"W x 241⁄2"D x 
581⁄2"H.
463-TD5000 With 4 Open and 1 Really Big Tub $469.99 
463-TD5001 With 2 Open, 1 Really Big Tub, 1 Base Tech Tub™,  
 and Padlock $549.99 

Adjustable Spool Holder 
holds up to 4 spools of 

materials

Sliding Laptop shelf for  
17" laptops or smaller

463-TD5000 463-TD5001

STEM 
Hydraulics 
Maker Set
Our first reusable 
set of materi-
als, this STEM 
Hydraulics Maker 
Set is a great re-
source for science 
centers, mu-
seum programs, 
maker spaces and 
tinkerer labs. The 
maker set has 35 
bases and enough 
material for 30 
to 50 students to 
make a huge variety of machines from simple lifting machines to very complex 
robotic arms, allowing you to use the set over a wide range of ages, from 6 to 60. 
Great for family drop-in maker spaces, or for school and engineering outreach 
programs, this intuitive set is an easy way to deliver engineering, simple ma-
chines, bridges and many other curriculum outcomes to the science center and 
engineering outreach programs. It can be used with classes that last between 
30 minutes to 2 hours, for groups that may include library spaces, girl guides or 
scouts group programs. 
473-M1 $1,049.99

No further discount on these items.

Robo R1 Plus 3D Printer
Fabricates parts up to 8" x 9" x 10" (H x W x D) in 
size or 720 cubic-Inch in volume. Prints layers 
up to a maximum resolution of 100 microns. 
Fabricates parts using 1.75-mm ABS, PLA, t-glase, 
laywood, HIPS, and flexible filament (sold sepa-
rately). Heated print bed prevents uneven cooling 
and warping of printed parts. Automatic calibra-
tion and bed leveling ensures precise prints
195-R13DPrinter $1,299.99

Robo R2 3D Printer
The Robo R2 high-performance smart 3D 
printer with Wi-Fi lets you tackle large-
scale projects and make whatever you 
can imagine right from your mobile device 
using the Robo app. Built for serious print-
ing. Sizable 8" x 8" x 10" print size. 5" built-
in color touch screen. On-board camera 
for remote print monitoring. Class-leading 
print speed. Removable, heated and 
automatic self-leveling print bed. Ability 
to add an additional extrusion head and 
print two materials at once. Prints 30+ 
materials types.
195-R2Printer $2,299.99

Robo C2 3D Printer
The Robo C2 compact smart 3D printer with 
Wi-Fi gives you the freedom to make what-
ever you can imagine right from your mobile 
device using the Robo app. Engineered to 
fit anywhere in your home or workplace. Ef-
ficient 5" x 5" x 6" print size. 3.5" built-in color 
touch screen. Class-leading print speed. 
Automatic self-leveling. Prints 20+ materials 
types that don’t require a heat bed.
195-C2Printer $1,299.99

Filaments
195-000731PCK Office Theme File Pack-20 $34.99
195-000730PCK Garden Theme File Pack-20 $34.99
195-000729PCK Bath Theme File Pack-20 Certified $34.99
195-000728PCK Kitchen Theme File Pac-20 $34.99
195-PLACarbonFiber Robo PLA Filament Carbon Fiber $74.99
195-PLAWood Robo PLA Filament Wood $74.99
195-PLAGlowGreen Robo PLA Filament Glow Green $59.99
195-PLAGlowBlue Robo PLA Filament  Glow Blue $59.99
195-PLAYellow Robo PLA Filament Yellow $54.99
195-PLAGreySilver Robo PLA Filament Grey Silver $54.99
195-PLARED Robo PLA Filament Red $54.99
195-PLAOrange Robo PLA Filament Orange $54.99
195-PLABlue Robo PLA Filament Blue $54.99
195-PLABlack Robo PLA Filament  Black $54.99
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ScienceFeatured Products

How To Prepare For Inquiry-based 
Science In The Classroom

Teaching science using an inquiry-based approach helps 
student engage with science in a way that is hands-on, 
experiential, and self-directed, which leaves them with a 
deeper understanding of the material. Here are some quick 
tips on how to get started in your classroom:

1. Provide background information that sparks questions 
from students.

2. Agree upon a central question to frame learning.
3. Connect the unit to something students are familiar with, like 

a local environmental concern or an event in their community.
4. Include hands-on learning opportunities as much as possible.
5. efer back to the scientific method every day.
6. Let students explore, test, and make mistakes!

Read more on our Blog: www.tpop.ca

Advice - Inspiration - Expertise - Follow us!

Brilliant Light Table 48in
172-991304-can $919.99

Illuminate your imagination with the Wood 

Designs Brilliant Light Table 48” without 

Storage. This glowing and durable activity 

table provides a range of colors for all your 

sensory play needs.

NEW

All in One Electricity Kit
057-SC00594  $294.99

The components bases are manufactured 

from transparent resin, so children can clearly 

see all the connections and wiring. With 

built in safety features, the four easy-to-use 

rechargeable Powerpods will allow children to 

continuously create and develop new electrical 

circuits without the need for batteries.

NEW

scholarschoice.ca • 1-800-265-1095
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Skeletal system 
on reverse side

Healthy Teeth
Clear text provides a simple introduction to the importance of dental health. 
Positive portrayals of caring for teeth make brushing, flossing, and even going to 
the dentist fun. 24 pages. Grades PreK–2
104-9781429657679 $51.95

Health and Your Body
Inspire healthy habits with these easy-to-read introductions to how bodies work 
and how to keep healthy. Whether it is understanding proper nutrition or learn-
ing why our bodies make silly noises, kids will get the facts to help keep them in 
good health. 24 pages each. Grades PreK–2 
104-9781429683487 $54.99

Health & Human Body

Oral Hygiene Model
The perfect tool for the instruction of brushing 
techniques and proper oral hygiene. Model 
features a hinged jaw and movable tongue. 
Also includes a 9" demonstration toothbrush.
313-71420 $66.99

My Body Science Collection
Set of 13 books includes Our Muscles, Our Senses, Our Skeleton, Our Skin, I Hear, 
Sing and Read, I See, Sing and Read, Our Immune System, I Smell, Sing and Read, 
I Taste, Sing and Read, I Touch, Sing and Read, How Muscles and Bones Hold You 
Up, Arms Are Here for Hugging and Five Senses. 
015-413445 $124.99

Human Body
Includes diagrams of each body system and organs 
for students to label and color; crossword puzzles, 
word searches, analogies, and more to teach new 
vocabulary and reinforce the understanding of 
key concepts. Includes an answer key. 128 pages. 
Grades 4–6 
015-4329     $28.99

Double-Sided Magnetic Human Body
Twice the learning—skeletal system on one side and major organs and muscle 
groups on the other! Realistically detailed pieces combine to create a body over 
3'H. Great for demonstrations, centers and more. Includes multilingual Activity 
Guide with reproducible diagrams. 17 pieces. Grades K+
219-6044 $36.99

Our Bodies
Books in this series introduce readers to the function, appearance, and purpose 
of some important parts of the human body. Each book uses simple text and vivid 
photographs to explain one organ and its role in a healthy life. Simple graphic 
illustrations help readers conceptualize the role of each organ in their body, as 
well as help to illustrate the appearance and function of some organs that readers 
cannot see.
104-9781432936075 $62.95

Dental X-Rays
X-rays provide excellent examples of the benefits of good dental habits, and the 
consequences of bad habits. A great tool for teaching kids how regular visits to 
the dentist are an essential part of teeth maintenance! Set of 15 x-rays, teeth 
chart and guide. Grades K+
138-59269 $26.99
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Pumping Heart Model
Easy-to-use, multi-sensory model uses a 
simple hand pump to demonstrate basic heart 
and pulmonary blood flow. Includes clearly 
labeled heart chambers, main artery, veins and 
lungs, plus Activity Guide. No mess–liquid is 
sealed in! Heart measures approximately 12"L 
x 11"W x 5"D. Grades 3+
219-3535 $54.99

Four Fractures
What do bones look like when you fracture 
them? These X-rays show femurs with trans-
verse, oblique, spiral and comminuted fractures. 
Introduce students to the science of bones 
and the principles behind x-rays and radiation. 
Perfect for use on a light table! Includes 4 x-rays, 
8" x 101⁄2" and a guide. Ages 4+
138-49256 Four Fractures $17.99
138-59255  Fixed Bones $24.99

Human Brain 
Features cerebrum, frontal lobe, parietal lobe, 
temporal lobe, thalamus, hypothalamus, pituitary 
gland and more. 5"L.
219-1903 $29.99

Eye 
Features cornea, iris, pupil, retina, 
lens, optic nerve, vitreous humor, 
sclera, choroid, macula, ciliary muscle, 
optic disc and zonules. 5" diameter.
219-1907 $29.99

Animal Cell
Features nucleus, nucleolus, vacuoles, 
centrioles, cell membrane and more. 
5" diameter.
219-1900 $29.99

Tooth
Features enamel, dentin, pulp, 
cementum, nerves, blood vessels, 
root, and crown. 5"H.
219-1904 $29.99

Human Heart 
Features aorta, left and right ventricle, left and 
right atrium, superior and inferior vena cava, 
mitral valve, tricuspid valve and more. 5"L.
219-1902 $29.99

Soft Foam Cross-Section Models
These realistically detailed, soft foam models separate into halves–one with labels and the other with letters for self-checking or assessment (ear 
features 2 different labeled pieces). Activity Guides include facts about each labeled part and a reproducible diagram to use as a worksheet or quiz. 
Grades 2+ 

My Body
Describes body parts 
and their functions. 
Includes patterns for 
a life-size replica. This 
book has been a class-
room favorite for years! 
38 pages. Grades 1–4
154-211 $13.99

Includes patterns
for a life-size replica

Roylco®  
True To Life Human X-Rays
Hold these life-size human x-rays up to the 
light or use them on a light table and see every 
authentic detail of a real skeleton. Arrange the 
18 pieces together to reproduce the entire body 
of a young adult 5' tall. Teacher guide includes 
reproducible artwork and information on radiog-
raphy. 18 pieces. Grades K+
138-5911 $39.99

Stethescope
Let students hear their own heartbeat. 
Sturdy enough to withstand classroom 
use. Grades K+
219-2427 $19.99

138-5911 $39.99

MRI Scans
Look inside the human body with full-sized,  
colorful MRI scans! Use a light table, flash light or  
hold the clear plastic sheets up to a window to  
reveal crystal clear details. The kit includes a  
full scan of the entire body along with two  
overlays revealing more details of internal  
organs. Place both overlays onto the  
body scan. Rich and detailed images  
help students understand anatomy.  
Includes a comprehensive guide  
focusing on important bones and  
organs in the body. Ages 4+
138-59254                                      $38.99

First Look:  
What’s Inside Me
Explore the human body from the  
inside out! Introduce young  
students to the inner workings of  
their bodies with these cute  
cartoon versions of x-rays and  
MRIs. The X-rays and MRIs are  
perfect for light table play. Use these elements  
in combination with Roylco’s What’s Inside Me doll.  
Encourage career-oriented dramatic play as students pretend to be radiologists, 
doctors and laboratory technicians. Includes 1 doll x-ray, 1 dol MRI 10" x 16" and 
guide. Ages 3+
138-59258 $14.99

138-49256
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Resource books also available as an ebook at scholarschoice.ca

Big View Bug Jars
Adorable jars have ladybug wings that open to invite little learners to investigate 
insects. Wings open to reveal a 3.5x magnifying lens. Screw-on cap and air vents 
keep specimens secure. Durable plastic jars measure 41⁄2"H x 31⁄2" in diameter. 
Grades PreK+
219-2781   Set of 6   $54.99     219-278012   Set of 12   $99.99

Pop-open wings reveal a
3.5x magnification!

Jumbo Insects
Realistically detailed, durable plastic figures are 
sized just right for small hands. Set of 7 includes fly, 
ant, bee, ladybug, grasshopper, butterfly and drag-
onfly. Butterfly measures 8"L x 5"H. Grades PreK+  
219-0789 $44.99

Bug Viewer Jar  
with Ventilation Holes
Bug viewer jar ventilated.  
Made of clear plastic.
•  Small: 5.6 cm dia. x 6.3 cm (h) 

5x magnification.
•  Large: 7.5 cm dia. x 6.4 cm (h) 

3x magnification.
453-BI0600056 Small $2.99
453-BI0600075 Large $3.99 453-BI0600056 453-BI0600075

Butterflies
Provide a close-up view of real 
butterfly specimens encased in 
durable, clear acrylic. Set of 4.
285-ACFLIES $59.99

Sea Specimen
Observe genuine sea life specimens 
surrounded by durable, clear acrylic. 
See scales, antennae and pincers 
up-close. Set of 4.
285-ACWATER $59.99

Scary Bugs
Examine real bug specimens close-
up. Lets children see all the incredible 
details on pincers, antennae and 
exoskeletons. Set of 4.
285-ACBUGS $59.99

GeoSafari® Jr. Bugnoculars
Little scientists can catch and observe critters 
in this bug-friendly and kid-cool container! 
With built-in 3x and 2x magnifiers, snap-lock lid 
with air holes, and watertight bottom, kids can 
safely get an up-close view of the tiniest bugs, 
flowers, leaves, and even fish and tadpoles. It’s a 
beautifully buggy science tool! Grades PreK+
073-5091 $19.99

Roylco® Insect
X-Rays and 
Picture 
Cards
Get three differ-
ent views of your 
favorite insects and 
athropods: the top, the 
bottom, and the inside. 
Teacher guide details each insect. 
Includes 36 double-sided 4" x 6" picture cards and 36 X-Rays. Grades PreK+
138-5912 $21.99

Excellerations®  
Animals in  
their Habitats
Do ducks live in a desert? 
Our magnet set teaches 
children the environ-
ments of 48 beautifully 
illustrated animals. Identify 8 native species per biome: ocean, grassland, pond, 
rainforest, polar and desert. Thick, colorful foam magnet animals sort onto 6 
sturdy 12" x 9" laminated habitat boards. Grades PreK+ 
285-HABITATS $49.99

Excellerations®

their Habitats
Do ducks live in a desert? 
Our magnet set teaches 

-
ments of 48 beautifully 
illustrated animals. Identify 8 native species per biome: ocean, grassland, pond, 
rainforest, polar and desert. Thick, colorful foam magnet animals sort onto 6 

Roylco® What’s Inside Animals
Engage students in science exploration from the inside 
out! We’ve printed 16 beautiful animal images on the 
front of plastic sheets with a special, scratch-
resistant coating. Examine the photos and 
then place them on a light table or in a 
window to reveal the skeletal system of the 
animals! 16 images including two humans. 
Includes idea guide. 81⁄2" x 11". Grades PreK+ 
138-59250 $32.99

Acrylic Specimens
Discover the lifecycle of a butterfly, the growing stages of a peanut seed and meet 
new friends from your garden! Specimens measure between 11⁄2"W and 3"W.  
Each set of 4 solid, clear acrylic specimens will delight and engage your children.
285-ACLIFE Butterfly Life Cycle $49.99
285-ACPLANT Plant Life Cycle $59.99
285-ACGARDEN Garden Friends $59.99
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Life Cycle of a Worm
215-664016

Life Cycle of a 
Mosquito

215-662616

Life Cycle of a Ladybug
215-662716

Life Cycle of a Stag Beetle
215-661416 Life Cycle of a Honey Bee

215-622716

Life Cycle of a Ant
215-663916

Life Cycle of a Chicken
215-662816

Life Cycle of a Frog
215-26129

Safariology Life Cycle Series
Our Life Cycle Series is an authentic, educational 
tool that highlights 4 stages of growth of various 
insects and animal life.   $16.99 Each

Life Cycle of a Butterfly
215-622616

Chick Life Cycle 
Exploration Set      
No incubator required! Students can see the day-by-day development of a chick 
by cracking open this set of 21 eggs. Eggs 1-20 contain realistic illustrations. Final 
egg opens to reveal a plastic 3-D chick. Activity guide includes definitions, chicken 
facts and a blackline master to label. Eggs and plastic storage tray are labeled for 
self-checking and easy organization. Eggs measure 23⁄4"L each, tray is 15"L x 81⁄2"W. 
Contains no live components. Grades K+
219-2733 $49.99

Excellerations® Wooden Specimen Kit
A fascinating collection of science specimens designed to help children de-
velop classifying and observational skills. Clear acrylic lid protects specimens 
and slides away for examination. Includes 1 wooden box with lid, 12 separately 
bagged natural specimens and activity guide. Box measures 16"L x 12"W x 
31⁄8"D; sections measure 31⁄4" Sq. Grades PreK–1
285-SPECBOX  $69.99

Life Cycles
Science Vocabulary Readers
Boost students’ nonfiction reading skills and their vocabularies with these super-
engaging titles packed with fascinating facts and eye-popping photos! Each book 
includes a table of contents, four short chapters, captions, diagrams, a glossary, 
comprehension questions, and more. Content correlates with Guided Reading 
levels J-K. Box set includes 36 full-color, 24-page storybooks (6 copies of 6 titles) 
and a 24-page teaching guide. Grades 1–3
087-9780545015974 $96.99

Life Cycles Learning Charts Combo Pack
Convenient 5-chart pack includes Life Cycle of a Butterfly, Life Cycle of a Frog, Life 
Cycle of a Chicken, Life Cycle of a Plant, and A Food Chain. Each chart includes 
reproducibles, tips, and teaching information on the back. 17" x 22". Set of 5. 
Grades K–3
156-38934  $19.99
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Soft Foam
Cross-Section Models
These realistically detailed, soft foam models 
separate into halves–one with labels and the 
other with letters for self-checking or assessment. Activity Guides include facts 
about each labeled part and a reproducible diagram to use as a worksheet or 
quiz. Grades 2+ $29.99 Each
219-1901 Plant Cell. Features nucleus, vacuole, chloroplast, cytoplasm,   
 mitochondria, ribosomes, and more. 5" long.
219-1905 Flower. Features stamen, petal, pistil, sepal, stem, leaf, and   
 roots. Approximately 6" high.

GeoSafari® Ant Factory®
Provides great lessons in responsibility, basic ecology, and much more! Habitat 
includes 24-page guide book with ant care and colony observation hints, water 
dropper, unique Sugarcement sand, canal starting tool, and certificate to obtain 
ants by mail ($2.00 fee required). 9"H x 15"W. Grades 3+
073-5145 Ant Factory $54.99

Portable Aquarium/Terrarium
Sturdy transparent plastic container for fish, plants or small animals. Features 
snap-on ventilated lid with handles and built-in magnifier. 16cm x 28cm x 17cm 
(61⁄4" x 11" x 63⁄4"). Rocks not included.
453-BI0400000 $29.99

Sprout & Grow™ Window
Get a Worm’s-Eye View of Root Growth!
Children can watch roots developing and 
growing in the soil through the large, transpar-
ent Sprout & Grow™ Window. Includes packets 
of bean and pea seeds, nutrient-enriched 
Wonder Soil®, and a step-by-step guide. 
Measures 41⁄2"D x 101⁄2"W x 9"H. Grades K+
073-5101 $34.99

Hydroponics Lab
Get a 360° view of growing plants 
from the roots up! Ideal for science 
fair projects and controlled experi-
ments, this set of 3 transparent 
tubes is a no-soil, mess-free way to 
explore hydroponics with water or 
any other media. Water in the shat-
terproof plastic tubes creates an 
amazing magnified view of the roots! 
Telescoping rods support plants as 
they grow. Activity guide provides 
experiment ideas. Grades K+
073-5099 $34.99

Growth & Change In Plants
Imaginative & Innovative Activities  
that Meet Standards!  
Students will learn about the characteristics and 
requirements of plants and their patterns of growth. 
They will learn about the importance of plants as 
sources of food, shelter for people and animals, and 
suppliers of much of the world's oxygen. They will also 
learn to appreciate the effect of human activities on 
plants. Answer Key, 54 activities, 96 pages. Grades 2–3
024-OTM2114 $18.99

GeoSafari®
Day ‘N’ Night Ant Farm
Get a firsthand look at the amazing working 
world of ants with the Day ‘N’ Night Ant 
Farm. The translucent, nutrient–rich, farm 
gel doubles as food ants can work with 
while they eat, eliminating the need for 
food or water. Witness their amazing feats 
by day, then switch on the color-changing 
LED lights and watch as the ants work the 
nightshift. Custom air vents keep ants safe 
and ventilation flowing throughout their 
workspace. Includes an activity guide and 
mail-in certificate for Harvester Ants. LED lights 
require 2 “AA” batteries, not included. Grades 2+
073-5144 $42.99

Growth & Change In Animals
Fun Activities Teach Animal Life Cycles 
Students will become familiar with six animal groups and the animals in each. 
They will understand the physical and behavioral characteristics that enable ani-
mals to survive, gain an understanding of metamorphosis and become familiar 
with the lifecycles of various animals and be able to compare them. They will 
learn to appreciate the many ways in which humans affect other animals and 
how animals adapt to different environmental conditions. 40 activities, 96 pages. 
Grades 2–3
024-OTM2113 $18.99
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Calendar & Weather 
Pocket Chart
This sturdy vinyl chart with hanging 
grommets features 136 double-
sided, full-color cards with num-
bers, days, months, years, holidays, 
celebrations, seasons and weather 
conditions. Provides storage pock-
ets that hold all cards and includes 
an activity guide. 303⁄4"L x 441⁄4"H. 
Grades PreK+
219-2418 $49.99

Tornado Tube®
Create a tornado in a bottle! Help children 
discover how air pressure and density work 
together to create an incredible force of 
nature. A great introduction to any weather 
unit. Bottles not included.
055-80788 $6.99

Exploring the Seasons
What makes each season unique? Simple text and large, clear photos explore 
the changes in weather activities, and clothing that mark each season. Set of 4 
books, 24 pages each. Grades PreK–2 
104-9781429683548 $34.95

Insta-Snow®
Insta-Snow™ is an amazing powder that turns ordinary 
water into a white fluffy fake snow that looks like the 
real thing. Just add a little water and watch the white 
powder expand to 100 times its original size. 100-gram 
jar makes approximately 2 gallons of snow. 1 lb. Big 
Bag makes approximately 9 gallons of snow.  
Grades PreK+
147-BSNO500 Jar, 100 grams $16.99
147-BSNO650 Big Bag, 1 lb. $54.99

$16.99
$54.99

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle Bulletin Board Set
Get kids thinking about helping the Earth as they sort photos of real-life objects 
into Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle bins. This interactive set includes a header sign 
inspired by the international recycling symbol, plus tips for making the most of 
natural resources. 38 pieces, up to 17".
156-8262 $19.99

Crayola® Seasons
Vibrant photos and descriptive text encourage readers to notice color in the real 
world. Illustrations demonstrate art techniques and encourage readers to create 
art inspired by the seasonal colors around them. Set of 4 books, 24 pages each. 
Grades PreK–3
104-1541514742 $34.95

Now You See It, 
Now You Don’t™
See-Through 
Compost Container
Three separate, aerated 
compartments enable kids to 
view the entire decomposi-
tion process clearly and make 
side-by-side comparisons between different materials. Includes thermometers 
to chart temperature changes during decomposition process and a teacher’s 
guide. 13"W x 51⁄4"D x 8"H. Grades PreK+
073-5095 $59.99

What Is The 
Weather Today
The Pebble What Is the Weather 
Today? series explores weather 
forecasting and observation. Each 
title explains a type of weather 
with engaging text, full-color pho-
tos, and text features. Readers will 
learn how to prepare and respond 
to different types of weather.
104-9781496613448 $53.70

GeoSafari® Compost Kit
Watch closely to see the process of decomposition with the all-new GeoSafari® 
Compost Kit! This one-of-a-kind transparent composting kit for kids comes 
with two separate containers, each with two built-in 3x magnifiers for viewing 
decomposition. Both containers include write-on/wipe-off labels to mark and 
date your samples. Each container can be placed in a different atmosphere for 
endless experiments.  Perfect for science fair projects. Ages 8+
073-5391 $34.99
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ScienceSmart
Complete ScienceSmart is a workbook 
series covering the essentials of elemen-
tary science. It provides students with suc-
cinct information and engaging activities 
to help them master the basic concepts 
of science and technology, relate science 
and technology to society and the environ-
ment, and develop the skills needed for 
scientific inquiry. The fun and manageable 
exercises and activities not only reinforce 
what children have learned at school but 
they also help stimulate children’s interest 
in learning science. $16.95 Each
090-9781897457740 Grades 1–2
090-9781897457757 Grade 3
090-9781897457764 Grade 4
090-9781897457771 Grade 5
090-9781897457788 Grade 6
090-9781897457795 Grade 7
090-9781897457801 Grade 8

Cut & Paste Science 
Interactive activities and “cut and paste” worksheets help students develop  
literacy skills related to physical science, Earth science, life science, and health. 
96 pages. Grades 1–3     
154-3706 $21.99

Canadian Curriculum Teacher Helper
This series features ready-to-go, easy to do, experiments, story projects and 
assessment tools. Explore weather, liquids and solids, magnets, plants and ani-
mals, all in a reproducible format. Includes student self-evaluation, rubrics and 
end of unit tests. $14.99 Each
549-894527003 Growth & Changes in Animals. Grades 1–2
549-894527011 Growth & Changes in Plants. Grades 2–3
549-89452702X Properties of Liquids & Solids. Grades 1–2
549-894527038 Magnetic Charged Materials. Grades 2–3
549-894527046 Air & Water in the Environment. Grades 1–2
549-894527062 Soils in the Environment. Grades 2–3
549-894527151 Living Things. Grades 1–2
549-89452716X Objects & Materials. Grades 1–2

Earth & Space Science
The activities in this series provide students the opportunity to apply neces-
sary skills needed for mastery of science and technology curriculum objectives. 
Teacher notes in each section provide a lesson outline, materials needed, as well 
as provide insight on what results to expect when the experiments are conduct-
ed. 96 pages. $18.99 Each
024-OTM2152 Grade 1
024-OTM2153 Grade 2
024-OTM2154 Grade 3

024-OTM2155 Grade 4
024-OTM2156 Grade 5
024-OTM2157 Grade 6

024-OTM2158 Grade 7
024-OTM2159 Grade 8

Interactive Notebooks: Science
High-interest and hands-on, interactive notebooks effectively engage students 
in learning new concepts. With this note-taking process, students will learn 
organization, color coding, summarizing, and other important skills while creating 
personalized portfolios of their individual learning that they can reference 
throughout the year. Includes lesson plans and reproducibles. 96 pages.        
$16.99 Each
015-104904 Grade K 015-104907 Grade 3
015-104905 Grade 1 015-104908 Grade 4
015-104906 Grade 2 015-104909 Grade 5

023-9781770444744 Biology 11 University Prep: (SBI3U)
023-9781770444751 Chemistry 11 University Prep: (SCH3U)
023-9781770444669  Chemistry 12 University Prep: (SCH4U)
023-9781770441828 Physics 11 University Preparation: (SPH3U):
 Student Notes & Problems
023-9781770441835 Physics 12 University Preparation: (SPH4U):
 Student Notes & Problems
023-9781770445017 Science 5
023-9781770444997 Science 6
023-9781770444966 Science 7
023-9781770444942 Science 8

SOLARO Study 
Guides
These study guides are 
specifically designed to 
assist students all year in 
preparing for unit tests 
and final exams. They 
are 100% aligned with 
the Ontario curriculum.  
$29.95 Each
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Magnet Wands, Marbles, and Chips
Wave the wand over any object to find out what it attracts! 
Then experiment, count and sort with magnet marbles.  
They look like ordinary marbles, but they’re magnets too! 
Build pyramids and otherfun shapes, play marble games 
and more.
029-736600 Magnet Wand and 5 Magnet Marbles $11.99
029-736601 Magnet Wand & 20 Magnetic Counting Chips

$11.99
029-736606 20 Magnet Marbles $11.99
029-530 500 Magnetic Counting Chips $44.99
029-736625 24 Magnet Wands in a bucket $64.99

Magnetic  
Discovery Board
Objects are randomly arranged in the 
16 wells of this all-wood board, and 
children can predict, observe and re-
cord their findings. Tough acrylic cover 
can be removed by adults to switch 
objects out and screwed back in place 
to lock them in. Magnetic wands sold 
separately. Board measures 9" x 12" x 
3⁄4"H. Ages 3+
285-PREDICT $43.99

Iron Filing Cases
Magnet manipulation at its finest! 
Lightweight iron filings are safety 
sealed inside sturdy plastic cases. 
Use magnets to easily move and 
manipulate the filings. Great for 
teaching magnetic poles or general 
experimentation. Magnet wand not 
included. Cases are 33⁄4"L x 21⁄2"W. 
Ages 3+
285-IRONMAN $32.99

Magnetic Field Viewer
All the fun minus the mess! Iron filings sealed 
within a 31⁄4" diameter tray. Includes two tester 
magnets.
029-731021 $10.99

Floating Magnet Rings
Designed to demonstrate the attraction-repulsion theory of 
magnetism, this kit includes a pencil with six ceramic ring 
magnets that magically levitate!
029-SS10 $11.99

Mysterious
Magnet Tube
Tube contains 1.3 oz. of iron filings 
encased in a sealed plastic viewing tube 
and a removeable, super-strong Alnico 
cow magnet, plus an activity sheet. 
Grades 1+
029-SS30 $34.99

Super Science Magnet Kit
Perform dozens of exciting magnet experiments 
with the 24-page, full-color activity book and a 
dozen components. Grades 3+
029-731201 $42.99

Super Magnet Classroom Lab Kit
Everyone can explore hands-on with this complete 224-piece magnetic  
classroom set for 25 students. Includes 100 magnetic chips, 10 marbles,  
7 magnetic wands, 2 metal ring magnets, 2 mini metal horseshoe magnets,  
1 plastic (5") horseshoe magnet, 2 metal bar magnets, teacher’s guide and 
storage box. Grades 1+
219-2064 $49.99

Small Horseshoe 
Magnets 
Six 13cm (5") magnets in 
different colours (red, orange, 
yellow, green, blue and violet). 
Ages 5–9     
219-0790 $29.99

Magnets STEM Activity Set
Durable, playful magnets in a variety of shapes engage children as they explore 
magnetism, polarity, and magnetic attraction & repulsion. Includes 2 bar  
magnets, 2 magnetic bugs, 4 ring magnets, horseshoe magnet, magnetic post,  
2 snap-on cars, tray with maze, string, 10 double-sided activity cards, and activity 
guide with reproducible materials. Largest piece (maze tray) measures 11"L x 
81⁄2"H x 1⁄2"W.  Grades K+
219-2833 $49.99
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Instant Structures and Mechanisms
This must-have resource is ideal to supplement, 
enhance, or enrich any science program at school. 
Children will become familiar with stability and struc-
tures, pulleys and gears, as well as forces acting on 
structures and mechanisms. This workbook includes 
informational text alongside easy-to-do experiments, 
and is based on the Canadian curriculum. Grades 3–5
370-9781771051941 $15.99

Physical Science
Building on their present knowledge base, students 
will have the opportunity to learn about these four 
topics using the five-step investigative method during 
the activities and experiments. Each section contains 
teacher's notes and material lists, pre-assessment quiz, 
fun-filled activities and experiments, and a follow-up 
review activity. Activities are curriculum-based and will 
provide your students with a solid understanding of 
the topics while practicing critical thinking  
and enjoying the opportunity for creativity. Includes 
rubrics and answer key. 96 pages. Grades 4–6 
$18.99 Each
024-OTM2133 Energy 9781770724068 Energy ebook $17.99
024-OTM2134 Light & Sound 9781770724075 Light & Sound ebook $17.99 
024-OTM2135 Magnets 9781770724082 Magnets ebook $17.99
024-OTM2136 Matter & Materials 9781554957606 Matter & Materials ebook 
 $22.99
  

Simple Machines Set
Students can construct, examine and explain simple machines to develop a 
deeper understanding of how they make work easier. Modify machines with 4 
included weights (two 5g and two 10g) and 8 included rubber bands to explore 
effort, force, load, motion and distance. Labeled pieces assemble easily and sep-
arate to store. Includes Activity Guide. Largest models (pulley and inclined plane) 
measure 51⁄2"L x 51⁄2"W x 12"H. 63 pieces. Grades 5+
219-2442 Simple Machines Set $69.99
219-7442 Simple Machines Activity Cards, set of 20. Grades K+ $26.99

Pulley Inclined
Plane

Wedge Lever Wheel and Axle

Double-sided 10" x 7" write & wipe 
cards o�er nearly 40 hands-on activi-
ties and problem-solving opportunities

Build 5 Models at Once!

Supports STEM and 
Critical-Thinking Skills

Rock and Mineral Collections 
Dig into some serious fun with these fascinating collections! Each features a 
selection of handpicked specimens, chosen for their color, texture, and beau-
ty. Also includes a 4-color identification chart, self-adhesive labels, handy 
storage tray, and an information-packed guide. Grades 3+ $29.99 Each
073-5205 Igneous Rock Collection 
073-5206 Metamorphic Rock Collection
073-5207 Mineral Collection
073-5208 Sedimentary Rock Collection

Cross-Section Earth Model
This hands-on foam model makes it simple to illustrate the dif-
ferent parts of the Earth. The outside surface shows the oceans 

and continents. Hemispheres separate to show the 4 main 
layers of the Earth (crust, mantel, outer core, 

inner core), as well as their temperatures 
and depths. Includes fact-filled Activity 
Guide. Measures 5" in diameter.  
Grades PreK+

219-2437 $29.99

The EarthBall®
This 16" diameter inflatable globe features a digital 
mosaic of thousands of the latest satellite images 
from NASA. Includes the 16-page Global Handbook 
that is full of games, activities, vital statistics about 
Earth and informational resources.
012-73626 $31.00

Erupting Volcano Model
This large plastic model makes volca-
no eruption demonstrations easy and 
mess-free. One half of the detailed 
cross-section includes the names of 
the different parts of a volcano; the 
other has corresponding labels A, 
B, C and D for assessing knowledge. 
Includes easy-to-make lava recipe, 
13" clear plastic tray and removable 
tube for quick cleanup. Includes activ-
ity guide. 13"L x 11"H. Grades 1+
219-2430 $54.99

Rocks & Minerals
Take your students on a geological study 
Lead your students into the geological study of their 
world using our nine information cards on the different 
types of rocks and volcanoes with follow up activities. 
This resource includes higher level thinking activities, 
science experiments, research activities, and read-
ing information cards with follow-ups! Answer key is 
included. 96 pages. Grades 4–6
024-265 $18.99
9781480750777  ebook  $12.59

Young Engineers
Uses engaging nonfiction 
text and hands-on proj-
ects to help young readers 
explore real-life structure and 
vehicle engineering projects, 
including the science behind 
how amazing buildings and 
vehicles are planned and 
built.  Series (4 titles) Building 
Bridges Building Structures 
and Towers, Building Vehicles 
that Fly, Building Vehicles 
that Roll
104-978148637722  $19.99
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Inflatable Solar System Set
Demonstrate rotation, revolution and orbit in 3 dimensions. Each 
colorful planet inflates easily, turning any room into an intergalac-
tic experience. Includes a sun, nine proportionally sized planets 
with hanging hooks, moon, Pluto, convenient foot pump, activity 
guide with fun planet facts and repair kit. Made of durable, wash-
able plastic. Inflatables measure 5"-23" in diameter. Grades K+
219-2434 Inflatable Solar System Set $74.99
219-2698 Magnetic Hooks. Set of 5 $14.99

GeoSafari® Motorized Solar System
Observe the vastness of space in a dramatic light show! The “sun” is lighted with 
an ultra-bright 1000-hour light bulb that shines onto the planets as they orbit 
around it. The central tower and the planetary support rods are black so that 
they “disappear” in a darkened room for a spectacular effect! Plus, the unique 
stardome (included) converts any room into a planetarium! Requires 4 “C” batter-
ies, not included, or A/C adapter (sold separately). Grades 3+
073-5237   $59.99

Solar System Bulletin Board Set
Large NASA photo planets are die-cut for an impressive room decoration. Learn 
about asteroids, comets, and more. 21 pieces, up to 36"W. Partial set shown. 
156-8014 $19.99

Glowing 3-D Planets in a Tube 
Experience the full dimension of space! Bring the brilliance 
of the celestial sky into your own room with the 8 flowing 
planets in our solar system, plus Pluto. These planets out-
glow all others thanks to our proprietary Glominite™ for-
mula. Simply apply the reusable adhesive putty to attach 
the planets to your ceiling, then turn out the lights and 
marvel at the solar system that you’ve created! The tube 
makes this an easy stocking stuffer or Easter basket gift. 
056-19464 $12.99

Giant Magnetic Solar System
Full-color, realistically detailed magnets capture 
students’ attention as you model space science concepts on your whiteboard. 
Includes 8 planets, Pluto (dwarf planet), Sun, Earth’s moon, and asteroid belt 
plus Activity Guide. Largest magnet (Sun) measures 10". Set of 12. Grades K+
219-6040 $29.99
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Prepared Slides 
Set contains 12 slides with different examples of 
pollen/spores, textiles, insects, tiny creatures, ani-
mals and plants. Perfect for use with traditional 
microscopes. Grades 3+ 
219-2041 $36.99

MicroPro™ Microscope Sets
The glass optics and power settings from 50x to 600x or 900x provide young 
scientists with superior precision viewing. The built-in light and rack and pinion 
focusing help deliver bright, clear images. Each set includes professionally pre-
pared slides as well as everything you need to make your own specimen slides. 
MicroPro Elite™ features a camera mount so you can photograph your findings, 
and a projection/drawing device to display images for tracing or group viewing. 
Light requires 2 “AA” batteries, not included. Grades 3+
073-5301  MicroPro™ 48-Piece Microscope Set. 50x-600x $59.99
073-5302  MicroPro Elite™ 98-Piece Microscope Set. 50x-900x $119.99

073-5302

Elite Microscope
For beginning scientists. Magnifies up to 600x. 
Includes mirror, light, vials, tweezers, slides 
and hand magnifier. Grades 3+
219-2344 $42.99

98-Piece Set  
includes 

a deluxe case

Zoomy™ 2.0 Handheld Digital Microscope
Amazing Handheld Microscope Displays Digital Images  
on Your Computer Screen or Interactive Whiteboard!
Hold the hand-friendly scope over an object, turn the top to focus, then press 
the single control button to take videos or still images at up to 43x magnifica-
tion. Sharply detailed images enrich whole-class and individual explorations. 
Downloads and charges via computer USB port. Features 640 x 480 pixels 
(interpolation up to 1200 x 1600 pixels), VGA CMOS sensor, LED illumination, fun 
special effects (photo frames) and 2 head adapters for viewing different kinds 
of subjects. Compatible with Mac and PC (XP, Vista, Win7). Measures 2"L x 21⁄2"H. 
Grades PreK+ $79.99 Each
219-4429G   Green                219-4429P   Purple   
219-4429B   Blue

Captures 
photos and 

even records 
video!

Magnification Blocks
Stacking squares feature hardwood frames, rounded corners and edges, and 
inset magnified acrylic windows. Largest square measures 7"W x 7"D x 2"H.  
Set of 6. Grades PreK and up.
083-G3018 $54.99GeoSafari® Jr.  

Talking Microscope™
The only talking microscope for preschoolers! 
Features 5x magnification with focus free dual 
eyepieces, and over 100 facts and questions in 4 lan-
guages (English, Spanish, French, & German). Choose 
Fact Mode or Quiz Mode. Includes 60 photo-quality 
images on 20 slides. Requires 3 “AAA” batteries, not 
included. Grades PreK–1
073-8801 $59.99

Featuring the voice of 
wildlife conservationist, 

Bindi Irwin!
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Potato Clock
Blue plastic clock has two compartments 
designed to hold potatoes or fruit. Two coils, 
one red and one blue, are inserted into a differ-
ent potato while the green coiled wire is con-
nected to both potatoes. The clock will demon-
strate the principles of an electrochemical cell! 
313-71314 $21.99

Energy Stick
Do your friends get a “charge” out of you? Does 
your body transmit electricity? Use our new Energy 
Stick to find out! Hold the Energy Stick in your 
hands and see if it lights up and makes noises. Try 
it with two people, three people, five or more! A 
fun way to learn about conductivity, insulators and 
electric circuits. Grades 1+ 
147-B7250F                                     $10.99

GeoSafari®  
Compass Binoculars
Junior explorers can see and know 
where they’re heading with these 
lightweight, high-tech, soft-grip bin-
oculars with built-in compass. Large 
30mm glass lenses and an easy-turn 
central focusing feature make distant 
objects 4X larger. Grades K+
073-5274 $13.99

Includes built-in 
compass

Science Stations
Let students observe with a close eye–then compare views! Great early science 
tool for observations and investigations of leaves, rocks, insects, feathers and 
more. Durable tabletop stations are sturdy enough for years of use. Grades PreK+
219-2905 Magnification Station. 7"H x 9" diameter $49.99
219-2933 3-Way Magnification Station. 9"H x 91⁄2"L  $42.99

219-2905

219-2933

Dual Lens Magnifier
Compare and contrast items up close with this dual 
3x and 6x plastic lens magnifier. Lens measures 13⁄4" 
in diameter. Set of 10. Grades K+
219-2046 $16.99

Folding Magnifier
Great tool for classroom or Science Center. 
Place  objects under to observe. Rocks, 
shells, bugs,  plants and seeds are fascinating 
to view with this magnifier. Grades K+
298-FN205L  $19.99

Magnifying  
Glasses
Two magnifications (2x and 4x) are provided by a single reading lens by 
means of a small lens fixed to the surface of the main lens. Mounted in a 
plastic frame. 
453-BI1100060 Lens diameter 60 mm (2") $4.99
453-BI1000075 Lens diameter 75 mm (3") $7.99
453-BI10000100 Lens diameter 100 mm (31⁄2") $9.99

Corrugated Project Boards, 36"H x 48"W
058-3004208 White, 8-pack $39.99
058-3004224 White, 24-pack $99.99
058-3004509 Assorted, 9-pack (9 colors) $74.99
058-3004524 Assorted, 24-pack (9 colors) $159.99
058-3007324 Assorted, 24-pack (4 colors) $159.99 
Mini Corrugated Project Boards, 15"H x 20"W
058-3001224 White, 24-pack $99.99
058-3001524 Assorted, 24-pack (8 colors) $109.99
Foam Project Boards
058-3153010 18"H x 24"W. White, 10-pack $44.99 
058-3004810 36"H x 48"W. White, 10-pack $149.99
058-3050810 36"H x 48"W. Black, 10-pack $124.99

Science Fair Title Cards
Preprinted titles include Introduction, Procedure, Hypothesis, Problem, Data, 
Materials, Variables, Results, Application, Conclusion, Graph, Abstract, and 
Purpose. 13 pieces.                      
Primary Colors $4.99 Each
058-20060   Black 058-51114   Red 058-52030   Blue 
058-50810   Yellow 058-51620   Green 058-52040   Light Blue

Neon Colors $5.50 Each
058-62030   Blue 058-62050   Pink 058-60810   Yellow 
058-61620   Green 058-62070   Orange 

Project Board Headers
Add prime signage to the top of the
display. Assorted colors include: red,
blue, black, green, yellow, sky blue,
pink, purple, and orange. Corrugated.
36" x 10".
058-3014208   White. Carton of 8 $22.99
058-3014509   Assorted. 1 each of 9 colors   
  $28.99

Project Boards
These lightweight boards fea-
ture sturdy construction, clean 
lines and overlapping side 
panels for ease in handling. 
9-color assortment includes 
red, yellow, blue, sky blue, 
green, black, pink, purple, and 
orange. 4-color assortment 
includes red, yellow, blue and 
green. 8-color assortment 
includes red, yellow, blue, 
green, black, sky blue, pink, 
and purple.
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Light Cube Accessory Kit
The perfect light table starter kit! Includes 5 clear plastic trays that fit snugly on 
the Light Cube, Counting and Stringing Rings, 12 Optical Illusion sheets, 2 Paint 
Pipettes, 2 Squiggle Pipettes, 8 clear vials, 3 Paint Scrapers, 8 Animal X-Rays, 
and teacher guide. (Not shown.)
138-59602 $54.99

Educational Light Cube
Light up your learning with changing colors, strobes, fades 
and flashes at the touch of a button! Multiple learning 
surfaces and 16 different colors enhance building, sorting, 
counting and many art/exploration activities. The innovative 
light cube is sturdy, safe and extra bright. Chargeable and 
portable for many hours of indoor and outdoor use. Includes 

16" cube, remote control, charger, and teaching guide. 
Grades PreK+

138-59601 $274.99

Perfect  
for examining  

transparent and  
opaque objects!

Sand Box  
for Light Table
Place the Sand Box atop a light 
table at least 24" square (sold 
separately) and watch the fun 
begin! Constructed in beautiful, 
durable birch laminate in safe, 
non-toxic natural UV finish. 
GREENGUARD® Gold Certified.  
Made in USA. Lifetime warranty. 
201⁄4"L x 201⁄4"W x 3.9"H.  
240-1428 $189.99 

Tessellations
Perfect for practicing 
patterning skills! Includes 
8 each of 5 glittery animal 
shapes: elephants, dogs, 
birds, fish and lizards. 
Largest is 5" x 5". Set of 40.
138-35041 $69.99

Light Learning
Appeal to the senses with squishy, gel-filled shapes and letters! Explore basic 
properties of light and color mixing by layering the pieces. Guide included. 
Grades PreK+

Light Table
New, improved LED lighting system displays brighter, whiter and more uniformly 
distributed light, uses less electricity, and produces less heat. They’re even water-
proof! Illuminated surface is great for learning about shapes and colors. The LED 
lights are UL listed and guaranteed to last for 50,000 hours. GREENGUARD® Gold 
Certified. Made in the USA. Lifetime warranty.
240-0724  Light Table. 24"L x 24"W x 24"H. Weight 44 lbs. $624.99 
240-0717  Tabletop Light Box. 24"L x 24"W x 51⁄2"H. Weight 27 lbs. $499.99 
Rainbow Acrylic Shape Set
6 each of 3 acrylic shape disks (circle, square and triangle) in red, purple, blue, 
green, yellow, and orange for use on LED light tables or by themselves. Safe, 
shatter-proof, sanded edges for safety. 18 pieces.
240-7780  $219.99

Numbers and Math Signs
Beautiful, jelly filled numbers come in the entire spectrum of colours! We’ve 
included glittery red math signs to bring a touch of magic to your equations! The 
3½” (9 cm) numbers are the perfect size for using on light tables. The swishy num-
bers contain a magnetic disc that students can manipulate around the number 
with their fingers or magnetic wand (or paper clip!). Includes: 30 numbers and 14 
math signs.
138-35043 $59.99

Uppercase Letters
Inside each letter is a disc that students can move around to practice letter forma-
tion. Commonly used letters have doubles and vowels are red. Largest is 31⁄2" x 43⁄4". 
Set of 38.
138-49703 $59.99  
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Brilliant Light Table 
This glowing and durable activity table provides a range of colours for all your 
sensory play needs! Easily trace images with our large opaque acrylic sheet. 
Teach kids about colour mixing on our evenly lit surface. Control over 20 static 
colours with options to dim, jump, fade and mix with our remote. The eco-
friendly multi-colour LED strips provides up to 30,000 hours of bright chromatic 
light. Table is constructed with high quality Birch plywood on all sides. All 
wooden surfaces are stain, scratch, and water resistant with our exclusive Tuff-
Gloss UV finish. Manipulatives not included. The LED strip and acrylic surface 
have a 1 year warranty. The wooden frame has a lifetime warranty.
 48"L x 221⁄2"W x 18"H 30"L x 221⁄2"W x 18"H
w/Storage 172-991305  $1,019.99 172-991313  $639.99
w/o Storage 172-991304  $919.99 172-991312  $559.99

Colour & Light Exploration 

Acrylic Mirror Trays
These top quality acrylic mirrors are 
perfect to use in reflection and  
light experimentation. 
Encourages exploration 
of reflection, perception 
and appearance. Great for 
studying light patterns and 
color. 6 mirrors. Each mea-
sures 9"L x 12"W and is 2mm 
thick. Ages 3+
285-REFLECT $39.99

Color Paddles
Transparent, 6" paddles in 6 colors  
and 3 textures demonstrate the  
principles of color mixing. Includes  
3 sets of 6. Grades PreK+
219-0352 $14.99

Equilateral Prism
Students can explore the properties of light with this 
acrylic prism. 4"L, 3⁄4" sides. Grades 4+
219-2058 $11.99

RGB Light Panel
A3 in size, this light panel is great for viewing transparent and translucent objects 
as well as for use in science investigations such as examining plant leaves and 
X-rays.  The light can also be changed to one of the 12 available, by simply turning 
the dial, which enables children to experiment and investigate with colour mixing. 
Ideal for assessment purposes, the light panel also has a 30 second voice record-
ing function, so that children can verbally record their observations without the 
pressure of having to write them down. 
Size: W750 x H800 x D25mm
057-SC00837 $214.99

Light Panel 
Reflection Bucket
Play with light and reflection with these 
mirrors on the light panel. Includes trans-
parent pieces to be reflected. Enough 
material for a center. Stored in a reusable 
gallon container. Colors may vary. Light 
panel not included. Grades 3+.
474-90050 $32.99

Prisms Discovery Kit
Discover the properties of light and 
color and lead discussions with the 
class with this kit. Includes instruc-
tional guide. Grades 3+
474-70023 $18.99

Folding Table
Low-level table ideal for play 
which can also accommodate the 
Large Ultr-Slim Light Panel. Fold 
out legs lock into place with an 
alien key.
196-73375 $69.99

Light Panel
A slimline light box, ideal for exploring and experimenting whilst illuminating the 
objects on the surface.  Use for a variety of cross-circular activities.  For ages 3yrs+
Size: W660 x H480 xD10mm
057-10019 $289.99
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Test Tubes & Stoppers
Set of 3 plastic test tubes (15 x 125mm 
each) and 3 size 00 rubber stoppers. 
Great for chemistry experiments.
313-7347 $7.99

Jumbo Tweezers
Sized for little hands! Tweezers 
measure 6"L and come in 6 
colors. Includes Activity Guide 
and storage bucket. Set of 12. 
Grades PreK+
219-1963 $19.99

Eye 
Droppers
Plastic straight-nozzle droppers with 
bulbs. Set of 12. Grades 4+
219-2044 $8.99

pH Paper
Includes 100 strips with 1-14 acid/base 
chart. Grades 3–6
219-2480 $10.99

Demonstration 
Thermometer
Adjustable red band allows for 
demonstration of Fahrenheit 
and Celsius temperatures from 
-40°C to 100°C and -40°F to 212°F. 
Room, boiling, freezing and body 
temperatures are highlighted. 
24"H x 53⁄4"W. Grades 1+
219-0301 $16.99

Self-Standing
Plastic Test Tubes
Graduated plastic test tubes are secured with 
leakproof caps. Perfect for long term storage 
of liquids in diagnostic experiments. No need 
for test tube holders! Includes 6 each 12ml and 
30ml. Pack of 12.
298-TTCL $25.99

Plastic Tweezers
Blunt end plastic tweezers are easy use for small 
hands to manipulate. Set of 4. Grades PreK+
298-T07 $8.99

Pipettes
This valuable instrument is useful for  
transferring liquids, mixing colors and more. 
Set of 30.  $7.99 Each
298-105A Large, 7ml. 
298-PSM Small, 2ml. 

Fun Science Fair Project Kit
All the items needed to complete a suc-
cessful Science Fair Project! Kit includes 
Scientific Method Chart, Petri dish, 
thermometer, measuring tape, measuring 
spoon, graduated cylinder, pH paper, pi-
pette, magnifying glass, beaker, tweezers 
and test tube. Grades 4+
298-FPK      $39.99

Boiling Point Thermometers
These durable, non-toxic thermometers mea-
sure from -30°C to 120°C and from -22°F to 
240°F. Use for measuring the boiling points of 
various liquids. Made of plastic and mercury-
free. Set of 10 thermometers in a reusable 
storage box. Grades 3+
219-2415 $36.99

Thermometer Stamp
This large, high-quality rubber stamp helps students 
understand the relationship between Celsius and 
Fahrenheit temperatures. Also great for tracking the 
temperature in a given time period each day!
900-960 $9.99

Student Thermometers
Easy-to-read thermometers display 
Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature. 
With plastic backing, each measures 
6"H x 2"W and withstands up to 50°C. 
Not for use in boiling water. Set of 10. 
Grades 3+
219-0302 $22.99
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Primary Science Color Mixing Glasses
Unique child-size glasses feature easy-to-change lenses–2 each of red, yellow, 
blue and distortion lenses. Combine up to 2 lenses per side to teach color mixing 
(secondary colors). Single lenses teach primary color identification or serve as 
great early science tools for observation. Wipes clean and includes color-mixing 
Guide. Grades PreK+
219-2446 $14.99

Primary Science Jumbo 
Magnifiers with Stand
Ideal for taking a closer look at 
plants, animals, and insects in life 
science lessons! Each magnifier’s 
plastic lens measures 4½" in diam-
eter and offers 4.5x magnification. 
Plastic magnifiers measure 8" long 
each. Set of 6 plus convenient stand. 
Grades PreK+
219-2884 $54.99

Built-in stand 
for hands-free 

viewing!

Primary Science
Sensory Tubes
Develop their senses and encourage science 
exploration with this set of 4 sturdy, clear 
tubes. Tubes feature dual openings and 2 
solid lids for each. Four vented lids let chil-
dren explore their sense of smell or secure 
small creatures for observation. Lids easily 
twist off and on, and solid lids hold liquid 
securely inside. Tubes measure 12"H x 21⁄2"  
in diameter. Grades PreK+
219-2445 $44.99

Primary Science
Color Mixing Lenses
Observe the world while experimenting with col-
ors! Place up to 3 interchangeable, primary-color 
lenses into the frame to create secondary colors 
and hours of sensory fun! Includes 1 sturdy lens 
frame (with 3 slots) and 3 colored lenses (red,  
yellow, blue). Grades PreK+
219-2768 $11.99

Primary Science  
Safety Glasses
Make safety a habit with these 
functional, kid-friendly glasses. No 
uncomfortable straps! Adjustable 
arms to fit easily over children’s 
eyeglasses. Great for lab safety and 
dramatic play. Grades PreK+
219-2447 Single Pair $7.99
219-1447 6 Pairs in Stand $46.99

Test Tube &  
Activity Card Set
Make science fun with hands-on activities 
that encourage experimentation, observa-
tion, and analysis! Simple science experi-
ments are easily adaptable for multiple grade 
levels. Each durable, plastic test tube holds 
up to 35ml (about 1 oz). Includes 5 plastic 
test tubes with leak-proof caps and stand, 
plus 5 double-sided activity cards. Grades K+
154-20722 $19.99

Color Safety Goggles 6-Pack
These fun, colored safety goggles can be used any time students need reliable 
eye protection. Sized just right for your students and adjustable for adults. Set 
of six pairs of goggles comes in three bright, translucent colors (red, blue, and 
green) and meets ANSI Z87.1 safety standards. 6"L x 3"H. Grades PreK+
219-2449 $36.99

Primary Science Color Mixer
Mix up some color for your next science experiment! Divided flask 
allows for two chambers of colored liquid, and swirly straw pro-
vides an exit route for the new, mixed color. Just flip it over, and 
out it goes. Flask measures approximately 41⁄2"D x 5"H. PreK+
219-2769  $14.99

Primary Science Jumbo
Test Tubes with Stand
Chunky, durable test tubes put serious science 
safely within reach for young students. Plastic 
tubes are safe at temperatures from 10˚-200˚F and 
feature calibration marks (25, 50, 75 and 100 ml). 
Tubes measure 6"H x 11⁄2" in diameter. Includes 6 
test tubes with lids, sturdy rack and Activity Guide. 
Grades PreK+
219-2788 $23.99

Primary Science Jumbo 
Eyedroppers with Stand
Perfectly sized eyedroppers are a great 
addition to a science center or sensory 
table. Set of 6 colorful droppers stores ver-
tically in a convenient stand. Stand mea-
sures 43⁄4"L x 41⁄2"W x 21⁄4"H. Grades PreK+
219-2779 $24.99
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Liter Set
Fill this set of six graduated, clear containers with liquids or solids to teach stu-
dents the relationship between volume, capacity, mass and shape. Six containers 
come in three shapes. Containers are 11cm tall and hold 0.25–1 liter. Grades 3+
219-1206 $34.99

Classroom Liquid Measurement Set
This deluxe set includes everything you need to teach liquid measurement and 
equivalencies in customary and metric units. Measuring cups and spoons nest 
for easy storage. Clearly marked, each piece is made of durable plastic for years 
of use. Activity guide included. Grades K+
Set includes:
• Liquid Measures: cup (8 oz/250 ml), pint (16 oz/500 ml), quart
 (32 oz/1000 ml)
• Standard Measuring Spoons: 1⁄8, 1⁄4, 1⁄2, 1 tsp; 1⁄2, 1 tbsp
• Standard Measuring Cups: 1⁄8, 1⁄4, 1⁄3, 1⁄2, 1
• Measuring Jars: gill, pint, quart, half-gallon, gallon (100 ml-3000 ml)
219-0360 Classroom Measurement Set. Set of 19. $49.99
219-4291 Measuring Spoons. Includes 1⁄8 tsp (0.62 ml), 1⁄4 tsp 
 (1.2 ml), 1⁄2 tsp (2.5 ml), 1 tsp (5 ml); 1⁄2 tbsp (7.5 ml), 
 1 tbsp (15 ml). Set of 6. $3.25
219-4290 Measuring Cups. Includes 1⁄8 (29 ml), 1⁄4 (59 ml),  
 1⁄3 (79 ml), 1⁄2 (118 ml), 1 (236 ml) cup. Set of 5.  $4.99

Economy Beaker Set
Each graduated beaker features a molded pouring lip. Nests for storage. Includes 
1000ml, 500ml, 300ml, 200ml and 100ml. Set of 5.
833-7653 $13.99

Graduated Cylinders
These durable polypropylene cylinders come in calibrations of 10, 25, 50, 100, 
250, 500 and 1000 milliliters for volume experiments and beyond. Autoclavable. 
Set of 7. Grades 3+ 
219-2906 $49.99

Classroom
Compact Scale
Compact, heavy-duty scale features an 
easy-to-read digital display and mode but-
ton for quickly converting units of measure, 
including grams, pounds, and ounces. 
Features 5000 g/176.4 oz capacity and ± 1 
g/0.0503 oz accuracy. Tare button allows  
for deduction of the weight of an item or 
substance’s container. Requires 2 “AA”  
batteries, included. Grades 3+
219-32016 $74.99

Platform Scale
Measure liquids and solids accurately in the remov-
able pan. Easy-to-read display shows results in both 
customary and metric systems. 11 lb/5 kg capacity. 
Grades 3+
219-2345 $22.99

Primary Science Mix & Measure Set
Chunky, colorful tools are contoured for little hands. Scale, bowl, 3 self-standing 
spoons and 6 unique cup designs help young learners visualize equivalent quan-
tities in different formats. Activity Cards introduce children to measurement and 
guide them in making mystery goo, puffy paint, slime and more! Bowl measures 
43⁄4"H x 6" in diameter. Set of 12. Grades PreK+
219-2783 $42.99

Includes 10
Activity Cards
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All About Me
There's no better way to teach skills in critical  
thinking, creativity, communication, and  
collaboration to young children than through  
activities and games that center on the children  
themselves! Lessons support Common Core State Standards as well as standards 
for science, health, physical education and art. Grades PreK–K
154-3092 Resource Book, 64 pages. $14.99
154-5334 Mini Bulletin Board. 33 pieces. $11.99

All About Me
2-in-1 Mirrors
Help young children 
learn all about them-
selves with easy-to-hold, 
double-sided mirrors! One 
side is a regular mirror; the 
other side is a “fun mirror” that warps reflections. Use to teach body awareness, 
talk about emotions, for speech and much more. Set of 6 unbreakable, non-glass 
mirrors. Measure 6"L x 4"H. Grades PreK+
219-3371 $46.99

Family, Fun, Celebrations, and Holidays
Photographic Learning Cards
Beautiful photography that teaches children about the importance of family, 
cultural holidays,and traditions. Teacher’s guide included. 23 cards, 81⁄2" x 51⁄2" 
each. Grades PreK–1
015-KE845034 $19.99

My Family
Celebrate the diverse family groups that make up our world! Positive, clear 
text helps emergent readers understand different family relationships while 
recognizing the bonds that all families share. Set of 4 books, 24 pages each. 
Grades PreK–2
104-9781429651622 $31.95

Family Tree Posters
Students start with a pre-printed idea, get 
inspired, then add their own ideas to make 
it all their own! Each poster is 17" x 22". 
Pack of 24.
210-30145 $16.99

All About Me 
Poster Pack
Help students tell others 
about themselves! The 
large 17" x 22" sheets 
provide plenty of space  
for words and pictures.  
32 sheets per pack.
154-5222 $19.99

learn all about them
selves with easy-to-hold, 
double-sided mirrors! One 
side is a regular mirror; the 
other side is a “fun mirror” that warps reflections. Use to teach body awareness, 
talk about emotions, for speech and much more. Set of 6 unbreakable, non-glass 

Follow-the-Directions  
All About Me
Help young children learn the important skill of 
following directions with age-perfect activities 
that invite them to tell about themselves, their 
preferences, and experiences in pictures. Each 
page features a consistent, structured format to 
scaffold young learners. Perfect for seatwork, 
centers, or homework. Grades PreK–1
087-9780545329590 $13.99

814-22207 814-22208

814-22210

814-22209Multicultural Families 
Flannelboard Sets $18.99 Each
814-22207  Caucasian Family. 8 figures,
  4"-151⁄2" tall.
814-22208  African-American Family. 6 figures,
  5"-151⁄4" tall.
814-22209  Hispanic Family. 7 figures, 5"-15" tall.
814-22210  Asian Family. 6 figures, 5"-151⁄4" tall.

Multicultural Families
Combo Pack
Set of all 4 families. 28 figures.
814-22211  $54.99

Families
Diverse photos help readers place themselves in their family while seeing other 
families. Simple text explains the relationships that make up a family. A family 
tree diagram in each title furthers comprehension. Set of 10 books, 24 pages 
each. Grades PreK–2              
104-9781429629799   $78.95
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Social Skills 
Board Games
There are no right or wrong answers 
in these 6 unique board games. 
Each game has players discuss the 
solutions to socially challenging situ-
ations. Together the group decides 
upon the best action encouraging 
all players to communicate, listen 
and participate. Games target six 
important issues that students often 
struggle with: morals, manners, 
empathy, friendship, showing emotions, 
and managing emotions. Contains 6 game 
boards, 24 counters, one die, and one spinner. Grades 1–5
228-500063 $49.99

Stand Up: Bullying 
Prevention
This proactive anti-bullying series 
provides students with the tools 
they need to declare their school a 
bully-free zone. Each book examines 
a different angle of the bullying issue, 
including how to help students who 
are being bullied, how to stop being 
a bully, and what to do if you are the 
one being bullied. Reading Level: 2-3, 
Interest Level: 3–6. Set of 6 titles.
016-978144889609 $79.99

Internet  
Do’s and Dont’s
Teaches the youngest internet 
users how to navigate the web 
safely and constructively. Strong 
text to picture correlation pro-
motes un’derstanding. Full-color 
photographs, Words to Know, 
and Index. Set of 6 titles.
016-9781477716793 $66.99

Stay Safe Online
Educates young readers about 
potential online threats and 
offers suggestions on how to 
handle them. Sidebars through-
out offer additional nuggets of 
knowledge. List of tips at the 
book’s end supplies additional 
helpful hints. Set of 6 titles.
016-9781477763513 $79.99

Staying Safe
Give kids the confidence of knowing how to stay safe. Easy-to-follow safety 
rules and nonthreatening text ease the fears and confusion that can arise from 
everyday situations. Set of 4 books, 24 pages each. Grades 1–2 
104-9781429683906 $35.99

Relationships and 
Responsibilities
All Canadians have relationships and 
responsibilities that impact their lives.  
Whether ar school, at home, or in the com-
munity, these roles engage Canadians with 
the world around them.  Relationships and 
Responsibilities offers readers a closer look 
ar how these roles are connected to one’s 
identity, culture and sense of self.
$9.95 Each
137-9781773081915  Being a Friend
137-9781773081922  In Your Activities
137-9781773081939  In Your Community
137-9781773081946 In Your Country
137-9781773081953 In Your School
137-9781773081960  With Your Family

To Be Canadian
Many factors mold and shape the Canadian identity.  From our diverse back-
grounds to our cultural beliefs, its important that every Canadian feels accepted.  
To Be Canadian explores the essence o what it means to be a Canadian, and how 
everyone can make the country a better place to live. $12.50 Each
137-9781773081977 Be Who You Want To Be: Freedom 
137-9781773082011 Create a Better Canada: Just Society
137-9781773081984 Fairness for All: Equity
137-9781773081991 Get Involved: Democracy
137-9781773082004 Opportunity for All: Inclusion
137-9781773082028 Respect Our World: Sustainability
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Changing Family 
& Community Traditions
This resource focuses on the big ideas in the Social 
Studies curriculum and has a mix of concrete and 
open-ended lessons so that the teacher has flexibility 
in planning. The inquiry process has been scaffolded 
for teachers and/or students new to the process. 
There are also extensions and cross-curricular activi-
ties included. Use the Social Studies inquiry process 
to investigate some past and present traditions 
and celebrations. Includes 14 Lessons, 12 Extension 
Activities, Teacher Guide and Assessments. 64 pages. 
Grade 2
024-J1104 $16.99

Blank Passports
A creative way for students to write about “traveling” 
abroad! 12 blank pages per book. 41⁄4" x 51⁄2". Pack of 
12 books.
553-10708 $11.99

Urban & Rural Communities
This ready-to-use resource includes story projects, 
Canadian connections, follow-up activities and 
assessment ideas. Grades 2–3
549-894527321 $14.99

Community Helpers Bulletin Board Set
Who’s who in the community? Die-cut photos put the focus on careers, tools, and 
more. Includes 15 helpers, 15 tools, and 15 labels. 45 pieces, up to 151⁄2" tall. 
156-8143    $18.99

Our Community
Teach key concepts through easy-to-understand 
reproducible activities. Students learn that a local 
community is made up of group of people, locate 
key physical features and describe how people  
interact to meet basic needs. Grades 1–2
549-894527828 $14.99

798-3049   All Kinds of Kids: Elementary $18.99

All Kinds of Kids
Help kids learn to respect and value all people, regardless of differences in their 
interests, abilities, and appearances. Features eight 11" x 17" close-up photo-
graphs of children. 8 pieces. 

Our Changing Roles  
and Responsibilities
Lessons expose students to the many roles and 
responsibilities that help make a community a suc-
cess and familiarize them with their growing role in 
the community. They will learn an acceptance and 
willingness to take part in the many activities that 
make a community successful. Includes 6 lessons 
and 9 Extension Activities. 64 pages. Grade 1
024-J1102 $16.99

The Local Community
In this unit, students will have the chance to learn 
about the local community, the people they may 
interact with in the community, and the places 
they go to regularly. The point of this unit is for the 
students to understand what they see every day 
and make connections with the people they might 
interact with. Includes 6 lessons and 8 Extension 
Activities. 64 pages. Grade 1
024-J1103 $16.99

Canadian Families
Canadians come from a wide variety of 
backgrounds.  Many parts of our lives are 
similar to thous of meighbours, but we 
might do other things differently.  Cana-
dian Families explores the different ways 
that people from diverse backgrounds 
live their day-to-day lives. $12.95 Each
137-978773080345  Celebrations 
137-978773080352  Food & Traditions
137-978773080369 Fun & Games
137-978773080376  At Home
137-978773080383  At School
137-978773080116  At Work
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Moments in Canadian 
Black History
These activities serve as a springboard for dia-
logue, with a wide range of activities including 
creative writing, research, drama and role playing 
with an emphasis on language as well as history. 
80 pages. Grades 4–8
024-J153 $16.99

Canada’s Pioneers
This ready-to-use resource includes story projects, 
pioneer crafts, settlements in Canada. Aboriginal 
contributions and a unit tester. Grades 2–4
549-894527178 $14.99

Early Settlers in Upper Canada
With the 29 lesson plans in this book, students will 
investigate the various communities of early settlers 
and First Nation peoples in Upper Canada during the 
1800’s. Grades 2–4
024-J189 $18.99

Communities In Canada, 
Past & Present
This unit can be used as a whole to fulfill the overall 
expectation requirements or it can be used by activity 
to compliment other resources and activities. Goals of 
this resource: To identify and assess contributions to 
Canadian identity made by various groups and by var-
ious features of Canadian communities and regions; 
To use the social studies inquiry process to inves-
tigate different perspectives of the historical and/
or contemporary experience of two or more distinct 
communities in Canada; To promote an understand-

ing of significant experiences of, and major changes and aspects of life in various 
historical and contemporary communities in Canada. Includes 12 activities, 5 
extension activities, teacher guide and assessments. 64 pages. Grade 6
024-J1112 $16.99

Global Communities
This resource has been developed to cover the over-
all expectations of the Ontario Ministry of Education 
Social Studies People and Environments: Global 
Community curriculum. This unit can be used as a 
whole to fulfill the overall expectation requirements 
or it can be used by activity to compliment other 
resources and activities. Goals of this resource 
include having students identify a number of global 
issues and recognizing the role that Canada and 
Canadian citizens have played in these issues; 
using the social studies inquiry process to inves-
tigate a variety of responses to the global issues 
identified and promoting an understanding of the impact on identified regions 
of the world of Canada's actions and inactions. Includes 19 activities, 9 extension 
activities, teacher guide and assessments. 64 pages 
024-J1105 $16.99

All About Canada Poster Paper
Features a tour of Canada from history and geography to culture and food. 
Activities challenge students while reinforcing basic skills. 30 per pack. 
Grades 2–6 
115-TLC10592 $24.99

Front Inside
Back

Canadian Social Studies
These must have comprehensive teacher resources 
have everything you need to teach key Canadian 
Social Studies concepts! Based on Canadian cur-
riculum, students will learn through information rich 
reading projects and other activities. Includes quiz-
zes, assessment strategies and rubrics. 120 pages.
$19.99 Each
370-9780978223465 Grades 1–3
370-9780978223472 Grades 4–6

History of Canada Timeline
Colorful illustrations and photographs cover the front of pictorial history of 
Canada, and the reverse side includes reproducible activity cards for extending 
classroom activities. Grades 4–6 
115-MP5133 $11.99

Professor Noggin's 
History Of Canada
Professor Noggin’s series of educational card 
games encourages kids to learn interesting 
facts about their favorite subjects - like History 
of Canada! Each of the thirty game cards com-
bines trivia, true or false, and multiple choice 
questions. A special three-numbered die is 
included which adds an element of unpredict-
ability. Easy and hard levels keep kids interested 
and challenged - while of course having fun! 
Ages 7+ 
502-10430 $9.99

Early Societies
Developed to cover the overall expectations of the 
Ontario Ministry of Education Social Studies Early 
Societies, 3000 BCE – 1500 CE curriculum.  It provides 
opportunities for students to participate in the social 
studies inquiry process using visuals, primary sources, 
maps, questioning and more. There are 10 lessons 
which foster critical thinking skills that will engage 
each student’s curiosity. This resource includes learn-
ing goals, success criteria, vocabulary, materials 
required, detailed instructions to carry out a suc-
cessful lesson, differentiation, enrichment ideas and 
colourful, well organized worksheets and activities. 64 pages. Grade 4
024-J1108 $16.99
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New France & British  
North America 1713-1800
Developed to make history curriculum accessible 
to students at multiple skill levels and with vari-
ous learning styles. The content covers key topics 
required for seventh grade history and supports the 
updated 2013 Ontario Curriculum: History Grade 7. 
Activities will help students analyze aspects of the 
lives of various groups in Canada between 1713 and 
1800, and compare them to the lives of people in 
present-day Canada. Exercises provided to use the 
historical inquiry process to investigate perspec-

tives of different groups on some significant events, developments, and/or issues 
related to the shift in power in colonial Canada from France to Britain. 100pages. 
Grade 7
024-J197 $21.99

Conflicts & Challenges -  
Canada 1800-1850
Activities will help students analyze aspects of the 
lives of various groups in Canada between 1800 and 
1850, and compare them to the lives of people in 
Canada in 1800-1850. Using the historical inquiry 
process students will be able to investigate perspec-
tives of different groups on some significant events, 
developments, and/or issues that affected Canada 
and/or Canadians between 1713 and 1800. 88 pages. 
Grade 7
024-J198 $21.99

Creating Canada
Activities will help students assess the impact of 
some key social, economic, and political factors, 
including social, economic, and/or political inequal-
ity, on various Canadians between 1850 and 1890 as 
well as on the creation and expansion of the Domin-
ion of Canada. Using the historical inquiry process 
students will investigate perspectives of different 
groups on some significant events, developments, 
and/or Canadians issues that affected Canada and/
or Canadians between 1850 and 1890. 106 pages. 
Grade 8
024-J199 $21.99

Canada:  
A Changing Society 1890-1914
Activities analyze key similarities and differences 
between Canada in 1890-1914 and in the present 
day, with reference to the experiences of and major 
challenges facing different groups and/or individuals, 
and to some of the actions Canadians have taken to 
improve their lives. 99 pages. Grade 8
024-J1100 $21.99

Canada’s Interactions With 
The Global Community
This unit can be used as a whole to fulfill the overall 
expectation requirements or it can be used by activity 
to compliment other resources and activities. Goals of 
this resource include: to have students recognize the 
role that Canada and Canadian citizens have played 
in these issues; to use the Social Studies enquiry 
process to investigate a variety of responses to the 
global issues identified and to promote an under-
standing of the impact on identified regions of the 
world of Canada’s actions and inactions. Includes 15 
activities, 9 extension activities, Teacher Guide and 
Assessments. 64 pages. Grade 6 
024-J1113 $16.99

Conflict & Change -  
Rebellions Of 1837-38
Teach the causes, personalities and consequences 
of rebellions of 1837-38 in Upper and Lower Canada. 
Information for students to examine the political, 
social, economic and legal changes that occurred 
as a result of the rebellions and their impact on the 
Canadas, and the future development of Canada. 
Grades 7–8 
024-J186 $18.99

Confederation -  
The Dominion Of Canada
Help students understand the significant events, 
including coalition government and the Quebec 
Conference, that led to the creation of the Dominion 
of Canada in 1867. Grades 7–8 
024-J187 $18.99

Canada Through Time
Books in the Canadian Timelines series teach readers the basics of Canadian 
history and culture, from how First Nations people arrived to immigration 
since the 1970s. $9.95 Each 
104-9781410981233 Pioneer Life
104-9781410981240 First Nations and Early Explorers
104-9781410981257 Building a Nation
104-9781410981264 Immigration and the Founding of New Communities
104-9781410981271 Canada Today
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Canadian Government
The rights and responsibilities of Canadian citizens, 
the powers of the federal provincial and municipal 
governments are detailed. Other systems of govern-
ment are explained in simple activities. Grades 4–6
549-894527119  $14.99

The Role Of Government 
& Responsible Citizenship: 
People & Environments
The Role of Government and Responsible Citizenship 
curriculum. The document is comprehensive and 
includes learning intentions, goals, success crite-
ria suggestions, topic resources, a vocabulary list, 
detailed lesson plans, student resources, additional 
web based resources, answer keys, ideas for differ-
entiation, accommodations, enrichment and exten-
sion activities. This unit can be used as a whole to fulfill the overall expectation 
requirements for this curriculum or it can be used by activity to compliment other 
resources and activities. 65 pages. Grade 5
024-J1111  $16.99

Our Canadian Governments
Students will study the levels of government from 
their own provincial government to the federal gov-
ernment and the electoral process. Activities include 
making comparisons between the different types of 
government in our world to describing the immigra-
tion process to becoming a new Canadian.  
126 pages. Grades 5–8
024-J139 $21.99

Canadian Government 
Poster Set
Set includes 8 Posters: 
Citizenship, Municipal Services, 
Provincial Services, Federal 
Services, Senate, House of 
Commons, How A Law Is 
Made and the The Canadian 
Parliamentary System. 17" x 22".
024-1700 $19.99

Canada’s Links to the World
This resource includes a wide variety of skill-based 
activities that engage students in learning about our 
interactions with the rest of the world. Topics include 
imports and exports, media, immigration, world 
organizations, peacekeeping, the environment, and 
tourism. Grades 5–8 
024-J160 $16.99

Canada & Its Trading Partners
Students will learn how Canada’s relationship with 
the U.S. affects their trade policies, media, immigra-
tion, culture, technology, tourism, history and geog-
raphy. Students also study the relationship Canada 
has with other trading partners around the world. 
64 pages. Grades 6–8 
024-J141 $16.99

Elections in Canada
Use this resource to assist your students in their 
understanding of the election process. Some topics 
include: what an election is, the reasons elections 
are held, how campaigns are run, what a platform 
is and the platforms of the major political parties in 
Canada. With this resource, students will learn about 
the history of elections, as well as historic facts about 
Canadian elections, and the election process in our 
country today. 80 pages. Grades 4–8
024-J1101 $18.99

Canadian Symbols Bulletin Board Set
Includes photos and illustrations of Canadian Flag, Coat of Arms, National 
Anthem, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Hockey, Totem Pole, Canada Goose, 
Beaver, Canadian Coins, Parliament Buildings, and labels for each, plus Map  
of Canada and Canada header. In English and French. 33 pieces, up to 26". 
Grades 4–9
156-8172 $16.99

Elections Poster Set
Includes 8 Full Colour 
Posters: Election Countdown: 
Campaigning & Media: Political 
Party Platform: Constituencies: 
How to Vote in an Election: 
The Right to Vote: Government 
Structures: Prime Ministers Each 
poster includes a lesson on the 
back and follow-up worksheet. 8 
lessons/24 worksheets. 17" x 22". 
Grades 5+
024-1701 $19.99

Remembrance Day Poppy Craft
Never forget the sacrifices of fallen heroes and veterans with this commemorative 
craft Learn about the significance of Remembrance Day while creating an honor-
ary tribute to those who have sacrificed so much. Overlay two tissue poppies 
and secure with a green chenille stem. Add a tissue leaf. Glue on the black center 
circle. Paste or tape the finished flowers onto crosses or wreaths that you make 
from cardstock (not included). Older students can create dimensional flowers 
using a unique method with just crayon on water. Includes teacher guide.  
50 Poppies. Ages 5+
138-42005 $9.99
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Spirit of Truth™
Features a Medicine Wheel/Dreamcatcher in the centre encircled by the Seven 
Teachings, emphasizing walking the Earth peacefully in harmony with nature 
and things.
817-1554H  5'4"      Round $299.99  
817-1554E  7'7"      Round $699.99 
817-1554XLE  13'2"      Round $1,449.99 

Wheel of Life™ 
In native cultures, the medicine wheel represents the interconnectivity of 
physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual realities. Use this carpet to honor and 
create discussions about the important teachings of First Nations, Métis, and 
Inuit peoples.
817-1968H 5'4"      Round $299.99 
817-1968E 7'7"      Round $699.99 
817-1968XLE 13'2"      Round $1,449.99 

Traditional Teachings™
This attractive rug reinforces the seven basic virtues that form the foundation  
of a native, North American lifestyle.  Children will enjoy learning the history of 
these sacred laws and implementing them as they interact with others in their 
daily lives.
817-1916CC02 5'4" x 7'8" Oval $389.99 
817-1916DD02 7'8" x 10'9" Oval $699.99 
817-1916E 7'7" Round $699.99 

The Circle™
Introduce children to First Nations, Métis, and Inuit cultures with The Circle™. 
Each symbol is designed not only as a sitting space but also as a tool to provide 
unique insight into aboriginal life.
817-1967CC02 5'4" x 7'8" Oval $389.99 
817-1967DD02 7'8" x 10'9" Oval $699.99 
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First Nations & 
Europeans In New 
France & Early Canada
This resource has been developed 
to cover the overall expecta-
tions of the Ontario Ministry of 
Education Social Studies Heritage 
and Identity: First Nations and 
Europeans in New France and Early 
Canada curriculum. The document 
is comprehensive and includes 
learning intentions, goals, success criteria suggestions, 
topic resources, a vocabulary list, detailed lesson plans, student resources, addi-
tional web based resources, answer keys, ideas for differentiation, accommoda-
tions, enrichment and extension activities. This unit can be used as a whole to 
fulfill the overall expectation requirements for this curriculum or it can be used by 
activity to compliment other resources and activities. 64 pages. Grade 5
024-J1110 $16.99

Aboriginal Canadian Communities
Approximately 1.4 million aboriginal people live in Canada today. They come 
from a large number of communities, each with its own history, language, and 
cultural practices. Aboriginal Canadian will explore the lives of these aboriginal 
citizens, both in the past and in current times. 24 pages. Grades 2–3 $10.75 Each
137-9781773080284 Cree Community
137-9781773080291 Huron-Wendat Community
137-9781773080307 Iroquois Community
137-9781773080314 Métis Community
137-9781773080321 Ojibwe Community
137-9781773080338 Salish Community
137-9781773081250 Nakota Community
137-9781773081298 Nioga Nation

Canoe Kids: 
The Anishinaabe People of  
Great Spirit Island 
This title features the Anishinaabe Peoples of 
Manitoulin Island. Manitoulin means spirit island in 
Anishinaabemowin, the Ojibwe language. The island 
remains a sacred place for the Anishinaabe people 
who call themselves the “People of The Three Fires”. 
They are known by others as the Ojibwe, Odawa, and 
Potawatomi.
067-9772369808009 $22.95

Canoe Kids: 
The Haida of Haida Gwaii 
This title focuses on the Haida Nation of Haida Gwaii. 
In 165 pages the reader is introduced to the Haida 
people. The articles included in the Haida issue 
celebrate the oceans, the soundscape, harvesting, 
history and culture, totem poles, canoes, longhouses, 
food and recipes, transportation, the Haida Gwaii 
Watchmen Program, the bent box, repatriating the 
name for the territory, the Peace Potlatch, the lan-
guage, totem pole raising, archaeological sites, and 
the Inside Passage.
067-9781926852089 $22.95

Indigenous People of Canada 
Curriculum but also incorporates topics covered in curriculum from other 
provinces and territories. For each grade level, there is an in depth look into a 
First Nation in Canada. This book looks at the Cree, Anishinaabe (Ojibway), and 
Haudenosaunee (Iroquois). Along with Social Studies topics, this book draws on 
cross-curricular instruction which allows Native Studies to be incorporated into 
a variety of subject areas. Also included in this resource is an Educator's Guide 
to teaching Native Studies in the classroom, with information on where to gain 
appropriate resources and information on the topics covered. 80 pages.  
Grades 1–3
024-F135 $16.99

Indigenous Life in 
Canada: Past, Present, Future
Indigenous peoples have played and influential 
role in Canadian history and continue to do so 
today.  From the past and into the future, Indigenous Life in Canada reveals the 
challenge Indigenous peoples face, celebrates their diverse cultures, and high-
lights the contributions they make in Canada. $12.99 Each
137-9781773081793  Governance
137-9781773081809 Oral Traditions and Storytelling
137-9781773081816  Stewardship
137-9781773081823 Spirituality
137-9781773081830 Treaties
137-9781773081847 Truth and Reconciliation

Canada’s Aboriginal Peoples
Canadian curriculum teacher helper. Includes story 
projects, art projects, unit tests and investigates 
cultural regions. Grades 4–6
549-1894527186 $14.99
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Mapping Skills
Features ideas and information to 
help young learners understand 
the basics of reading and following 
maps. Provides in-depth coverage 
of the skill needs in map reading: 
north-south-east-west, legend, 
scale, longitude and latitude. 
64 pages. $16.99 Each
024-OTM117 Grades 1–3
024-OTM107 Grades 4–6

Outline Maps 
of Canada
“Outline Maps of Canada” is an impor-
tant resource to help introduce and 
review mapping skills, with an empha-
sis on Canadian maps. Almost every 
map included can be used to teach 
or review the use of: directions on a 
compass rose, symbols on a legend 
and mapping terms such as border, 
boundary and hemisphere. The maps 
will help students: recognize the shape of Canada; 
locate Canada in North America and the world; rec-
ognize and locate Canada’s provinces, territories and 
capital cities; begin to recognize parallels of latitude and meridians of longi-
tude; use simple scale on maps of Canada; provide starting points for inquiry 
or research on specific provinces and territories; use a grid on a map; locate 
and name rivers and large bodies of water. 64 pages.

Grades K-3 skills include: Recognize the shape of Canada; locate Canada in 
North America and the World; Recognize and locate Canada’s provinces, ter-
ritories and cities.

Grade 4-8 skills include: The use of parallels of latitude and meridians of 
longitude; recognize and locate Canada’s oceans, main bodies of water and 
capital cities; discover landforms, rivers and lakes in each province.
024-J179 Outline Maps of Canada. Grades 1–3 $15.99
024-J180 Outline Maps of Canada. Grades 4–6 $15.99 
024-J170 Canadian Mapping Big Book. Grades 1–3 $26.99
024-J171 Canadian Mapping Big Book. Grades 4–6 $26.99

Outline Maps of the World  
Over 50 Reproducible Maps!
This resource contains up-to-date maps of countries 
and regions of the world. It is designed to supple-
ment geography studies. 64 pages. Grades 1–8
024-OTM118 $16.99

Political and Physical Regions 
of Canada
Students will assess some key ways in which indus-
trial development and the natural environment affect 
each other in two or more political and/or physical 
regions of Canada. Using the social studies inquiry 
process student will investigate some issues and chal-
lenges associated with balancing human needs/wants 
and activities with environmental stewardship in one 
or more of the political and/or physical regions of 
Canada.  Students will identify Canada’s political and 
physical regions, and describe their main characteris-
tics and some significant activities that take place in them. 64 pages. Grade 4
024-J1109 $16.99

Map Skills
Both teachers and parents appreciate how effec-
tively this series helps students master skills. Each 
book provides activities that are great for inde-
pendent work in class, homework assignments, or 
extra practice to get ahead. Test practice pages are 
included! 48 pages. $9.99 Each
154-3726   Grade 1
154-3727   Grade 2
154-3728   Grade 3

Amazing Facts
in Canadian History
Mystery, Myth or Fact? Students will learn little 
known facts about different aspects of Canada’s 
history, including events and personalities. Also 
includes mysteries from Canadian history for 
students to discuss and debate. 96 pages.  
Grades 4–6
024-J150 $18.99

Exploring Canada
Addresses a particular aspect of Canada beginning 
with Canadian history, geography, government and 
landmarks. Students will enjoy activities in creative 
writing, math, language and research.  
024-1054 Grades 1–3 $18.99
024-OTM1055 Grades 4–6 $18.99

Canada’s Provinces  
and Territories
Students will learn about the structure and 
function of provincial government, about the 
interdependence of provinces and territories 
and compare their physical environments. 
024-J192 $21.99

Double Sided Map  of Canada Chart 
This double sided chart is perfect for learning basic skills in English and French. 
One side has the English and the other side the French. 17" x 22".
492-521 $3.99
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Illuminates to show 
hidden ocean animals!

12" Inflatable Globes
Make a game of geography! Toss this 12" globe
to students and have them identify continents,
countries, capitals and oceans. Or, hang for
display. Includes repair kit and Activity Guide.  
Grades K+
219-2432 Inflatable Globe $11.99
219-2443 Inflatable Light-Up Globe. Includes  
 5000-hour LED bulb, 3 1.5v batteries, 
  hook and string for hanging. $19.99

Canadian Trivia
A fun and informative way for families to 
test their knowledge of Canada. Family edi-
tion cards have two sides—one with easier 
questions and the other with more difficult 
questions, allowing families of all ages to 
play together. From St. John’s to Kitimat, 
from Niagara Falls to Baffin Island, this 
game covers it all! Grades 4+ 
502-10015 $29.99

Globe 4 Kids
Explore more than 125 drawings of 
people, landmarks and animals on this 
kid friendly political globe! Turn the light 
on to see physical map showing hidden 
aquatic animals such as lantern fish and 
ship wrecks such as Titanic. The illumi-
nated globe also shows areas of tectonic 
plates of the Earth. Find the “Pacific Ring 
of Fire” showing earthquakes, volcanic 
activity, mountain-building, and oceanic 
trench formation. 10" diameter, 131⁄2"H.
461-12534 $94.99

Maps International Laminated Maps
Exciting maps feature vibrant, eye-pleasing colors. All major towns and 
cities are highlighted and capital cities are clearly shown. The flags and 
population facts and figures make these maps really interactive!   
$24.99 Each                  
346-HM01 Canada. 451⁄4" x 371⁄2" 
346-HM06 World. 511⁄2" x 371⁄2" 

Globemaster
Lightweight and durable, this 12" globe 
is a great tool for any student. The 
smoke black plastic base and semi-
meridian are scratch resistant and 
strong. 12" diameter, 13"W x 16"H.
461-30587 $67.99

The Pioneer Globe
Get a closer look at the world, thanks to 
the gyro-matic mounting that swings up 
or down to bring any area into closer view. 
Vivid colors help to easily distinguish politi-
cal boundaries. Numbered full-meridian and 
gyro assembly. 12" diameter 15"W x 17"H.
461-30801 $119.99

The Explorer Globe
Striking colors invite students of any age
to explore. The Explorer contains more 
than 4,000 place names and distinctive 
political boundary markings. 12" diameter 
13"W x 16"H.
461-30501 $74.99

The EarthBall®
This 16" diameter inflatable globe features a digital mosaic of thousands of 
the latest satellite images from NASA. Includes the 16-page Global Handbook 
that is full of games, activities, vital statistics about Earth and informational 
resources.
012-73626 $31.00
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Advanced World 
Classroom Wall Maps
These brightly colored maps highlight the world with detailed cartography. 
Political maps feature a wealth of valuable information including country and 
state boundaries as well as capitals, major waterways, major cities and the lat-
est international name changes. Physical maps feature innovative shaded relief 
detail. Mounted on roller with backboard. 64" x 49" (164.1cm x 125.6cm).  
Grades 6–12 $289.99 Each
099-UMG27892 Political
099-UMG27886 Physical

500-Piece Jigsaw 
Puzzles
Fun and challenging, these 500-piece 
puzzles feature the same vivid colors 
and fascinating facts and images as 
our Dino’s and Maps International 
maps. Finished puzzles measure 24" 
x 36". $26.99 Each

Dino’s Children’s Illustrated 
Jigsaw Puzzles
346-DP001 World Map 
346-DP003 Solar System 

099-UMG27892

099-UMG27886

Canada & 
World Rolled Laminated Maps
Canada map features capitals and provincial boundaries. World map displays the 
Mercator projection and offers complete coverage, including an inset of Europe. 
28" x 40" (71.8cm x 102.6cm). Set of 2.
099-27150 $29.99

Children’s Illustrated Dino’s Maps
These large, vivid 38" x 54" laminated maps offer a text-book amount 
of information! Find your way through the U.S.A. and Solar System 
maps by using the printed legends. The World, Animals, Prehistoric 
World and Ancient World are filled with labeled elements that will 
spark students’ interest indefinitely. $24.99 Each
346-DM001 Children of the World Illustrated Map
346-DM002 Animals of the World Illustrated Map

Scrunchmap Of Canada
Scrunch and store this very cool water and tear 
resistant Canada map in your pocket, backpack, 
desk or purse! There is no need to fold this 24" x 36" map 
and it lasts a very long time! ScrunchMap is unique and very fun!  
346-SM03 $14.99

Canada & World  
Primary Deskpad 
Maps
These heavy-duty, child friend-
ly maps are laminated with 
a 5mm thick durable surface 
that is markable with a dry 
erase marker or water-soluble 
pen. Conveniently sized maps 
correspond with all of the 
information contained on the Primary 
Classroom Wall Maps and clearly define 
capitals, political boundaries, and time 
zones. World includes Europe inset map. 
13" x 18" (333cm x 46.1cm).
099-15888 Pack of 5 $56.99
099-27264 Pack of 30 $329.99

-

information contained on the Primary 
Classroom Wall Maps and clearly define 
capitals, political boundaries, and time 
zones. World includes Europe inset map. 

$56.99
$329.99
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Natural Disasters Wooden Puzzle Set
Hand-cut wooden jigsaw puzzles show the power of nature. Includes 
Avalanche, Drought, Earthquake, Forest Fire, Flood, Tsunami, Typhoon and 
Volcano Eruption. 18 pieces per puzzle. 15 x 20cm (6" x 8"). Set of 8. Ages 3+
580-JJ650 $29.99

Modern Families Wooden Puzzle Set
Hand-cut wooden jigsaw puzzles depict the diverse family environments that 
children can experience and nurture within. 18 pieces per puzzle. 15 x 20cm (6" x 
8"). Set of 8. Ages 3+
580-JJ632 $29.99

Multi-Ethnic Food Wooden Puzzle Set
From the familiar to the exotic, these wooden jigsaw puzzles feature beautifully 
photographed meals from around the world. 12 pieces per puzzle. 23 x 30.5cm (9" 
x 12"). Set of 6. Ages 3+
354-1248 $89.99

Farm Animals & Their Young Wooden Puzzle Set
Hand-cut wooden jigsaw puzzles include Horse, Goat, Cow, Chicken, Duck, 
Sheep, Dog and Pig. 9–18 pieces per puzzle. 15 x 20cm (6" x 8"). Set of 8. Ages 3+
580-JJ592 $29.99

Cultural Clothing  
Wooden Puzzle Set
Wooden jigsaw puzzles feature children from around the world dressed in 
traditional ethnic clothing. 12 pieces per puzzle. 23 x 30.5cm (9" x 12"). Set of 5. 
Ages 3+
354-11288 $69.99

Multicultural Families Wooden Puzzle Set
Designed to illustrate diversity and help children accurately understand their 
world and respect people from different ethnicities, as well as the importance of 
the multi-generational family unit. 6–12 pieces per puzzle. 23 x 30.5cm (9" x 12"). 
Set of 6. Ages 3+
354-11249 $89.99
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Math Dice Chase
Math Dice Chase tests your ability to quickly 
do mental math. Hurry to roll the dice, call 
out your answer, and pass the dice before you 
get caught with a second pair in front of you! 
Ages 8+
364-315054 $14.99

Scholar’s Choice
Classic Wooden Games
The Scholar’s Choice new classic board games are all hand crafted solid wood 
sets, made from the highest quality materials, and intended to last. Tastefully 
designed, the games are perfect for family game night, and nice enough to 
leave out on display. These games make great gifts and there are several to 
collect and choose from.
518-1776 Dominoes $22.99
518-1338 Shut the Box $24.99
518-1245 Snakes & Ladders $22.99
518-1238 Chess & Checkers $24.99
518-1389 Mind Bender $24.99
518-1393 Tip Tower $18.99
518-1099 Math Squared $24.99
518-1098 Mancala $19.99

Tic Tac Toe
Includes 10 sturdy plastic playing pieces, board and 
rules. 2 players. Ages 6+
502-PR1505 $7.99

Double Six Wooden Dominoes
These hardwood dominoes have a polished, colourfast 
finish with engraved dots. 2-4 players. Ages 7+
502-PR1521  $4.99

Mathable
Your number’s up! Popular letter and word games 
have moved up a notch by using numbers and math! 
These addictive tile-games stimulate and strengthen 
math and laugh skills. Play your tiles making 
math equations—a great game for the 
entire family!          $24.99 Each 
049-5006  Mathable Jr., Ages 5+
049-5004  Mathable, Ages 9+

Smath®
The Game That Makes Math Fun!
Students will love the crossword-puzzle type 
gameplay with bonus point squares! Includes 
gameboard, 184 playing pieces, 4 game racks,  
and rules. 2-4 players. Ages 6+
502-PR5200 $27.99

Make 7™
Try to get your number 
tiles to add up to 7 in any 
direction to win! Includes 
game console base, 52 
number tiles (26 of each 
color), labels, and rules.  
2 players. Ages 3+
502-PR4437 $27.99

Quick Chess
Learn to play the world’s 
favorite game in 10 minutes. 
Now you’re ready to flip the 
board over and play a tradi-
tional game of chess like never 
before! Comes with complete 
chess game, quick chess game, 
quick reference mat to place 
under the game board, and 
rules with 10 levels of play. 2 
players. Ages 6+
502-GT3164  $19.99

Even Steven’s Odd™
The wicked fast dice-rolling game!
The first player to win 6 dice-rolling math challenges 
wins this fast-paced, dice-rolling race! Includes 24 
dice, 40 leveled math challenge cards, and 4 dice 

holders. Develops addition and subtraction 
skills and fosters quick thinking. 2-4 
players. Ages 7+
073-3415 $29.99

Folding 
Cribbage  
With Cards
Players use card com-
binations to peg points 
along the wood crib-
bage board. This hand-
some wood version 
can be played by 2 or 3 
players and folds to a 
handy take-anywhere 
size. Ages 8+
502-PR1810     $14.99

Giant  
Pick-Up 
Sticks
30 colorful 93⁄4"L 
wood pick-up sticks 
in a convenient  
storage can. Ages 6+
502-PR1514    $7.99
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Read My List!™ Game
The Think-Quick Game of Categories and Lists
What do onions, gold, and boxing have in common? 
They’re all types of rings! Listen to a list, remember 
what you heard, then think quick! Win 
points for naming things missing from the 
list, identifying their category, or being the 
last player standing in a Lightning 
Round. Everyone can join the 
fun with two game play levels: 
beginner and advanced. Includes 
200 double-sided cards, game guide, and 
storage box. 3 or more players. Ages 8+
073-2875 $22.99

What Letter Do I Start With?
Race to place your chip on an item that correctly starts with the letter on the card 
in play. The first person to get rid of all their chips is the winner. The 4 double-
sided game boards can be rearranged to keep players on top of their game!  
2-4 players. Ages 6+
409-P25119  $19.99

Link Words
Playing on a vertical grid, the 
object of the game is to score 
points–one point for each letter 
of any word formed or word 
within the words formed in any 
direction. Ages 7+
518-1153 $12.99

Rory’s Story Cubes®       
Let Your Imagination Roll Wild!
This pocket-sized creative story generator provides hours of imaginative play 
for all ages. With Rory’s Story Cubes, anyone can become a great storyteller and 
there are no wrong answers. Simply roll the cubes and let the pictures spark your 
imagination! No reading required. 1 or more players. Ages 8+ 
501-318 Rory’s Story Cubes $11.99
501-319 Rory’s Story Cubes-Actions $11.99
501-320 Rory’s Story Cubes–Voyages $11.99
501-330 Rory’s Story Cubes–Mix 1 $5.99
501-340 Rory’s Story Cubes–Mix 2 $5.99

Scrabble®
Scrabble, the classic 
crossword game, is full-on fun 
for friends and family. You can 
feel the excitement begin as soon as 
you rack up your letters, choose a 
great word, and hope to land on 
a triple-word score. Play the 
popular Scrabble game the 
classic way as you take on 
opponents head-to-head, for a 
challenging and fun time whether 
you’re a beginner or an expert.
211-A816600 $36.00

Blurt!®
The Uproarious Word  
Race Game!

Think fast! Players take turns 
reading clues aloud, competing 

to blurt out the correct answer first 
and move ahead on the board. The 

firstperson or team to circle the board wins. 
Sounds simple, right? But as the race for the 

right word heats up, and the blurting gets bois-
terous, it’s easy to get tongue-tied! Blurt is a great 

vocabulary builder for kids. 3-12 players. Ages 7+
073-2917 $29.99

Blurt!

Think fast! Players take turns 
reading clues aloud, competing 

to blurt out the correct answer first 
and move ahead on the board. The 

firstperson or team to circle the board wins. 
Sounds simple, right? But as the race for the 

right word heats up, and the blurting gets bois
terous, it’s easy to get tongue-tied! Blurt is a great 

vocabulary builder for kids. 3-12 players. 
073-2917

Bananagrams
The Award-Winning word game that 
needs no pencil, paper or bulky
board. FAST and FUN! One hand can be 
played in as little as 5 minutes. Great for 
free time, on a rainy day or for centre 
activities. Ages 7+
891-00115 Bananagrams $22.99 
891-DBAN003 Double Bananagrams $36.99 
891-MFB001 My First Bananagrams $24.99
891-PEB001 Party Edition  

Bananagrams NEW! $24.99

Appletters™
The domino game where you don’t connect the 
dots… you connect the letters! Ages 6+ 
891-AP001 $18.99

Word-A-Melon™
Players take turns rolling the 
die, flipping the letter chips 
and creating words with the 
overturned letters. The unused letters 
get flipped back over so players 
must be sure to use their melon to 
remember where they are! The player  
with the most chips wins the game!  
2-4 players. Ages 6+
891-WAM001 $29.99

Frida’s Fruit Fiesta™ Game
Spin the letter spinners, search your nest card for a 
match, squeeze the matching alpha-fruit with the 
toucan squeezers, and place it in your nest. Find four 

alpha-fruits in a row first and you win! 
Includes 26 letter fruit bowls,  

1 tropical bird squeezer, triple 
spinner, and 4 letter cards. 
Ages 4+
073-3412 $29.99
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Farkle
The Classic Dice-Rolling,
Risk-Taking Game™
Take a risk, and keep rolling to 
build your score. Or play it safe 
so you don’t lose your points in a 
Farkle. It’s a fight to the finish in 
this fabulously fun game of strat-
egy and luck!  2 or more players. 
Grades 3+ 
502-PAT6910 $14.99

Rubiks Cube 3x3 
Turn each side in a combination of 
moves returning it to 6 solid 
colored sides. Ages 6+
278-RK6100 $16.99

Coggy
Folding, clicking puzzle of arrang-
ing gears to match challenge cards. 
Encourages visual-spatial skills, 
critical thinking, logic Get your 
mental gears spinning faster with 
each challenge! Includes Coggy, 
40 challenge cards  Ages 6+
502-FBT2104 $22.99

Honeycombs the Game
The object of Honeycombs™ is to connect your tiles 
together by matching their symbols.  The more matches 
you make the more points you earn. The honeybee is wild 
and can be connected with any symbol. Honeycombs™ 
has three unique ways to play, each varying in speed and 
competitiveness. Ages 7+
557-0080500 $24.99

Eye N Seek by Blue Orange Games
Flip a card and then spin the wheel to find its match-
ing icon in the windows. Make sure to pay attention 
and search quickly- it's a race! Spot the match before 
your opponents to win the round and a point. 6 

double-sided wheels, 100 icon cards, 3 levels, 
and 6 rules to play create challenging search-

ing fun for all ages. Ages 6+
163-05300  $18.99

Sushi Go! 
Game by Gamewright
Pass the sushi! In this fast-playing 
card game, the goal is to grab the 
best combination of sushi dishes 
as they whiz by. Score points for 
making the most maki rolls or for 
collecting a full set of sashimi. Dip 
your favorite nigiri in wasabi to 
triple its value. But be sure to leave 
room for dessert or else you’ll eat 
into your score! Gather the most 
points and consider yourself the 
sushi master!  Ages 8+
501-249D $22.99

Pipeline Game
Tap into hours of fun with 
this 3D strategy game! Build 
a pipeline to connect to the 
opposite side of the board be-
fore your opponents. Ages 4+
518-1318  $16.99

3D Snakes & Ladders
Climb the ladders, slide down the 
snakes. Can you be the first to Reach 
home? Ages 5+
518-1380 $16.99

Humpty 
Dumpty Game
The Wall Game is the perfect 
skill and action game for players 
young and old! Players take 
turns pushing out bricks, trying 
not to tip the character off the 
wall.  How many bricks can you 
remove before Humpty Dumpty 
“has a great fall”? Ages 4+
518-1587 $22.99

Cosmo
Push the colored balls and pop them into empty 
spots to fit each one with its matching, colored 
ring.-Mix them up for a new challenge. Stress 
relieving and easy to manipulate. Ages 4+
518-1798 $12.99

557-0080500557-0080500 $24.99

Kanoodle Head to Head
Who can Kanoodle quicker? Put your pals to 
the test, with this two-person Kanoodle 
battle!  Silly slide a challenge card 
into the board, place the 
pieces shown on the card, 
and then race to fit 
the remaining pieces 
into your board-
before your buddy 
does! Think you have the winning configuration? Launch 
your opponent’s Kannodle with the press of a button for 
the ultimate check-mate and claim your victory!  Ages 7+
073-3036 $29.99
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Shelby’s Snack Shack Game®
A counting game bone-anza!
Shelby buried bones all over the beach, 
and she needs your help collecting them! 
Spin the first spinner to determine your 
play and the second spinner to see how 
many bones you win or lose. Then, use the 
Shelby Squeezer to pick up the bones and 
put them in your bowl. Collect the most 
bones to win! 2-4 players. Ages 4+
073-3408 $29.99

The Sneaky, Snacky 
Squirrel Game!®
Your forest friends are hungry and 
they need your help! Spin the spinner, 
squeeze the matching colored acorn 
with your Squirrel Squeezers, and place 
it into your log. Be the first to fill your 
log with delicious acorns and you win! 
You could also spin “pick an acorn,” 
“steal an acorn,” or “lose an acorn,” so 
be strategic, little squirrel! 2-4 players. 
Ages 3-5
073-3405 $29.99

Sneaky, Snacky  
Squirrel Card Game™
Your furry forest friends are hungry 
and they need your help! Race 
the other players to squirrel away 
the most acorn cards and win this 
nutty, fast-action, color-matching 
game. 80 cards.
073-3404   $13.99

Balance Beans
Carefully place the colourful Beans on the Seesaw to keep it from teetering. 
When you balance the Seesaw, you are actually balancing and equation! As the 
challenges get harder, you’ll rely less on trial and error – and more on math and 
reasoning skills. Ages 5+
364-011406 $29.99

Magnutto® The Mood Match™ Game
What if a visual perception game, storytelling challenge and memory contest all 
came together in a grand adventure that inspired silly stories and boosted kids’ 
emotional IQ? Players get to find it, tell it, remember it while playing a game board 
you just gotta see. FUN way to develop the next skills that build EQ. Ages 5+
278-NTOA2289XX $27.99

Dragon Dash
In this co-operative game, players 
must build a safe path across the 
kingdom while dashing past diving 
dragons! Will you make it before 
you run out of resources? Or will the 
dragons be victorious? Ages 5+
502-17807 $19.99

Yoga Spinner
Yoga Spinner is a delightful introduc-
tion to yoga that encourages teamwork 
and healthy physical activity. Give the 
spinner a whirl and perform the pose 
on the corresponding Yoga Pose card. 
Ages 5+
364-018429 $22.99

The Memory Palace 
Cooperative
Players explore their imaginations 
and test their memories while creat-
ing silly stories about 27 different 
animal tokens. Ages 5+
886-GMC10 $24.99

I SPY® Dig In 
Race the clock, it’s not so hard! Dig out 6 objects 
and place on your card. When each player has gone 
ALL IN, match one more for the win! Kids practice 

literacy, coordination, and social skills 
as they race to match the images 

on their cards with objects from 
the bowl. I SPY Dig In is the 
great game of frantic finding! 
2-4 players. Ages 5+
056-6101 $34.99

Mole Rats In Space™ 
Cooperative Game
Players work together to help the Mole Rats gather their equipment and make it 
to their escape pod before time runs out! Climb the ladders, slip down air-shafts, 
but don't get bitten by the snakes. 2-4 players. Ages 7+
886-GMC20 $24.99
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Set Card Game
The object of the game is 
to find sets of three cards 
each that are all the same 
or are all different in terms 
of their colours, shapes, 
number of symbols, or 
shading of symbols. In this 
fast-paced game everyone 
plays at once so the action 
never stops! Ages 6+
848-SET100  $16.99

4 In A Row
A great rendition of the traditional classic game, 
this Four in a Row game provides hours of fun. 
Includes storage trays in the base and the play 
grid separates from the base for easy set up of a 
new game. For 2 players. Comes with instruction 
manual. Ages 5+
518-1546 $12.99

Sea Battle
Sea Battle is a fun game of strategy for two 
players. Bombard and Sink your opponent’s 
warships to win the battle. The game board 
converts to a handy carrying case. 2 players. 
Ages 6+
518-1917 $12.99

Bingo
This kit contains a small high 
quality bingo cage, bingo 
mastercard, 18 bingo chips and 
bingo balls numbered 1-75. 
Metal cage is vinyl coated for 
extra durability. This cage mea-
sures 8" x 8" x 8" high.
502-PP38514 $42.99

Code Programming Game Series
A series of games designed to build the mental 
skills needed to fully grasp the concept of cod-
ing. All of the games are screen-free for a unique, 
unplugged play experience. Each game has 40 
challenges that use your problem-solving skills to 
finish. Ages 8+ $24.99 Each

On the Brink 364-1901 
Rover Control 364-1902  
Robot Repair  364-1903
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Code Programming Game Series
A series of games designed to build the mental 
skills needed to fully grasp the concept of cod
ing. All of the games are screen-free for a unique, 
unplugged play experience. Each game has 40 
challenges that use your problem-solving skills to 
finish. Ages 8+
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Robot 
Repair 

364-1903

Temple  
Connection™
Can you solve this ancient mystery and place 
the right roads and bridges on the board 
to create paths that connect the beautiful 
temples? Figure out which floors to connect 
and which puzzle pieces you need to solve 
the 80 challenges! 1 player. Ages 7+
364-519881 $29.99

Code Master
Use programming logic to help your 
Avatar collect power crystals and land at 
the portal. Think carefully in each of the 
60 levels, only one specific sequence of 
actions will lead to success. Ages 8+
364-735362 $29.99

Maze Racers
Players use magnetic walls and a good dose of creativity to build the most wicked 
maze that will leave their opponent scrambling to find their way out. When the 
time is up, both sides swap their maze boards and a furious race starts! By tilting 
their board, each player steers a ball through the maze as quick as they can in an 
effort to complete it first. Ages 8+
827-FOXMAZE $49.99

Jump In’™
Can you help the rabbits jump to safety? Use 
other rabbits, mushrooms and even the moving 
foxes to jump around and hide the rabbits in 
their holes. A unique sliding – and jumping – 
puzzle game that features 60 challenges and a 
portable carrying case. 1 player. Ages 7+
364-519898 $19.99
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Classroom Café™ Dining Play Set
Includes everything you need to set up a café-themed imaginative play area in 
your classroom–with a green twist! Each adorable and sturdy piece is made of 
100% food-grade recycled plastic. 60 pieces. Ages 2+
073-1881   $114.99

Pretend & Play® Kitchen Set
This 76-piece set includes a 3-piece juicer, a 4 place setting dish set, 4 medium 
plates, mixing bowl, timer, serving utensils, a colander, 8 cookie cutters, a dish 
rack and more. Ages 3–6
219-9157   $69.99

5-N-1 Kitchen Centre
All basic kitchen needs and spacious storage are found in this one unit. 
Features durable plastic handles, burners, microwave, and removable 
sink tray! 100% Healthy Kids Plywood and our exclusive Tuff-Gloss™ UV 
finish. GREENGUARD® Gold certified. Full length Pinch-Me-Not™ hinges 
and doors for added safety. Lifetime warranty. 102cmH x 102cmW x 
41cmD (40" x 40" x 16".) $784.99 Each 
172-10800 With Red Sink & Knobs  
172-10800BN  With Brown Sink & Knobs

Classic Appliances
Realistic play with 4 burner stove. Sink has 
removable water pan. Refrigerator and 
cupboard offer plenty of storage. All surfaces 
and backs are 100% Healthy Kids Plywood 
with our exclusive Tuff-Gloss™ UV finish. 
GREENGUARD® Gold certified. Full length 
Pinch-Me-Not™ hinges. Full length Tip-Not™ 
doors for added safety. 
Range & Sink:  61cmH x 49.5cmW x  
 38cmD (24" x 191⁄2" x 15")
Hutch Top:  30.5cmH x  
 49.5cmW x 13cmD   
 (12" x 191⁄2" x 5")
Hutch Bottom:  61cmH x 49.5cmW x 38cmD 
 (24" x 191⁄2" x 15")
Refrigerator:  91.5cmH x 49.5cmW x 38cmD
 (36" x 191⁄2" x 15")

Brown Hardware & Sink
172-10100BN  Range 15.8kg (35 lb) $314.99 
172-10200BN  Sink 15.8kg (35 lb) $304.99 
172-20700BN  Hutch 20kg (44 lb) $314.99 
172-10400BN  Refrigerator 20kg (44 lb) $324.99 
172-10002BN  Set of all 4 71.6kg (158 lb) $1,239.99 

Brown Hardware & Sink
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Facilitating Collaborative Learning By 
Moving From Rows To Groups

Many teachers are making the move away from arranging 
desks in rows toward clustering desks in small groups. These 
arrangements are learner-centered and encourage deeper 
collaboration between students.

Are you considering switching up your seating plan? Here are 
some of the benefits of group or cluster seating
• Promotes cooperation and teamwork
• Helps create a classroom community
• Easier for teacher to move around the classroom
• Develops communication skills
• Groups help make learning fun! Working with friends 

inspires students and helps them engage.

ead more on our log  www.tpop.ca

Advice - Inspiration - Expertise - Follow us!

My Perfect Classroom Versa 
Space Book Hook
285-MPCF1831 $649.99

Combine a cozy reading space and book 

storage for a perfect combination! Display 

books on one side while children enjoy a quiet 

space to read on the other.

NEW

Modern Casual Sofas & Chairs
by Brand New World  Starting at $299.99

Built with sturdy hardwood frames, 

comfortable dense foam, and upholstered 

with premium coverings. Designed and built 

for everyday use, with durability, quality 

and comfort in mind. Provides comfortable 

seating in a modern, compact design. 1.5” legs 

make the seat height a comfortable 13 1/2”.

NEW

scholarschoice.ca • 1-800-265-1095

Ship To The Store For FREE!

1. Place your order online.
2. Select shipping option at checkout.
3. Pick your order up in-store!

www.scholarschoice.ca/sc_ship_to_store
19 locations across Canada. Check back cover for details.
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The Tech Tub2® holds iPads®, Chromebooks™ or a combination of both
Tech Tub2®
Features include:

13"H x 121⁄2"W x 161⁄4"D
463-FTT600   Premium Tech Tub2® holds 6 devices $299.99

291⁄2"H x 121⁄2"W x 161⁄4"D
463-FTT1000   Premium Tech Tub2® holds 10 devices  $524.99
463-FTT1000USB   Model with 10 port syncing USB hub (for iPads®)  $659.99

Tech Tub2® Trolleys
Features include:
• Adjustble handle
• Ideal for transporting small quantities of devices
• Durable 3" casters

353⁄4"H x 143⁄4"W x 191⁄2"D
463-FTT1010   Trolley holds 10 devices $569.99
463-FTT1010USB   Model with 10 port syncing USB hub (for iPads®) $679.99

Tech Tub2® Carts
Modular Cart System features include:
• Two handles for ease of mobility
• Tubs break apart using clips
• Ideal for sharing small sets of devices
• 3" locking casters
• Power timer for charging (requires 1 outlet)
• 2 lower tub sets are permanently connected together (FTT632)

43"H x 34"W x 19"D
463-FTT624   Tech Tub2® Modular Cart holds  

24 devices  $1,449.99
463-FTT624USB   Model with 10 port syncing USB   

hub (for iPads®) $2,269.99

50"H x 34"W x 19"D
463-FTT632   Tech Tub2® Modular Cart holds 

32 devices  $1,799.99
463-FTT632USB   Model with 10 port syncing USB   

hub (for iPads®)  $2,499.99

Premium Cart features include:
• High security
• 2 lower tub sets are permanently connected  

together
• Lock all the tubs in the cart with one lock
• Top shelf for laptops or other instructional uses
• Power timer for charging  (requires 1 outlet)
• 4" locking casters

471⁄2"H x 34"W x 26"D
463-FTT432   Tech Tub2® Premium Cart holds  

32 devices  $2,199.99
463-FTT432USB   Model with 10 port syncing USB   

hub (for iPads®) $2,799.99

2 lower tub sets are permanently connected together (FTT632)

43"H x 34"W x 19"D

• Ergonomic handles and flip-up  
handle

• Adjustable shelves
• Internal cable organizers
• 6 outlet internal power strip

• Cable management hooks on back
• Mounting hardware to secure tub to  

a surface
• 3-point door lock with 2 keys

353⁄4"H x 143⁄4"W x 191⁄2"D
463-FTT606 Trolley holds 6 devices  $374.99



Reverse Side

Premium
Teach ‘n’ Go Cart
Developed specifically for the teacher on the move. This cart has a sturdy 
frame with 5" (13 cm) casters to make mobility a breeze throughout the school. 
Accommodates teaching needs from K to Grade 8.
•  Magnetic Dry Erase Board 24" x 40" (61.5cm x 102.6cm) with 2 adjustable hooks  
 for chart paper/accessories
• Sliding tubs with Safety Stops plus a  locking bar to secure personal items
• 2 Stubby Tubby & 2 Open tubs Lifetime warranty on tubs and five-years 
 on frame
• 281⁄2"W x 39"L x 68"H
463-TAG $499.99 

Teacher Trolley
Resource teachers will love this trolley; with storage, a new book ledge, and even 
a place for file folders, everything is ready to move! 
Features:
•  New built-in book and marker ledge
• Removable magnetic dry-erase white board
• Chart hooks to hang work in progress, and to teach lessons on chart paper
• Hanging pockets for additional storage
• 3 Small Open Tubs
• 1 Open Tub and 3 Tiny Tubs
• Rungs for handling file folders (folders not included)
463-LLS100 $244.99 

On-Wall Charging Center
The On-Wall Charging Center is an affordable charging and storage solution 
for up to 10 iPads®, 11" Chromebooks™ and other tablets. The space-saving 
design makes it easy for teachers and students to manage devices and keeps 
devices, cords and adapters up out of the way.
Features:
•  Holds all generations of iPads®, most 11" Chromebooks™ and other tablets
• Easily mounts to walls (mounting hardware not included)
• Removable divider helps make cable set up quick
• 10 outlet power strip with surge protector
• Cable clips to keep cords lined up with devices
• Designed for wall-mounted use only
463-WCC1000 $234.99 
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Reverse Side

Regal™ Reading/Writing Centre
Measures 31"W x 28"D x 57"H. 10-year frame and lifetime tub warranty.
Features:
• Removable magnetic dry-erase board
• 4 sliding tubs with safety stops
• “Ultra-Safe” Premium Book Ledge  locks into various positions
• Snap-on chart paper/accessory hooks
• Large 3" casters for easy movement
• Foot-Activated Brake Mechanism
463-RC107 $334.99 

Premium Royal® 
Inspiration Station
Designed in collaboration with educators, this unit 
incorporates many innovative features to make 
teaching easier and more efficient.  
• Slide-out board enlarges work space by 15"W
• Height adjustable magnetic dry erase board
• Removable/adjustable 24" x 36" lined magnetic 
 dry erase board
• Sliding tubs for better access with Safety Stops
• 1 Really Big Tub
• 8 Open Tubs
• 2 Large Divided Book Tubs
• 8 Tiny Tubs for markers, etc.
• Top shelf for teacher
• Telescoping accessory hooks for pocket charts
• Snap-on chart paper/accessory hooks
• Large 3" casters for easy movement
• Foot-Activated Brake Mechanism
• Lifetime frame and tub warranty
• Measures 30"W x 30"D x 611⁄2"-641⁄2"H.
463-IS3 $674.99 

Slide out 
board for 
additional 
work space

Side View

Reverse Side

463-IS3 

Royal® Reading/Writing Centre
Helping you teach more efficiently while engaging your students, this award-
winning center is an essential teaching tool for all primary and junior classes.
• Removable/adjustable 24" x 36" lined magnetic dry-erase board
• Magnetic Dry Erase Surface
• 4 sliding tubs with safety stops
• “Ultra-Safe” Premium Book Ledge locks into various positions
• Big book rack keeps books upright
• Snap-on chart paper/accessory hooks
• Shelf with 2 Tiny Tubs
• Large 3" casters for easy movement
• Foot-Activated Brake Mechanism
• 10-year frame and lifetime tub warranty
• Measures 31"W x 28"D x 57"H
463-RC105 $439.99   $395.99  

Foot
Activated 

Brake

Magnetic dry erase 
lined board flips to 

blank side, hangs long
or wide.

Big Book Rack
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Double Sided 
Bamboo Teaching Easel
This beautifully crafted product, with a wide ledge for books and markers, will 
enhance any child’s learning experience. The four deep-bottomed ECO Tubs and 
double-sided easel frame with magnetic whiteboards are made from recycled 
materials. Four locking casters for easy mobility and the included chart paper 
hooks hold charts and posters in place. Bamboo was chosen for its sustainability, 
being one of the fastest growing plants on Earth. 3 year warranty on frame and life-
time warranty on tubs. Measures 31"W x 38"D x 57"H (79.5cm x 97.4cm x 146.1cm).
463-BE1 $489.99 

Deluxe Chart Stand
Hang chart paper and pocket charts all from one stand. 24"W x 33"L doublesided 
magnetic dry erase surface is height adjustable in 3" increments. Features lock-
ing/adjustable Big Book ledge with Safety Caps, two telescoping hooks for pocket 
charts up to 49" wide, four locking casters, and snap on chart hooks. Includes 
two open tubs with lifetime warranty. Ten-year frame warranty. Includes tubs and 
bookledge. Frame measures 50"-65"H x 26"W x 251⁄4"D. Weight 35 lbs.
463-CS700 $269.99  

Primary Teaching Easel
Make your classroom come alive with our Primary Teaching Easel.  Designed 
for teacher or student, it makes an ideal interactive learning station.  This easel 
features a 71cmW x 101cmL (28" x 40") magnetic dry erase board, Ultra-safe 
premium book ledge which locks into various positions, 61cm x 81cm (24" x 32") 
adjustable felt board, internal Big Book storage, four small storage tubs with 
lifetime warranty, two each chart paper and accessory hooks, four locking casters 
and ten-year frame warranty. Frame measures 76cmW x 71cmD x 145cmH (30" x 
28" x 57"). Ages 3-9
463-PTE78   $334.99 

Internal Big Book 
Storage

Felt board at 
lowest position.

Early Learning Station
Two magnetic whiteboards 84cmH x 58.5cmW (33" x 23") one lined, roll-up felt 
with corner ties and magnets 79cm x 56cm (31" x 22"), locking/adjustable Big 
Bookk ledge with Safety Caps™. Snap-On chart paper accessory hooks, four 5cm 
(2") locking casters. Measures 63.5cmW x 71cmD x 122cmH (25" x 28" x 48".)  
Ages 3-9
463-ELS1   $294.99 



Library on
Wheels™
This sturdy cart was
designed for schools and
classrooms making the
transportation of
books easy and
effortless – ideal for
literacy programs,
reading stations, and
room-to-room book sharing.
Features include:
•  9 Divided Tubs with adhesive label holders
•  5" heavy duty casters, 2 locking with brakes
•  Frame measures 109cm (43")W x 46cm (18")D x 102cm (40")H
•  Tubs measure 38cm (15")L x 30.5cm (12")W x 15cm (6")D 
•  Lifetime Tub Warranty
•  10-Year Frame Warranty
463-LW430 $389.99 

Book Browser Cart
This newly updated cart offers endless organization possibilities within classrooms and libraries! 
The choice of having the top two racks angled or regular is ideal for lower age groups and sup-
ports their ability to easily view and interact with Tub contents. Features include:
•  6 Divided Tubs, 3 Open Tubs
•  Top and middle rows can be assembled so tubs sit on an angle
•  2" locking casters keep cart in place even if bumped
•  Frame measures 104cm (41")W x 43cm (17")D x 91.4cm (36")H
•  Tubs measure 38cm (15")L x 30.5cm (12")W x 15cm (6")D 
•  Lifetime Tub Warranty
•  10-Year Frame Warranty
463-BB0059 $224.99 

463-BB0059

463-BB00591

Royal® Divided 
Book Storage Tubs
We are doing more with milk… now with recycled milk bottles, our 
tubs are CPSIA approved and are designed for book storage, and 
patented divided design keeps books upright.
•  Ideal for library and classroom book storage
•  Divided Tub Measures 15"L x 12"W x 6"D
•  Lifetime Tub Warranty $11.99 Each
463-CC4069B Blue
463-CC4069G Green
463-CC4069R Red

463-CC4069Y Yellow
463-CC4069C Clear

Royal® Small 
Storage Tubs
We are doing more with milk… now with recycled milk bottles,  
our tubs are CPSIA approved and are ready to store everything 
from lessons to manipulatives to organize classrooms.
•  General deep tub storage
•  Small Open Tub Measures 15"L x 8.5"W x 6"D
•  Lifetime Tub Warranty
$7.99    $6.50 Each
463-CC4070B Blue
463-CC4070G Green

463-CC4070R Red
463-CC4070Y Yellow

New design  
allows tubs on 
top and middle 

rows to sit at an 
angle for easier 

viewing.
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Royal® Large  
Open Storage Tubs
We are doing more with milk… now with recycled milk bottles, our 
tubs are CPSIA approved and are ready to store everything from 
lessons to manipulatives to organize classrooms.
•  General deep tub storage
•  Open Tub Measures 15"L x 12"W x 6"D
•  Lifetime Tub Warranty
$9.99   $8.99 Each
463-CC4068B Blue
463-CC4068G Green
463-CC4068R Red

463-CC4068Y Yellow
463-CC4068C Clear
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Open Front Desk 
with Metal Book Box
A new take on an old school 
design! Sleek chrome legs are 
adjustable in one inch incre-
ments from 24"H to 301⁄2"H to 
accommodate growing chil-
dren. Desks feature self-leveling 
nylon swivel glides to keep the 
desk flat, even when the floor 
isn't. Surface area 24" x 18". 
Ships ready-to-assemble.
598-24103 Oak $99.99

Bouncy Bands®
Wiggle While You Work!
Bouncy Bands discreetly soothes student anxiety, frustration, and hyperactivity, 
and helps Active Learners fidget without distracting others. Made with heavy-
duty rubber, Bouncy Bands stretches to fit chairs with a distance of 13"–18" 
between the chair legs, or desks that are 20"–28" wide. Support pipes keep the 
Bouncy Bands at the perfect height, and prevent it from sliding down to the 
floor. 100% latex free.

Bouncy Bands  
for Chairs
$21.99 Each
047-BBCB Blue
047-BBCBK Black

Bouncy Bands discreetly soothes student anxiety, frustration, and hyperactivity, 

Bouncy Bands  
for Desks
$22.99 Each
047-BBDB Blue
047-BBDBK Black

Kore™ Wobble Chair
Designed with a gently rounded bottom, the innovative Wobble Chair allows 
one’s knee’s, hips and back to find comfortable and ever-changing positions, 
unlike regular chairs. Ideal for children with ADD or ADHD as it provides an outlet 
for restlessness and extra energy! 11" seat diameter. Made in the USA. 

Teen Wobble Chair
181⁄2" seat height.            
$124.99 Each 
095-588  Dark Grey   
095-589  Dark Blue   
095-598  Black

 Classroom Furniture

Designed with a gently rounded bottom, the innovative Wobble Chair allows 

Red

Blue

Black

Grey

Grow With Me™ Kids 
Adjustable Wobble Chair
The new adjustable height version gives kids 
of all heights the chance to experience the 
Wobble Chair! Max weight 280 lbs. 11" seat 
diameter. 151⁄2"-211⁄2" chair height.  
$159.99 Each 
095-2112   Red 095-2560   Black
095-2113   Blue 095-2590   Grey

Active  
Sitting!

Fit Ball Chair with Back
All the healthy benefits of sitting on a ball, with 
the mobility and stability of an office chair. The 
Revolutionary & Ergonomic Fit Ball Chair with 
Back Support is the very best you can find. Great 
for those seeking weight loss, increasing fitness, 
healing injuries and back pain, physio training 
or practicing stability, yoga, and pilates. This 
Fit Ball Chair has a sturdy back support with a 
height of 22" off the ground, providing a comfy 
and beneficial way of sitting at work. The stabi-
lized bars and chair hold the gym ball in place to 
prevent one from rolling out of their seat. Back 
support can be removed in 30 seconds allowing 
you to use the chair for exercises.
918-L9071 $169.99 

Squishy Gel Cushions
Our new Gel Cushions let kids wiggle while staying in place, improving concentra-
tion and attention skills. Choice of Fishey Gel Cushion and Bumpy Gels Cushion. 
Perfect for circle time, floor time, dinner time, homework, school work, desk 
work, test taking and more. Washes clean with mild soap and water. 9" diameter. 
Ages 3–9  
262-CF4635 Fishy Gel Cushion  $44.99
262-CF4636 Bumpy Gel Cushion  $44.99

262-CF4635 262-CF4636

Lean-N-Learn Wedge Cushion
Cushion puts children into an “active” sitting  
position. With the pelvis at a slight “anterior  
tilt” (tilted forward), the chest and shoulders  
are encouraged to open up to a more alert  
and engaged learning position. With the  
option for tactile input (one side smooth and the  
other is bumpy) this is the miracle wedge your kids  
must have! Increase or decrease the amount of air you  
place inside for the perfect seating arrangement. Easily inflatable by mouth.
262-BA2483 10" x 10", Green. Ages 4–10 $44.99
262-BA1883 13" x 13", Blue. Ages 8–12 $44.99

with Metal Book Box

dren. Desks feature self-leveling 
nylon swivel glides to keep the 

$99.99

Lean-N-Learn Wedge Cushion
Cushion puts children into an “active” sitting 
position. With the pelvis at a slight “anterior 
tilt” (tilted forward), the chest and shoulders 
are encouraged to open up to a more alert 
and engaged learning position. With the 
option for tactile input (one side smooth and the 
other is bumpy) this is the miracle wedge your kids 
must have! Increase or decrease the amount of air you 
place inside for the perfect seating arrangement. Easily inflatable by mouth.
262-BA2483
262-BA1883

Oak

Junior Wobble Chair
16" seat height.
$119.99 Each 
095-610  Black 
095-612  Red
095-613  Blue
095-614  Green

Kids Wobble Chair
14" seat height.
$99.99 Each 
095-112  Red
095-113  Blue
095-115  Green
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Rectangular Tables Table Size Price
598-14106 61cm x 91cm (24" x 36") $229.99 
598-14107 61cm x 122cm (24" x 48") $229.99 
598-14108 61cm x 152cm (24" x 60") $299.99 
598-14109 61cm x 183cm (24" x 72") $324.99 
598-14110 76cm x 122cm (30" x 48") $299.99 
598-14111 76cm x 152cm (30" x 60") $299.99 
598-14112 76cm x 183cm (30" x 72") $364.99 
598-14113 91cm x 183cm (36" x 72") $419.99 

Round Tables    
598-14114 91cm (36") Diameter $269.99 
598-14115 122cm (48") Diameter $349.99 

Square Tables    
598-14116 76cm x 76cm (30" x 30") $229.99 
598-14117 122cm x 122cm (48" x 48") $429.99 

Trapezoid Tables   
598-14119 76cm x 152cm (30" x 60") $324.99 

Shape Tables   
598-14102 Flower 152cm (60") Diameter $464.99 
598-14103 Horseshoe 152cm x 168cm (60" x 66") $599.99 
598-14104 Kidney 122cm x 183cm (48" x 72") $469.99 

 Table Top T-Mould Leg Colour
GBL  Gray Table Blue T-Mould Blue Leg
GBK  Gray Table Black T-Mould Black Leg
MMBL Maple Table Maple T-Mould Black Leg
MMGN  Maple Table Maple T-Mould Green Leg
MMRD  Maple Table Maple T-Mould Red Leg
MMYE  Maple Table Maple T-Mould Yellow Leg
MMBK  Maple Table Maple T-Mould Black Leg
MBBK  Maple Table Black T-Mould Black Leg
OKBK  Oak Table Black T-Mould Black Leg
RDBK  Red Table Black T-Mould Black Leg
BLBK  Blue Table Black T-Mould Black Leg

GBL GBK MM MB OKBK

Laminate/T-Mould Combos

Adjustable Color-Band  
Activity Tables™
• Adjustable 1.125" (2.9cm) thick activity  tables  
 feature Stain-resistant and easy to clean  
 laminate on both sides.  
• Adjustable Legs available in 3 different  
 size ranges:  
 Standard 48cm-76cm (19"-30"),  
 Toddler 38cm-58cm (15"-23"),  
 Chunky 38cm-61cm (15"-24") 
• Specify T-Mould and Leg Colour. Specify  
 Leg Type (maple tables come only with  
 maple T-Mould and coloured legs or black  
 T-Mould with black legs.)

To choose your table, simply add your  
specifications to the end of the item number.
Ex: 598-14106-GRD-SS = Gray Rectangular  
61cm x 91cm (24" x 36")
Table with Red T-Mould and standard legs  
with swivel glides

Choose Your Table Configuration:

598-14102 598-14103 598-14104 598-14106 598-14107

598-14108 598-14109 598-14110 598-14111 598-14112

598-14113 598-14114 598-14115 598-14116 598-14117 598-14119

Leg Type
C Chunky Leg
TB Toddler Leg, Ball Glides
TS Toddler Leg, Swivel Glides
SB Standard Leg, Ball Glides
SS Standard Leg, Swivel Glides

TB
SS

C
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Red-RD, Yellow-YE, Blue-BL, Green-GN, Burgundy-BY, Navy-NV,
Hunter Green-HG, Purple-PU, and Sand-SD
598-0192-XX 25.5cmH (10") Seat height $49.99 
598-0193-XX 30.5cmH (12") Seat height $52.99 
598-0194-XX 35.5cmH (14") Seat height $54.99 
598-0195-XX 40.5cmH (16") Seat height $61.99 

Stackable  
School  
Chairs™
•  Scratch-resistant  
 chrome legs or  
•  Durable ball glides  
 protect floors
•  Moulded seat with  
 vented back 
•  Reinforced ribbing  
 in back and under seat
•  16 gauge tubular steel legs
•  Add -SG to Item # for standard  
 Swivel Glides 

25.4cm (10") Bucket:  
27.3cmD x 27cmW (103⁄4"D x 105⁄8"W)
30cm-40cm (12"-16") Bucket: 33cmD x 33cmW (131⁄8"D x 131⁄8"W)
XX = Specify Colour

* Ball glides not recommended for use on laminate or hardwood floors.

Table & Chair Heights That Work Together
 Table Height       Chair Seat Height
40.5cm to 43cm (16" to 17") 20cm to 25cm (8" to 10") Ages 2–3
46cm to 48cm (18" to 19") 25cm to 30cm (10" to 12") Ages 21⁄2–3
51cm (20") 25cm to 35cm (10" to 14") Ages 3–6
53cm to 56cm (21" to 22") 30cm to 35cm (12" to 14") Ages 4–8
58cm to 61cm (23" to 24") 35cm to 41cm (14" to 16") Ages 7–10
63cm to 66cm (25" to 26") 41cm to 46cm (16" to 18") Ages 10+

Red Yellow Blue Navy Sand
Ball Glide

Flexi-Felt
Protect your floors and save on maintenance with 

Flexi-Felt for chair legs. Guaranteed for 5 years.
4/pkg. $6.99      100/pkg. $174.99

539-6125 539-6331

Table & Chair Sets
These sets are the perfect solution for your classroom, day care, home or office! 

We've removed the guess work by grouping the correct size, coordinating colour, 
and appropriate quantity of chairs per table. You choose the Leg/Glide style and 
colour. Gray Table Sets feature coloured edgebanding with matching chairs. Ma-
ple and Oak Table Sets feature black edgebanding and come with Navy Chairs.

24" x 48" Rectangular Tables
598-14107P6X10-XX Table with six 10" chairs $504.99 
598-14107P4X12-XX Table with four 12" chairs $419.99 
598-14107P4X14-XX Table with four 14" chairs $429.99 
598-14107P4X16-XX Table with four 16" chairs $454.99 

24" x 60" Rectangular Tables
598-14108P6X10-XX Table with six 10" chairs $579.99 
598-14108P6X12-XX Table with six 12" chairs $599.99 
598-14108P6X14-XX Table with six 14" chairs $599.99 
598-14108P4X16-XX Table with four 16" chairs $529.99 

Please specify Leg & Glide Style
C = Chunky Leg
TB = Toddler Leg, Ball Glides
TS = Toddler Leg, Nylon Swivel Glides
SB = Standard Leg, Ball Glides
SS = Standard Leg, Nylon Swivel Glides

Toddler 
Leg

Standard Leg

Chunky 
Leg

OKBK=
Oak/Black

w/Black Legs

MBBK=
Maple/Black
w/Black Legs 

GBL= 
Gray/Blue

w/Blue Legs

GGN= 
Gray/Green

w/Green Legs

GNV= 
Gray/Navy 

w/Navy Legs

GRD= 
Gray/Red

w/Red Legs

GYE= 
Gray/Yellow

w/Yellow 
Legs

4cm (11⁄4")
539-6431K Adapter for wooden chair legs  
(compatible with 539-6325), 4/pkg.
775-5397 Adapter for wooden chair legs  
(compatible with 539-6325), 100/pkg.
Sled Based Chairs 2.5cm (1")
539-6030 2.5cm (1") Chairs–3cm (11⁄4")  
 tubing, 4/pkg.
775-53910 2.5cm (1") Chairs–3cm (11⁄4") tubing, 
  100/pkg.
Angled Plugged Footing Tube Chairs
539-6120 2cm (3⁄4") dia., 4/pkg.
775-53911 2cm (3⁄4") dia., 100/pkg.
539-6128 3cm (11⁄8") dia., 4/pkg.
775-53912 3cm (11⁄8") dia., 100/pkg.
Swivel Footing Chairs
539-6328 Easy install high angle swivel  
 footing, 4/pkg.
775-53913 Easy install high angle swivel  
 footing, 100/pkg.

2cm (7⁄8")
539-6122K Tube chair legs, 4/pkg.
775-5391 Tube chair legs, 100/pkg.
2.5cm (1")
539-6125K Tube chair legs, 4/pkg.
775-5392 Tube chair legs, 100/pkg.
539-6225K Tube desk legs, 4/pkg.
775-5393 Tube desk legs, 100/pkg.
4cm (11⁄4")
539-6231K Tube desk legs, 4/pkg.
775-5394 Tube desk legs, 100/pkg.
539-6325K Swivel glides & elevation  
 2cm (3⁄4"), 4/pkg.
775-5395 Swivel glides & elevation  
 2cm (3⁄4"), 100/pkg.
2.5cm (1")
539-6331K Swivel glides & elevation  
 2.1cm (7⁄8"), 4/pkg.
775-5396 Dwivel glides & elevation  
 2.1cm (7⁄8"), 100/pkg.

Chairback Buddy™
A great way to keep supplies 
organized and within reach! 
Slips over the back of most 
preschool and early elemen-
tary chairs for extra storage 
and convenience. Heavy-
duty, washable canvas has 
PVC coating for added durability. 
Contents not included. 15" x 19". $19.99 Each
015-158035 Blue/Red
015-158036 Blue/Yellow

Includes Name
Tag Pocket!

Swivel Glide



648-5112-4000

Endurance™
In environments where caregivers are required to sanitize with bleach, the 
Endurance carpets pass the test. Made with 100% solution dyed polyester, these 
soft and inviting area rugs resist soil, stains, bleach and have antimicrobial 
protection. Flexible backing resists wrinkling and lies flat. Class 1 flammability. 
Limited Lifetime wear warranty. Please specify colour choice when ordering.
817-80PXX 6' x 6'   Rectangle $164.99   $149.99 
817-80QXX 6' x 9'   Rectangle $234.99   $212.99 
817-80SXX 12' x 8'   Rectangle $409.99   $369.99 

11
Brown

12
Taupe

05
Royal 
Blue

07
Red

03
Midnight 

Blue

04
Glacier 

Blue

01
Burgundy

02
Forest

07
Pale
Pink

08
Seafoam

03
Tangerine 
Orange

06
Lemon 
Yellow

01
Cobalt  

Blue

02
Grass 
Green

Just Kidding™
Brighten up your room with the beautiful colors of Just Kidding™.  Made with 
100% BCF PET solution dyed polyester, these soft and inviting area rugs resist 
soil, stains, bleach, and have antimicrobial protection. 6' x 9'.
817-623Q $279.99 

09
Lime Green
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Mt. St. Helens Solid Color Rugs
Offers maximum resistance to fading–even in extreme 
sunlight. Carpets are easy to clean and disinfect. 
Because they are cut pile, they can’t unravel the way 
a loop pile does. Double-stitched serged edges and a 
10 year wear warranty are two added features. Please 
specify colour choice when ordering.
648-2146 4' x 6' Rectangle $136.99 
648-2100 6' x 9' Rectangle $259.99 
648-2112 8'4" x 12' Rectangle $399.99 
648-2169 6' x 9' Oval $254.99 
648-2183 8'3" x 11'8" Oval $399.99 

Mocha
703

Blueberry
405

Marine Blue
407

Emerald
306

648-2183-405

KIDply® Soft Solids 
Classroom Rugs
These durable rugs feature double stitched edges, 
KIDply® backing, Anti-Static Treatment and Lifetime 
Abrasive Wear Warranty. Meets or exceeds Class I 
fire rating as specified in NFPA Life Safety Code 101. 
Please specify colour choice when ordering.
648-5146 4' x 6' Rectangle $214.99 
648-5100 6' x 9' Rectangle $399.99 
648-5112 8'4" x 12'  Rectangle $589.99 

Midnight
Blue
4010

Grass 
Green
3010

Brown
Sugar
7010
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Adjustable Shelves Storage
Attractive bookshelf provides versatility in every room.  
Two adjustable shelves provide plenty of space for books, puzzles  
and more. All surfaces and back are 100% Healthy Kids™ plywood with  
our exclusive Tuff-Gloss™ UV finish. Greenguard® Gold certified. Fully assembled. 
Lifetime warranty. 15"D x 33"H.
172-994832   48"W. Weight 69 lbs. $469.99 
172-995832   58"W. Weight 79 lbs. $619.99 

Low Storage Unit with Translucent Trays
Single sided unit comes with casters for easy mobility. 61cm x 122cm x 40.5cm 
(24"x 48" x 16"). Fully assembled. Birch plywood. Weight 70 lbs.
172-99609CT with Translucent Trays $579.99 
172-99609 without Trays $514.99 

Storage Unit
Versatile divided storage areas for puzzles,  
games, and books. Plus generous storage area for (10)  
brown cubby trays. All surfaces and back are 100% Healthy Kids™ 
plywood with our exclusive Tuff-Gloss™ UV finish. GREENGUARD® 
Gold certified. Fully assembled on casters. Lifetime warranty.  
291⁄8"H x 48"W x 15"D. Weight 84 lbs.                       $714.99 Each  
172-62901    with Translucent Trays 
172-62902    with Brown Trays

Storage |

Storage Unit
Versatile divided storage areas for puzzles, 

Shelf Storage
Long shelves provide abundant storage options. All surfaces and back are 100% 
Healthy Kids™ Plywood with our exclusive Tuff-Gloss™ UV finish. GREENGUARD® 
Gold certified. Fully assembled on casters. Lifetime warranty. 30"H x 48"W x 15"D. 
Weight 60 lbs.
172-12600 $439.99 

Adjustable 
Shelf Storage

Long adjustable shelf provides abundant 
storage options. All surfaces and back are 100% 

Healthy Kids™ Plywood with our exclusive Tuff-Gloss™ UV  
finish. GREENGUARD® Gold certified. Shelf adjusts in 32mm increments. Fully  
assembled on casters. Lifetime warranty. 30"H x 48"W x 15"D. Weight 61 lbs.
172-12675 $419.99 

172-12600 $439.99 

Adjustable 
Shelf Storage

Long adjustable shelf provides abundant 
storage options. All surfaces and back are 100% 

Healthy Kids™ Plywood with our exclusive Tuff-Gloss
finish. GREENGUARD® Gold certified. Shelf adjusts in 32mm increments. Fully 

Versatile Shelf Storage
Full length open shelp provides additional storage options. All surfaces and back 
are 100% Healthy Kids™ plywood with our exclusive Tuff-Gloss™ UV finish. GREEN-
GUARD® Gold certified. Fully assembled on casters. Lifetime warranty. 48"W. 
15"D
172-12430    23 1/2" H 56 lbs. $419.99  
172-13030    30" H 65 lbs. $439.99  
172-13630    38" H 79 lbs. $529.99  
18"D
172-12432    23 1/2" H 64 lbs. $449.99  
172-13032    30" H 74 lbs. $469.99  
172-13632    38" H 92 lbs. $559.99  
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(minimum $15.00)

Extra charges may apply to YT, NT, NU 
and other remote areas.

SubTotal

G.S.T./H.S.T.

Provincial Sales Tax (if applicable)

 TOTAL

Method of Payment
   Cheque/Money Order Enclosed for $____________________ (Make Payable to Scholar’s Choice)

   Please Bill Our Account

   VISA  MasterCard       

       Card Number

                 Expiry

 

Signature:

Special Shipping Instructions: _________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ship To Arrive By: ________________________ To Arrive After:________________________

    Send Additional Catalogue

Check below for items that may be out of stock
  Ship when stock available 
  Cancel by __________________________________________
  Hold until order is complete

New Accounts
For new accounts, please complete the account information 
form found on reverse.

Bill To:

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Name

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Daycare/Nursery School/School

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Address

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 City Prov. Postal Code

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Telephone Number                                 Fax Number

 Email Address_______________________________________________

(      ) (      )

Ship To:

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Name

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Daycare/Nursery School/School

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Address

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 City Prov. Postal Code

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Telephone Number                                 Fax Number

 Email Address_______________________________________________

(      ) (      )

_Account # Customer P.O. #

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

ONTARIO
Phone: (519)453-7470    Toll Free: (800)265-1095

Fax: (519)455-2853    Toll Free Fax: (800)363-3398

WESTERN PROVINCES
Phone: (204)788-1487    Toll Free: (877)378-3078

Fax: (204)783-0070    Toll Free Fax: (877)378-3081

ATLANTIC PROVINCES
Phone: (506)854-4952    Toll Free: (800)249-8888
Fax: (506)854-4954   Toll Free Fax: (800)361-0050

QUEBEC
Phone: (450)444-3007    Toll Free: (800)361-5944

Fax: (450)444-3047    Toll Free Fax: (877)444-3047

Note: All personal orders must be prepaid.
         All backorders under $10 will be cancelled.

Please photocopy for subsequent use. Prices do not include any sales tax.
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Freight Terms
At Scholar’s Choice we work diligently to keep operating costs low and pass on the cost saving benefits to you, our valued customer. Our entire team at 
Scholar’s Choice is consistently working to deliver 100% satisfaction. Your order is shipped prepaid with the freight charges added to your invoice.
 

Standard Freight
Orders under $100  - min freight charge of $15 will be charged. Orders valued at more than $100 – Freight charges of 12% of total order will be applied to your order.  
Standard Freight is door to door only. Inside delivery is available and must be requested when you place your order. If there is a specific room number you would like your 
order delivered to, or if your classroom is difficult to reach or accessible only by stairs, please notify our customer service department at the time your order is placed. An 
additional charge may be added to your freight bill by the carrier for delivery beyond your front door. Upon request, we would be pleased to quote you the additional freight 
charges. If you want your order to ship prior to being 100% complete there may be additional freight charges.

*Truck items have additional freight charges, please see our website for details.
Back orders under $10 will be cancelled. Orders to USA will have freight charges of 20% of total order, (excluding AK, HI and PR). Truck items are not available for shipping 
outside Canada. For all other international locations please contact Customer Service 1.800.265.1095 for information.
Orders to remote areas - extra charges will apply and we will contact you with the charges.

Scholar’s Choice Return Policy
Scholar’s Choice is here to meet your needs and ensure your purchase is a pleasant and positive experience. We stand behind the products we sell and guarantee the quality 
of all our merchandise for a minimum of one year, under conditions of normal* use.
If you do need to return product please contact us so we can provide you with a return authorization number. Products returned without a RA# will be returned to sender. We 
will completely refund the purchase price of all products returned within 30 days of purchase with a RA#, in its original packaging and in resalable condition. If you need to 
return products after 30 days we will provide you with a credit towards your next purchase.
Please contact us to make all necessary arrangements. A 15% restocking fee will apply to all special orders or non stock items and to any product ordered and cancelled that 
has been shipped by vendor. *Normal use being defined as wear and tear incurred while merchandise was being used for its intended purposes. 

Prices
We are always working to hold our prices but there are times when this may not be possible. This may be a result of price increases from our manufacturers. For up-to-date 
pricing please call us - we are always ready to take your calls - or visit our website at www.scholarschoice.ca.
Our goal is to offer the best products at the best price with outstanding customer service. If we do not meet your expectations please call us so we can work with you.

Freight Terms
At Scholar’s Choice we work diligently to keep operating costs low and pass on the cost saving benefits to you, our valued customer. Our entire team at 
Scholar’s Choice is consistently working to deliver 100% satisfaction.

 Your order is shipped prepaid with the freight charges added to your invoice. 
•	 Stock orders valued at less than $100 -  $10 minimum freight charge
•	 Stock orders valued at more than $100 – 10% of total order freight charge
•	 Truck Symbol items, (these orders require extra freight) - 17.5% of total order freight charge
•	 Orders greater than $500 and shipped to one Canadian location  -  5% freight discount is applied
•	 Orders to remote areas – extra charges will apply and we will contact you with those charges. 
•	 Beyond point orders – Freight charges cover ground transportation only as serviced by a licensed carrier.  Ice roads, rail, barge, sealifts, ferries or air transportation are 

the responsibility of the customer. 
Backorders under $10 will be cancelled. Orders to USA will have freight charges of  20% of  total order, (excluding AK, HI and PR). Truck items are not available for 
shipping outside Canada. For all other international locations please contact Customer Service 1.800.265.1095 for information.

Returns
If you do need to return product please contact us so we can provide you with a return authorization number. We will completely refund the purchase price of all products  
returned within 30 days of purchase and in its original packaging. If you need to return products after 30 days we will provide you with a credit towards your next purchase. 
Please contact us to make all necessary arrangements. A 15% restocking fee may apply.

*Normal use being defined as wear and tear incurred while merchandise was being used for its intended purposes.
Prices
We are always working to hold our prices but there are times when this may not be possible. This may be a result of price increases from our manufacturers. For up-to-date 
pricing  please call us -  we are always ready to take your calls - or visit our website at www.scholarschoice.ca.
Our goal is to offer the best products at the best price with outstanding customer service. If we do not meet your expectations please call us so we can work with you.  

New Account Information Confidential

Banking Information

Trade References

Terms - Net 30 days from the date of invoice
1. A service charge of 1.5% per month (18% annum) will apply on the amount of any overdue account from the date such account becomes overdue. Accounts unpaid after  
   30 days from invoice date shall be considered overdue.
2. Scholar's Choice is authorized to obtain information necessary to process this application.

I/We have read and understand the above and hereby agree to abide by these terms and conditions.

DATE:      SIGNATURE:

Company Name

Bank Name

Company Name

Company Name

Credit Limit Requested

$ $

Est. Yearly Purchases Special Invoicing Instructions

Bank Contact Person

Bank Address

Address

Address

Account No.

City Province Postal Code

Address

Phone No. (Business)

Phone No.

Phone No.

Phone No.

Email

Email

Date Account Opened

(           )

(           )

(           )

(           )

(           )

(           )

(           )

Fax No. (Business)

Fax No.

Fax No.

How Long In Business

Email

Scholar's Choice Return Policy
Scholar's Choice is here to meet your needs and ensure your purchase is a pleasant and positive experience. We stand behind the products we sell and guarantee  the 
quality of all our merchandise for a minimum of one year, under conditions of normal* use.



London - East 
2323 Trafalgar St. 
(519)457-633

London - North 
101 Fanshawe Park Rd. E. 
(519)673-4525

Mississauga 
3145 Dundas St. W.  
(905)828-2944

Oshawa 
789 Taunton Rd. E. 
(905)433-7667

Ottawa - West 
2121 Carling Ave.
(613)729-5665

Retail Store Locations:

Regional Sales Centres:

Ontario
Ajax 
145 Kingston Rd. E. 
(905)426-9224

Barrie 
12 Commerce Park Dr.
(705)739-0775

Brampton 
110 Brickyard Way
(905)459-9888

Hamilton 
920 Upper Wentworth St. 
(905)318-5471

Kitchener 
1187 Fischer-Hallman Rd.
(519)894-2021

Niagara
920 Upper Wentworth St. 
Unit 12, Hamilton, ON L9A 5C5
Phone: (905) 318-5471 Toll Free: (800) 265-1095
Fax: (855) 367-6329 Toll Free Fax: (800) 363-3398
Email: sales@scholarschoice.ca
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10:00 AM to 8:00 PM EST

Toronto
8750 Bayview Ave.
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4V9 
Phone: (905) 787-1785 Toll Free: (800) 265-1095
Fax: (855) 583-7947 Toll Free Fax: (800) 363-3398
Email: sales@scholarschoice.ca
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10:00 AM to 8:00 PM EST

Join the Conversation!

The Power Of Play
New articles every week. Currated content 
to help you make learning fun!

Richmond Hill 
8750 Bayview Ave.  
(905)787-1785

Sudbury 
1865 Paris St. 
(705)523-2167

Toronto - Leaside 
1599 Bayview Ave.
(416)485-8697

Windsor 
1695 Manning Rd. 
(519)979-7492

Alberta
Calgary - North 
8060 Silver Springs Blvd.
(403)286-2262

Calgary - South 
16061 McLeod Trail S. E.
(403)254-2604

Edmonton - West 
1 0 ayfield Common  
(780)489-8697

Manitoba
Winnipeg 
Madison Square 1600 Ness Ave.
(204)775-4608

New Brunswick
Moncton 
1633 Mountain Rd.
(506)383-1573

Nova Scotia
Dartmouth 
202 Brownlow Ave
(902) 466-1611

Atlantic
1633 Mountain Rd.
Moncton NB, E1G 1A5
Toll Free (800) 249-8888
Toll Free (800) 361-0050
E-Mail: Easternsales@scholarschoice.ca
Hours: Mon-Fri 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM AST

Québec
P.O. Box 1030 Succursale Maison de la Poste, 
Montreal QC, H3B 3K9
Phone (450) 444-3007 Toll Free (800) 361-5944
Fax (450) 444-3047 Toll Free (877) 444-3047
E-Mail: quebecsales@scholarschoice.ca
Hours: Mon-Fri 7:00 AM to 4:00 PM EST

Prairie Provinces
1600 Ness Ave.
Winnipeg MB, R3J 3W7
Phone (204) 283-0032 Toll Free (844) 383-0032
Fax (204) 283-0033 Toll Free (844) 783-0033
E-Mail: westernsales@scholarschoice.ca
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM CST

Alberta & British Columbia
8060 Silver Springs Blvd. NW
Unit 178, Calgary, ON T3B 5K1
Phone: (403) 286-2262 Toll Free: (800) 265-1095
Fax: (855) 210-4172 Toll Free Fax: (800) 363-3398
Email: sales@scholarschoice.ca
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10:00 AM to 8:00 PM MST

BLOG

scholarschoice.ca/blog



helping you make learning fun™

2323 Trafalgar St., Box 7214, London, ON  N5Y 5S7
Phone: (519)453-7470 - Toll Free: (800)265-1095    
Fax: (519)455-2853 - Toll Free Fax: (800)363-3398

994-SA2018

Our team of experts are here to help!
Call 1-800-265-1095, LiveChat on our website, or visit one of our retail stores.

Shop Online

• 30,000+ Products

• Check Stock Levels

• New Product Added Weekly

• One Step Checkout

www.scholarschoice.ca

Follow Us

@scholarschoice

2487926

Ship To The Store For FREE!

1. Place your order online.
2. Select shipping option at checkout.
3. Pick your order up in-store!

www.scholarschoice.ca/sc_ship_to_store
19 locations across Canada. Check back cover for details.

Download the catalogue:  
scholarschoice.ca/ 

2018-school-age-catalogue
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